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Introduction

This book aspires to be a showcase of what I call ‘‘complementary science,’’
which contributes to scientific knowledge through historical and philosophical

investigations. Complementary science asks scientific questions that are excluded

from current specialist science. It begins by re-examining the obvious, by asking

why we accept the basic truths of science that have become educated common

sense. Because many things are protected from questioning and criticism in spe-

cialist science, its demonstrated effectiveness is also unavoidably accompanied by a

degree of dogmatism and a narrowness of focus that can actually result in a loss of

knowledge. History and philosophy of science in its ‘‘complementary’’ mode can
ameliorate this situation, as I hope the following chapters will illustrate in concrete

detail.

Today even the most severe critics of science actually take a lot of scientific

knowledge for granted. Many results of science that we readily believe are in fact

quite extraordinary claims. Take a moment to reflect on how unbelievable the

following propositions would have appeared to a keen and intelligent observer of

nature from 500 years ago. The earth is very old, well over 4 billion years of age; it

exists in a near-vacuum and revolves around the sun, which is about 150 million
kilometers away; in the sun a great deal of energy is produced by nuclear fusion, the

same kind of process as the explosion of a hydrogen bomb; all material objects are

made up of invisible molecules and atoms, which are in turn made up of elementary

particles, all far too small ever to be seen or felt directly; in each cell of a living

creature there is a hypercomplex molecule called DNA, which largely determines

the shape and functioning of the organism; and so on. Most members of today’s

educated public subscribing to the ‘‘Western’’ civilization would assent to most of

these propositions without hesitation, teach them confidently to their children, and
become indignant when some ignorant people question these truths. However, if

they were asked to say why they believe these items of scientific common sense,

most would be unable to produce any convincing arguments. It may even be that

the more basic and firm the belief is, the more stumped we tend to feel in trying to
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justify it. Such a correlation would indicate that unquestioning belief has served as a

substitute for genuine understanding.

Nowhere is this situation more striking than in our scientific knowledge of heat,

which is why it is an appropriate subject matter of this study. Instead of revisiting

debates about the metaphysical nature of heat, which are very well known to his-
torians of science, I will investigate some basic difficulties in an area that is usually

considered much less problematic, and at the same time fundamental to all empirical

studies of heat. That area of study is thermometry, the measurement of temperature.

How do we know that our thermometers tell us the temperature correctly, especially

when they disagree with each other? How can we test whether the fluid in our

thermometer expands regularly with increasing temperature, without a circular re-

liance on the temperature readings provided by the thermometer itself? How did

people without thermometers learn that water boiled or ice melted always at the
same temperature, so that those phenomena could be used as ‘‘fixed points’’ for cal-

ibrating thermometers? In the extremes of hot and cold where all known thermom-

eters broke down materially, how were new standards of temperature established

and verified? And were there any reliable theories to support the thermometric

practices, and if so, how was it possible to test those theories empirically, in the

absence of thermometry that was already well established?

These questions form the topics of the first four chapters of this book, where

they will be addressed in full detail, both historically and philosophically. I con-
centrate on developments in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, when sci-

entists established the forms of thermometry familiar today in everyday life, basic

experimental science, and standard technological applications. Therefore I will be

discussing quite simple instruments throughout, but simple epistemic questions

about these simple instruments quickly lead us to some extremely complex issues. I

will show how a whole host of eminent past scientists grappled with these issues

and critically examine the solutions they produced.

I aim to show that many simple items of knowledge that we take for granted are
in fact spectacular achievements, obtained only after a great deal of innovative

thinking, painstaking experiments, bold conjectures, and serious controversies,

which may in fact never have been resolved quite satisfactorily. I will point out deep

philosophical questions and serious technical challenges lurking behind very ele-

mentary results. I will bring back to life the loving labors of the great minds who

created and debated these results. I will attempt to communicate my humble ap-

preciation for these achievements, while sweeping away the blind faith in them that

is merely a result of schoolroom and media indoctrination.
It is neither desirable nor any longer effective to try bullying people into

accepting the authority of science. Instead, all members of the educated public can

be invited to participate in science, in order to experience the true nature and value

of scientific inquiry. This does not mean listening to professional scientists tell

condescending stories about how they have discovered wonderful things, which

you should believe for reasons that are too difficult for you to understand in real

depth and detail. Doing science ought to mean asking your own questions, making

your own investigations, and drawing your own conclusions for your own reasons.
Of course it will not be feasible to advance the ‘‘cutting edge’’ or ‘‘frontier’’ of
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modern science without first acquiring years of specialist training. However, the

cutting edge is not all there is to science, nor is it necessarily the most valuable part

of science. Questions that have been answered are still worth asking again, so you

can understand for yourself how to arrive at the standard answers, and possibly

discover new answers or recover forgotten answers that are valuable.
In a way, I am calling for a revival of an old style of science, the kind of ‘‘natural

philosophy’’ that was practiced by the European ‘‘gentlemen’’ of the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries with such seriousness and delight. But the situation in our

time is indeed different. On the encouraging side, today a much larger number of

women and men can afford to engage in activities that are not strictly necessary for

their immediate survival. On the other hand, science has become so much more

advanced, professionalized, and specialized in the last two centuries that it is no

longer very plausible for the amateurs to interact with the professionals on an equal
footing and contribute in an immediate sense to the advancement of specialist

knowledge.

In this modern circumstance, science for the non-specialist and by the non-

specialist should be historical and philosophical. It is best practiced as ‘‘comple-

mentary science’’ (or the complementary mode of history and philosophy of

science), as I explain in detail in chapter 6. The studies contained in the first four

chapters are presented as illustrations. They are offered as exemplars that may be

followed in pursuing other studies in complementary science. I hope that they will
convince you that complementary science can improve our knowledge of nature.

Most of the scientific material presented there is historical, so I am not claiming to

have produced much that is strictly new. However, I believe that the rehabilitation of

discarded or forgotten knowledge does constitute a form of knowledge creation.

Knowing the historical circumstances will also set us free to agree or disagree with

the best judgments reached by the past masters, which form the basis of our modern

consensus.

Each of the first four chapters takes an item of scientific knowledge regarding

temperature that is taken for granted now. Closer study, however, reveals a deep

puzzle that makes it appear that it would actually be quite impossible to obtain and

secure the item of knowledge that seemed so straightforward at first glance. A

historical look reveals an actual scientific controversy that took place, whose vi-

cissitudes are followed in some detail. The conclusion of each episode takes the

form of a judgment regarding the cogency of the answers proposed and debated by

the past scientists, a judgment reached by my own independent reflections—
sometimes in agreement with the verdict of modern science, sometimes not quite.

Each of those chapters consists of two parts. The narrative part states the

philosophical puzzle and gives a problem-centered narrative about the historical

attempts to solve that puzzle. The analysis part contains various in-depth analyses

of certain scientific, historical, and philosophical aspects of the story that would

have distracted the flow of the main narrative given in the first part. The analysis

part of each chapter will tend to contain more philosophical analyses and argu-

ments than the narrative, but I must stress that the division is not meant to be a
separation of history and philosophy. It is not the case that philosophical ideas and
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arguments cannot be embodied in a narrative, and it is also not the case that history

should always be presented in a narrative form.

The last parts of the book are more abstract and methodological. Chapter 5

presents in a more systematic and explicit manner a set of abstract epistemological

ideas that were embedded in the concrete studies in the first four chapters. In that
discussion I identify measurement as a locus where the problems of foundation-

alism are revealed with stark clarity. The alternative I propose is a brand of co-

herentism buttressed by the method of ‘‘epistemic iteration.’’ In epistemic iteration

we start by adopting an existing system of knowledge, with some respect for it but

without any firm assurance that it is correct; on the basis of that initially affirmed

system we launch inquiries that result in the refinement and even correction of the

original system. It is this self-correcting progress that justifies (retrospectively)

successful courses of development in science, not any assurance by reference to
some indubitable foundation. Finally, in chapter 6, I close with a manifesto that

articulates in explicit methodological terms what it is that I am trying to achieve

with the kind of studies that are included in this book. The notion of com-

plementary science, which I have sketched only very briefly for now, will be de-

veloped more fully and systematically there.

As this book incorporates diverse elements, it could be read selectively. The

main themes can be gathered by reading the narrative parts of the first four

chapters; in that case, various sections in the analysis parts of those chapters can be
sampled according to your particular interests. If you have little patience for his-

torical details, it may work to read just the analysis parts of chapters 1 to 4 (skipping

the obviously historical sections), then chapter 5. If you are simply too busy and

also prefer to take philosophy in the more abstract vein, then chapter 5 could be

read by itself; however, the arguments there will be much less vivid and convincing

unless you have seen at least some of the details in earlier chapters. Chapter 6 is

intended mainly for professional scholars and advanced students in the history and

philosophy of science. However, for anyone particularly excited, puzzled, or dis-
turbed by the work contained in the first five chapters, it will be helpful to read

chapter 6 to get my own explanation of what I am trying to do. In general, the

chapters could be read independently of each other and in any order. However,

they are arranged in roughly chronological order and both the historical and the

philosophical discussions contained in them do accumulate in a real sense, so if you

have the time and intention to read all of the chapters, you would do well to read

them in the order presented.

As indicated by its inclusion in the Oxford Studies in the Philosophy of Science, this

book is intended to be a work of philosophy. However, the studies presented here

are works of philosophy, science, and history simultaneously. I am aware that they

may cross some boundaries and offend the sensibilities of particular academic

disciplines. And if I go into explanations of various elementary points well known

to specialists, that is not a sign of condescension or ignorance, but only an al-

lowance for the variety of intended readership. I fear that professional philosophy

today is at risk of becoming an ailing academic discipline shunned by large numbers
of students and seemingly out of touch with other human concerns. It should not
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be that way, and this book humbly offers one model of how philosophy might

engage more productively with endeavors that are perceived to be more practically

significant, such as empirical scientific research. I hope that this book will serve as

a reminder that interesting and useful philosophical insights can emerge from a

critical study of concrete scientific practices.
The intended audience closest to my own professional heart is that small band

of scholars and students who are still trying to practice and promote history-and-

philosophy of science as an integrated discipline. More broadly, discussions of

epistemology and scientific methodology included in this book will interest phi-

losophers of science, and perhaps philosophers in general. Discussions of physics

and chemistry in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries will be of interest to

historians of science. Much of the historical material in the first four chapters is not

to be found in the secondary literature and is intended as an original contribution to
the history of science. I also hope that the stories of how we came to believe what

we believe, or how we discovered what we know, will interest many practicing

scientists, science students, and non-professional lovers of science. But, in the end,

professional labels are not so relevant to my main aspirations. If you can glimpse

through my words any of the fascination that has forced me to write them, then this

book is for you.
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1

Keeping the Fixed

Points Fixed

Narrative: What to Do When Water Refuses
to Boil at the Boiling Point

The excess of the heat of water above the boiling point is influenced by a

great variety of circumstances.

Henry Cavendish, ‘‘Theory of Boiling,’’ c. 1780

The scientific study of heat started with the invention of the thermometer. That is

a well-worn cliché, but it contains enough truth to serve as the starting point of

our inquiry. And the construction of the thermometer had to start with the es-

tablishment of ‘‘fixed points.’’ Today we tend to be oblivious to the great challenges

that the early scientists faced in establishing the familiar fixed points of thermom-

etry, such as the boiling and freezing points of water. This chapter is an attempt to
become reacquainted with those old challenges, which are no less real for being

forgotten. The narrative of the chapter gives a historical account of the surprising

difficulties encountered and overcome in establishing one particular fixed point, the

boiling point of water. The analysis in the second half of the chapter touches on

broader philosophical and historical issues and provides in-depth discussions that

would have interrupted the flow of the narrative.

Blood, Butter, and Deep Cellars: The Necessity
and Scarcity of Fixed Points

Galileo and his contemporaries were already using thermometers around 1600. By

the late seventeenth century, thermometers were very fashionable but still notor-

iously unstandardized. Witness the complaint made about the existing thermom-
eters in 1693 by Edmond Halley (1656–1742), astronomer of the comet fame and

secretary of the Royal Society of London at the time:
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I cannot learn that any of them…were ever made or adjusted, so as it might be

concluded, what the Degrees or Divisions…did mean; neither were they ever

otherwise graduated, but by Standards kept by each particular Workman, without

any agreement or reference to one another. (Halley 1693, 655)

Most fundamentally, there were no standard ‘‘fixed points,’’ namely phenomena
that could be used as thermometric benchmarks because they were known to take

place always at the same temperature. Without credible fixed points it was im-

possible to create any meaningful temperature scale, and without shared fixed points

used by all makers of thermometers there was little hope of making a standard-

ized scale.

Halley himself recommended using the boiling point of alcohol (‘‘spirit of

wine’’) as a fixed point, having seen how the alcohol in his thermometer always

came up to the same level when it started to boil. But he was also quick to add a
cautionary note: ‘‘Only it must be observed, that the Spirit of Wine used to this

purpose be highly rectified or dephlegmed, for otherwise the differing Goodness of

the Spirit will occasion it to boil sooner or later, and thereby pervert the designed

Exactness’’ (1693, 654). As for the lower fixed point, he repudiated Robert Hooke’s

and Robert Boyle’s practice of using the freezing points of water and aniseed oil,

either of which he thought was ‘‘not so justly determinable, but with a considerable

latitude.’’ In general Halley thought that ‘‘the just beginning of the Scales of Heat

and Cold should not be from such a Point as freezes any thing,’’ but instead
recommended using the temperature of deep places underground, such as ‘‘the

Grottoes under the Observatory at Paris,’’ which a ‘‘certain Experiment of the

curious Mr. Mariotte’’ had shown to be constant in all seasons (656).1

Halley’s contribution clearly revealed a basic problem that was to plague

thermometry for a long time to come: in order to ensure the stability and usefulness

of thermometers, we must be quite certain that the presumed fixed points are

actually fixed sharply, instead of having ‘‘a considerable latitude.’’ There are two

parts to this problem, one epistemic and the other material. The epistemic prob-
lem is to know how to judge whether a proposed fixed point is actually fixed:

how can that judgment be made in the absence of an already-trusted thermome-

ter? This problem will not feature prominently on the surface of the narrative

about the history of fixed points to be given now; however, in the analysis part of

this chapter, it will be discussed as a matter of priority (see especially ‘‘The Vali-

dation of Standards’’ section). Assuming that we know how to judge fixedness, we

can face the material problem of finding or creating some actual points that are

fixed.
Throughout the seventeenth century and the early parts of the eighteenth

century, there was a profusion of proposed fixed points, with no clear consensus

as to which ones were the best. Table 1.1 gives a summary of some of the fixed

1He did not name Hooke and Boyle explicitly. See Birch [1756–57] 1968, 1:364–365, for Hooke’s

suggestion to the Royal Society in 1663 to use the freezing point of water; see Barnett 1956, 290, for

Boyle’s use of aniseed oil.
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points used by the most respectable scientists up to the late eighteenth century.

One of the most amusing to our modern eyes is a temperature scale proposed
by Joachim Dalencé (1640–1707?), which used the melting point of butter as its

upper fixed point. But even that was an improvement over previous proposals like

the ‘‘greatest summer heat’’ used in the thermometers of the Accademia del Cimento,

a group of experimental philosophers in Florence led by Grand Duke Ferdinand

II and his brother Leopold Medici. Even the great Isaac Newton (1642–1727)

seems to have made an unwise choice in using what was often called ‘‘blood heat,’’

TABLE 1.1. Summary of fixed points used by various scientists

Person Year

Fixed points (‘‘and’’ indicates

a two-point system) Source of information

Sanctorius c. 1600 candle flame and snow Bolton 1900, 22

Accademia del Cimento c. 1640? most severe winter cold

and greatest summer heat

Boyer 1942, 176

Otto Von Guericke c. 1660? first night frost Barnett 1956, 294

Robert Hooke 1663 freezing distilled water Bolton 1900, 44–45;

Birch [1756] 1968,

1:364–365

Robert Boyle 1665? congealing oil of aniseed or

freezing distilled water

Bolton 1900, 43

Christiaan Huygens 1665 boiling water or freezing water Bolton 1900, 46;

Barnett 1956, 293

Honoré Fabri 1669 snow and highest summer heat Barnett 1956, 295

Francesco Eschinardi 1680 melting ice and boiling water Middleton 1966, 55

Joachim Dalencé 1688 freezing water and melting butter

or ice and deep cellars

Bolton 1900, 51

Edmond Halley 1693 deep caves and boiling spirit Halley 1693, 655–656

Carlo Renaldini 1694 melting ice and boiling water Middleton 1966, 55

Isaac Newton 1701 melting snow and blood heat Newton [1701] 1935,

125, 127

Guillaume Amontons 1702 boiling water Bolton 1900, 61

Ole Rømer 1702 ice/salt mixture and boiling water Boyer 1942, 176

Philippe de la Hire 1708 freezing water and Paris

Observatory cellars

Middleton 1966, 56

Daniel Gabriel

Fahrenheit

c. 1720 ice/water/salt mixture and ice/water

mixture and healthy body

temperature

Bolton 1900, 70

John Fowler c. 1727 freezing water and water hottest

to be endured by a hand held

still

Bolton 1900, 79–80

R. A. F. de Réaumur c. 1730 freezing water Bolton 1900, 82

Joseph-Nicolas De l’Isle 1733 boiling water Middleton 1966, 87–89

Anders Celsius by 1741 melting ice and boiling water Beckman 1998

J. B. Micheli du Crest 1741 Paris Observatory cellars and

boiling water

Du Crest 1741, 8

Encyclopaedia Britannica 1771 freezing water and congealing wax Encyclopaedia Britannica,

1st ed., 3:487
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namely human body temperature, as a fixed point in his 1701 scale of tempera-

tures.2

By the middle of the eighteenth century, a consensus was emerging about using

the boiling and freezing of water as the preferred fixed points of thermometry,

thanks to the work of the Swedish astronomer Anders Celsius (1701–1744), among
others.3 However, the consensus was neither complete nor unproblematic. In 1772

Jean-André De Luc (1727–1817), whose work I shall be examining in great detail

shortly, published these words of caution:

Today people believe that they are in secure possession of these [fixed] points, and

pay little attention to the uncertainties that even the most famous men had regarding

this matter, nor to the kind of anarchy that resulted from such uncertainties, from

which we still have not emerged at all. (De Luc 1772, 1:331, §4274)

To appreciate the ‘‘anarchy’’ that De Luc was talking about, it may be sufficient to

witness the following recommendation for the upper fixed point given as late as

1771, in the first edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica: ‘‘water just hot enough to

let wax, that swims upon it, begin to coagulate’’ (3:487).5 Or there is the more
exotic case of Charles Piazzi Smith (1819–1900), astronomer royal for Scotland,

who proposed as the upper fixed point the mean temperature of the King’s

Chamber at the center of the Great Pyramid of Giza.6

The Vexatious Variations of the Boiling Point

In 1776 the Royal Society of London appointed an illustrious seven-member

committee to make definite recommendations about the fixed points of thermom-

eters.7 The chair of this committee was Henry Cavendish (1731–1810), the reclusive

2See Newton [1701] 1935, 125, 127. Further discussion can be found in Bolton 1900, 58, and

Middleton 1966, 57. Blood heat may actually not have been such a poor choice in relative terms, as I will

discuss further in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ in the analysis part of this chapter. Middleton, rashly

in my view, berates Newton’s work in thermometry as ‘‘scarcely worthy of him.’’ According to modern

estimates, the temperatures of healthy human bodies vary by about 1 degree centigrade.
3On Celsius’s contributions, see Beckman 1998. According to the consensus emerging in the late

eighteenth century, both of these points were used together to define a scale. However, it should be noted

that it is equally cogent to use only one fixed point, as emphasized in Boyer 1942. In the one-point method,

temperature is measured by noting the volume of the thermometric fluid in relation to its volume at the one

fixed point.
4In citing from this work, I will give both the paragraph number and the page number from the

two-volume edition (quarto) that I am using, since there was also a four-volume edition (octavo) with

different pagination.
5Newton ([1701] 1935, 125) had assigned the temperature of 20 and 2/11 degrees on his scale to

this point. It was not till the 3d edition of 1797 that Britannica caught on to the dominant trend and

noted: ‘‘The fixed points which are now universally chosen…are the boiling and freezing water points.’’

See ‘‘Thermometer,’’ Encyclopaedia Britannica, 3d ed., 18:492–500, on pp. 494–495.
6The information about Piazzi Smith is from the display in the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh.
7This committee was appointed at the meeting of 12 December 1776 and consisted of Aubert,

Cavendish, Heberden, Horsley, De Luc, Maskelyne, and Smeaton. See the Journal Book of the Royal

Society, vol. 28 (1774–1777), 533–534, in the archives of the Royal Society of London.
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aristocrat and devoted scientist who was once described as ‘‘the wisest of the rich

and the richest of the wise.’’8 The Royal Society committee did take it for granted

that the two water points should be used, but addressed the widespread doubts that

existed about their true fixity, particularly regarding the boiling point. The com-

mittee’s published report started by noting that the existing thermometers, even
those made by the ‘‘best artists,’’ differed among themselves in their specifications of

the boiling point. The differences easily amounted to 2–3 degrees Fahrenheit. Two

causes of variation were clearly identified and successfully dealt with.9 First, the

boiling temperature was by then widely known to vary with the atmospheric

pressure,10 and the committee specified a standard pressure of 29.8 English inches

(roughly 757mm) of mercury, under which the boiling point should be taken.

Drawing on De Luc’s previous work, the committee also gave a formula for ad-

justing the boiling point according to pressure, in case it was not convenient to wait
for the atmosphere to assume the standard pressure. The second major cause of

variation was that the mercury in the stem of the thermometer was not necessarily

at the same temperature as the mercury in the thermometer bulb. This was also

dealt with in a straightforward manner, by means of a setup in which the entire

mercury column was submerged in boiling water (or in steam coming off the

boiling water). Thus, the Royal Society committee identified two main problems

and solved both of them satisfactorily.

However, the committee’s report alsomentioned other, much less tractable ques-
tions. One such question is represented emblematically in a thermometric scale

from the 1750s that is preserved in the Science Museum in London. That scale

(shown in fig. 1.1), by George Adams the Elder (?–1773), has two boiling points: at

2048 Fahrenheit ‘‘water begins to boyle,’’ and at 2128F ‘‘water boyles vehemently.’’

In other words, Adams recognized a temperature interval as wide as 88F in which

various stages of boiling took place. This was not an aberrant quirk of an in-

competent craftsman. Adams was one of Britain’s premier instrument-makers, the

official ‘‘Mathematical Instrument Maker’’ to George III, starting from 1756 while
the latter was the Prince of Wales.11 Cavendish himself had addressed the question

of whether there was a temperature difference between ‘‘fast’’ and ‘‘slow’’ boiling

([1766] 1921, 351). The notion that there are different temperatures associated

with different ‘‘degree of boiling’’ can be traced back to Newton ([1701] 1935, 125),

who recorded that water began to boil at 338 of his scale and boiled vehemently at

348 to 34.58, indicating a range of about 5–88F. Similar observations were made by

8This description was by Jean-Baptiste Biot, quoted in Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 1.

Cavendish was a grandson of William Cavendish, the Second Duke of Devonshire, and Rachel Russell;

his mother was Anne de Grey, daughter of Henry de Grey, Duke of Kent. See Jungnickel and

McCormmach 1999, 736–737, for the Cavendish and Grey family trees.
9For further details, see Cavendish et al. 1777, esp. 816–818, 853–855.
10Robert Boyle had already noted this in the seventeenth century, and Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit

knew the quantitative relations well enough to make a barometer that inferred the atmospheric pressure

from the boiling point of water. See Barnett 1956, 298.
11The description of Adams’s scale is from Chaldecott 1955, 7 (no. 20). For information about his

status and work, see Morton and Wess 1993, 470, and passim.
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FIGURE 1.1. George Adams’s thermometric scale, showing two boiling points (inventory no.

1927-1745). Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library.
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De Luc, who was a key member of the Royal Society committee and perhaps the

leading European authority in thermometry in the late eighteenth century.

As Jean-André De Luc (fig. 1.2) is a little-known figure today even among

historians of science, a brief account of his life and work is in order.12 In his own

day De Luc had a formidable reputation as a geologist, meteorologist, and physicist.
He received his early education from his father, François De Luc, a clockmaker,

radical politician, and author of pious religious tracts, who was once described by

Jean-Jacques Rousseau as ‘‘an excellent friend, the most honest and boring of men’’

(Tunbridge 1971, 15). The younger De Luc maintained equally active interests in

science, commerce, politics, and religion. To his credit were some very popular

natural-theological explanations of geological findings, strenuous arguments against

Lavoisier’s new chemistry, and a controversial theory of rain postulating the

transmutation of air into water.13 One of the early ‘‘scientific mountaineers,’’ De Luc
made pioneering excursions into the Alps (with his younger brother Guillaume-

Antoine), which stimulated and integrated his scientific interests in natural history,

geology, and meteorology. His decisive improvement of the method of measuring

the heights of mountains by barometric pressure was a feat that some considered

sufficient to qualify him as one of the most important physicists in all of Europe.14

More generally he was famous for his inventions and improvements of meteo-

rological instruments and for the keen observations he made with them. Despite his

willingness to theorize, his empiricist leanings were clearly encapsulated in state-
ments such as the following: ‘‘[T]he progress made towards perfecting [measuring

instruments] are the most effectual steps which have been made towards the

knowledge of Nature; for it is they that have given us a disgust to the jargon of

systems…spreading fast into metaphysics’’ (De Luc 1779, 69). In 1772 De Luc’s

business in Geneva collapsed, at which point he retired from commercial life and

devoted himself entirely to scientific work. Soon thereafter he settled in England,

where he was welcomed as a Fellow of the Royal Society (initially invited to the

Society by Cavendish) and also given the prestigious position of ‘‘Reader’’ to Queen
Charlotte. De Luc became an important member of George III’s court and based

himself in Windsor to his dying day, though he did much traveling and kept up his

scientific connections particularly with the Lunar Society of Birmingham and a

number of German scholars, especially in Göttingen.

De Luc’s first major scientific work, the two-volume Inquiries on the Modifica-

tions of the Atmosphere, published in 1772, had been eagerly awaited for the prom-

ised discussion of the barometric measurement of heights. When it was finally

published after a delay of ten years, it also contained a detailed discourse on the

12The most convenient brief source on De Luc’s life and work is the entry in the Dictionary of

National Biography, 5:778–779. For more detail, see De Montet 1877–78, 2:79–82, and Tunbridge 1971.

The entry in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 4:27–29, is also informative, though distracted by the

contributor’s own amazement at De Luc’s seemingly unjustified renown. Similarly, W. E. K. Middleton’s

works contain a great deal of information about De Luc, but suffer from a strong bias against him.
13On the controversy surrounding De Luc’s theory of rain, which was also the cornerstone of his

objections to Lavoisier’s new chemistry, see Middleton 1964a and Middleton 1965.
14For this appraisal, see Journal des Sçavans, 1773, 478.
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FIGURE 1.2. Jean-André De Luc. Geneva, Bibliothèque publique et universitaire, Collections

iconographiques.
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construction and employment of thermometers, with an explanation that De Luc

had originally become interested in thermometers because of the necessity to cor-

rect barometer readings for variations in temperature.15 I will have occasion to

discuss other aspects of De Luc’s work in thermometry in chapter 2, but for now let

us return to the subject of possible variations in the boiling temperature according
to the ‘‘degree of boiling.’’ Initially De Luc asserted:

When water begins to boil, it does not yet have the highest degree of heat it can

attain. For that, the entire mass of the water needs to be in movement; that is to say,

that the boiling should start at the bottom of the vessel, and spread all over the

surface of the water, with the greatest impetuosity possible. From the commence-

ment of ebullition to its most intense phase, the water experiences an increase in

heat of more than a degree. (De Luc 1772, 1:351–352, §439)

In further experiments, De Luc showed that there was an interval of 76 to

80 degrees on his thermometer (95–1008C, or 203–2128F) corresponding to the

spectrum of ebullition ranging from ‘‘hissing’’ to full boil, which is quite consistent
with the range of 204–2128F indicated in Adams’s thermometer discussed earlier.

The weakest degree of genuine boiling started at 78.758 on De Luc’s thermometer,

in which the full-boiling point was set at 808, so there was a range of 1.258 (over
1.58C) from the commencement of boiling to the highest boiling temperature.16

The Royal Society committee investigated this issue carefully, which is not

surprising given that its two leading members, Cavendish and De Luc, had been

concerned by it previously. The committee’s findings were somewhat reassuring for

the stability of the boiling point:

For the most part there was very little difference whether the water boiled fast or

very gently; and what difference there was, was not always the same way, as the

thermometer sometimes stood higher when the water boiled fast, and sometimes

lower. The difference, however, seldom amounted to more than 1/10th of a degree.

(Cavendish et al. 1777, 819–820)

Still, some doubts remained. The trials were made in metallic pots, and it seemed

to matter whether the pots were heated only from the bottom or from the sides as
well:

In some trials which we made with the short thermometers in the short pot, with

near four inches of the side of the vessel exposed to the fire, they constantly stood

lower when the water boiled fast than when slow, and the height was in general

greater than when only the bottom of the pot was exposed to the fire. (820)

Not only was that result in disagreement with the other trials made by the com-

mittee but also it was the direct opposite of the observations by Adams and De Luc,

15See De Luc 1772, 1:219–221, §408.
16See De Luc 1772, 2:358, §983. De Luc’s own thermometer employed what came to be known as

the ‘‘Réaumur’’ scale, which had 80 points between the freezing and the boiling points. R. A. F. Réaumur

had used an 80-point scale, but his original design was considerably modified by De Luc.
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according to which water boiling vigorously had a higher temperature than water

boiling gently.

There were other factors to worry about as well. One was the depth of the

boiling water: ‘‘[I]f the ball be immersed deep in the water, it will be surrounded by

water which will be compressed by more than the weight of the atmosphere, and on
that account will be rather hotter than it ought to be’’ (817–818). Experiments did

vindicate this worry, revealing a variation of about 0.068 per inch in the depth of

the water above the ball of the thermometer. However, the committee was reluctant

to advance that observation as a general rule. For one thing, though this effect

clearly seemed to be caused by the changes of pressure, it was only half as large as

the effect caused by changes in the atmospheric pressure. Even more baffling was

the fact that ‘‘the boiling point was in some measure increased by having a great

depth of water below the ball…[T]his last effect, however, did not always take
place’’ (821–822; emphasis added). Although the committee made fairly definite

recommendations on how to fix the boiling point in the end, its report also revealed

a lingering sense of uncertainty:

Yet there was a very sensible difference between the trials made on different days,

even when reduced to the same height of the barometer, though the observations

were always made either with rain or distilled water.…We do not at all know what

this difference could be owing to.…(826–827)

Superheating and the Mirage of True Ebullition

The work of the Royal Society committee on the boiling point is a lively testimony

to the shakiness of the cutting-edge knowledge of the phenomenon of boiling in the

late eighteenth century. No one was more clearly aware of the difficulties than De
Luc, who had started worrying about them well before the Royal Society com-

mission. Just as his book was going to the press in 1772, De Luc added a fifteen-

chapter supplement to his discussion of thermometers, entitled ‘‘inquiries on the

variations of the heat of boiling water.’’ The logical starting point of this research

was to give a precise definition of boiling, before disputing whether its temperature

was fixed. What, then, is boiling? De Luc (1772, 2:369, §1008) conceived ‘‘true

ebullition’’ (‘‘la vraie ébullition’’) as the phenomenon in which the ‘‘first layer’’ of

water in contact with the heat source became saturated with the maximum possible
amount of heat (‘‘fire’’ in his terminology), thereby turning into vapor and rising up

through the water in the form of bubbles. He wanted to determine the temperature

acquired by this first layer. That was a tall order experimentally, since the first layer

was bound to be so thin that no thermometer could be immersed in it. Initial

experiments revealed that there must indeed be a substantial difference between

the temperature of the first layer and the rest of the water under normal conditions.

For example, when De Luc heated water in a metallic vessel put into an oil bath,

the thermometer in the middle of the water reached 1008C only when the oil
temperature was 1508C or above. One could only surmise that the first layer of

water must have been brought to a temperature somewhere between 1008C
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and 1508C. De Luc’s best estimate, from an experiment in which small drops of

water introduced into hot oil exploded into vapor when the oil was hot enough,

was that the first layer of water had to be at about 1128C, for true ebullition to

occur.17

Was it really the case that water could be heated to 1128C before boiling?
Perhaps incredulous about his own results, De Luc devised a different experiment

(1772, 2:362–364, §§994–995). Thinking that the small drops of water suspended

in oil may have been too much of an unusual circumstance, in the new experiment

he sought to bring all of a sizeable body of water up to the temperature of the first

layer. To curtail heat loss at the open surface of the water, he put the water in a glass

flask with a long narrow neck (only about 1 cm wide) and heated it slowly in an oil

bath as before. The water boiled in an unusual way, by producing very large

occasional bubbles of vapor, sometimes explosive enough to throw off some of the
liquid water out of the flask. While this strange boiling was going on, the tem-

perature of the water fluctuated between 1008C and over 1038C. After some time,

the water filled only part of the flask and settled into a steadier boil, at the tem-

perature of 101.98C. De Luc had observed what later came to be called ‘‘super-

heating,’’ namely the heating of a liquid beyond its normal boiling point.18 It now

seemed certain to De Luc that the temperature necessary for true ebullition

was higher than the normally recognized boiling point of water. But how much

higher?
There was one major problem in answering that question. The presence of

dissolved air in water induced an ebullition-like phenomenon before the tempera-

ture of true ebullition was reached. De Luc knew that ordinarily water contained a

good deal of dissolved air, some of which was forced out by heating and formed

small bubbles (often seen sticking to the inner surface of vessels), before the boiling

point was reached. He was also well aware that evaporation from the surface of

water happened at a good rate at temperatures well below boiling. Putting the two

points together, De Luc concluded that significant evaporation must happen at the
inner surfaces of the small air bubbles at temperatures much lower than that of true

ebullition. Then the air bubbles would swell up with vapor, rise, and escape,

releasing a mixture of air and water vapor. Does that count as boiling? It surely has

the appearance of boiling, but it is not true ebullition as De Luc defined it. He

identified this action of dissolved air as ‘‘the greatest obstacle’’ that he had to

overcome in his research: ‘‘that is, the production of internal vapors, which is

occasioned by this emergence of air, before there is true ebullition.’’19

De Luc was determined to study true ebullition, and that meant obtaining
water that was completely purged of dissolved air. He tried everything. Luckily,

17For further details on these experiments, see De Luc 1772, 2:356–362, §§980–993.
18The term ‘‘superheating’’ was first used by John Aitken in the 1870s, as far as I can ascertain; see

Aitken 1878, 282. The French term surchauffer was in use quite a bit earlier.
19For the discussion of the role of air in boiling, see De Luc 1772, 2:364–368, §§996–1005; the

quoted passage is from p. 364.
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sustained boiling actually tended to get much of the air out of the water.20 And then

he filled a glass tube with hot boiled water and sealed the tube; upon cooling, the

contraction of the water created a vacuum within the sealed tube, and further air

escaped into that vacuum.21 This process could be repeated as often as desired. De

Luc also found that shaking the tube (in the manner of rinsing a bottle, as he put it)
facilitated the release of air; this is a familiar fact known to anyone who has made

the mistake of shaking a can of carbonated beverage. After these operations, De Luc

obtained water that entered a steady boil only in an oil bath as hot as 1408C.22 But
as before, he could not be sure that the water had really taken the temperature of

the oil bath, though this time the water was in a thin tube. Sticking a thermometer

into the water in order to verify its temperature had the maddening side effect of

introducing some fresh air into the carefully purified water. There was no alter-

native except to go through the purging process with the thermometer already
enclosed in the water, which made the already delicate purging operation incredibly

frustrating and painful. He reported:

This operation lasted four weeks, during which I hardly ever put down my flask,

except to sleep, to do business in town, and to do things that required both hands.

I ate, I read, I wrote, I saw my friends, I took my walks, all the while shaking my

water.…(De Luc 1772, 2:387, §§1046–1049)

Four mad weeks of shaking had its rewards. The precious airless water he obtained

could stand the heat of 97.58C even in a vacuum, and under normal atmospheric

pressure it reached 112.28C before boiling off explosively (2:396–397, §§1071–

1072). The superheating of pure water was now confirmed beyond any reasonable

doubt, and the temperature reached in this experiment was very much in agreement
with De Luc’s initial estimate of the temperature reached by the ‘‘first layer’’ of water

in ebullition.

Superheating was an experimental triumph for De Luc. However, it placed him

into a theoretical dilemma, if not outright confusion. Ordinary water was full of air

20Compare this observation with the much later account by John Aitken (1923, 10), whose work

will be discussed in some detail in ‘‘A Dusty Epilogue’’: ‘‘After the water has been boiling some time there

is less and less gas in it. A higher temperature is therefore necessary before the gas will separate from the

water. Accordingly, we find that the water rises in temperature after boiling some time. The boiling-point

depends in fact not on the temperature at which steam is formed, but on the temperature at which a free

surface is formed.’’
21De Luc had used this technique earlier in preparing alcohol for use in thermometers. Alcohol

boils at a lower temperature than water (the exact temperature depending on its concentration), so there

was an obvious problem in graduating alcohol thermometers at the boiling point of water. De Luc (1772,

1:314–318, §423) found that purging the alcohol of dissolved air made it capable of withstanding the

temperature of boiling water. If W. E. Knowles Middleton (1966, 126) had read De Luc’s discussion of

superheating, he would have thought twice about issuing the following harsh judgment: ‘‘If there was any

more in this than self-deception, Deluc must have removed nearly all the alcohol by this process.

Nevertheless, this idea gained currency on the authority of Deluc.’’
22For a description of the purging process, see De Luc 1772, 2:372–380, §§1016–1031. The

boiling experiment made with the airless water (the ‘‘sixth experiment’’) is described in 2:382–384,

§§1037–1041.
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and not capable of attaining true ebullition, but his pure airless water was not

capable of normal boiling at all, only explosive puffing with an unsteady tem-

perature. To complicate matters further, the latter type of boiling also happened in a

narrow-necked flask even when the water had not been purged of air. De Luc had

started his inquiry on boiling by wanting to know the temperature of true boiling;
by the time he was done, he no longer knew what true boiling was. At least he

deserves credit for realizing that boiling was not a simple, homogeneous phe-

nomenon. The following is the phenomenology of what can happen to water near

its boiling point, which I have gathered from various parts of De Luc’s 1772 treatise.

It is not a very neat classification, despite my best efforts to impose some order.

1. Common boiling: numerous bubbles of vapor (probably mixed with

air) rise up through the surface at a steady rate. This kind of boiling can

happen at different rates or ‘‘degrees’’ of vigorousness, depending on
the power of the heat source. The temperature is reasonably stable,

though possibly somewhat variable according to the rate of boiling.

2. Hissing (sifflement in De Luc’s French): numerous bubbles of vapor rise

partway through the body of water, but they are condensed back into

the liquid state before they reach the surface. This happens when the

middle or upper layers of the water are cooler than the bottom layers.

The resulting noise just before full boiling sets in is a familiar one to

serious tea-drinkers, once known as the ‘‘singing’’ of the kettle.
3. Bumping (soubresaut in French; both later terminology): large isolated

bubbles of vapor rise occasionally; the bubbles may come only one at a

time or severally in an irregular pattern. The temperature is unstable,

dropping when the large bubbles are produced and rising again while

no bubbles form. There is often a loud noise.

4. Explosion: a large portion of the body of water suddenly erupts into

vapor with a bang, throwing off any remaining liquid violently. This

may be regarded as an extreme case of bumping.
5. Fast evaporation only: no bubbles are formed, but a good deal of vapor

and heat escape steadily through the open surface of the water. The

temperature may be stable or unstable depending on the particular

circumstance. This phenomenon happens routinely below the normal

boiling point, but it also happens in superheated water; in the latter

case, it may be a stage within the process of bumpy or explosive

boiling.

6. Bubbling (bouillonement in De Luc’s French): although this has the
appearance of boiling, it is only the escape of dissolved air (or other

gases), in the manner of the bubbling of fizzy drinks. It is especially

liable to happen when there is a sudden release of pressure.23

23For a discussion of bubbling, see De Luc 1772, 2:380–381, §1033.
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Now which of these is ‘‘true’’ boiling? None of the options is palatable, and none

can be ruled out completely, either. Bubbling would not seem to be boiling at all,

but as we will see in ‘‘The Understanding of Boiling’’ section, a popular later theory

of boiling regarded boiling as the release of water vapor (gas) dissolved in liquid

water. Hissing and fast evaporation can probably be ruled out easily enough as
‘‘boiling’’ as we know it, since in those cases no bubbles of vapor come from within

the body of water through to its surface; however, we will see in ‘‘A Dusty Epilogue’’

that there was a credible theoretical viewpoint in which evaporation at the surface

was regarded as the essence of ‘‘boiling.’’ Probably closest to De Luc’s original

conception of ‘‘true ebullition’’ is bumping (and explosion as a special case of it), in

which there is little or no interference by dissolved air and the ‘‘first layer’’ of water

is probably allowed to reach something like saturation by heat. But defining

bumping as true boiling would have created a good deal of discomfort with the
previously accepted notions of the boiling point, since the temperature of bumping

is not only clearly higher than the temperature of common boiling but also unstable

in itself. The only remaining option was to take common boiling as true boiling,

which would have implied that the boiling point was the boiling temperature of im-

pure water, mixed in with air. In the end, De Luc seems to have failed to reach any

satisfactory conclusions in his investigation of boiling, and there is no evidence that

his results were widely adopted or even well known at the time, although there was

to be a powerful revival of his ideas many decades later as we will see shortly.
In the course of the nineteenth century, further study revealed boiling to be an

even more complex and unruly phenomenon than De Luc had glimpsed. A key

contribution was made in the 1810s by the French physicist-chemist Joseph-Louis

Gay-Lussac (1778–1850). His intervention was significant, since he was regarded as

one of the most capable and reliable experimenters in all of Europe at the time, and

his early fame had been made in thermal physics. Gay-Lussac (1812) reported (with

dubious precision) that water boiled at 101.2328C in a glass vessel, while it boiled

at 100.0008C in a metallic vessel. However, throwing in some finely powdered
glass into the glass vessel brought the temperature of the boiling water down

to 100.3298C, and throwing in iron filings brought it to 100.0008C exactly. Gay-

Lussac’s findings were reported in the authoritative physics textbook by his col-

league Jean-Baptiste Biot (1774–1862), who stressed the extreme importance of

ascertaining whether the fixed points of thermometry were ‘‘perfectly constant.’’

Biot (1816, 1:41–43) admitted that Gay-Lussac’s phenomena could not be ex-

plained by the thermal physics of his day, but thought that they contributed to a

more precise definition of the boiling point by leading to the specification that the
boiling needed to be done in a metallic vessel. If Gay-Lussac and Biot were right,

the members of the Royal Society committee had got reasonably fixed results for the

boiling point only because they happened to use metallic vessels. The reasons for

that choice were not explained in their reports, but De Luc may have advised the

rest of the committee that his troublesome superheating experiments had been

carried out in glass vessels.

Gay-Lussac’s results, unlike De Luc’s, were widely reported and accepted de-

spite some isolated criticism. However, it took another thirty years for the next
significant step to be taken, this time in Geneva again, by the professor of physics
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François Marcet (1803–1883)—son of Alexandre, the émigré physician in London,

and Jane, the well-known author of popular science. Marcet (1842) produced

superheating beyond 1058C in ordinary water, by using glass vessels that had

contained strong sulphuric acid; clearly, somehow, the acid had modified the

surface in such a way as to make boiling more difficult. Superheating became a
clearly recognized object of study after Marcet’s work, stimulating a string of vir-

tuoso experimental performances vying for record temperatures. François Marie

Louis Donny (1822–?), chemist at the University of Ghent, combined this insight

on adhesion with a revival of De Luc’s ideas about the role of air and produced a

stunning 1378C using airless water in his own special instrument. Donny declared:

‘‘The faculty to produce ordinary ebullition cannot in reality be considered as an

inherent property of liquids, because they show it only when they contain a gaseous

substance in solution, which is to say only when they are not in a state of purity’’
(1846, 187–188).

In 1861 the work of Louis Dufour (1832–1892), professor of physics at the

Academy of Lausanne, added yet another major factor for consideration. Dufour

(1861, esp. 255) argued that contact with a solid surface was the crucial factor in

the production of ebullition and demonstrated the soundness of his idea by

bringing drops of water floating in other liquids up to 1788C, without even purg-

ing the air out of the water. Even Dufour was outdone, when Georg Krebs (1833–

1907) in 1869 achieved an estimated 2008C with an improvement of Donny’s
technique.24

The superheating race must have been good fun to watch, but it also presented

a great theoretical challenge.25 All investigators now agreed that the raising of

temperature to the ‘‘normal’’ boiling point was not a sufficient condition to produce

boiling. What they could not agree on was what the additional conditions needed

for the production of boiling were. And if these additional conditions were not met,

it was not clear how far superheating could go. Donny in 1846 had already ex-

pressed bemused uncertainty on this point: ‘‘[O]ne cannot predict what would
happen if one could bring the liquid to a state of perfect purity.’’ Krebs, in the work

cited earlier, opined that water completely purged of air could not boil at all. In

the more careful view of Marcel Émile Verdet (1824–1866), renowned professor

of physics in Paris credited with introducing thermodynamics to France, there

was probably a limit to the degree of superheating, namely that point at which

there is enough heat to vaporize the whole mass of water instantly. Verdet, how-

ever, admitted that there was only one experiment in support of that view,

namely the now-classic work of Charles Cagniard de la Tour (1777?–1859) on the
critical point, a temperature above which a gas cannot be liquefied regardless of

pressure.26 There was sufficient uncertainty on this question even toward the end

24Krebs’s work is reported in Gernez 1875, 354.
25An intriguing parallel might be drawn between this superheating race and the modern-day race to

reach higher and higher temperatures in superconductivity.
26See the review of the works on superheating given in Gernez 1875. Donny’s statement is quoted

on p. 347, and the report of Verdet’s view can be found on p. 353.
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of the nineteenth century. In 1878 the 9th edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica

reported: ‘‘It has been stated that the boiling of pure water has not yet been

observed.’’27

Escape from Superheating

The discussion in the last section leaves a puzzle: if there were such unmanage-

able and ill-understood variations in the temperatures required for the boiling of

water, how could the boiling point have served as a fixed point of thermometry at
all? It seems that superheating would have threatened the very notion of a defi-

nite ‘‘boiling point,’’ but all the thermometers being used for the investigation of

superheating were graduated with sharp boiling points that agreed increasingly

well with each other. The philosopher can only conjecture that there must have

been an identifiable class of boiling phenomena with sufficiently stable and

uniform temperatures, which allowed the calibration of thermometers with which

scientists could go on to study the more exotic instances. Fortunately, a closer

look at the history bears out that philosophical conjecture. There were three
main factors that allowed the boiling point to be used as a fixed point despite its

vagaries.

First of all, an immediate relief comes in realizing the difference between the

temperature that water can withstand without boiling, and the temperature that water

maintains while boiling. All observers of superheating from De Luc onward had

noted that the temperature of superheated water went down as soon as steady

boiling was induced (or each time a large bubble was released, in the case of

bumping). Extreme temperatures were reached only before boiling set in, so the
shocking results obtained by Donny, Dufour, and Krebs could be disregarded for

the purpose of fixing the boiling point. De Luc got as far as 1128C without boiling,

but the highest temperature he recorded while the water was boiling was 1038C.
Still, the latter is 38C higher than the ‘‘normal’’ boiling temperature, and there was

also Gay-Lussac’s observation that the temperature of boiling water was 101.2328C
in a glass vessel. Marcet (1842, 397 and 404) investigated this question with more

care than anyone else. In ordinary glass vessels, he observed the temperature of

boiling water to range from 100.4 to 101.258C. In glass treated with sulphuric acid,
the temperature while boiling went easily up to 103 or 1048C and was very un-

steady in each case due to bumping.

That is where the second factor tending to stabilize the boiling point enters. In

fact, this ‘‘second factor’’ is a whole set of miscellaneous factors, which might cause

embarrassment to misguided purists. The spirit of dealing with them was to do

whatever happened to prevent superheating. I have already mentioned that the

Royal Society committee avoided superheating by using metallic vessels instead

of glass. Gay-Lussac had shown how to prevent superheating in glass vessels by

27‘‘Evaporation,’’ Encyclopaedia Britannica, 9th ed., vol. 8 (1878), 727–733, on p. 728; emphasis

original. This entry was by William Garnett.
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throwing in metal chippings or filings (or even powdered glass). Other investigators

found other methods, such as the insertion of solid objects (especially porous

things like charcoal and chalk), sudden localized heating, and mechanical shocks.

But in most practical situations the prevention of superheating simply came down

to not bothering too much. If one left naturally occurring water in its usual state full
of dissolved air (rather than taking the trouble to purge air out of it), and if one

left the container vessels just slightly dirty or rough (instead of cleaning and

smoothing it off with something like concentrated sulphuric acid), and if one did

not do anything else strange like isolating the water from solid surfaces, then

common boiling did take place. Serious theoretical arguments about the factors that

facilitate ebullition continued into the twentieth century as we will see in the next

section, but all investigators agreed sufficiently on how to break superheating and

prevent bumping in practice. Verdet observed that under ‘‘ordinary conditions,’’
there would be dissolved air in the water and the water would be in contact with

solid walls, and hence boiling would ‘‘normally’’ set in at the normal boiling point

(see Gernez 1875, 351). It was a great blessing for early thermometry that the

temperature of boiling was quite fixed under the sort of circumstances in which

water tended to be boiled by humans living in ordinary European-civilization

conditions near the surface of the earth without overly advanced purification

technologies.

However, happy-go-lucky sloppiness is not the most robust strategy of
building scientific knowledge in the end, as the Royal Society committee realized

quite well. The committee’s lasting contribution, the last of our three factors con-

tributing to the fixity of the boiling point, was to find one clear method of reducing

the variations of the boiling point due to miscellaneous causes. The following was

the committee’s chief recommendation: ‘‘The most accurate way of adjusting the

boiling point is, not to dip the thermometer into the water, but to expose it only to

the steam, in a vessel closed up in the manner represented,’’ shown in figure 1.3

(Cavendish et al. 1777, 845). Somehow, using the boiled-off steam rather than the
boiling water itself seemed to eliminate many of the most intractable variations in

the temperature:

The heat of the steam therefore appears to be not sensibly different in different

parts of the same pot; neither does there appear to be any sensible difference in its

heat, whether the water boil fast or slow; whether there be a greater or less depth of

water in the pot; or whether there be a greater or less distance between the surface

of the water and the top of the pot; so that the height of a thermometer tried in

steam, in vessels properly closed, seems to be scarce sensibly affected by the

different manner of trying the experiment. (824)

The recommendation to use steam came most strongly from Cavendish (1776,

380), who had already made the same proposal in his review of the instruments

used at the Royal Society. The committee report only noted that using steam did in

fact produce more stable results, but Cavendish went further and gave theoretical

reasons for preferring steam, in an unpublished paper that followed but modified
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De Luc’s theoretical ideas.28 Cavendish stated as the first two of his four ‘‘principles

of boiling’’:

Water as soon as it is heated ever so little above that degree of heat which is acquired

by the steam of water boiling in vessels closed as in the experiments tried at the

Royal Society, is immediately turned into steam, provided that it is in contact either

with steam or air; this degree I shall call the boiling heat, or boiling point. It is

evidently different according to the pressure of the atmosphere, or more properly to

the pressure acting on the water. But 2ndly, if the water is not in contact with steam

or air, it will bear a much greater heat without being changed into steam, namely

that which Mr. De Luc calls the heat of ebullition. (Cavendish [n.d.] 1921, 354)

Cavendish believed that the temperature of boiling water was variable, probably
always hotter than the temperature of the steam, but to different degrees depending

on the circumstances. The boiling water itself was not fixed in its temperature, and

FIGURE 1.3. A scheme of the metallic pots used for fixing the boiling point by the Royal Society

committee on thermometry. In the figure mM is the thermometer, and E is the ‘‘chimney’’ for

the escape of steam. ABCD in the separate figure is a loose-fitting tin plate to cover the chimney

in just the right way. These are fig. 4 and fig. 3 of Cavendish et al. 1777, from the plate

opposite p. 856. The full description of the vessel and its proper employment can be found

on 845–850. Courtesy of the Royal Society.

28The essay, entitled ‘‘Theory of Boiling,’’ is undated, but it must have been composed or last

modified no earlier than 1777, since it refers to the result of the work of the Royal Society committee.

Cavendish had studied De Luc’s work carefully, as documented by Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999,

548, footnote 6.
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he thought that ‘‘steam must afford a considerably more exact method of adjusting

the boiling point than water’’ (359–360).

De Luc disagreed. Why would the temperature of boiled-off steam be more

stable and universal than the temperature of the boiling water itself? In a letter of

19 February 1777 to Cavendish, written in the midst of their collaboration on the
Royal Society committee, De Luc commented on Cavendish’s ‘‘Theory of Boiling’’

and laid out some of his doubts.29 The following passage is most significant:

Setting aside for a moment all theory, it seems that the heat of the vapor of boiling

water can be considered only with difficulty as more fixed than that of the water

itself; for they are so mixed in the mass before the vapor emerges that they appear

to have no alternative but to influence the temperature of each other. So to suppose

that the vapor at the moment it emerges has in reality a fixed degree of temperature

of its own, it is necessary that it be rigorously true, and demonstrated through some

immediate experiments, that the vapor in reality can be vapor only at this fixed

degree of heat. [But] I do not find that this proceeds from your reasoning.…(De

Luc, in Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 547 and 550)

As De Luc’s doubts underscore, Cavendish’s preference for steam rested on an
extraordinary belief: that steam emerging from water boiling under a fixed pressure

must always have the same temperature, whatever the temperature of the water

itself may be. This claim required a defense.

First of all, why would steam (or water vapor)30 emerging out of water be only

at 1008C, if the water itself has a higher temperature? Cavendish’s answer was the

following:

These bubbles [of steam] during their ascent through the water can hardly be

hotter than the boiling point; for so much of the water which is in contact with

them must instantly be turned into steam that by means of the production of cold

thereby, the coat of water…in contact with the bubbles, is no hotter than the

boiling point; so that the bubbles during their ascent are continually in contact

with water heated only to the boiling point. (Cavendish [n.d.] 1921, 359)

The fact that the formation of steam requires a great deal of heat was widely

accepted since the work of the celebrated Scottish physician and chemist Joseph

Black (1728–1799) on latent heat, and De Luc and Cavendish had each developed

29De Luc’s letter has been published in Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 546–551, in the

original French and in English translation; I quote from McCormmach’s translation except as indicated in

square brackets. The essay that De Luc was commenting on must have been an earlier version of

Cavendish [n.d.] 1921.
30In De Luc’s view, as in modern usage, there was no essential difference between steam and water

vapor; they were simply different names for the gaseous state of water. Up to the end of the eighteenth

century, however, many people saw steam produced by boiling as fundamentally different from vapor

produced by evaporation at lower temperatures. A popular idea, which Cavendish favored, was that

evaporation was a process in which water became dissolved in air. De Luc was one of those who

criticized this idea strongly, for instance by pointing out that evaporation happens quite well into a

vacuum where there is no air that can serve as a solvent. For further details, see Dyment 1937, esp. 471–

473, and Middleton 1965.
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similar ideas, though they recognized Black’s priority. However, for a convincing

demonstration that the steam in the body of superheated boiling water would

always be brought down to the ‘‘boiling point,’’ one needed a quantitative estimate

of the rate of cooling by evaporation in comparison with the amount of heat

continually received by the steam from the surrounding water. Such an estimate
was well beyond Cavendish’s reach.

De Luc also asked what would prevent the steam from cooling down below the

boiling temperature, after emerging from the boiling water. Here Cavendish offered

no theoretical account, except a dogmatically stated principle, which he considered

empirically vindicated: ‘‘[S]team not mixed with air as soon as it is cooled ever so

little below the [boiling temperature] is immediately turned back into water’’ ([n.d.]

1921, 354). De Luc’s experience was to the contrary: ‘‘[W]hen in a little vessel, the

mouth and its neck are open at the same time, the vapor, without condensing,
becomes perceptibly cooler.’’ (I will return to this point of argument in ‘‘A Dusty

Epilogue.’’) He also doubted that steam could realistically be obtained completely

free of air, which was necessary in order for Cavendish’s principle to apply at all.31

Judging from the final report of the Royal Society committee, it is clear that no

firm consensus was reached on this matter. While the committee’s chief rec-

ommendation for obtaining the upper fixed point was to adopt the steam-based

procedure advocated by Cavendish, the report also approved two alternative

methods, both using water rather than steam and one of them clearly identified as
the procedure from De Luc’s previous work.32 De Luc’s acquiescence on the chief

recommendation was due to the apparent fixedness of the steam temperature, not

due to any perceived superiority in Cavendish’s theoretical reasoning. In his Feb-

ruary 1777 letter to Cavendish mentioned earlier, there were already a couple of

indications of De Luc’s surprise that the temperature of steam did seem more fixed

than he would have expected. De Luc exhorted, agreeably:

Let us then, Sir, proceed with immediate tests without dwelling on causes; this is

our shortest and most certain path; and after having tried everything, we will retain

what appears to us the best solution. I hope that we will finally find them, by all the

pains that you wish to take. (De Luc, in Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 550)

Thus, the use of steam enabled the Royal Society committee to obviate divisive and
crippling disputes about theories of boiling. It gave a clear operational procedure

that served well enough to define an empirically fixed point, though there was no

agreed understanding of why steam coming off boiling water under a given pressure

should have a fixed temperature.

A more decisive experimental confirmation of the steadiness of the steam

temperature had to wait for sixty-five years until Marcet’s work, in which it was

shown that the temperature of steam was nearly at the standard boiling point

regardless of the temperature of the boiling water from which it emerged. Even
when the water temperature was over 1058C, the steam temperature was only a few

31See De Luc, in Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 549–550.
32See Cavendish et al. 1777, 832, 850–853, for reference to De Luc’s previous practice.
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tenths of a degree over 1008C (Marcet 1842, 404–405). That is still not negligible,

but it was a reassuring result given that it was obtained with serious superheating in

the boiling water. The situation was much ameliorated by the employment of all the

various means of converting superheated boiling into common boiling. If these

techniques could bring the water temperature down fairly close to 1008C, then the
steam temperature would be reliably fixed at 1008C or very near it. Marcet’s work

closed a chapter in the history of superheating in which it posed a real threat to the

fixity of the boiling point, although it did not address the question of whether steam

could cool down below the boiling point.

The Understanding of Boiling

The ‘‘steam point’’ proved its robustness. After the challenge of superheating was

overcome in the middle of the nineteenth century, the fixity (or rather, the fix-
ability) of the steam point did not come into any serious doubt.33 The remaining

difficulty now was in making sense of the empirically demonstrated fixability of

the steam point. This task of understanding was a challenge that interested all but

the most positivistic physicists. From my incomplete presentation in the last two

sections, the theoretical situation regarding the boiling point would appear to be dis-

cordant and chaotic. However, a more careful look reveals a distinct course of ad-

vancement on the theoretical side that dovetailed neatly with the practical use of the

steam point. Whether this advancement was quite sufficient for an adequate un-
derstanding of the phenomenon of boiling and the fixability of the steam point is

the question that I will attempt to answer in this section.

Let us start with a very basic question. For anything deserving the name of

‘‘boiling’’ to take place, vapor should form within the body of the liquid water and

move out through the liquid. But why should this happen at anything like a fixed

temperature? The crucial factor is the relation between the pressure and the tem-

perature of water vapor. Suppose we let a body of water evaporate into an enclosed

space as much as possible. In the setup shown in figure 1.4 (left), a small amount of
water rests on a column of mercury in a barometer-like inverted glass tube and

evaporates into the vacuum above the mercury until it cannot evaporate any more.

Then the space is said to be ‘‘saturated’’ with vapor; similarly, if such a maximum

evaporation would occur into an enclosed space containing air, the air is said to be

saturated. Perhaps more confusingly, it is also said that the vapor itself is saturated,

under those circumstances.

It was observed already in the mid-eighteenth century that the density of

saturated vapor is such that the pressure exerted by it has a definite value de-
termined by temperature, and temperature only. If one allows more space after

saturation is obtained (for instance by lifting the inverted test tube a bit higher),

then just enough additional vapor is produced to maintain the same pressure as

before; if one reduces the space, enough vapor turns back into water so that the

33Marcet already stated in 1842 that the steam point was ‘‘universally’’ accepted, and the same

assessment can be found at the end of the century, for example in Preston 1904, 105.
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vapor pressure again remains the same (see fig. 1.4 [right]). But if the temperature is

raised, more vapor per available space is produced, resulting in a higher vapor

pressure. It was in fact Lord Charles Cavendish (1704–1783), Henry’s father, who

first designed the simple mercury-based equipment to show and measure vapor

pressures, and the son fully endorsed the father’s results and assigned much the-
oretical significance to them as well.34 Cavendish’s discovery of the exclusive de-

pendence of vapor pressure on temperature was later confirmed by numerous

illustrious observers including James Watt (1736–1819), John Dalton (1766–1844),

and Victor Regnault (1810–1878). Table 1.2 shows some of the vapor-pressure data

obtained by various observers.

As seen in the table, the pressure of saturated vapor (‘‘vapor pressure’’ from

now on, for convenience) is equal to the normal atmospheric pressure when the

temperature is 1008C. That observation provided the basic theoretical idea for a
causal understanding of boiling: boiling takes place when the water produces vapor

with sufficient pressure to overcome the resistance of the external atmosphere.35

This view gave a natural explanation for the pressure-dependence of the boiling

point. It also provided perfect justification for the use of steam temperature to

define the boiling point, since the key relation underlying the fixity of that point is

the one between the temperature and pressure of saturated steam.

This view, which I will call the pressure-balance theory of boiling, was a powerful

and attractive theoretical framework. Still, there was a lot of ‘‘mopping up’’ or
‘‘anomaly busting’’ left to do (to borrow liberally from Thomas Kuhn’s description

of ‘‘normal science’’). The first great anomaly for the pressure-balance theory of

boiling was the fact that the boiling temperature was plainly not fixed even when

the external pressure was fixed. The typical and reasonable thing to do was to

FIGURE 1.4. Experiments illustrating the pressure of saturated vapor (Preston 1904, 395).

34See Cavendish [n.d.] 1921, 355, and also Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 127.
35This idea was also harmonious with Antoine Lavoisier’s view that a liquid was only prevented

from flying off into a gaseous state by the force of the surrounding atmosphere. See Lavoisier [1789]

1965, 7–8.
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postulate, and then try to identify the existence of interfering factors preventing the

‘‘normal’’ operation of the pressure-balance mechanism. An alternate viewpoint was

that the matching of the vapor pressure with the external pressure was a necessary,

but not sufficient condition for boiling, so other facilitating factors had to be present
in order for boiling to occur. The two points of view were in fact quite compatible

with each other, and they were used interchangeably sometimes even by a single

author: saying that factor x was necessary to enable boiling came to the same thing

in practice as saying that the absence of x prevented boiling. There were various

competing ideas about the operation of these facilitating or preventative factors. Let

us see if any of these auxiliary ideas were truly successful in defending the pressure-

balance theory of boiling, thereby providing a theoretical justification for the use of

the steam point.
Gay-Lussac (1818, 130) theorized that boiling would be retarded by the ad-

hesion of water to the vessel in which it is heated and also by the cohesion of water

within itself. The ‘‘adhesion of the fluid to the vessel may be considered as anal-

ogous to its viscidity.…The cohesion or viscosity of a fluid must have a considerable

TABLE 1.2. A comparative table of vapor-pressure measurements for water

C. Cavendish (c.1757)a Dalton (1802)b Biot (1816)c Regnault (1847)d

Temperature Vapor pressuree Vapor pressure Vapor pressure Vapor pressure

358F (1.678C) 0.20 in. Hg 0.221 0.20

40 0.24 0.263 0.25

45 0.28 0.316 0.30

50 (108C) 0.33 0.375 0.3608

55 0.41 0.443 0.43

60 0.49 0.524 0.52

65 0.58 0.616 0.62

70 0.70 0.721 0.73

75 0.84 0.851 0.87

86 (308C) 1.21 1.2064 1.2420

104 (408C) 2.11 2.0865 2.1617

122 (508C) 3.50 3.4938 3.6213

140 (608C) 5.74 5.6593 5.8579

158 (708C) 9.02 9.0185 8.81508

176 (808C) 13.92 13.861 13.9623

194 (908C) 20.77 20.680 20.6870

212 (1008C) 30.00 29.921 29.9213

302 (1508C) 114.15 140.993

392 (2008C) 460.1953

446 (2308C) 823.8740

aThese data are taken from Cavendish [n.d.] 1921, 355, editor’s footnote.
bDalton 1802a, 559–563. The last point (for 3028F or 1508C) was obtained by extrapolation.
cBiot 1816, 1:531. The French data (Biot’s and Regnault’s) were in centigrade temperatures and millimeters of mercury.

I have converted the pressure data into English inches at the rate of 25.4mm per inch.
dRegnault 1847, 624–626. The entries for Regnault in the 358–758F range are approximate conversions (except at

508F), since his data were taken at each centigrade, not Fahrenheit, degree.
eAll of the vapor pressure data in this table indicate the height (in English inches) of a column of mercury balanced by

the vapor.
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effect for its boiling point, for the vapor which is formed in the interior of a fluid has

two forces to overcome; the pressure upon its surface, and the cohesion of the

particles.’’ Therefore ‘‘the interior portions may acquire a greater degree of heat than

the real boiling point,’’ and the extra degree of heat acquired will also be greater

if the vessel has stronger surface adhesion for water. Gay-Lussac inferred that the
reason water boiled ‘‘with more difficulty’’ in a glass vessel than in a metallic one

must be because there were stronger adhesive forces between glass and water than

between metal and water. Boiling was now seen as a thoroughly sticky phenom-

enon. The stickiness is easier to visualize if we think of the boiling of a thick sauce

and allow that water also has some degree of viscosity within itself and adhesiveness

to certain solid surfaces.

Twenty-five years later Marcet (1842, 388–390) tested the adhesion hypothesis

more rigorously. First he predicted that throwing in bits of metal into a glass vessel
of boiling water would lower the boiling temperature, but not as far down as 1008C,
which is where water boils when the vessel is entirely made of metal. This pre-

diction was borne out in his tests, since the lowest boiling temperature he could

ever obtain with the insertion of metal pieces was 100.28C, contrary to Gay-Lussac’s

earlier claim that it went down to 1008C exactly. More significantly, Marcet pre-

dicted that if the inside of the vessel could be coated with a material that has even

less adhesion to water than metals do, the boiling temperature would go down

below 1008C. Again as predicted, Marcet achieved boiling at 99.858C in a glass
vessel scattered with drops of sulphur. When the bottom and sides of the vessel

were covered with a thin layer of gomme laque, boiling took place at 99.78C. Al-
though 0.38 is not a huge amount, Marcet felt that he had detected a definite error

in previous thermometry, which had fixed the boiling point at the temperature of

water boiling in a metallic vessel:

It is apparent that previous investigators have been mistaken in assuming that under

given atmospheric pressure, water boiling in a metallic vessel had the lowest possible

temperatures, because in some cases the temperature could be lowered for a further

0.3 degrees. It is, however, on the basis of that fact, generally assumed to be exactly

true, that physicists made a choice of the temperature of water boiling in a metallic

vessel as one of the fixed points of the thermometric scale. (Marcet 1842, 391)

Finally, it seemed, theoretical understanding had reached a point where it could

lead to a refinement in existing practices, going beyond their retrospective justifi-

cation.

Marcet’s beautiful confirmations seemed to show beyond any reasonable doubt

the correctness of the pressure-balance theory modified by the adhesion hypothesis.

However, two decades later Dufour (1861, 254–255) voiced strong dissent on the

role of adhesion. Since he observed extreme superheating of water drops removed
from solid surfaces by suspension in other liquids, he argued that simple adhesion

to solid surfaces could not be the main cause of superheating. Instead Dufour stressed

the importance of the ill-understood molecular actions at the point of contact be-

tween water and other substances:

For example, if water is completely isolated from solids, it always exceeds 1008C
before turning into vapor. It seems to me beyond doubt that heat alone, acting on
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water without the joint action of alien molecules, can only produce its change of

state well beyond what is considered the temperature of normal ebullition.

Dufour’s notion was that the production of vapor would only take place when a sort

of equilibrium that maintains the liquid state was broken. Boiling was made pos-

sible at the point of pressure balance, but some further factor was required for the

breaking of equilibrium, unstable as it may be. Heat alone could serve as the further

facilitating factor, but only at a much higher degree than the normal boiling point.

Dufour also made the rather subtle point that the vapor pressure itself could not be

a cause of vapor production, since the vapor pressure was only a property of ‘‘future
vapor,’’ which did not yet exist before boiling actually set in. Dufour’s critique was

cogent, but he did not get very far in advancing an alternative. He was very frank in

admitting that there was insufficient understanding of the molecular forces in-

volved.36 Therefore the principal effect of his work was to demolish the adhesion

hypothesis without putting in a firm positive alternative.

There were two main attempts to fill this theoretical vacuum. One was a revival

of Cavendish’s and De Luc’s ideas about the importance of open surfaces in en-

abling a liquid to boil. According to Cavendish’s ‘‘first principle of boiling,’’ the
conversion of water at the boiling point into steam was only assured if the water was

in contact with air or vapor. And De Luc had noted that air bubbles in the interior

of water would serve as sites of vapor production. For De Luc this phenomenon was

an annoying deviation from true boiling, but it came to be regarded as the definitive

state of boiling in the new theoretical framework, which I am about to explain in

further detail.

One crucial step in this development was taken by Verdet, whose work was

discussed briefly in the last section. Following the basic pressure-balance theory,
he defined the ‘‘normal’’ point of boiling as the temperature at which the vapor

pressure was equal to the external pressure, agreeing with Dufour that at that

temperature boiling was made ‘‘possible, but not necessary.’’ Accepting Dufour’s

view that contact with a solid surface was a key factor promoting ebullition, Verdet

also made an interesting attempt to understand the action of solid surfaces along the

Cavendish–De Luc line. He theorized, somewhat tentatively, that boiling was not

provoked by all solid surfaces, but only by ‘‘unwettable’’ surfaces that also possessed

microscopic roughness. On those surfaces, capillary repulsion around the points of
irregularity would create small pockets of empty space, which could serve as sites of

evaporation. There would be no air or steam in those spaces initially, but it seemed

sensible that a vacuum should be able to serve the same role as gaseous spaces in

enabling evaporation. If such an explanation were tenable, then not only Dufour’s

observations but all the observations that seemed to support the adhesion hy-

pothesis could be accounted for.37

Verdet’s idea was taken up more forcefully by Désiré-Jean-Baptiste Gernez

(1834–1910), physical chemist in Paris, who was one of Louis Pasteur’s ‘‘loyal

36For this admission, see the last pages of Dufour 1861, esp. 264.
37In the exposition of Verdet’s view, I follow Gernez 1875, 351–353.
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collaborators’’ and contributed to various undertakings ranging from crystal-

lography to parasitic etiology.38 In articles published in 1866 and 1875, Gernez

reported that common boiling could always be induced in superheated water by the
insertion of a trapped pocket of air into the liquid by means of the apparatus shown

in figure 1.5. A tiny amount of air was sufficient for this purpose, since boiling

tended to be self-perpetuating once it began. Gernez (1875, 338) thought that at

least half a century had been wasted due to the neglect of De Luc’s work: ‘‘[T]he

explanation of the phenomenon of boiling that De Luc proposed was so clear and

conformable to reality, that it is astonishing that it was not universally adopted.’’39

In Gernez’s view a full understanding of boiling could be achieved by a consistent

and thorough application of De Luc’s idea, a process initiated by Donny, Dufour,
and Verdet among others. Donny (1846, 189) had given a new theoretical defi-

nition of boiling as evaporation from interior surfaces: ‘‘[B]oiling is nothing but a kind

of extremely rapid evaporation that takes place at interior surfaces of a liquid that

surrounds bubbles of a gas.’’

Gernez (1875, 376) took up Donny’s definition, adding two refinements. First,

he asserted that such boiling started at a definite temperature, which could be called

‘‘the point of normal ebullition.’’ He added that the gaseous surfaces within the

liquid could be introduced by hand or produced spontaneously by the disen-
gagement of dissolved gases. (Here one should also allow a possible role of Verdet’s

FIGURE 1.5. Gernez’s instrument for introducing an open air surface into the interior of water.

Courtesy of the British Library.

38The information about Gernez is taken from M. Prévost et al., eds., Dictionnaire de Biographie

Française, vol. 15 (1982), and also from comments in G. Geison’s entry on Pasteur in the Dictionary of

Scientific Biography, 10:360, 373–374.
39In Gernez’s view, the general rejection of De Luc’s ideas had probably been prompted by De Luc’s

‘‘unfortunate zeal’’ in opposing Lavoisier’s chemistry.
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empty spaces created by capillary forces and of internal gases produced by chemical

reactions or electrolysis.40) Gernez’s mopping up bolstered the pressure-balance

theory of boiling quite sufficiently; the presence of internal gases was the crucial

enabling condition for boiling, and together with the balance of pressure, it con-

stituted a sufficient condition as well. The theoretical foundation of boiling now
seemed quite secure.

There were, however, more twists to come in the theoretical debate on boiling.

While Verdet and Gernez were busily demonstrating the role of gases, a contrary view

was being developed by Charles Tomlinson (1808–1897) in London. Tomlinson

believed that the crucial enabling factor in boiling was not gases, but small solid

particles. Tomlinson’s argument was based on some interesting experiments that he

had carried out with superheated liquids. Building on previous observations that

inserting solid objects into a superheated liquid could induce boiling, Tomlinson
(1868–69, 243) showed that metallic objects lost their vapor-liberating power if they

were chemically cleaned to remove all specks of dust. In order to argue conclusively

against the role of air, he lowered a small cage made out of fine iron-wire gauze into a

superheated liquid and showed that no boiling was induced as long as the metal was

clean. The cage was full of air trapped inside, so Tomlinson inferred that there would

have been visible production of vapor if air had really been the crucial factor. He

declared: ‘‘It really does seem to me that too much importance has been attached to

the presence of air and gases in water and other liquids as a necessary condition of
their boiling’’ (246). Defying Dufour’s warning against theorizing about boiling

on the basis of the properties of ‘‘future vapor,’’ Tomlinson started his discussion

with the following ‘‘definition’’: ‘‘A liquid at or near the boiling-point is a supersat-

urated solution of its own vapour, constituted exactly like soda-water, Seltzer-water,

champagne, and solutions of some soluble gases’’ (242). This conception allowed

Tomlinson to make use of insights from his previous studies of supersaturated

solutions.

Tomlinson’s theory and experiments attracted a good deal of attention, and a
controversy ensued. It is not clear to me whether and how this argument was

resolved. As late as 1904, the second edition of Thomas Preston’s well-informed

textbook on heat reported: ‘‘The influence of dissolved air in facilitating ebullition is

beyond question; but whether the action is directly due to the air itself or to

particles of dust suspended in it, or to other impurities, does not seem to have been

sufficiently determined’’ (Preston 1904, 362). Much of the direct empirical evidence

cited by both sides was in fact ambiguous: ordinary air typically contained small

solid particles; on the other hand, introducing solid particles into the interior of a
liquid was likely to bring some air into it as well (as De Luc had noticed when he

tried to insert thermometers into his air-free water). Some experiments were less

ambiguous, but still not decisive. For example, Gernez acknowledged in his attack

on Tomlinson that the latter’s experiment with the wire-mesh cage would clearly be

negative evidence regarding the role of air; however, he claimed that Tomlinson’s

result could not be trusted because it had not been replicated by anyone else. Like

40The latter effect was demonstrated by Dufour 1861, 246–249.
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Dufour earlier, Gernez (1875, 354–357, 393) also scored a theoretical point by

denigrating as unintelligible Tomlinson’s concept of a liquid near boiling as a

supersaturated solution of its own vapor, though he was happy to regard a super-

heated liquid as a supersaturated solution of air.

The Tomlinson-Gernez debate on the theory of boiling is fascinating to follow,
but its details were in one clear sense not so important for the question we have

been addressing, namely the understanding of the fixity of the steam point. Satu-

rated vapor does obey the pressure–temperature relation, whatever the real cause of

its production may be. Likewise, the exact method by which the vapor is produced

is irrelevant as well. The pressure–temperature relation is all the same, whether the

vapor is produced by steady common boiling, or by bumpy and unstable super-

heated boiling, or by an explosion, or by evaporation from the external surface

alone. After a century of refinement, then, it became clear that boiling itself was
irrelevant to the definition or determination of the ‘‘boiling point.’’

A Dusty Epilogue

If the determination of the boiling point hinged on the behavior of steam both

theoretically and experimentally, we must consider some key points in the physics

of steam, before closing this narrative. Most crucial was the definite relationship
between the pressure and the temperature of saturated steam. After witnessing the

tortuous debates in the apparently simple business of the boiling of water, would

it be too rash to bet that there would have been headaches about the pressure–

temperature relation of saturated steam, too?

Recall De Luc’s worry that saturated steam might cool down below the tem-

perature indicated by the pressure-temperature law without condensing back into

water, despite Cavendish’s assertion that it could not. In the particular setup

adopted by the Royal Society committee for fixing the boiling point, this probably
did not happen. However, in more general terms De Luc’s worry was vindicated,

a whole century later through the late nineteenth-century investigations into the

‘‘supersaturation’’ of steam. This story deserves some brief attention here, not only

because supersaturation should have threatened the fixity of the steam point but

also because some insights gained in those investigations threw still new light on

the understanding of boiling and evaporation.

The most interesting pioneer in the study of supersaturation, for our purposes,

was the Scottish meteorologist John Aitken (1839–1919). His work has received
some attention from historians of science, especially because it provided such an

important stimulus for C. T. R. Wilson’s invention of the cloud chamber. Aitken

had trained as an engineer, but abandoned the career soon due to ill health and

afterwards concentrated on scientific investigations, mostly with various instru-

ments that he constructed himself. According to his biographer Cargill Knott, Aitken

had ‘‘a mind keenly alive to all problems of a meteorological character,’’ including

the origin of dew, glacier motion, temperature measurement, the nature of odorous

emanations, and the possible influence of comets on the earth’s atmosphere. He was
a ‘‘quiet, modest investigator’’ who refused to accept ‘‘any theory which seemed to

him insufficiently supported by physical reasoning,’’ and studied every problem ‘‘in
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his own way and by his own methods.’’ These qualities, as we will see, are amply

demonstrated in his work on steam and water.41

Aitken was explicit about the practical motivation for his study of supersaturated

steam: to understand the various forms of the ‘‘cloudy condensations’’ in the at-

mosphere, particularly the fogs that were blighting the industrial towns of Victorian
Britain (1880–81, 352). His main discovery was that steam could routinely be cooled

below the temperature indicated by the standard pressure–temperature relation

without condensing into water, if there was not sufficient dust around. Aitken

showed this in a very simple experiment (338), in which he introduced invisible

steam from a boiler into a large glass receptacle. If the receptacle was filled with

‘‘dusty air—that is, ordinary air,’’ a large portion of the steam coming into it con-

densed into small water droplets due to the considerable cooling it suffered, resulting

in a ‘‘dense white cloud.’’ But if the receptacle was filled with air that had been passed
through a filter of cotton wool, there was ‘‘no fogging whatever.’’ He reckoned that

the dust particles served as loci of condensation, one dust particle as the nucleus

for each fog particle. The idea that dust was necessary for the formation of cloudy

condensations obviously had broad implications for meteorology. To begin with:

If there was no dust in the air there would be no fogs, no clouds, no mists, and

probably no rain.…[W]e cannot tell whether the vapour in a perfectly pure atmo-

sphere would ever condense to form rain; but if it did, the rain would fall from a

nearly cloudless sky.…When the air got into the condition in which rain falls—that

is, burdened with supersaturated vapour—it would convert everything on the surface

of the earth into a condenser, on which it would deposit itself. Every blade of grass

and every branch of tree would drip with moisture deposited by the passing air; our

dresses would become wet and dripping, and umbrellas useless.…(342)

The implication of Aitken’s discovery for the fixity of the steam point is clear to

me, though it does not seem to have been emphasized at the time. If steam can

easily be cooled down below the ‘‘steam point’’ (that is, the temperature at which

the vapor pressure of saturated steam equals the external pressure), the steam point

is no more fixed than the boiling point of liquid water. Moreover, what allows those
points to be reasonably fixed in practice is precisely the same kind of circumstance:

the ‘‘ordinary’’ conditions of our materials being full of impurities—whether they be

air in water or dust in air. Cavendish was right in arguing that steam would not go

supersaturated, but he was right only because he was always dealing with dusty

air.42 Now we can see that it was only some peculiar accidents of human life that

gave the steam point its apparent fixity: air on earth is almost always dusty enough,

and no one had thought to filter the air in the boiling-point apparatus. (This role of

41The fullest available account of Aitken’s life and work is Knott 1923; all information in this

paragraph is taken from that source, and the quoted passages are from xii–xiii. For an instructive

discussion of Aitken’s work in relation to the development of the cloud chamber, see Galison 1997,

92–97.
42What saved Cavendish could actually be the fact that in his setup there was always a water–steam

surface present, but that raises another question. If a body of steam is in contact with water at one end,

does that prevent supersaturation throughout the body of the steam, however large it is?
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serendipity in the production of stable regularities will be discussed further in ‘‘The

Defense of Fixity’’ in the analysis part of this chapter.)

Before I close the discussion of Aitken’s work, it will be instructive to make a

brief examination of his broader ideas. Not only do they give us a better under-

standing of his work on the supersaturation of steam but also they bear in inter-
esting ways on the debates about boiling that I have discussed in previous sections.

His work on the supersaturation of steam came from a general theoretical viewpoint

about the ‘‘conditions under which water changes from one of its forms to another.’’

There are four such changes of state that take place commonly: melting (solid to

liquid), freezing (liquid to solid), evaporation (liquid to gas), and condensation (gas

to liquid). Aitken’s general viewpoint about changes of state led him to expect that

steam must be capable of supersaturation, before he made any observations of the

phenomenon.43 In his own words:

I knew that water could be cooled below the freezing-point without freezing. I

was almost certain ice could be heated above the freezing-point without melting.

I had shown that water could be heated above the boiling-point.…Arrived at this

point, the presumption was very strong that water vapour could be cooled below

the boiling-point…without condensing. It was on looking for some experimental

illustration of the cooling of vapour in air below the temperature corresponding to

the pressure that I thought that the dust in the air formed ‘free surfaces’ on which

the vapour condensed and prevented it getting supersaturated. (Aitken 1880–81,

341–342)

Changes of state are caused by changes of temperature, but ‘‘something more

than mere temperature is required to bring about these changes. Before the change

can take place, a ‘free surface’ must be present.’’ Aitken declared:

When there is no ‘free surface’ in the water, we have at present no knowledge

whatever as to the temperature at which these changes will take place.…Indeed,

we are not certain that it is possible for these changes to take place at all, save in the

presence of a ‘‘free surface.’’ (339)

By a ‘‘free surface’’ he meant, somewhat tautologically, ‘‘a surface at which the water

is free to change its condition.’’ In an earlier article, Aitken (1878, 252) had argued

that a free surface was formed between any liquid and any gas/vapor (or vacuum),

which would seem to indicate that he thought the point of contact between any two

different states of matter (solid, liquid, or gaseous) constituted a free surface en-

abling changes between the two states involved.44 I am not aware whether Aitken

ever developed of his concept of ‘‘free surface’’ in a precise way. As it turned out, the

43Aitken’s first observations about the condensation of steam were made in the autumn of 1875.

But he had already presented his theoretical paper on the subject, titled ‘‘On Boiling, Condensing,

Freezing, and Melting,’’ in July 1875 to the Royal Scottish Society of Arts (Aitken 1878).
44He also said: ‘‘[W]henever a liquid comes in contact with a solid or another liquid, a free surface

is never formed.’’ This can only mean that a solid–liquid interface cannot serve as a free surface for

the transformation of the liquid into vapor (which would make sense, since the passage occurs in his

discussion of boiling in particular). Compare Aitken’s notion of free surface with Dufour’s idea about the

necessity of ‘‘alien molecules’’ for ordinary boiling.
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exact mechanism by which dust particles facilitated the condensation of vapor was

not a trivial issue, and its elucidation required much theoretical investigation,

especially on the effect of surface curvature on vapor pressure.45 It is unclear

whether different kinds of ‘‘free surfaces’’ would have shared anything essential in

the way they facilitated changes of state.
When applied to the case of boiling, Aitken’s free-surface theory fitted very well

with the De Luc–Donny–Dufour line of thought about the role of dissolved air in

boiling, which he was quite familiar with. But his ideas did not necessarily go with

the pressure-balance theory of boiling, and in fact Aitken actively rejected it: ‘‘The

pressure itself has nothing to do with whether the water will pass into vapour or

not’’ (1878, 242). Instead, he thought that what mattered for boiling was ‘‘the

closeness with which the vapour molecules are packed into the space above the

water.’’ He redefined the ‘‘boiling point’’ as ‘‘the temperature at which evaporation
takes place into an atmosphere of its own vapour at the standard atmospheric

pressure of 29.905 inches of mercury.’’ This definition is unusual, but may well be

quite compatible with Cavendish’s operational procedure adopted by the Royal

Society committee for fixing the steam point. Aitken recognized that his definition

of the boiling point did not require any ‘‘boiling’’ in the sense of vapor rising from

within the body of the liquid:

Where, then, it may be asked, is the difference between boiling and evaporation?

None, according to this view. Boiling is evaporation in presence of only its own

vapour; and what is usually called evaporation is boiling in presence of a gas. The

mechanical bubbling up of the vapour through the liquid is an accident of the

boiling.…[W]e may have no free surface in the body of the liquid, and no bubbles

rising through it, and yet the liquid may be boiling. (Aitken 1878, 242)

Aitken was clearly working at the frontiers of knowledge. But the fruit of his labors,

as far as the theory of boiling was concerned, was only an even more serious dis-

orientation than produced by De Luc’s pioneering work on the subject a century

earlier.

At the end of his major article on dust and fogs, Aitken expressed his sense that

he had only opened this whole subject:

Much, very much, still remains to be done. Like a traveller who has landed in an

unknown country, I am conscious my faltering steps have extended but little

beyond the starting point. All around extends the unknown, and the distance is

closed in by many an Alpine peak, whose slopes will require more vigorous steps

than mine to surmount. It is with reluctance I am compelled for the present to

abandon the investigation. (Aitken 1880–81, 368)

Well over a century after Aitken’s humble pronouncement, we tend to be com-

pletely unaware that boiling, evaporation, and other such mundane phenomena

ever constituted ‘‘many an Alpine peak’’ for science. Aitken lamented that he had

only been able to take a few faltering steps, but the vast majority of us who have

45For further details, see Galison 1997, 98–99, and Preston 1904, 406–412.
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received today’s scientific education are entirely ignorant of even the existence of

Aitken’s unexplored country.46

Already in Aitken’s own days, science had gone far enough down the road of

specialization that even elementary knowledge became neglected if it did not bear

explicitly on the subjects of specialist investigation. In an earlier article Aitken blasted
some respectable authors for making inaccurate statements about the boiling and

melting temperatures. After citing patently incorrect statements from such canonical

texts as James Clerk Maxwell’s Theory of Heat and John Tyndall’s Heat A Mode of

Motion, Aitken gave a diagnosis that speaks very much to the spirit of my own work:

Now, I do not wish to place too much stress on statements like these given by such

authorities, but would look on them simply as the current coin of scientific lit-

erature which have been put in circulation with the stamp of authority, and have

been received and reissued by these writers without questioning their value.

(Aitken 1878, 252)

Analysis: The Meaning and Achievement of Fixity

Ring the bells that still can ring.

Forget your perfect offering.

There is a crack in everything.

That’s how the light gets in.

Leonard Cohen, ‘‘Anthem,’’

1992

In the preceding narrative, I gave a detailed historical account of the surprising

practical and theoretical challenges involved in establishing one particular fixed

point for thermometry. But fixing the fixed points was an even less straightforward

business than it would have seemed from that narrative. For a fuller understanding

of fixed points, some further discussions are necessary. In this part of the chapter, I
will start in the first two sections with a philosophical consideration of what it really

means for a phenomenon to constitute a fixed point, and how we can judge fixity at

all in the absence of a pre-established standard of fixity. Philosophical concerns

about standards of fixity did not come into the narrative significantly because the

scientists themselves tended not to discuss them explicitly; however, the establish-

ment of fixed points would not have been possible without some implicit standards

being employed, which are worth elucidating. Once the standards are clearly

identified, we can reconsider the business of assessing whether and to what extent

46There are, of course, some specialists who know that the boiling and freezing of water are very

complicated phenomena and investigate them through sophisticated modern methods. For an accessible

introduction to the specialist work, see Ball 1999, part 2.
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certain phenomena are actually fixed in temperature. As indicated in the narrative,

even the most popular fixed point (the boiling point or steam point) exhibited

considerable variations. In ‘‘The Defense of Fixity’’ section, I will discuss the epis-

temic strategies that can be used in order to defend the fixity of a proposed fixed

point, drawing from the salient points emerging in the boiling-point story. Finally, in
‘‘The Case of the Freezing Point,’’ I will take a brief look at the freezing point, with

the benefit of the broader and deeper perspective given by the foregoing discussions.

The Validation of Standards: Justificatory Descent

Consider, in the abstract, the task of someone who has to come up with a fixed

point where none have yet been established. That is not so different from the plight

of a being who is hurled into interstellar space and asked to identify what is at rest.

Even aside from Einstein saying that there is no such thing as absolute rest, how
would our space oddity even begin to make a judgment of what is moving and what

is fixed? In order to tell whether something is fixed, one needs something else that

is known to be fixed and can serve as a criterion of judgment. But how can one find

that first fixed point? We would like to put some nails in the wall to hang things

from, but there is actually no wall there yet. We would like to lay the foundations of

a building, but there is no firm ground to put it in.

In the narrative, I paid little attention to the question of how it is that the fixity

of a proposed fixed point can be assessed because the scientists themselves did not
discuss that question extensively. However, a moment’s philosophical reflection

shows that there must be some independent standard of judgment, if one is going to

say whether or not a given phenomenon happens at a fixed temperature. Otherwise

all we can have is a chaotic situation in which each proposed fixed point declares

itself fixed and all others variable if they do not agree with it. To overcome such

chaos, we need a standard that is not directly based on the proposed fixed points

themselves. But standards are not God-given. They must be justified and validated,

too—but how? Are we stuck with an infinite regress in which one standard is
validated by another, that one is validated by yet another, and so forth?

It is helpful to think this issue through by means of a concrete case. Recall

Newton’s supposed failing in using ‘‘blood heat’’ (human body temperature) as a fixed

point of thermometry. It seems that the master instrument-maker Daniel Gabriel

Fahrenheit (1686–1736) also used blood heat as one of his three fixed points. Now,

we all know that the human body temperature is not constant, even in a given healthy

body, which means that using it as a fixed point of thermometry is a mistake.47 But

47The modern estimate is that there is variation of around 18C in the external body temperature of

healthy humans, the mean of which is about 378C (or about 98.58F); see Lafferty and Rowe 1994, 588. In

1871 the German physician Carl Wunderlich (1815–1877) asserted that in healthy persons the tem-

perature ranged from 98.6 to 99.58F; see Reiser 1993, 834. But according to Fahrenheit, it was only

968F. The divergence in early estimates owes probably as much to the differences in the thermometers as

to actual variations; that would explain the report in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 3d ed. (1797), 18:500,

that the human body temperature ranged from 92 to 998F. Of course, the temperature also depends on

where the thermometer is placed in the body.
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how do we ‘‘know’’ that? What most of us in the twenty-first century do is go down

to the shop and buy a good thermometer, but that would not have been a possible

way of criticizing Newton or Fahrenheit. No such thermometers were available

anywhere at that time. Our convenient standard thermometers could not come into

being until after scientists settled on good fixed points by ruling out bad ones like
blood heat. The issue here is how we exclude blood heat initially as a fixed point,

not the vacuous one about how we can obtain measurements showing blood heat

not to be fixed, using thermometers based on other fixed points.

The key to resolving this impasse is to recognize that it is sufficient to use a very

primitive thermometer to know that blood heat is not fixed. For example, any

sealed glass tube filled partway with just about any liquid will do, since most

liquids expand with heat. That was the arrangement used by Halley in the ex-

periments reported in his 1693 article discussed in ‘‘Blood, Butter, and Deep
Cellars’’ (or one can use an inverted test tube or a flask containing air or some other

gas, with the open end plunged into a liquid). To help our observations, some lines

can be etched onto the tube, and some arbitrary numbers may be attached to the

lines. Many of the early instruments were in fact of this primitive type. These

instruments should be carefully distinguished from thermometers as we know

them, since they are not graduated by any principles that would give systematic

meaning to their readings even when they are ostensibly quantitative. I will follow

Middleton in dubbing such qualitative instruments thermoscopes, reserving the term
thermometer for instruments with quantitative scales that are determined on some

identifiable method.48

In the terminology of standard philosophical theories of measurement, what

the thermoscope furnishes is an ordinal scale of temperature. An ordinal scale may

have numbers attached to them, but those ‘‘numbers,’’ or rather numerals, only

indicate a definite ordering, and arithmetic operations such as addition do not

apply meaningfully to them. In contrast, a proper thermometer is meant to give

numbers for which some arithmetical operations yield meaningful results. How-
ever, not all arithmetical operations on temperature values yield meaningful results.

For instance, a simple sum of the temperatures of two different objects is mean-

ingless; on the other hand, if the temperatures are multiplied by heat capacity, then

adding the products gives us total heat content. But this last example also reveals

a further subtlety, as that arithmetical operation would be meaningful only for

someone who accepts the concept of heat capacity (in the manner of Irvine, to be

explained in ‘‘Theoretical Temperature before Thermodynamics’’ in chapter 4). In

fact, there are complicated philosophical disputes about just what kind of quantity
temperature is, which I will avoid for the time being by vaguely saying that what

proper thermometers give us is a numerical temperature scale.49

48See Middleton 1966, 4. He thinks that Sanctorius was the first person to attach a meaningful

numerical scale to the thermoscope, thereby turning it into a veritable thermometer.
49See, for example, Ellis 1968, 58–67, for some further discussion of the classification of scales with

some consideration given to the case of temperature.
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A thermoscope is exactly what is needed for the establishment of fixed points.

It does not measure any numerical quantity, but it will indicate when something is

warmer than another thing. If we put a thermoscope in our armpit or some other

convenient place at regular intervals, we can observe the indications of the ther-

moscope fluctuating up and down. If we rule out (without much discussion for the
moment) the unlikely possibility that the temperature is actually perfectly still while

the thermoscope goes up and down in various ways, we can infer that blood heat is

not constant and should not be used as a fixed point. The main epistemic point here

is that a thermoscope does not even need to have any fixed points, so that the

evaluation of fixed points can be made without a circular reliance on fixed points.

Employing the thermoscope as a standard allows an initial evaluation of fixed

points.

But we have only pushed the problem of justification one step away, and now
we must ask why we can trust the thermoscopes. How do we know that most

liquids expand with heat? The thermoscope itself is useless for the proof of that

point. We need to bring ourselves back to the original situation in which there were

no thermoscopes to rely on. The initial grounding of the thermoscope is in unaided

and unquantified human sensation. Although sensation cannot prove the general

rule that liquids expand when temperature rises, it does provide a justification of

sorts. We get the idea that liquids expand with heat because that is what we observe

in the cases that are most obvious to the senses. For example, we put a warm hand
on a thermoscope that feels quite cool to the touch and see it gradually rise. We

stick the thermoscope into water that scalds our hand and note its rapid rise. We

put it into snow and see it plunge. We wet the thermoscope bulb and observe it go

down when we blow on it, while remembering that we feel colder if we stand in

the wind after getting soaked in the rain. What we see here is that human sensa-

tion serves as a prior standard for thermoscopes. The thermoscope’s basic agree-

ment with the indications of our senses generates initial confidence in its reliability.

If there were clear and persistent disagreements between the indications of a
thermoscope and what our own senses tell us, the thermoscope would become

subject to doubt. For example, many of us would feel colder when it is 08C
out than when it is 48C, and question the reliability of the volume changes in water

as a standard of temperature when we see it occupy a larger volume at 08C than

at 48C.
But have we not once again simply pushed the problem around? How do we

know that we can trust sensation? From ancient times, philosophers have been well

aware that there is no absolute reason for which we should trust our senses. That
brings us to the familiar end of foundationalist justification, unsatisfying but inevi-

table in the context of empirical science. As Ludwig Wittgenstein (1969, 33, §253)

puts it: ‘‘At the foundation of well-founded belief lies belief that is not founded.’’

The groundlessness cannot be contained: if we follow through the empirical jus-

tifications we give for our beliefs, as we have done in the case of thermometric fixed

points, we arrive at bodily sensation; if that final basis of justification is seen as

untrustworthy, then none of our empirical justifications can be trusted. If we accept

that sensations themselves have no firm justification, then we have to reconcep-
tualize the very notion of empirical justification. The traditional notion of justification
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aspires to the ideal of logical proof, in which the proposition we want to justify is

deduced from a set of previously accepted propositions. The trouble arises from the

fact that proof only generates a demand for further proof of the previously accepted

propositions. That results either in an infinite regress or an unsatisfying stopping

point where belief is demanded without proof. But, as the next section will make
clearer, justification does not have to consist in proof, and it is not likely that the

justification of a standard will consist in proof.

I would like to propose that the justification of a standard is based on a

principle of respect, which will be shown in action elsewhere in this book, too, and

which I will have occasion to define more precisely later. To see how the principle

of respect works, consider generally the relationship between human sensation and

measuring instruments. Although basic measuring instruments are initially justified

through their conformity to sensation, we also allow instruments to augment and
even correct sensation. In other words, our use of instruments is made with a

respect for sensation as a prior standard, but that does not mean that the verdict of

sensation has unconditional authority. There are commonly cited cases to show that

sometimes the only reasonable thing to do is to overrule sensations. Put one hand in

a bucket of hot water and the other one in cold water; after a while take them out

and put them both in a bucket of lukewarm water; one hand feels that the water is

cool, and the other one feels it is warm. Our thermoscopes, however, confirm that

the temperature of the last bucket of water is quite uniform, not drastically different
from one spot to another.50 Still, these cases do not lead us to reject the evidence of

the senses categorically. Why is it that the general authority of sensation is main-

tained in spite of the acknowledged cases in which it fails?

The reason we accept sensation as a prior standard is precisely because it is

prior to other standards, not because it has stronger justification than other stan-

dards. There is room for the later standard to depart from the prior standard, since

the authority of the prior standard is not absolute. But then why should the prior

standard be respected at all? In many cases it would be because the prior standard
had some recognizable merits shown in its uses, though not foolproof justification.

But ultimately it is because we do not have any plausible alternative. As Wittgenstein

says, no cognitive activity, not even the act of doubting, can start without first

believing something. ‘‘Belief ’’ may be an inappropriate term to use here, but it would

be safe enough to say that we have to start by accepting and using the most familiar

accepted truths. Do I know that the earth is hundreds of years old? Do I know that

all human beings have parents? Do I know that I really have two hands? Although

those basic propositions lack absolute proof, it is futile to ask for a justification for
them. Wittgenstein (1969, 33, §250) notes in his reflections on G. E. Moore’s anti-

skeptical arguments: ‘‘My having two hands is, in normal circumstances, as certain

as anything that I could produce in evidence for it.’’ Trusting sensation is the same

kind of acceptance.

50See, for instance, Mach [1900] 1986, §2, for a discussion of this widely cited case.
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Exactly what kind of relationship is forged between a prior standard and a later

standard, if we follow the principle of respect? It is not a simple logical relation of

any kind. The later standard is neither deduced from the prior one, nor derived

from it by simple induction or generalization. It is not even a relation of strict

consistency, since the later standard can contradict the earlier one. The constraint
on the later standard is that it should show sufficient agreement with the prior

standard. But what does ‘‘sufficient’’ mean? It would be wrong to try to specify a

precise and preset degree of agreement that would count as sufficient. Instead,

‘‘sufficient’’ should be understood as an indication of intent, to respect the prior

standard as far as it is plausible to do so. All of this is terribly vague. What the

vagueness indicates is that the notion of justification is not rich enough to capture

in a satisfactory way what is going on in the process of improving standards. In the

following section I will attempt to show that the whole matter can be viewed in a
more instructive light if we stop looking for a static logical relation of justification,

and instead try to identify a dynamic process of knowledge-building.

The Iterative Improvement of Standards: Constructive Ascent

In the last section I was engaged in a quest of justification, starting with the

accepted fixed points and digging down through the layers of grounds on which
we accept their fixity. Now I want to explore the relations between the successive

temperature standards from the opposite direction as it were, starting with the prim-

itive world of sensation and tracing the gradual building-up of successive standards.

This study will provide a preliminary glimpse of the process of multi-stage iteration,

through which scientific knowledge can continue to build on itself. If a thermoscope

can correct our sensation of hot and cold, then we have a paradoxical situation in

which the derivative standard corrects the prior standard in which it is grounded.

At first glance this process seems like self-contradiction, but on more careful re-
flection it will emerge as self-correction, or more broadly, self-improvement.

I have argued that the key to the relation between prior and later standards was

the principle of respect. But respect only illuminates one aspect of the relation. If we

are seeking to create a new standard, not content to rest with the old one, that is

because we want to do something that cannot be achieved by means of the old

standard. Respect is only the primary constraint, not the driving force. The positive

motivation for change is an imperative of progress. Progress can mean any number

of things (as I will discuss in more general terms in chapter 5), but when it comes
to the improvement of standards there are a few obvious aspects we desire: the

consistency of judgments reached by means of the standard under consideration,

the precision and confidence with which the judgments can be made, and the scope

of the phenomena to which the standard can be applied.

Progress comes to mean a spiral of self-improvement if it is achieved while

observing the principle of respect. Investigations based on the prior standard can

result in the creation of a new standard that improves upon the prior standard. Self-

improvement is possible only because the principle of respect does not demand that
the old standard should determine everything. Liberality in respect creates the

breathing space for progress. The process of self-improvement arising from the
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dialectic between respect and progress might be called bootstrapping, but I will not

use that term for fear of confusion with other well-known uses of it.51 Instead I will

speak of ‘‘iteration,’’ especially with the possibility in mind that the process can

continue through many stages.

Iteration is a notion that originates from mathematics, where it is defined as ‘‘a
problem-solving or computational method in which a succession of approxima-

tions, each building on the one preceding, is used to achieve a desired degree

of accuracy.’’52 Iteration, now a staple technique for computational methods of

problem-solving, has long been an inspiration for philosophers.53 For instance,

Charles Sanders Peirce pulled out an iterative algorithm for calculating the cube

root of 2 (see fig. 1.6) when he wanted to illustrate his thesis that good reasoning

corrects itself. About such processes he observed:

Certain methods of mathematical computation correct themselves, so that if an error

be committed, it is only necessary to keep right on, and it will be corrected in the

end.…This calls to mind one of the most wonderful features of reasoning and one of

the most important philosophemes [sic] in the doctrine of science, of which,

however, you will search in vain for any mention in any book I can think of; namely,

that reasoning tends to correct itself, and the more so, the more wisely its plan is

laid. Nay, it not only corrects its conclusions, it even corrects its premisses.…[W]ere

every probable inference less certain than its premisses, science, which piles

inference upon inference, often quite deeply, would soon be in a bad way. Every

astronomer, however, is familiar with the fact that the catalogue place of a funda-

mental star, which is the result of elaborate reasoning, is far more accurate than any

of the observations from which it was deduced. (Peirce [1898] 1934, 399–400;

emphasis added)

Following the spirit of Peirce’s metaphorical leap from mathematical algorithm

to reasoning in general, I propose a broadened notion of iteration, which I will call

‘‘epistemic iteration’’ as opposed to mathematical iteration. Epistemic iteration is a

process in which successive stages of knowledge, each building on the preceding

one, are created in order to enhance the achievement of certain epistemic goals. It
differs crucially from mathematical iteration in that the latter is used to approach

the correct answer that is known, or at least in principle knowable, by other means.

In epistemic iteration that is not so clearly the case.

51The most prominent example is Glymour 1980, in which bootstrapping indicates a particular

mode of theory testing, rather than a more substantial process of knowledge creation.
52Random House Webster’s College Dictionary (New York: Random House, 2000). Similarly, the 2d

edition of the Oxford English Dictionary gives the following definition: ‘‘Math. The repetition of an

operation upon its product…esp. the repeated application of a formula devised to provide a closer

approximation to the solution of a given equation when an approximate solution is substituted in the

formula, so that a series of successively closer approximations may be obtained.’’
53For an introduction to modern computational methods of iteration, see Press et al. 1988, 49–51,

256–258, etc. See Laudan 1973 for further discussion of the history of ideas about self-correction and the

place of iteration in that history.
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Another difference to note is that a given process of mathematical iteration

relies on a single algorithm to produce all successive approximations from a given

initial conjecture, while such a set mechanism is not always available in a process of

epistemic iteration. Rather, epistemic iteration is most likely a process of creative

evolution; in each step, the later stage is based on the earlier stage, but cannot be

deduced from it in any straightforward sense. Each link is based on the principle of
respect and the imperative of progress, and the whole chain exhibits innovative

progress within a continuous tradition.

Certain realists would probably insist on having truth as the designated goal

of a process like epistemic iteration, but I would prefer to allow a multiplicity of

epistemic goals, at least to begin with. There are very few actual cases in which we

could be confident that we are approaching ‘‘the truth’’ by epistemic iteration. Other

objectives are easier to achieve, and the degree of their achievement is easier to

assess. I will discuss that matter in more detail in chapter 5. Meanwhile, for my
present purposes it is sufficient to grant that certain values aside from truth can

provide the guiding objectives and criteria for iterative progress, whether or not

those values contribute ultimately to the achievement of truth.

FIGURE 1.6. The iterative algorithm for computing the cube root of 2, illustrated by Charles

Sanders Peirce ([1898] 1934, 399). Reprinted by permission of The Belknap Press of Harvard

University Press, Copyright # 1934, 1962 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
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Epistemic iteration will be a recurring theme in later chapters and will be

discussed in its full generality in chapter 5. For now, I will only discuss the

iteration of standards in early thermometry. Table 1.3 summarizes the stages in the
iterative development of temperature standards that we have examined in this

chapter.

Stage 1. The first stage in our iterative chain of temperature standards was

the bodily sensation of hot and cold. The basic validity of sensation has to
be assumed at the outset because we have no other plausible starting place

for gaining empirical knowledge. This does not mean that ‘‘uneducated’’

perception is free of theories or assumptions; as numerous developmental

and cognitive psychologists since Jean Piaget have stressed, everyday

perception is a complex affair that is only learned gradually. Still, it is our

starting point in the building of scientific knowledge. After Edmund

Husserl (1970, 110–111, §28), we might say that we take the ‘‘life world’’

for granted in the process of constructing the ‘‘scientific world.’’

Stage 2. Building on the commonly observed correlation between sensa-

tions of hot and cold and changes in the volume of fluids, the next standard

was created: thermoscopes. Thus, thermoscopes were initially grounded in
sensations, but they improved the quality of observations by allowing a

more assured and more consistent ordering of a larger range of phenomena

by temperature. The coherence and usefulness of thermoscope readings

constituted an independent source of validation for thermoscopes, in ad-

dition to their initial grounding in sensations.

Stage 3a. Once thermoscopes were established, they allowed sensible judg-

ments about which phenomena were sufficiently constant in temperature to

serve as fixed points. With fixed points and the division of the interval

between them, it became possible to construct a numerical scale of

temperature, which then constituted the next standard in the iterative
chain. Numerical thermometers, when successfully constructed (see ‘‘The

Achievement of Observability, by Stages’’ in chapter 2 for a further dis-

cussion of the meaning of ‘‘success’’ here), constituted an improvement

TABLE 1.3. Stages in the iterative development of thermometric standards

Period and relevant scientists Standard

From earliest times Stage 1: Bodily sensation

Early seventeenth century: Galileo, etc. Stage 2: Thermoscopes using the expansion

of fluids

Late seventeenth to mid-eighteenth century:

Eschinardi, Renaldini, Celsius, De Luc, etc.

Stage 3a: Numerical thermometers based on

freezing and boiling of water as fixed points

Late eighteenth century: Cavendish,

The Royal Society committee, etc.

Stage 3b: Numerical thermometers as above,

with the boiling point replaced by the steam

point
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upon thermoscopes because they allowed a true quantification of temper-

ature. By means of numerical thermometers, meaningful calculations

involving temperature and heat could be made and thermometric obser-

vations became possible subjects for mathematical theorizing. Where such

theorizing was successful, that constituted another source of validation for
the new numerical thermometric standard.54

Stage 3b. The boiling point was not as fixed as it had initially appeared (and
nor was the freezing point, as I will discuss in ‘‘The Case of the Freezing

Point’’). There were reasonably successful strategies for stabilizing the

boiling point, as I will discuss further in ‘‘The Defense of Fixity,’’ but one

could also try to come up with better fixed points. In fact scientists did find

one to replace the boiling point: the steam point, namely the temperature of

boiled-off steam, or more precisely, the temperature at which the pressure

of saturated steam is equal to the standard atmospheric pressure. The new

numerical thermometer using the ‘‘steam point’’ as the upper fixed point
constituted an improved temperature standard. Aside from being more

fixed than the boiling point, the steam point had the advantage of further

theoretical support, both in the temperature-pressure law of saturated

steam and in the pressure-balance theory of boiling (see ‘‘The Under-

standing of Boiling’’ in the narrative). The relation between this new

thermometer and the older one employing the boiling point is interesting:

although they appeared in succession, they were not successive iterative

stages. Rather, they were competing iterative improvements on the
thermoscopic standard (stage 2). This can be seen more clearly if we

recognize that the steam-point scale (stage 3b) could have been obtained

without there having been the boiling-point scale (stage 3a).

The Defense of Fixity: Plausible Denial and
Serendipitous Robustness

In the last two sections I have discussed how it was possible at all to assess and

establish fixed points. Now I want to address the question of how fixed points are

actually created, going back to the case of the boiling point in particular. The

popular early judgment reached by means of thermoscopes was that the boiling

temperature of water was fixed. That turned out to be quite erroneous, as I have

54A few qualifications should be made here about the actual historical development of stage 3a,

since it was not as neat and tidy as just summarized. My discussion has focused only on numerical

thermometers using two fixed points, but there were a number of thermometers using only one fixed

point (as explained in note 3) and occasional ones using more than two. The basic philosophical points

about fixed points, however, do not depend on the number of fixed points used. Between stage 2 and

stage 3a there was a rather long period in which various proposed fixed points were in contention, as

already noted. There also seem to have been some attempts to establish fixed points without careful

thermoscopic studies; these amounted to trying to jump directly from stage 1 to stage 3 and were

generally not successful.
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shown in ‘‘The Vexatious Variations of the Boiling Point’’ and ‘‘Superheating and the

Mirage of True Ebullition.’’ The interesting irony is that the fixity of the boiling

point was most clearly denied by the precise numerical thermometers that were

constructed on the very assumption of the fixity of the boiling point. Quite in-

conveniently, the world turned out to be much messier than scientists would have
liked, and they had no choice but to settle on the most plausible candidates for

fixed points, and then to defend their fixity as much as possible. If defensible fixed

points do not occur naturally, they must be manufactured. I do not, of course,

mean that we should simply pretend that certain points are fixed when they are not.

What we need to do is find, or create, clearly identifiable material circumstances

under which the fixity does hold.55 If that can be done, we can deny the variations

plausibly. That is to say, when we say things like ‘‘Water always boils at 1008C,’’
that would still be false, but it would be a plausible denial of facts because it would
become correct enough once we specify the exceptional circumstances in which it is

not true.

There are various epistemic strategies in this defense of fixity. A few com-

monsensical ones can be gleaned immediately from the boiling-point episode dis-

cussed in the narrative.

1. If causes of variation can be eliminated easily, eliminate them. From

early on it was known that many solid impurities dissolved in water

raised its boiling temperature; the sensible remedy there was to use only

distilled water for fixing the boiling point. Another well-known cause of

variation in the boiling temperature was the variation in atmospheric

pressure; one remedy there was to agree on a standard pressure. There

were also a host of causes of variation that were not so clearly

understood theoretically. However, at the empirical level what to do to
eliminate variation was clear: use metal containers instead of glass; if

glass is used, do not clean it too drastically, especially not with sulphuric

acid; do not purge the dissolved air out of the water; and so on.

2. If causes of variation cannot be easily eliminated but can be identified

and quantified, learn to make corrections. Since it can be tedious to

wait for the atmosphere to reach exactly the standard pressure, it was

more convenient to create a formula for making corrections for dif-

ferent pressure values. Similarly, the Royal Society committee adopted
an empirical formula for correcting the boiling point depending on the

depth of water below which the thermometer bulb was plunged. The

correction formulas allowed the variations to be handled in a controlled

way, though they were not eliminated.

3. Ignore small, inexplicable variations, and hope that they will go away.

Perhaps the most significant case in this vein was the variation of

temperature depending on the ‘‘degree of boiling,’’ which was widely

55Fixed points can be artificially created in the same way seedless watermelons can be created; these

things cannot be made if nature will not allow them, but nonetheless they are our creations.
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reported by reputable observers such as Newton, Adams, and De Luc.

But somehow this effect was no longer observed from the nineteenth

century onward. Henry Carrington Bolton (1900, 60) noticed this

curious fact and tried to explain away the earlier observations as follows:

‘‘We now know that such fluctuations depend upon the position of the
thermometer (whichmust not be immersed in the liquid), on the pressure

of the atmosphere, on the chemical purity of the water, and on the

shape of the vessel holding it, so it is not surprising that doubts existed

as to the constancy of the phenomenon [boiling temperature].’’ That

explanation is not convincing in my view, as it amounts to sweeping the

dirt under the rug of other causes of variation.56 Other mysterious

variations also disappeared in time, including the inexplicable day-to-

day variations and the temperature differences depending on the depth
of water below the thermometer bulb, both reported by the Royal

Society committee. In all those cases the reported variations fell away,

for no obvious reason. If the variations do disappear, there is little

motivation to worry about them.

In his insightful article on the principles of thermometry, Carl B. Boyer re-
marked (1942, 180): ‘‘Nature has most generously put at the scientist’s disposal a

great many natural points which serve to mark temperatures with great accuracy.’’

(That is reminiscent of the cryptic maxim from Wittgenstein [1969, 66, §505]: ‘‘It is

always by favour of Nature that one knows something.’’) We have now seen that

nature has perhaps not been as generous as Boyer imagined, since the fixed points

were quite hard won. However, nature had to be generous in some ways if scientists

were going to have any success in their attempts to tame the hopeless variations. In

‘‘Escape from Superheating’’ and ‘‘A Dusty Epilogue,’’ I have already indicated that it
was good fortune, or rather serendipity, that allowed the higher-than-expected

degrees of stability that the boiling point and the steam point enjoyed. Serendipity

is different from random instances of plain dumb luck because it is defined as ‘‘the

faculty of making fortunate discoveries by accident.’’ The term was coined by

Horace Walpole (British writer and son of statesman Robert) from the Persian tale

The Three Princes of Serendip, in which the heroes possessed this gift.57 In the

following discussion I will use it to indicate a lucky coincidence that results in a

tendency to produce desirable results.
The most important serendipitous factor for the fixity of the boiling point is the

fact that water on earth normally contains a good deal of dissolved air. For the

steam point, it is the fact that air on earth normally contains a good deal of

suspended dust. It is interesting to consider how thermometry and the thermal

sciences might have developed in an airless and dustless place. To get a sense of the

contingency, recall Aitken’s speculations about the meteorology of a dustless world,

56Still, Bolton deserves credit for trying—I know of no other attempts to explain the disappearance

of this variation.
57Collins English Dictionary (London: HarperCollins, 1998).
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quoted at more length in ‘‘A Dusty Epilogue’’: ‘‘[I]f there was no dust in the air there

would be no fogs, no clouds, no mists, and probably no rain.…’’ Possible worlds

aside, I will concentrate here on the more sober task of elucidating the implications

of the serendipity that we earthbound humans have actually been blessed with.

One crucial point about these serendipitous factors is that their workings are
independent of the fortunes of high-level theory. There were a variety of theoretical

reasons people gave for using the steam point. Cavendish thought that bubbles of

steam rising through water would be cooled down exactly to the ‘‘boiling point’’ in

the course of their ascent, due to the loss of heat to the surrounding water. He also

postulated that the steam could not cool down below the boiling point once it was

released. De Luc did not agree with any of that, but accepted the use of the steam

point for phenomenological reasons. Biot (1816, 1:44–45) agreed with the use of

the steam point, but for a different reason. He thought that the correct boiling point
should be taken from the very top layer of boiling water, which would require the

feat of holding a thermometer horizontally right at the top layer of boiling water;

thankfully steam could be used instead, because the steam temperature should be

equal to the water temperature at the top. Marcet (1842, 392) lamented the wide

acceptance of the latter assumption, which was in fact incorrect according to the

results of his own experiments. Never mind why—the steam point was almost

universally adopted as the better fixed point and aided the establishment of reliable

thermometry.
There were also different views about the real mechanism by which the air dis-

solved in water tended to promote boiling. There was even Tomlinson’s view that air

was only effective in liberating vapor because of the suspended dust particles in it (in

which case dust would be doing a double duty of serendipity in this business).

Whatever the theory, it remained a crucial and unchallenged fact that dissolved air

did have the desirable effect. Likewise, there were difficult theoretical investigations

going on around the turn of the century about the mechanism of vapor formation;

regardless of the outcome of such investigations, for thermometry it was sufficient
that dust did stabilize the steam point by preventing supersaturation.

Thanks to their independence from high-level theory, the serendipitously ro-

bust fixed points survived major changes of theory. The steam point began its

established phase in the Royal Society committee’s recommendation in 1777, when

the caloric theory of heat was just being crafted. The acceptance of the steam point

continued through the rise, elaboration, and fall of the caloric theory. It lasted

through the phenomenological and then molecular-kinetic phases of thermody-

namics. In the late nineteenth century Aitken’s work would have created new aware-
ness that it was important not to eliminate all the dust from the air in which the

steam was kept, but the exact theoretical basis for that advice did not matter for

thermometry. The steam point remained fixed while its theoretical interpretations

and justifications changed around. The robustness of the fixed points provided

stability to quantitative observations, even as the theoretical changes effected funda-

mental changes in the very meaning of those observations. The same numbers could

remain, whatever they ‘‘really meant.’’

If this kind of robustness is shared in the bases of other basic measurements in
the exact sciences, as I suspect it is, there would be significant implications for the
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persistence and accumulation of knowledge. Herbert Feigl emphasized that the

stability of empirical science lies in the remarkable degree of robustness possessed

by certain middle-level regularities, a robustness that neither sense-data nor high-

level theories can claim: ‘‘I think that a relatively stable and approximately accurate

basis—in the sense of testing ground—for the theories of the factual sciences is to
be located not in individual observations, impressions, sense-data or the like, but

rather in the empirical, experimental laws’’ (Feigl 1974, 8). For example, weight

measurements using balances rely on Archimedes’s law of the lever, and observa-

tions made with basic optical instruments rely on Snell’s law of refraction. These

laws, at least in the contexts of the measurements they enable, have not failed and

have not been questioned for hundreds of years. The established fixed points of

thermometry also embody just the sort of robustness that Feigl valued so much, and

the insights we have gained in the study of the history of fixed points shed some
light on how it is that middle-level regularities can be so robust.

Although it is now widely agreed that observations are indeed affected by the

theories we hold, thanks to the well-known persuasive arguments to that effect by

Thomas Kuhn, Paul Feyerabend, Mary Hesse, Norwood Russell Hanson, and even

Karl Popper, as well as various empirical psychologists, we must take seriously

Feigl’s point that not all observations are affected in the same way by paradigm

shifts or other kinds of major theoretical changes. No matter how drastically high-

level theories change, some middle-level regularities may remain relatively un-
affected, even when their deep theoretical meanings and interpretations change

significantly. Observations underwritten by these robust regularities will also have a

fair chance of remaining unchanged across revolutionary divides, and that is what

we have seen in the case of the boiling /steam point of water.

The looseness of the link between high-level theories and middle-level regular-

ities receives strong support in the more recent works by Nancy Cartwright (on

fundamental vs. phenomenological laws), Peter Galison (on the ‘‘intercalation’’ of

theory, experiment, and instrumentation), and Ian Hacking (experimental realities
based on low-level causal regularities).58 Regarding the link between the middle-

level regularities and individual sense-observations, James Woodward and James

Bogen’s work on the distinction between data and phenomena reinforces Feigl’s

argument; stability is found in phenomena, not in the individual data points out of

which we construct the phenomena. In the strategies for the plausible denial of

variations in the boiling-point case, we have seen very concrete illustrations of how

a middle-level regularity can be shielded from all the fickle variations found in

individual observations. This discussion dovetails very nicely with one of Bogen
and Woodward’s illustrative examples, the melting point of lead, which is a stable

phenomenon despite variations in the thermometer readings in individual trials of

the experiments for its determination.59

58See Cartwright 1983, Galison 1997, Hacking 1983. I have shown similar looseness in energy

measurements in quantum physics; see Chang 1995a.
59See Bogen and Woodward 1988; the melting point example is discussed on 308–310. See also

Woodward 1989.
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The Case of the Freezing Point

Before closing the discussion of fixed points, it will be useful to examine briefly the

establishment of the other common fixed point, namely the freezing point of water.

(This point was often conceived as the melting point of ice, but measuring or

regulating the temperature of the interior of a solid block of ice was not an easy task

in practice, so generally the thermometer was inserted into the liquid portion of an
ice-water mixture in the process of freezing or melting.) Not only is the freezing-

point story interesting in its own right but it also provides a useful comparison and

contrast to the boiling-point case and contributes to the testing of the more general

epistemological insights discussed in earlier sections. As I will discuss more care-

fully in ‘‘The Abstract and the Concrete’’ in chapter 5, the general insights were

occasioned by the consideration of the boiling-point episode, but they of course do

not gain much evidential support from that one case. The general ideas have yet to

demonstrate their validity, both by further general considerations and by showing
their ability to aid the understanding of other concrete cases. For the latter type of

test, it makes sense to start with the freezing point, since there would be little hope

for the generalities inspired by the boiling point if they did not even apply fruitfully

to the other side of the centigrade scale.

There are some overt parallels between the histories of the boiling point and

the freezing point. In both cases, the initial appearance of fixity was controverted by

more careful observations, upon which various strategies were applied to defend

the desired fixity. In both cases, understanding the effect of dissolved impurities
contributed effectively in dispelling the doubts about fixity (this was perhaps an

even more important factor for the freezing point than the boiling point). And the

fixity of the freezing point was threatened by the phenomenon of supercooling, just

as the fixity of the boiling point was threatened by superheating.60 This phenom-

enon, in which a liquid at a temperature below its ‘‘normal’’ freezing temperature

maintains its liquid form, was discovered in water by the early eighteenth century.

Supercooling threatened to make a mockery of the freezing of water as a fixed point,

since it seemed that one could only say, ‘‘pure water always freezes at 08C, except
when it doesn’t.’’

It is not clear who first noticed the phenomenon of supercooling, but it was

most famously reported by Fahrenheit (1724, 23) in one of the articles that he

submitted to support his election as a Fellow of the Royal Society of London. De

Luc used his airless water (described in the ‘‘Superheating and the Mirage of True

Ebullition’’ section) and cooled it down to 148F (�108C) without freezing. Super-
cooling was suspected to happen in mercury in the 1780s, and that gave occasion

for important further investigations by Charles Blagden (1748–1820), Cavendish’s

60‘‘Supercooling’’ is a modern term, the first instance of its use being dated at 1898 in the Oxford

English Dictionary, 2d ed. In the late nineteenth century it was often referred to as ‘‘surfusion’’ (cf. the

French term surchauffer for superheating), and in earlier times it was usually described as the ‘‘cooling of

a liquid below its normal freezing point,’’ without a convenient term to use.
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longtime collaborator and secretary of the Royal Society.61 Research into super-

cooling continued throughout the nineteenth century. For instance, Dufour (1863)

brought small drops of water down to �208C without freezing, using a very similar

technique to the one that had allowed him to superheat water to 1788C as discussed

in ‘‘Superheating and the Mirage of True Ebullition.’’
The theoretical understanding of supercooling, up to the end of the nineteenth

century, was even less firm than that of superheating, perhaps because even or-

dinary freezing was so poorly understood. The most basic clue was provided by

Black’s concept of latent heat. After water reaches its freezing temperature, a great

deal more heat has to be taken away from it in order to turn it into ice; likewise, a

lot of heat input is required to melt ice that is already at the melting point. Ac-

cording to Black’s data, ice at the freezing point contained only as much heat as

would liquid water at 1408 below freezing on Fahrenheit’s scale (if it could be kept
liquid while being cooled down to that temperature).62 In other words, a body of

water at 08C contains a lot more heat than the same amount of ice at 08C. All of that
excess heat has to be taken away if all of the water is to freeze; if just a part of the

excess heat is taken away, normally just one part of the water freezes, leaving the rest

as liquid at 08C. But if there is no particular reason for one part of the water to

freeze and the rest of it not to freeze, then the water can get stuck in a collective

state of indecision (or symmetry, to use a more modern notion). An unstable equi-

librium results, in which all of the water remains liquid but at a temperature lower
than 08C, with the heat deficit spread out evenly throughout the liquid. The con-

cept of latent heat thus explained how the state of supercooling could be main-

tained. However, it did not provide an explanation or prediction as to when

supercooling would or would not take place.

How was the fixity of the freezing point defended, despite the acknowledged

(and poorly understood) existence of supercooling? Recall, from ‘‘Escape from

Superheating,’’ one of the factors that prevented superheating from being a drastic

threat to the fixity of the boiling point: although water could be heated to quite
extreme temperatures without boiling, it came down to much more reasonable tem-

peratures once it started boiling. A similar phenomenon saved the freezing point.

From Fahrenheit onward, researchers on supercooling noted a phenomenon called

‘‘shooting.’’ On some stimulus, such as shaking, the supercooled water would

suddenly freeze, with ice crystals shooting out from a catalytic point. Wonderfully

for thermometry, the result of shooting was the production of just the right amount

of ice (and released latent heat) to bring up the temperature of the whole to the

normal freezing point.63 Gernez (1876) proposed that shooting from supercooling

61The supercooling of mercury will be discussed again in ‘‘Consolidating the Freezing Point of

Mercury’’ in chapter 3. See Blagden 1788, which also reports on De Luc’s work on p. 144.
62Measurements by others indicated similar latent heat values, Wilcke giving 1308F and Cavendish

1508F. See Cavendish 1783, 313.
63Blagden (1788, 134) noted, however: ‘‘If from any circumstances…the shooting of the ice

proceeds more slowly, the thermometer will often remain below the freezing point even after there is

much ice in the liquor; and does not rise rapidly, or to its due height, till some of the ice is formed close

to the bulb.’’
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could actually be used as a more reliable fixed point of temperature than normal

freezing.64

On the causes and preventatives of shooting there were various opinions,

considerable disagreement, and a good deal of theoretical uncertainty. Blagden

(1788, 145–146) concluded with the recognition that ‘‘the subject still remains
involved in great obscurity.’’ However, this was of no consequence for thermom-

etry, since in practice shooting could be induced reliably whenever desired (similarly

as superheated ‘‘bumping’’ could be prevented at will). Although the effectiveness of

mechanical agitation was seriously debated, from early on all were agreed that

dropping a small piece of ice into the supercooled water always worked. This last

circumstance fits nicely into a more general theoretical view developed much later,

particularly by Aitken, which I discussed in ‘‘A Dusty Epilogue.’’ In Aitken’s view,

fixity of temperature was the characteristic of an equilibrium between two different
states of water. Therefore the fixed temperature could only be produced reliably

when both liquid and solid water were present together in contact with each other.

In addition to supercooling, Aitken reported that ice without a ‘‘free surface’’ could

be heated up to 1808C without melting.65 At a pragmatic level, the importance of

equilibrium had been recognized much earlier. De Luc in 1772 argued that the

temperature at which ice melted was not the same as the temperature at which

water froze and proposed the temperature of ‘‘ice that melts, or water in ice’’ as the

correct conception of the freezing/melting point.66 And Fahrenheit had already
defined his second fixed point as the temperature of a water-ice mixture (see Bolton

1900, 70). These formulations specified that there should be both ice and water

present in thermal equilibrium, though not on the basis of any general theoretical

framework such as Aitken’s.

The freezing-point story conforms very well to the general account of standards

and their validation and improvement given in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ and

The Iterative Improvement of Standards.’’ The freezing point was part of the basis

on which the dominant form of the numerical thermometer was constructed, re-
specting and improving upon the thermoscopic standard; most of what I said in

that connection about the boiling point applies to the freezing point as well.

Likewise, the strategies for the plausible denial of variability discussed in ‘‘The

Defense of Fixity’’ also apply quite well to the freezing point. In the freezing-point

case, too, causes of variation were eliminated when possible, and small inexplicable

variations were ignored. But corrections did not play a big role for the freezing

point, since there did not happen to be significant causes of variation that were

amenable to corrections.
This episode also reinforces the discussion of serendipity and robustness in

‘‘The Defense of Fixity.’’ The robustness of the freezing point was due to the same

kind of serendipity that made the boiling/steam point robust. In both cases there was

a lack of clear theoretical understanding or at least a lack of theoretical consensus.

64Gernez actually employed an iterative method in that proposal.
65This experiment was attributed to Carnelly; see Aitken 1880–81, 339.
66See De Luc 1772, 1:344, §436; and 1:349, §438.
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However, pragmatic measures for ensuring fixity were in place long before there

was any good theoretical understanding about why they were effective. In fact, they

often happened to be in place even before there was a recognition of the problems

that they were solving! In the case of the freezing point, it was very easy to disturb

the container and break supercooling, if one did not take particular care to maintain
tranquility. Black (1775, 127–128) thought that even the imperceptible agitation

caused by air molecules spontaneously entering into the water would be sufficient

for that effect.67 Especially if one was taking thermometers in and out of the water

to take temperature readings, that would have caused mechanical disturbances and

also introduced a convenient solid surface on which ice crystals could start to form.

If the experiments were done outdoors on a cold day, which they tended to be in

the days before refrigeration, ‘‘frozen particles, which in frosty weather are almost

always floating about in the air,’’ would have dropped into the water and initiated
ice-formation in any supercooled water.68 But the early experimenters would not

have seen any particular reason to cover the vessel containing the water. In short,

supercooling is a state of unstable equilibrium, and careless handling of various

kinds will tend to break that equilibrium and induce shooting. Therefore, as in the

boiling-point story, the theme of the freezing-point story is not the preservation of

fixity by random chance, but its protection through a serendipitous meeting of the

epistemic need for fixity and the natural human tendency for carelessness.

67This was offered as a novel explanation of the puzzling observation that water that had previously

been boiled seemed to freeze more easily. Since air would be expelled from the water in boiling, and it

would re-enter the water after the boiling ceased, Black reckoned that the molecular agitation involved in

that process would be sufficient to prevent supercooling. Therefore the once-boiled water would seem to

freeze more readily than ordinary water, which was more liable to supercooling. Blagden (1788, 126–

128), however, maintained that boiled water was more susceptible to supercooling, not less; he thought

that the purging of air caused by the boiling was responsible for this effect (cf. De Luc’s supercooling

experiment with airless water, mentioned earlier).
68This was a quite popular idea, expressed for example by Blagden (1788, 135), quoted here.
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2

Spirit, Air, and Quicksilver

Narrative: The Search for the ‘‘Real’’ Scale
of Temperature

The thermometer, as it is at present construed, cannot be applied to point

out the exact proportion of heat.…It is indeed generally thought that

equal divisions of its scale represent equal tensions of caloric; but this

opinion is not founded on any well decided fact.

Joseph-Louis Gay-Lussac, ‘‘Enquiries Concerning the Dilatation

of the Gases and Vapors,’’ 1802

In chapter 1, I discussed the struggles involved in the task of establishing the fixed

points of thermometry and the factors that enabled the considerable success that

was eventually reached. Once the fixed points were reasonably established, nu-

merical thermometers could be created by finding a procedure for assigning

numbers to the degrees of heat between the fixed points and beyond them. This

may seem like a trivial problem, but in fact it harbored a deep philosophical

challenge, which was overcome only after more than a century of debates and
experiments.

The Problem of Nomic Measurement

The main subject of this chapter is intimated in a curious passage in Elementa

Chemiae, the enormously influential textbook of chemistry first published in 1732

by the renowned Dutch physician Herman Boerhaave (1668–1738):

An earlier version of the material in parts of this chapter was published in Chang 2001b. The

material in ‘‘Comparability and the Ontological Principle of Single Value’’ and ‘‘Minimalism against

Duhemian Holism’’ is partly derived from Chang 2001a.
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I desired that industrious and incomparable Artist, Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit, to

make me a couple of Thermometers, one with the densest of all Fluids, Mercury,

the other with the rarest, Alcohol, which should be so nicely adjusted, that the

ascents of the included liquor in the same degree of Heat, should be always exactly

equal in both. (Boerhaave [1732] 1735, 87)

The goods were delivered, but Boerhaave found that the two thermometers did not

quite agree with each other. Fahrenheit was at a loss for an explanation, since he

had graduated the two thermometers in exactly the same way using the same fixed

points and the same procedures. In the end he attributed the problem to the fact

that he had not made the instruments with the same types of glass. Apparently ‘‘the

various sorts of Glass made in Bohemia, England, and Holland, were not expanded

in the same manner by the same degree of Heat.’’ Boerhaave accepted this ex-
planation and went away feeling quite enlightened.1

The same situation was seen in a different light by another celebrated maker of

thermometers, the French aristocrat R. A. F. de Réaumur (1683–1757), ‘‘the most

prestigious member of the Académie des Sciences in the first half of the eighteenth

century,’’ a polymath known for his works in areas ranging widely from metallurgy

to heredity.2 Roughly at the same time as Boerhaave, Réaumur had noticed that

mercury and alcohol thermometers did not read the same throughout their com-

mon range (1739, 462). He attributed the discrepancy to the fact that the expan-
sions of those liquids followed different patterns. Réaumur’s observation and

explanation soon became accepted. It is not a subtle effect, as table 2.1 shows.

There are various attitudes one can take about this problem. A thoroughgoing

operationalist, such as Percy Bridgman, would say that each type of instrument

defines a separate concept, so there is no reason for us to expect or insist that they

should agree.3 A simple-minded conventionalist would say that we can just choose

one instrument and make the others incorrect by definition. As Réaumur put it, one

TABLE 2.1. The discrepancies between thermometers filled

with different liquids

Mercury Alcohol Water

0 (8C) 0 0

25 22 5

50 44 26

75 70 57

100 100 100

Source: The data are from Lamé 1836, 1:208.

1The lesson that Boerhaave drew from this incident was caution against rash assumptions in empirical

science: ‘‘How infinitely careful therefore ought we to be in our searches after natural knowledge, if we would

come at the truth? How frequently shall we fall into mistakes, if we are over hasty in laying down general rules?’’
2See J. B. Gough’s entry on Réaumur in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 11:334.
3See Bridgman 1927, esp. 3–9. Bridgman’s views will be discussed in much more detail in ‘‘Travel

Advisory from Percy Bridgman’’ and ‘‘Beyond Bridgman’’ in chapter 3.
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will calibrate an alcohol thermometer on the standard of a mercury thermometer

‘‘when one wishes the alcohol thermometer to speak the language of the mercury

thermometer’’ and vice versa (1739, 462). A more sophisticated conventionalist like

Henri Poincaré would say that we ought to choose the temperature standard that

makes the laws of thermal phenomena as simple as possible.
Very few scientists making or using thermometers took any of those philosophi-

cal positions. Instead, most were realists in the sense that they believed in the ex-

istence of an objective property called temperature and persisted in wanting to know

how to measure its true values. If various thermometers disagreed in their readings, at

most one of them could be right. The question, then, was which one of these ther-

mometers gave the ‘‘real temperature’’ or the ‘‘real degree of heat,’’ or most nearly

so. This is a more profound and difficult question than it might seem at first glance.

Let us examine the situation more carefully. As discussed in ‘‘Blood, Butter, and
Deep Cellars’’ in chapter 1, by the middle of the eighteenth century the accepted

method of graduating thermometers was what we now call the ‘‘two-point method.’’

For instance, the centigrade scale takes the freezing and boiling points of water as

the fixed points. We mark the height of the thermometric fluid at freezing 08, and
the height at boiling 1008; then we divide up the interval equally, so it reads 508
halfway up and so on. The procedure operates on the assumption that the fluid

expands uniformly (or, linearly) with temperature, so that equal increments of tem-

perature results in equal increments of volume. To test this assumption, we need to
make an experimental plot of volume vs. temperature. But there is a problem here,

because we cannot have the temperature readings until we have a reliable ther-

mometer, which is the very thing we are trying to create. If we used the mercury

thermometer here, we might trivially get the result that the expansion of mercury is

uniform. And if we wanted to use another kind of thermometer for the test, how

would we go about establishing the accuracy of that thermometer?

This problem, which I have called the ‘‘problem of nomic measurement,’’ is not

unique to thermometry.4 Whenever we have a method of measurement that rests on
an empirical law, we have the same kind of problem in testing and justifying that

law. To put it more precisely and abstractly:

1. We want to measure quantity X.

2. Quantity X is not directly observable, so we infer it from another

quantity Y, which is directly observable. (See ‘‘The Validation of Stan-

dards’’ in the analysis part for a full discussion of the exact meaning of

‘‘observability.’’)

3. For this inference we need a law that expresses X as a function of Y, as
follows: X ¼ f(Y ).

4. The form of this function f cannot be discovered or tested empirically,

because that would involve knowing the values of both Y and X, and X

is the unknown variable that we are trying to measure.

4See Chang 1995a, esp. 153–154. The problem first came up in my study of energy measurements

in quantum physics.
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This circularity is probably the most crippling form of the theory-ladenness of

observation. (For further discussions of the problem of nomic measurement, see

‘‘Comparability and the Ontological Principle of Single Value’’ in the analysis part.)

Given this fundamental philosophical puzzle, it should not come as a surprise

that there was a complex and protracted fight over the choice of the right ther-
mometric fluid. A bewildering variety of substances had been suggested, according

to this or that person’s fancy: mercury, ether, alcohol, air, sulphuric acid, linseed

oil, water, salt water, olive oil, petroleum, and more. Josiah Wedgwood even used

lumps of clay, which actually contracted under high degrees of heat, as in his

pottery kilns (see ‘‘Adventures of a Scientific Potter’’ in chapter 3). Just as won-

derfully varied as the list of thermometric substances is the list of eminent scientists

who concerned themselves seriously with this particular issue: Black, De Luc,

Dalton, Laplace, Gay-Lussac, Dulong, Petit, Regnault, and Kelvin, just to mention
some of the more familiar names.

Three of the known thermometric fluids became significant contenders for the

claim of indicating true temperatures: (1) atmospheric air; (2) mercury, or quick-

silver; and (3) ethyl alcohol, most often referred to as ‘‘the spirit of wine’’ or simply

‘‘spirit.’’ The rest of the narrative of this chapter charts the history of their con-

tention, ending with the establishment of the air thermometer as the best standard

in the 1840s. Throughout the discussion there will be an emphasis on how various

scientists who worked in this area attempted to tackle the basic epistemological
problem, and these attempts will be analyzed further in broader philosophical and

historical contexts in the second part of the chapter.

De Luc and the Method of Mixtures

Thermometry began with no firm principles regarding the choice of thermometric

substances.5 The very early thermoscopes and thermometers of the seventeenth

century used air. Those fickle instruments were easily replaced by ‘‘liquid-in-glass’’

thermometers, for which the preferred liquid for some time was spirit. Fahrenheit,
working in Amsterdam, was responsible for establishing the use of mercury in the

1710s; small, neat and reliable, his mercury thermometers gained much currency in

the rest of Europe partly through the physicians who had received their training in

the Netherlands (under Boerhaave, for instance), where they became familiar with

Fahrenheit’s instruments.6 Réaumur preferred spirit, and due to his authority spirit

thermometers retained quite a bit of popularity in France for some time. Elsewhere

mercury came to be preferred by most people including Anders Celsius, who

pioneered the centigrade scale.
Initially people tended to assume that whichever thermometric fluids they were

using expanded uniformly with increasing temperature. The observations showing

5For the early history that will not be treated in detail in this chapter, see Bolton 1900, Barnett

1956, and the early chapters of Middleton 1966.
6For this account of the dissemination of the mercury thermometer by physicians, see Encyclopaedia

Britannica, supplement to the 4th, 5th, and 6th editions (1824), 5:331.
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the disagreement between different types of thermometers made the need for jus-

tification clearer, but it seems that for some time the unreflective habit continued in

the form of unsupported assertions that one or another fluid expanded uniformly

and others did not. There was even a view that solids expanded more uniformly

than liquids and gases, advanced by Thomas Young (1773–1829), the promulgator
of the wave theory of light, as late as the beginning of the nineteenth century

(Young 1807, 1:647). Jacques Barthélemi Micheli du Crest (1690–1766), Swiss

military engineer who spent much of his life in political exile and prison, published

an idiosyncratic argument in 1741 to the effect that spirit expanded more regularly

than mercury.7 However, his contemporary George Martine (1702–1741), Scottish

physician, stated a contrary opinion: ‘‘it would seem, from some experiments, that

[spirit] does not condense very regularly’’ in strong colds; that seemed to go conve-

niently with Martine’s advocacy of the mercury thermometer, which was mostly for
practical reasons (Martine [1738] 1772, 26). The German physicist-metaphysician

Johann Heinrich Lambert (1728–1777) also claimed that the expansion of spirit

was irregular. He believed, as had the seventeenth-century French savant Guillaume

Amontons (1663–1738), that air expanded uniformly and liquids did not. Neither

Amontons nor Lambert, however, gave adequate arguments in support of that

assumption.8

Such impulsive and intuitive advocacy, from any side, failed to convince. In the

days before the caloric theory there was only one tradition of cogent reasoning and
experimentation with a potential to settle the argument. This was the method of

mixtures. Mix equal amounts of freezing water (at 08 centigrade, by definition) and
boiling water (at 1008, again by definition) in an insulated vessel; if a thermometer

inserted in that mixture reads 508, it indicates the real temperature. Such mixtures

could be made in various proportions (1 part boiling water and 9 parts freezing

water should give 108 centigrade, and so on), in order to test thermometers for

correctness everywhere on the scale between the two fixed points. Given this

technique, it was no longer necessary to get into the circular business of judging
one type of thermometer against another.

The earliest employment of the method of mixtures intended for the testing of

thermometers was probably by Brook Taylor (1685–1731), English mathematician

of the Taylor series fame, and secretary of the Royal Society from 1714 to 1718.

Taylor (1723) published a brief account reporting that the linseed oil thermometer

performed satisfactorily when tested by the method of mixtures. His test was not a

very precise one, and he did not even give any numbers in his one-page report.

It was also not a test designed to compare the performances of different fluids
(which is understandable considering that this was before Boerhaave and Réaumur

7Du Crest (1741, 9–10) believed that the temperature of the bulk of the Earth (as indicated by the

supposedly constant temperature of deep cellars and mines) was fundamentally fixed, and therefore the

most extreme temperatures observed on the surface of the earth (in Senegal and Kamchaka, respectively)

should be equally far from that median temperature. His spirit thermometers gave readings more in

accord with that hypothesis than did his mercury thermometers. See also Middleton 1966, 90–91.
8See Lambert 1779, 78, and Amontons 1702. See also Middleton 1966, 108 on Lambert, and 63 on

Amontons.
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reported the discrepancy between spirit and quicksilver thermometers). A few

decades later, in 1760, the method of mixtures was revived by Joseph Black, who

carried out similar experiments on the mercury thermometer and obtained a sat-

isfactory verdict regarding its accuracy.9

The person who brought the tradition of mixtures to its culmination was Jean-
André De Luc (1727–1817), Genevan meteorologist, geologist, and physicist; I have

discussed some aspects of his life and work in detail in chapter 1 (see especially

‘‘The Vexatious Variations of the Boiling Point’’ and ‘‘Superheating and the Mirage of

True Ebullition’’). When we left him there, he had just spent four weeks shaking air

out of a flask full of water to investigate the boiling behavior of pure water. De Luc

had examined almost every conceivable aspect of thermometry in his 1772 treatise,

and the choice of fluids was one of his chief concerns. He observed that the choice

of thermometric fluids was just that—a matter of choice. However, De Luc insisted
that there should be some principle guiding the choice. The ‘‘fundamental prin-

ciple’’ for him was that the fluid ‘‘must measure equal variations of heat by equal

variations of its volume’’ (De Luc 1772, 1:222–223, §§410b–411a). But which fluid,

if any, actually satisfied this requirement had not been established.

De Luc’s investigations resulted in the conclusion that mercury was the most

satisfactory thermometric liquid.10 What he regarded as the ‘‘direct proof’’ of

mercury’s superiority and ‘‘first reason’’ for using it in thermometers was the result

of the mixing experiments (1:285–314, §422). He attributed the method of mix-
tures primarily to his mentor and friend George-Louis Le Sage the Younger (1724–

1803), a hardly published but highly influential figure in Geneva at this time.

Generally speaking, De Luc mixed two samples of water at previously known

temperatures and compared the reading given by a thermometer with the calculated

temperature. To imagine the simplest case again: equal amounts of water at freezing

(08C) and boiling (1008C) should make a mixture of 508C; the correct thermometer

should read 508C when inserted into that mixture.11

9See Black 1770, 8–12, and Black 1803, 1:56–59.
10As for non-liquid thermometric substances, De Luc dismissed solids relatively quickly and gave

many detailed reasons against air, with particular reference to Amontons’s air thermometer. See De Luc

1772, 1:275–283, §§420–421.
11It should be noted that De Luc did not use water exactly at the boiling and freezing points, so his

reasoning was slightly more complicated than Taylor’s. This seems to be a fact often ignored by his

commentators, friend and foe, but De Luc himself stated well-considered reasons for his practice.

Regarding water at the boiling point, he said: ‘‘[B]oiling water can be neither measured (in volume) nor

weighed [accurately]’’; see De Luc 1772, 1:292, §422. One might try to weigh the water before bringing it

to boil, but then there would be a significant loss by evaporation once it starts to boil. There was no such

problem with the freezing point, but he noted that it was difficult to prepare a large enough volume of

liquid water exactly at the freezing point (pp. 298–299). So he was forced to use water that was only

nearly boiling and nearly freezing. At first glance it would seem that this saddled De Luc with a vicious

circularity, since he first had to use a thermometer to measure the temperatures of his hot and cold

waters. He did have a process of correction with which he was satisfied (pp. 299–306), but in any case

the basic procedure is not problematic if it is viewed as a test of consistency. If the mercury thermometer

is correct, and we mix equal amounts of water at temperatures a8 and b8 as measured by it, then the

mercury thermometer should give (a þ b)/28 for the temperature of the mixture.
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The verdict from De Luc’s experiments was unequivocal. The deviation of the

mercury thermometer from degrees of real heat was pleasingly small, as shown in

table 2.2 (note that De Luc was using the ‘‘Réaumur’’ temperature scale, in which

the temperature of boiling water was set at 808 rather than 1008). Even more

decisive than this consideration of mercury alone was the comparative view. From

De Luc’s results juxtaposing the performance of eight different liquids, shown in

table 2.3, there was no question that mercury gave the best available approximation

to the ‘‘real’’ degrees of heat.
These results were in accord with theoretical considerations as well. De Luc

reasoned that the condensation of liquids proceeded uniformly according to tem-

perature until contraction so crowded the molecules that they resisted further

condensation.12 So he inferred that a significant ‘‘slowing down’’ of condensation

was a sign that the liquid has entered the crowded phase in which its volume ceases

to reflect the true variation in the quantity of heat. Therefore, as temperature goes

down ‘‘the liquid whose rate of condensation increases in comparison to that of all

other liquids is very probably the one in which differences of volume are closest to

TABLE 2.2. Results of De Luc’s test of the mercury thermometer by the method of

mixtures

Degree of real

heat (calculated)a
Reading of the

mercury thermometer

Condensation of mercury

between last two points

Boiling water zþ 80 80.0 —

zþ 75 74.7 5.3

zþ 70 69.4 5.3

zþ 65 64.2 5.2

zþ 60 59.0 5.2

zþ 55 53.8 5.2

zþ 50 48.7 5.1

zþ 45 43.6 5.1

zþ 40 38.6 5.0

zþ 35 33.6 5.0

zþ 30 28.7 4.9

zþ 25 23.8 4.9

zþ 20 18.9 4.9

zþ 15 14.1 4.8

zþ 10 9.3 4.8

zþ 5 4.6 4.7

Melting ice z 0.0 4.6

Source: The data are taken from De Luc 1772, 1:301, §422.

aAll temperatures in this table are on the Réaumur scale. The ‘‘z’’ in the degrees of real heat signifies that

the ‘‘absolute zero’’ point of temperature (indicating a complete absence of heat) is not known.

12Here he was certainly not adopting the assumption that particles of matter have inherent mutual

attraction only to be counterbalanced by the repulsive action of heat, which would later become a

centerpiece of the caloric theory, in the years around 1800.
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being proportional to differences of heat.’’ On this criterion, too, mercury was

shown to be the best choice.13 De Luc was so confident of his results that he

declared that mercury deserved ‘‘an exclusive preference’’ in the construction of the

thermometer. Borrowing the words of an acquaintance impressed by his demon-

stration, he expressed his elation: ‘‘[C]ertainly nature gave us this mineral for

making thermometers!’’ (De Luc 1772, 1:330, §426) Unlike his work on the boiling

point discussed in chapter 1, De Luc’s experiments and arguments in favor of
mercury gained wide acceptance, with endorsements from various leading author-

ities in physics and chemistry throughout Europe. By around 1800 De Luc had

created an impressive degree of consensus on this issue, cutting through significant

disciplinary, national, and linguistic boundaries.14

Caloric Theories against the Method of Mixtures

This consensus on mercury, however, began to crumble just as it was being se-

cured. Trouble developed around De Luc’s crucial assumption that the amount of

heat needed in heating a given amount of water was simply proportional to the

amount of change in its temperature. For instance, in presenting the results listed in

table 2.2, De Luc was assuming that it would take the same amount of heat to raise
the temperature of a given amount of water by each 58 increment. When applied

generally, this amounted to the assumption that the specific heat of water was

constant and did not depend on temperature. This was a convenient assumption,

and there were no particular reasons for De Luc to doubt it at the time.15 However,

TABLE 2.3. De Luc’s comparison of the readings of various

thermometers with the ‘‘real’’ degree of heat

Real degree of heat (calculated)a 40.0

Mercury thermometer 38.6

Olive oil thermometer 37.8

Camomile oil thermometer 37.2

Thyme oil thermometer 37.0

Saturated salt water thermometer 34.9

Spirit thermometer 33.7

Water thermometer 19.2

Source: Adapted from De Luc 1772, 1:311, §422.

aAll temperatures in this table are on the Réaumur scale.

13De Luc 1772, 1:284–285, §421. See also his table comparing the ‘‘marche’’ of seven different

liquids on p. 271, §418.
14For further details of the impressive degree of support De Luc gained, see Chang 2001b, 256–

259.
15In that sense the status of this assumption was the same as that of the other major assumption in

De Luc’s experiments (and in all related calorimetric measurements), which was that heat was a con-

served quantity.
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this assumption was challenged with increasing readiness and confidence as a

consequence of the growing sophistication of the caloric theory, which is the main

feature in the development of the chemistry and physics of heat in the decades

around 1800. For readers unfamiliar with the history of the caloric theory, a few

words of background explanation are necessary.16

The core of the caloric theory was the postulation of caloric, a material

substance that was regarded as the cause of heat or even as heat itself. Most com-

monly caloric was seen as a subtle fluid (all-penetrating and weightless or nearly

so) that was attracted to ordinary matter but self-repulsive (therefore elastic). The

self-repulsion of caloric was a crucial quality, since it explained a whole host of

effects of heat, ranging from the melting of solids to the increased pressure of

gases. There were different versions of the caloric theory developing in compe-

tition with each other. I follow Robert Fox (1971) in dividing the caloric theorists
(or ‘‘calorists’’) into two broad categories, depending on their views on the

meaning of specific and latent heat. I will call these groups ‘‘Irvinist’’ (following

Fox) and ‘‘chemical.’’

The Irvinists followed the doctrine of William Irvine (1743–1787), a pupil and

collaborator of Black’s in Glasgow, who postulated that the amount of caloric

contained in a body was the product of its capacity for caloric (heat capacity) and its

‘‘absolute temperature’’ (which would be zero degrees at the point of a total absence

of heat). If a body preserved its heat content but its heat capacity was increased for
some reason, its temperature would go down; this was explained by an analogy to a

bucket that suddenly widens, lowering the level of liquid contained in it. Irvine

conceptualized latent heat as the heat required just to keep the temperature at the

same level in such a case. (I will discuss Irvinist heat theory further in ‘‘Theoretical

Temperature before Thermodynamics’’ in chapter 4.)

In contrast, in the chemical view of caloric, latent heat was seen as a different

state of heat, postulated to lack the power of affecting the thermometer. Black had

viewed the melting of ice as the combination of ice and caloric to produce liquid
water. Though Black himself chose to remain ultimately agnostic about the meta-

physical nature of heat,17 his view on latent heat was taken up and generalized by

some chemists into the notion of caloric as a substance that could enter into

chemical combinations with ordinary matter. Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier (1743–

1794) developed a similar view through the 1770s and went so far as to include

caloric (and also light) in the table of chemical elements in his authoritative textbook

of the new chemistry, Elements of Chemistry (1789).18 On this chemical view of heat,

the latent caloric that entered into combination with particles of matter was the
cause of increased fluidity as solids melted into liquids and liquids evaporated into

gases; this latent caloric would become sensible again in condensation or congelation.

16The best source on the history of the caloric theory is still Fox 1971. For a brief yet informative

account, see Lilley 1948.
17For Black’s view on the metaphysical nature of heat, see Black 1803, 1:30–35.
18For the development of Lavoisier’s view on heat, see Guerlac 1976. His ‘‘table of simple sub-

stances’’ can be found in Lavoisier [1789] 1965, 175.
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The absorption and emission of heat in ordinary chemical reactions were also

explained in the same manner. The notion of the chemical combination of caloric

with matter was even incorporated into the terminology of ‘‘combined’’ vs. ‘‘free’’

caloric, which was used alongside the more phenomenological terminology of

‘‘latent’’ and ‘‘sensible’’ caloric (Lavoisier [1789] 1965, 19).
To return to the method of mixtures now: among the Irvinists, the most

prominent critic of De Luc was the English Quaker physicist-chemist John Dalton

(1766–1844). Dalton’s attack was published in hisNew System of Chemical Philosophy,

the first part of which (1808) was mostly about heat, although it is now more

famous for the statement of his chemical atomic theory. Dalton (1808, 11) confessed

that he had been ‘‘overawed by the authority of Crawford’’ initially to trust the

mercury thermometer, only to be dissuaded by further considerations. (Here Dalton

was referring to the Irish physician Adair Crawford [1748–1795], an Irvinist who
had strongly advocated De Luc’s method of mixtures in his well-known treatise on

animal heat, first published in 1779.) Referring to De Luc’s work specifically,

Dalton laid the constancy of specific heat open to doubt and declared: ‘‘Till this

point is settled, it is of little use to mix water of 328 and 2128 [in Fahrenheit’s scale],

with a view to obtain the true mean temperature’’ (1808, 49–50). According to

Dalton, there was an easy argument against the validity of the method of mixtures.

The mixing of hot and cold water was observed to result in a slight decrease in

overall volume. In Dalton’s version of the caloric theory a decrease in volume
literally meant less space for caloric to fit in, therefore a decrease in heat capacity.

That meant, by basic Irvinist reasoning, that temperature would go up. So Dalton

(1808, 3–9) thought that mixtures generally had higher temperatures than those

given by De Luc’s simple calculations.19 Although Dalton may not have had any

significant following in thermometry, his argument against De Luc would not have

been easy to ignore, since it was just the same argument as involved in Dalton’s

more influential work (1802a) on the explanation of adiabatic heating and cooling

by the mechanical compression and decompression of gases.
De Luc’s method of mixtures was even more readily questioned by those

calorists who inclined toward the chemical view of caloric. Since combined or latent

caloric was conceived as the kind of caloric that did not register in thermometers,

judging the correctness of thermometers seemed to require knowing the relation

between the whole amount of caloric in a body and the amount that was free. That,

in turn, required knowing when and how caloric would get bound and unbound

to matter, but the exact causes of the transition of caloric between its combined

and free states remained under serious dispute. This threw the question of specific
heat wide open: specific heat was the amount of total heat input used in raising the

temperature of a body by a unit amount, and that would have to include any

19For a general discussion of Dalton’s caloric theory, see Fox 1968. Going beyond mere criticism of

De Luc, Dalton (1808, 9ff.) advanced a complex theoretical and experimental argument that the expansion

of mercury was quadratic rather than linear with temperature. He even devised a new temperature scale on

the basis of this belief, the correctness of which seemed to him confirmed beyond doubt by the way it

simplified several empirical laws governing thermal phenomena. See also Cardwell 1971, 124–126.
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amount that went into the combined state. Without knowing what the latter

amount was, one could hardly say anything theoretically about specific heat.

A most instructive case of the effect of this theoretical worry is the authoritative

Elementary Treatise on Natural Philosophy (1803) by the renowned mineralogist and

divine René-Just Haüy (1743–1794), one of the founders of modern crystal-
lography. This textbook was personally commissioned by Napoleon for use in the

newly established lycées, and it promptly became a recommended text for the École

Polytechnique as well. Thus, it was with Napoleon’s authority as well as his own

that Haüy had asserted:

The experiments of De Luc have served…to render evident the advantage pos-

sessed by mercury, of being amongst all known liquids,20 that which approaches

the most to the state of undergoing dilatations exactly proportional to the aug-

mentations of heat, at least between zero and the degrees of boiling water. (Haüy

[1803] 1807, 1:142)

However, within just three years Haüy withdrew his advocacy of De Luc in the

second edition of his textbook, where he gave more highly theoretical treatments.

Haüy now emphasized that the expansion of a body and the raising of its temperature

were two distinct effects of the caloric that entered the body. He attributed the

distinction between these two effects to Laplace (quite significantly, as we shall see in

the next section), referring to Lavoisier and Laplace’s famous 1783 memoir on heat.
Haüy (1806, 1:86) traced expansion to the part of added caloric that became

latent, and the raising of temperature to the part that remained sensible. Then the

crucial question in thermometry was the relation between those two amounts: ‘‘[I]f

the amount of dilatation is to give the measure of the increase in tension,21 the

amount of the caloric that works to dilate the body must be proportional to the

amount that elevates the temperature’’ (1:160). According to Haüy’s new way of

thinking, De Luc’s reasoning was at least slightly negligent. The crucial complica-

tion noted by Haüy was that the expansion of water would require more caloric at
lower temperatures, since there was stronger intermolecular attraction due to the

intermolecular distances being smaller. For that reason, he argued that the real

temperature of a mixture would always be lower than the value given by De Luc’s

simple-minded calculations.22

20As for the air thermometer, Haüy ([1803] 1807, 1:259–260) discussed its disadvantages in a

similar vein to De Luc, referring to Amontons’s instrument.
21Haüy (1806, 1:82) defined temperature as the ‘‘tension’’ of sensible caloric, a notion advanced by

Marc-Auguste Pictet in conscious analogy to Volta’s concept of electric tension; see Pictet 1791, 9.
22Haüy’s reasoning is worth following in some detail. Consider the mixing of two equal portions of

hot and cold water. In reaching equilibrium, the hot water gives out some heat, which is absorbed by the

cold water. One part of the heat given up serves to contract the hot water (call that amount of caloric C1),

and the rest (C2) serves to cool it; likewise, one part of the caloric absorbed by the cold water (C3) serves

to expand it, and the rest (C4) serves to warm it. In order to know the resulting temperature of the

mixture, it is necessary to know the quantities C2 and C4. Since they are not necessarily equal to each

other, the temperature of the mixture is not necessarily the arithmetic average of the starting tempera-

tures. Haüy starts with the assumption that the total amount of caloric given out by the hot water should

be equal to the amount absorbed by the cold water (C1 þ C2¼C3 þ C4). Then he reasons that C3 is
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In summary, it seems that mature theoretical reflections tended to do irrev-

ocable damage to the method of mixtures, by rendering the constancy or variation

of the specific heat of water an entirely open question. There is evidence that even

De Luc himself recognized this point of uncertainty, actually before Dalton’s and

Haüy’s criticisms were published. Crawford, who was cited by Dalton as the au-
thority who taught him about the method of mixtures, noted in the second edition

of his book on animal heat:

Mr De Luc has, however, himself observed, in a paper, with which he some time

ago favoured me on this subject,23 that we cannot determine with certainty from

those experiments, the relation which the expansion of mercury bears to the in-

crements of heat. For when we infer the agreement between the dilatations of

mercury and the increments of heat from such experiments, we take it for granted,

that the capacity of water for receiving heat, continues permanent at all tempera-

tures between the freezing and boiling points. This, however, should not be ad-

mitted without proof. (Crawford 1788, 32–33)

Although Crawford still maintained his belief in the real correctness of mercury

thermometers,24 the statement shows that even the two most important advocates

of the method of mixtures came to doubt its theoretical cogency.

greater than C1, so C2 must be greater than C4. This is because the thermal expansion of water must

require more caloric at lower temperatures, since the molecules of matter would be closer together and

therefore offer stronger resistance to the expansive action of caloric; at higher temperatures the inter-

molecular attraction would be weaker because of the larger distances involved. Therefore the contraction

of the hot water would cause less caloric to be given out than the amount taken up by the expansion of

the cold water by the same amount (C1 < C3), which means that there is more caloric taken away to cool

the hot water than that added to heat the cold water (C2 > C4). Here Haüy seems to be assuming that the

volume of the mixture would be the same as the sum of the initial volumes; this assumption was disputed

by Dalton, as we have seen. Apparently also assuming that the specific heat of water is constant if we only

consider the part of the caloric that is actually used for raising temperature, Haüy concluded that

the temperature of a mixture would always be below the value calculated by De Luc. See Haüy 1806,

1:166–167.
23I have not been able to ascertain which paper of De Luc’s Crawford is referring to here.
24This was on the basis of an additional test of thermometers that Crawford devised. In this

experiment he contrived two open metal cylinders containing air at the temperatures of boiling water and

melting ice. These two cylinders were put in communication with each other at their open faces, and a

mercury thermometer was inserted at that point of contact. Crawford believed that the real temperature

of air at that boundary was the arithmetic mean of the two extreme temperatures, and that is what his

mercury thermometer indicated. From this result he inferred that the mercury thermometer was indeed

correct, and consequently that the method of mixtures must have been quite correct after all. (In-

cidentally, Crawford believed that the mercury thermometer was almost exactly accurate and disputed De

Luc’s result that the mercury temperature was appreciably below the real temperature in the middle of

the range between the boiling and freezing points of water; cf. the data presented in table 2.2.) See

Crawford 1788, 34–54. It is doubtful that anyone would have been persuaded that Crawford’s setup was

reliably producing the exact mean temperature as intended; I have not come across any discussion of this

experiment by anyone else.
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The Calorist Mirage of Gaseous Linearity

If the caloric theories rendered the method of mixtures groundless, what alternative
did they present in making the choice of thermometric fluids? The answer was not

immediately clear. Haüy and Dalton, whom I have discussed as two chief critics of

De Luc, only agreed that De Luc was wrong. As for the true temperature of a

mixture, Dalton thought it should be higher than De Luc’s value, and Haüy thought

it should be lower than De Luc’s. Was that disagreement ever resolved? I have not

seen any evidence of a serious debate on that issue. In fact, Haüy and Dalton

were exceptional among calorists in making an attempt at all to theorize quanti-

tatively about the thermal expansion of liquids. The problem was too difficult, and
microscopic reasoning rapidly became groundless once it got involved in figuring

out the amount of caloric required for effecting the expansion of liquids in oppo-

sition to the unspecified forces which material particles exerted on each other.25

Instead, most caloric theorists were seduced by an apparently easier way out.

Caloric theory taught that the action of heat was most purely manifested in gases,

rather than liquids or solids. In gases the tiny material particles would be separated

too far from each other to exert any nonnegligible forces on each other; therefore,

all significant action in gases would be due to the caloric that fills the space between
the material particles. Then the theorist could avoid dealing with the uncertainties

of the interparticle forces altogether.26

Faith in the simplicity of the thermal behavior of gases was strengthened enor-

mously by the observation announced by Joseph-Louis Gay-Lussac (1802) and

independently by Dalton (1802a) that all gases expanded by an equal fraction of the

initial volume when their temperature was increased by the same amount. This

seemed to provide striking confirmation that the thermal behavior of gases had

remarkable simplicity and uniformity, and led many calorists to assume that gases
expanded uniformly with temperature. A typical instance was the treatment by

Louis-Jacques Thenard (1777–1857) in his highly regarded textbook of chemistry,

which he dedicated to Gay-Lussac: ‘‘[A]ll gases, in contrast [to liquids and solids],

expand equally, and their expansion is uniform and equal for each degree—

1/266.67 of their volume at 08, under atmospheric pressure. The discovery of this

law must be attributed to Dalton and Gay-Lussac’’ (Thenard 1813, 1:37). There

was, however, a logical gap in that reasoning, as recognized very clearly by

both Dalton and Gay-Lussac themselves despite their works always being cited
as evidence for this common opinion. Even if we grant that the thermal expansion

of gases is a phenomenon determined exclusively by the effect of temperature,

it still does not follow that the volume of a gas should be a linear function of

25In fact, given the lack of a quantitative estimate, Haüy’s reasoning could even have been con-

strued as a further vindication of the mercury thermometer, since in De Luc’s mixing experiments

mercury did give readings somewhat lower than the calculated real temperatures! In any case Haüy must

have thought that the errors in De Luc’s calculations were small enough, since he still endorsed De Luc’s

test when it came to the verdict that mercury was better than alcohol. See Haüy 1806, 1:165.
26For more details on this widespread notion, see Fox 1971, ch. 3, ‘‘The Special Status of Gases.’’
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temperature. Not all functions of one variable are linear!27 An additional argument

was needed for getting linearity, and it was Laplace who took up the challenge most

seriously.

The revival of interest in gas thermometers occurred in the context of the

ascendancy of what Robert Fox (1974) has famously termed ‘‘Laplacian physics,’’
the most dominant trend in French physical science in the years roughly from

1800 to 1815. The mathematician, astronomer, and physicist Pierre-Simon Laplace

(1749–1827) worked in close association with the chemist Claude-Louis Berthollet

(1748–1822), after each collaborating with Lavoisier. Together they set out a new

program for the physical sciences and fostered the next generation of scientists who

would carry out the program.28 Berthollet and Laplace subscribed to a ‘‘Newtonian’’

research program seeking to explain all phenomena by the action of central forces

operating between pointlike particles. Renowned for his mathematical refinement of
Newtonian celestial mechanics, Laplace aspired to bring its rigor and exactitude to

the rest of physics: ‘‘[W]e shall be able to raise the physics of terrestrial bodies to the

state of perfection to which celestial physics has been brought by the discovery of

universal gravitation’’ (Laplace 1796, 2:198). In the first decade of the nineteenth

century Laplace and his followers won wide acclaim by creating new theories of

optical refraction, capillary action, and acoustics, based on short-range forces.29

Heat theory was an obvious next target, since it was already an essential part

of Laplace’s treatment of the speed of sound, and one of his long-standing inter-
ests dating back to his early collaboration with Lavoisier. Besides, with the gradual

demise of Irvinism the theoretical lead in heat theory fell to the Lavoisierian

chemical tradition, which Laplace transformed in interesting ways as we shall

see.

Laplace’s early attempt at an argument for the air thermometer, included in the

fourth volume of his classic Treatise of Celestial Mechanics, was brief and loose

(1805, xxii and 270). Laplace said it was ‘‘at least very probable’’ that an air

thermometer indicated accurately ‘‘the real degrees of heat,’’ but his entire argument
consisted in this: ‘‘[I]f we imagine the temperature of the air to increase while its

volume remains the same, it is very natural to suppose that its elastic force, which is

caused by heat, will increase in the same ratio.’’ Then he imagined a relaxation of

the external pressure confining the heated gas; if the pressure were brought back to

the initial value, the volume of the gas would increase in the same ratio as the pres-

sure had done under constant volume. This last step just follows from assuming

27Dalton (1808, 9) wrote: ‘‘Since the publication of my experiments on the expansion of elastic

fluids by heat and those of Gay Lussac, immediately succeeding them…it has been imagined by some

that gases expand equally; but this is not corroborated by experience from other sources.’’ Rather, he

thought that gases expanded ‘‘in geometric progression to equal increments of temperature’’ (11). See also

Gay-Lussac 1802, 208–209, including the passage cited as the epigraph to this chapter. Haüy (1806,

1:263–264), who was clearly aware of this point before he was distracted by Laplacian theorizing, even

reported that Gay-Lussac had found the coefficient of thermal expansion of air to vary as a function of

temperature.
28For a detailed treatment of Laplace and Berthollet’s circle, see Crosland 1967.
29On the details of these theories, see Gillispie 1997, and also Heilbron 1993, 166–184.
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Mariotte’s (Boyle’s) law.30 This non-argument, only buttressed by the word ‘‘nat-

ural,’’ seems to have convinced many people, even the judicious Haüy (1806,

1:167–168). Calorist plausibility combined with Laplacian authority catapulted the

air thermometer into the position of the ‘‘true thermometer’’ in the eyes of many

active researchers. Thomas Thomson (1773–1852), Regius Professor of Chemistry
at the University of Glasgow, granted that ‘‘it is at present the opinion of chemists,

that…the expansion of all gases is equable,’’ reversing his own earlier view that

‘‘none of the gaseous bodies expand equably.’’31 It became a general view that the

only consolation for the mercury thermometer was that it was practically more

convenient to use than the air thermometer, and that its readings agreed closely

enough with those of the air thermometer between the freezing and boiling points

of water, as shown most clearly by Gay-Lussac (1807).

Meanwhile Laplace himself was not quite satisfied with his 1805 argument for
the air thermometer and went on to develop a more detailed and quantitative ar-

gument.32 To make the concept of temperature more precise, he adopted the ap-

proach of the Genevan physicist and classicist Pierre Prevost (1751–1839), who had

defined temperature through the equilibrium of radiant caloric, conceiving caloric as

a ‘‘discrete fluid.’’33 Extending that kind of view to the molecular level of description,

Laplace defined temperature as the density of intermolecular caloric, produced by a

continual process of simultaneous emission and absorption between molecules.34

But why should the caloric contained in molecules be radiated away at all? There
would have to be some force that pushes the caloric away from the material core of

the molecule that attracts and normally holds it. This force, according to Laplace,

was the repulsion exerted by the caloric contained in other molecules nearby.

Laplace’s model might seem to fit well with the old distinction between free and

latent caloric: some of the latent caloric, contained in molecules, would be disen-

gaged by caloric–caloric repulsion and become free caloric. However, that would

have conflicted with the Lavoisierian conception that latent caloric was chemically

30The second step would have been unnecessary for a constant-volume air thermometer, which

indicates temperature by pressure, but Laplace was obliged to add it because he was considering a

constant-pressure air thermometer.
31For the earlier view, see T. Thomson 1802, 1:273; for the later view, T. Thomson 1830, 9–10. In

his advocacy of the equable expansion of air, Thomson admitted that ‘‘it is scarcely possible to dem-

onstrate the truth of this opinion experimentally, because we have no means of measuring temperature,

except by expansion.’’ But he added that ‘‘the opinion is founded on very plausible reasons,’’ without

actually giving those reasons.
32Laplace presented some important derivations on the behavior of gases from general calorist

principles to the Paris Academy of Sciences on 10 September 1821. The mathematical article was

published promptly (Laplace 1821), and a verbal summary was printed with some delay (Laplace [1821]

1826). Updated versions were included in the fifth volume of Traité de mécanique céleste (Laplace [1823]

1825).
33This view was initially proposed in Prevost 1791 and elaborated in several subsequent pub-

lications.
34Here we must note that Laplace’s molecules did not touch each other in a gas, unlike Dalton’s

atoms (each of which consisted of a dense core surrounded by an ‘‘atmosphere of caloric’’) that filled up

space even in a gas.
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bound to matter, incapable of being disengaged from the molecules except through

changes of state, chemical reactions, or some unusual physical agitation.

Laplace escaped from this conceptual tangle by taking the extraordinary step of

putting free caloric inside molecules, departing considerably from Lavoisier’s orig-

inal picture. The particles of free caloric were bound, but still exerted repulsive
forces on each other; this way, free caloric in one molecule was capable of dis-

lodging free caloric from other molecules. On the other hand, latent caloric, also

bound in molecules, did not exert repulsive forces and could be ignored in

Laplace’s force-based derivations.35 Laplace called the free caloric disengaged from

molecules the free caloric of space, which was a third state of caloric (very similar to

the older notion of radiant caloric), in addition to Lavoisier’s latent/combined ca-

loric and free/sensible caloric.36

Armed with this refined ontology, Laplace proceeded to argue that there would
be a definite correlation between the density of free caloric contained in molecules

and the density of free caloric tossing about in intermolecular spaces, because the

amount of caloric being removed from a given molecule would clearly be a function

of the intensity of the cause of the removal. So the density of free caloric of space

could be utilized for the measurement of temperature, even its definition. With this

concept of temperature, Laplace’s argument that the air thermometer was ‘‘the true

thermometer of nature’’ consisted in showing that the volume of air under constant

pressure would be proportional to the density of the free caloric of space.37

Laplace gave various demonstrations of this proportionality. The most intuitive

one can be paraphrased as follows.38 Laplace took as his basic relations:

P ¼ K1r2c2 (1)

T ¼ K2rc2 (2)

where P is the pressure, K1 and K2 constants, r the density of the gas, and c the

amount of free caloric contained in each molecule. The first relation follows from

regarding the pressure of a gas as resulting from the self-repulsion of caloric con-

tained in it. The repulsive force between any two molecules would be proportional
to c2, and the pressure exerted by a molecular layer of density r on a layer of the

same density proportional to r2. In favor of the second relation Laplace argued

that temperature, the density of free caloric in intermolecular space, would be

35On this count, curiously, Laplace’s mature view was more in agreement with De Luc’s than with

Haüy’s.
36See Laplace [1821] 1826, 7, for an explanation of this picture. See also Laplace [1823] 1825, 93,

113, for the emphasis that latent caloric did not enter into his calculations. For the term la chaleur libre de

l’espace, see Laplace 1821, 335.
37Laplace [1821] 1826, 4. The ‘‘extreme rarity’’ of the free caloric of space, due to the high speed at

which caloric was transmitted between molecules, guaranteed that its amount would be a negligible

fraction of the total amount of free caloric contained in a body. Then the amount of the free caloric of

space could serve as a measure of the total free-caloric content, without actually constituting a significant

portion of the latter.
38This follows the exposition in Laplace [1821] 1826, 3–6, supplemented by insights taken from

Laplace [1823] 1825. See Brush 1965, 12–13, for a similar treatment.
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proportional to the amount of caloric emitted (and absorbed) by each molecule in a

given amount of time. This quantity would be proportional to the intensity of its

cause, namely the density of caloric present in its environment, rc, and also to the

amount of free caloric in each molecule available for removal, c. By combining

equations (1) and (2) Laplace obtained P ¼ KT/V, where V is the volume (inversely
proportional to r for a given amount of gas), and K is a constant. For fixed P, T is

proportional to V; that is, the volume of a gas under constant pressure gives a true

measure of temperature.

It now remained to make a truly quantitative derivation and, in the abstract,

what a good ‘‘Newtonian’’ had to do was clear: write down the force between two

caloric particles as a function of distance, and then perform the appropriate in-

tegrations in order to calculate the aggregate effects. Unfortunately, this was a

nonstarter. The fact that Laplace (1821, 332–335) did start this derivation and
carried it through is only a testimony to his mathematical ingenuity. Laplace had no

idea, and nor did anyone else ever, what the intercaloric force function looked like.

It was obviously impossible to infer it by making two-particle experiments, and

there were few clues even for speculation. In his derivations Laplace simply wrote

f(r) for the unknown aspect of that function and kept writing different symbols for

its various integrals; the unknown expression in the final formula, a definite in-

tegral, was given the symbol K and treated as a constant for a given type of gas, and

turned out not to matter for anything important. The real work in the derivation
was all done by various other assumptions he introduced along the way.39 These

assumptions make an impressive list. In addition to the basic calorist picture of a

gas, Laplace assumed: that the gas would be in thermal equilibrium and uniform in

density; that its molecules would be spherical, stationary, and very far away from

each other; that each molecule would contain exactly the same amount of caloric;

that the force between the caloric particles would be a function of distance and

nothing else, and negligible at any sensible distances; that the particles of the free

caloric of space moved at a remarkably high speed; and so on.
Since these assumptions were not theoretically defended or empirically testa-

ble, it is perhaps not a great surprise that even most French theorists moved away

from Laplacian calculations on caloric. Perhaps the sole exception worth noting is

Siméon-Denis Poisson (1781–1840), who continued to elaborate the Laplacian

caloric theory even after Laplace’s death.40 Not many people bothered to argue

against the details of Laplace’s caloric theory.41 Rather, its rejection was made

wholesale amid the general decline and rejection of the Laplacian research program.

39A similar view is given by Heilbron 1993, 178–180, and also Truesdell 1979, 32–33. There was

probably a good deal of continuity between this situation and Laplace’s earlier, more acclaimed treat-

ments of capillary action and optical refraction, in which he demonstrated that the particular form of the

force function was unimportant; see Fox 1974, 101.
40See, for instance, Poisson 1835. According to Fox (1974, 127 and 120–121), Poisson ‘‘seems to

have pursued the [Laplacian] program with even greater zeal than the master himself.’’
41One of those who did was the Scottish mining engineer Henry Meikle, who attacked Laplace’s

treatment of thermometry directly with a cogent technical argument. See Meikle 1826 and Meikle 1842.
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Although generally discredited, the Laplacian treatment remained the only viable

theoretical account of the thermal physics of gases until the revival and further

development of Sadi Carnot’s work in the 1840s and 1850s (see ‘‘William Thomson’s

Move to the Abstract’’ in chapter 4), and the only viable microphysical account until

the maturity of the molecular-kinetic theory in the latter half of the century.

Regnault: Austerity and Comparability

The principles of thermometry thus endured ‘‘the rise and fall of Laplacian physics’’

and returned to almost exactly where they began. The two decades following

Laplace’s work discussed earlier seem to be mostly characterized by a continuing

erosion in the confidence in all theories of heat. The consequence was widespread

skepticism and agnosticism about all doctrines going beyond straightforward obser-

vations. The loss of confidence also resulted in a loss of theoretical interest and
sophistication, with both pedagogic and professional treatments retreating into

simpler theoretical conceptions.42 (I will give a further analysis of post-Laplacian

empiricism in ‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism.’’) An emblematic figure for

this period is Gabriel Lamé (1795–1870), renowned mathematician, physicist, and

engineer. Lamé was a disciple of Fourier’s and also modeled himself after Pierre

Dulong and Alexis-Thérèse Petit, who were his predecessors in the chair of physics

at the Paris École Polytechnique. He stated his position in no uncertain terms in the

preface of his physics textbook for the École:

Petit and Dulong constantly sought to free teaching from those doubtful and

metaphysical theories, those vague and thenceforth sterile hypotheses which used

to make up almost the whole of science before the art of experimenting was

perfected to the point where it could serve as a reliable guide.…[After their work]

it could be imagined that at some time in the future it would be possible to make

the teaching of physics consist simply of the exposition of the experiments and

observations which lead to the laws governing natural phenomena, without it being

necessary to state any hypothesis concerning the first cause of these phenomena

that would be premature and often harmful. It is important that science should be

brought to this positive and rational state.

For this kind of attitude he won the admiration of Auguste Comte, the originator of

‘‘positivism,’’ who had been his classmate at the École Polytechnique.43

In his discussion of the choice of thermometric fluids Lamé agreed that gases

seemed to reveal, better than other substances, the pure action of heat un-

adulterated by the effects of intermolecular forces. However, like Dalton and Gay-

Lussac (and Haüy before his Laplacian indoctrination), Lamé clearly recognized the
limits to the conclusions one could derive from that assumption:44

42See Fox 1971, 261–262, 276–279.
43See Fox 1971, 268–270; the quoted passage is from Lamé 1836, 1:ii–iii, in Fox’s translation on

pp. 269–270.
44Lamé 1836, 1:256–258; cf. Haüy [1803] 1807, 1:263–264.
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Although the indications of the air thermometer could be regarded as exclusively

due to the action of heat, from that it does not necessarily follow that their nu-

merical values measure the energy of that action in an absolute manner. That

would be to suppose without demonstrating that the quantity of heat possessed by

a gas under a constant pressure increases proportionally to the variation of its

volume. If there were an instrument for which such a proportionality actually held,

its indications would furnish an absolute measure of temperatures; however, as

long as it is not proven that the air thermometer has that property, one must regard

its reading as an as yet unknown function of the natural temperature. (Lamé 1836,

1:258)

The blitheness of simply assuming linearity here might have been obvious to Lamé,

who is mainly remembered now as the man who introduced the use of curvilinear

coordinates in mathematical and physical analysis.
Into this state of resignation entered Henri Victor Regnault (1810–1878), with

a solution forged in a most austere version of post-Laplacian empiricism. Regnault’s

career is worth examining in some detail, since the style of research it shaped is

directly relevant to the scientific and philosophical issues at hand. Regnault may be

virtually forgotten now, perhaps nearly as much as De Luc, but in his prime he was

easily regarded as the most formidable experimental physicist in all of Europe.

Regnault’s rise was so triumphant that Paul Langevin (1911, 44), though critical of

him, drew a parallel with the glory days of Napoleon. Orphaned at the age of 2 and
growing up without means, Regnault benefited enormously from the meritocratic

educational system that was a legacy of the French Revolution. With ability and

determination alone he was able to gain his entry to the École Polytechnique, and

by 1840, at the age of 30, succeeded Gay-Lussac as professor of chemistry there. In

that same year he was elected to the chemistry section of the Académie des Sciences,

and in the following year became professor of experimental physics at the Collège

de France. By then he was an obvious choice for a renewed commission by the

minister of public works to carry out experimental studies to determine all the data
and empirical laws relevant to the study and operation of steam engines.

Thus ensconced in a prestigious institution with ample funds and few other

duties, Regnault not only supplied the government with the needed information but

also in the course of that work established himself as an undisputed master of

precision measurement. Marcelin Berthelot later recalled the strong impression he

had received on meeting Regnault in 1849: ‘‘It seemed that the very spirit of

precision had been incarnated in his person’’ (Langevin 1911, 44). Young scientists

from all over Europe, ranging from William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin) to Dmitri
Mendeléeff, visited his fabled laboratory, and many stayed for a while to work and

learn as his assistants.45 Regnault may well have frightened the European scientific

community into accepting the authority of his results. Matthias Dörries (1998a,

258) notes that it was difficult for other physicists to challenge Regnault’s results

because they could not afford the apparatus needed to repeat his experiments. The

45A list of visitors to Regnault’s lab is given by Dumas (1885), 178. On Mendeléeff, see Jaffe 1976,

153.
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size of his equipment alone might have been enough to overpower potential de-

tractors! Regnault describes in one place a 24-meter tall manometer that he con-

structed for the measurement of pressure up to 30 atmospheres, later a famous

attraction in the old tour of the Collège.46 The sheer volume and thoroughness of

his output would have had the same effect. Regnault’s reports relating to the steam
engine took up three entire volumes of the Mémoires of the Paris Academy, each one

numbering 700 to 900 pages, bursting with tables of precise data and interminable

descriptions of experimental procedures. In describing the first of these volumes,

James David Forbes (1860, 958) spoke of ‘‘an amount of minute and assiduous

labor almost fearful to contemplate.’’

But, as I will discuss further in ‘‘Minimalism against Duhemian Holism’’ and

‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism’’ in the analysis part, it was not mere

diligence or affluence that set Regnault apart from the rest. Jean-Baptiste Dumas
(1885, 169) asserted that Regnault had introduced a significant new principle to

experimental physics, which he regarded as Regnault’s service to science that would

never be forgotten. To explain this point, Dumas drew a contrast to the methodology

exhibited in the classic treatise of physics by Jean-Baptiste Biot. Whereas Biot would

employ a simple apparatus to make observations, and then reason clearly through all

the necessary corrections, Regnault realized (as Dumas put it): ‘‘In the art of ex-

perimenting by way of corrections, the only sure procedure is that which does not

require any.’’47 Dumas summed up Regnault’s distinctive style as follows:

A severe critic, he allows no causes of error to escape him; an ingenious spirit, he

discovers the art of avoiding all of them; an upright scholar, he publishes all the

elements relevant to the discussion, rather than merely giving mean values of his

results. For each question he introduces some characteristic method; he multiplies

and varies the tests until no doubts remain about the identity of the results. (Dumas

1885, 174)

Regnault aspired to test all assumptions by measurements. This implied that

the measurements would need to be made without relying on any theoretical as-

sumptions: ‘‘In establishing the fundamental data of physics one must, as far as

possible, only make use of direct methods’’ (Regnault, quoted in Langevin 1911,
49). Regnault aimed at a puritanical removal of theoretical assumptions in the

design of all basic measurement methods. This was, however, easier said than done.

It is fine to say that all assumptions should be checked by measurements, but how

46On that instrument, see Regnault 1847, 349, and Langevin 1911, 53.
47For instance, consider the weighing of a given volume of gas, as discussed by Dumas (1885, 174–

175). If one puts a sizeable glass balloon containing the gas on one side of the balance and small metal

weights on the other, it is necessary to correct the apparent measured weight by estimating exactly the

effect of the buoyancy of the surrounding air, for which it is necessary to know the exact pressure and

temperature of the air, the exact density and volume of the glass (and its metal frame), etc. Instead of

trying to improve that complex and uncertain procedure of correction, Regnault eliminated the need for

the correction altogether: he hung an identical glass balloon, only evacuated, on the opposite side of the

one containing the gas to be weighed, and thereafter the balance behaved as if it were in a perfect

vacuum. In that procedure, the only buoyancy correction to worry about was for the metallic weights

balancing the weight of the gas, which would have been quite a negligible effect.
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can any measurement instruments be designed, if one can make no assumptions

about how the material substances that constitute them would behave? Coming

back to thermometry: we have seen that all investigators before Regnault were

forced to adopt some contentious assumptions in their attempts to test thermom-

eters. In contrast, Regnault managed to avoid all assumptions regarding the nature
of caloric, the constancy or variation of specific heats, or even the conservation of

heat.48 How did he pull off such a feat?

Regnault’s secret was the idea of ‘‘comparability.’’ If a thermometer is to give us

the true temperatures, it must at least always give us the same reading under the

same circumstance; similarly, if a type of thermometer is to be an accurate in-

strument, all thermometers of that type must at least agree with each other in their

readings. Regnault (1847, 164) considered this ‘‘an essential condition that all

measuring apparatuses must satisfy.’’ Comparability was a very minimalist kind of
criterion, exactly suited to his mistrustful metrology. All that he assumed was that a

real physical quantity should have one unique value in a given situation; an in-

strument that gave varying values for one situation could not be trusted, since at

least some of its indications had to be incorrect. (See ‘‘Comparability and the

Ontological Principle of Single Value’’ for further discussion of this ‘‘principle of

single value.’’)

The general notion of comparability was not Regnault’s invention. It was in fact

almost an item of common sense for a long time in thermometry, widely considered
a basic requirement for reliability. The term is easier to understand if we go back to

its origin, namely when thermometers were so notoriously unstandardized that the

readings of different thermometers could not be meaningfully compared with each

other. The early difficulty may be illustrated by an exception that proves the rule. In

1714 Fahrenheit astonished Christian Freiherr von Wolff, then professor of

mathematics and physics at the University of Halle and later its chancellor, by

presenting him with two spirit thermometers that agreed perfectly with each other

(a feat he could not manage for Boerhaave when different liquids were involved, as
we saw in ‘‘The Problem of Nomic Measurement’’).49 Comparability was almost a

battle cry as the early pioneers of thermometry called for standardization.

Regnault transformed this old notion of comparability into a powerful tool

for testing the goodness of each given type of thermometer. The novelty introduced

by Regnault was a higher degree of skepticism: in earlier times, once a rigorous

method of graduating thermometers was settled on, people tended to assume that

all instruments produced by that method would be exactly comparable to each

other. For Regnault (1847, 165), this was much too hasty. Methods of standard
graduation generally only involved making different thermometers agree with each

other at a small number of points on the scale. This gave no guarantee that the

thermometers would agree with each other at all other points. The agreement at

other points was a hypothesis open to empirical tests, even for thermometers

employing the same fluid as long as they differed in any other ways.

48Regnault did assume heat conservation in some other experiments (especially for calorimetry).
49On Fahrenheit’s interaction with Wolff, see Bolton 1900, 65–66, and also Van der Star 1983, 5.
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In the next section we shall see in good detail how fruitful Regnault’s use of

comparability was. One final note before passing on to that discussion: this in-
novation in the use of comparability must be credited at least partly to De Luc,

although he did not use it nearly as systematically as Regnault did. De Luc was

already accustomed to thinking about comparability through his famous work in

barometry, and there is also some indication that he regarded comparability as a

requirement for measurements in general.50 In thermometry he used the compara-

bility criterion in order to give an additional argument against the spirit thermom-

eter. De Luc’s results, some of which are represented in Figure 2.1, showed that the

spirit thermometer was not a comparable instrument, since spirit expanded ac-
cording to different laws depending on its concentration.51 But why was it not

possible to avoid this difficulty by simply specifying a standard concentration of the

FIGURE 2.1. De Luc’s comparison of spirit thermometers. The data and explanations are from

De Luc 1772, 1:326, §426.

50See the discussion of barometry in De Luc 1772, vol. 1, part 2, ch. 1, and his attempts to bring

comparability into areometry in De Luc 1779, 93ff.
51The assumption in De Luc’s attack on the spirit thermometer was that mercury thermometers, in

contrast, were comparable amongst each other. Since mercury is a homogeneous liquid and does not mix

well with anything else, De Luc thought its concentration was not likely to vary; he also believed that any

impurities in mercury became readily noticeable by a diminution in its fluidity. For these points, see De

Luc 1772, 1:325–326, 330, §426. The comparability of the mercury thermometer seems to have re-

mained the going opinion for decades afterwards; see, for instance, Haüy [1803] 1807, 1:142–143 (and

corresponding passages in subsequent editions), and Lamé 1836, 1:219.
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spirit to be used in thermometers? That would have created another fundamental

difficulty, of having to measure the concentration accurately. This was not easy, as

we can see in the extended essay on areometry (the measurement of the specific

gravity of liquids), which De Luc (1779) published seven years later.52

The Verdict: Air over Mercury

What was the outcome of Regnault’s comparability-based tests? Since the spirit

thermometer had been discredited beyond rescue (in terms of comparability and in

other ways, too), Regnault’s main concern was to decide between the air thermom-

eter and the mercury thermometer. This particular issue had also assumed a greater

practical urgency in the meantime, thanks to Dulong and Petit’s work in regions

of higher temperatures that revealed a mercury–air discrepancy reaching up to 108
on the centigrade scale (see ‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism’’ for further
details about this work). Clearly it would not do to use the mercury thermometer

and the air thermometer interchangeably for serious scientific work, and a choice

had to be made.

With regard to comparability, it was mercury that betrayed clearer signs of

trouble. In the course of his work on the comparison between the readings of the air

thermometer and the mercury thermometer, first published in 1842, Regnault

(1842c, 100–103) confirmed that there was no such thing as ‘‘the’’ mercury ther-

mometer. Mercury thermometers made with different types of glass differed from
each other even if they were calibrated to read the same at the fixed points. The

divergence was noticeable particularly at temperatures above 1008 centigrade.

Worse yet, as Regnault (1847, 165) added in his later and more extensive report,

samples of the same type of glass that had undergone different thermal treatments

did not follow the same law of expansion. Regnault (1847, 205–239) laid to waste

the assumed comparability of the mercury thermometer in his painstaking series of

experiments on eleven different mercury thermometers made with four different

types of glass. As the data in table 2.4 show, there were significant differences,
exceeding 58C in the worst cases. It was as if Fahrenheit’s ghost had revisited the

scene with a grin: he was correct after all, that the types of glass used made a

substantial difference! A further irony is that De Luc’s technique originally intended

for his advocacy of mercury was now being used to discredit mercury.

It may be objected here that the failure of comparability due to the behavior of

glass was merely a practical difficulty, having nothing to do with the thermal

expansion of mercury itself. Would it not be easy enough to specify a certain type of

glass as the standard glass for making mercury thermometers? But the thermal
behavior of glass was complex and not understood very well. Achieving compara-

bility in the standard mercury thermometer would have required the specification

52See also De Luc 1772, 1:327–328, §426. There is an indication that Fahrenheit, who was an

earlier pioneer of areometry, had kept a standard sample of spirit to use as the standard for all his spirit

thermometers. It seems that he was aware of the variation in the patterns of expansion, but only as a

minor annoyance. See Fahrenheit’s letter of 17 April 1729 to Boerhaave, in Van der Star 1983, 161, 163.
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of the exact chemical composition of the glass, the process of its manufacture (down

to the exact manner of blowing the thermometer bulb), and also the conditions of

usage. Controlling such specifications to meet the degree of precision wanted by

Regnault would have required not only totally impractical procedures but also

theoretical and empirical knowledge beyond anyone’s grasp at that time. The un-

certainties involved would have been enough to defeat the purpose of increased

precision. (This is similar to the situation with the failure of comparability in the
spirit thermometer due to variations in the concentration of spirit.) In addition, the

familiar vicious circularity would also have plagued any attempt to make empirical

determinations of the behavior of glass as a function of temperature, since this

would have required an already trusted thermometer.

When he announced the mercury thermometer to be lacking in comparability

in 1842, Regnault was nearly prepared to endorse the use of the air thermometer as

the only comparable type. As the thermal expansion of air was so great (roughly

160 times that of glass), the variations in the expansion of the glass envelope could
be made negligible (Regnault 1842c, 103). Still, he was not entirely comfortable.

Refusing to grant any special status to gases, Regnault (1847, 167) demanded that

the air thermometer, and gas thermometers in general, should be subjected to a

rigorous empirical test for comparability like all other thermometers. He had good

reason to hesitate. His own work had shown that the average coefficient of expan-

sion was variable according to the density even for a given type of gas. Perhaps the

form of the expansion law also varied, as in the case of alcohol with different

concentrations? The variation in the coefficient was an annoyance, but there was no
conceptual problem in graduating each thermometer individually so that it gave

1008 at the boiling point of water. On the other hand, variations in the form of the

law would have been a more serious matter, resulting in a failure of comparability.

Regnault (1847, 172) considered it ‘‘absolutely essential’’ to submit this question to

an experimental investigation.

To that end Regnault built constant-volume thermometers filled with gases of

various densities, starting with atmospheric air. He rejected air thermometers at

TABLE 2.4. Regnault’s comparison of mercury thermometers made with different types of glass

Air

thermometer

Mercury with

‘‘Choisy-le-Roi’’

crystal

Mercury with

ordinary glass

(thermometer No. 5)a

Mercury with

green glass

(thermometer No. 10)

Mercury with

Swedish glass

(thermometer No. 11)

100 (8C) 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

150 150.40 149.80 150.30 150.15

200 201.25 199.70 200.80 200.50

250 253.00 250.05 251.85 251.44

300 305.72 301.08 — —

350 360.50 354.00 — —

Source: Adapted from Regnault 1847, 239.

aNote that the pattern of expansion of ordinary glass happens to match that of mercury quite well up to nearly 3008C,
so that the readings of the air thermometer agrees quite well with the readings of the mercury-in-ordinary-glass

thermometer.
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constant pressure because they suffered from an inherent lowering of sensitivity at

higher temperatures.53 (The design of these instruments will be discussed further in
‘‘The Achievement of Observability, by Stages.’’) Regnault’s typical procedure was to

set two such thermometers side by side in a bath of oil, to see how much they

differed from each other at each point. Such pairs of temperature readings were

taken at various points on the scale ranging from 08 to over 3008 centigrade. The
results of these tests provided a relief. The data in table 2.5, for instance, give a

comparison of the readings of air thermometer A, whose ‘‘initial’’ pressure (that is,

pressure at temperature 08) was 762.75mm of mercury, with the readings of A0,
whose initial pressure was 583.07mm. The divergence between these two ther-
mometers was always less than 0.38 in the range from 08 to 3408, and always below

0.1% of the magnitudes of the measured values. Also attesting to the high com-

parability of these two thermometers was the fact that the discrepancy between their

readings was not systematic, but varied randomly. The results from other similar

tests, with initial pressures ranging from 438.13 mm to 1486.58 mm, were similarly

encouraging.54 Regnault (1847, 185) declared: ‘‘One can therefore conclude with

all certainty from the preceding experiments: the air thermometer is a perfectly

comparable instrument even when it is filled with air at different densities.’’
Regnault also attempted some other experiments to see if the comparability

could be extended to the generalized gas thermometer. He found that comparability

held well between air and hydrogen, and also between air and carbonic acid gas

(carbon dioxide). As with air at different densities, it turned out that these gases had

the same form of the law of expansion, though their coefficients of expansion were

quite different from each other. However, as shown in table 2.6, there were some

serious and systematic discrepancies between air and sulfuric acid gas.55 So, once

again, Regnault exposed a place where the behavior of all gases was not identical

TABLE 2.5. Regnault’s comparison of air thermometers filled with different densities of air

Air thermometer A Air thermometer A0

Pressure

(mmHg)

Temperature

reading (8C)
Pressure

(mmHg)

Temperature

reading (8C)
Temperature

difference (A�A0)

762.75 0 583.07 0 0

1027.01 95.57 782.21 95.57 0.00

1192.91 155.99 911.78 155.82 þ0.17

1346.99 212.25 1030.48 212.27 �0.02

1421.77 239.17 1086.76 239.21 �0.04

1534.17 281.07 1173.28 280.85 þ0.22

1696.86 339.68 1296.72 339.39 þ0.29

Source: Adapted from Regnault 1847, 181.

53See Regnault 1847, 168–171, for an explanation of this effect.
54See, for instance, tables in Regnault 1847, 181, 184.
55For the other inter-gas comparisons, see the tables on 186–187.
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and showed that the generalized gas thermometer would not be a comparable

instrument. Regnault (1847, 259) was happy enough to assert: ‘‘[T]he air thermom-

eter is the only measuring instrument that one could employ with confidence for

the determination of elevated temperatures; it is the only one which we will employ

in the future, when the temperatures exceed 1008.’’
A couple of questions may be raised regarding this conclusion. First of all, why

was air preferred to other kinds of gases? It is not that each of the other gas

thermometers had been shown to lack comparability. Having found no explicit

discussion of this issue in Regnault’s writings, I can only speculate. The practical

aspect may have been enough to decide the issue, namely that atmospheric air was

the easiest and cheapest gas to acquire, preserve, and control. This may explain why

Regnault chose not to produce results on the comparability of other gas thermom-

eters with regard to density, and without such tests he would not have felt com-

fortable adopting those thermometers for use. It is interesting to note that Regnault
was apparently not concerned by the fact that atmospheric air was a mixture of

different gases. As long as it satisfied the comparability condition and did not

exhibit any overtly strange behavior, he saw no reason to make apologies for air or

prefer pure gases to it. This was in line with his antitheoretical bias, which I will

discuss further in ‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism.’’

The second question is whether Regnault thought he had good reason to

believe the comparability of air thermometers to be sufficiently proven. Just as his

own work had exposed the lack of comparability in the mercury thermometer with
the variation in glass-type, was it not possible that there were other parameters of

the air thermometer whose variation would destroy its comparability? Again, I can

only speculate on what Regnault thought about this. I think that there were no

other remaining variations that seemed particularly significant to him, and that

he would have made the tests if any had occurred to him. On the other hand, there

was no end of parameters to study and subject to doubt, so it is also possible that

even Victor Regnault was pragmatically forced to stop somewhere in testing possible

variations, against his own principles. In any case, as even Karl Popper would have

TABLE 2.6. Regnault’s comparison of thermometers of air and sulfuric acid gas

Air thermometer A Sulfuric acid thermometer A0

Pressure

(mmHg)

Temperature

reading (8C)
Pressure

(mmHg)

Temperature

reading (8C)
Temperature

difference (A�A0)

762.38 0 588.70 0

1032.07 97.56 804.21 97.56 0.00

1141.54 137.24 890.70 136.78 þ0.46

1301.33 195.42 1016.87 194.21 þ1.21

1391.07 228.16 1088.08 226.59 þ1.57

1394.41 229.38 1089.98 227.65 þ1.73

1480.09 260.84 1157.88 258.75 þ2.09

1643.85 320.68 1286.93 317.73 þ2.95

Source: Adapted from the second series of data given in Regnault 1847, 188.
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recommended, the only thing one can do is to adopt and use, for the time being,

whatever has not been falsified yet.

Possibly because of these remaining questions, Regnault’s final pronouncement

in favor of air was muted. His 1842 article on the comparison of mercury and air

thermometers had ended on a pessimistic note:

Such simple laws accepted so far for the expansion of gases had led physicists to

regard the air thermometer as a standard thermometer whose indications are really

proportional to the increases in the quantities of heat. Since these laws are now

recognized as inexact, the air thermometer falls back into the same class as all other

thermometers, whose movement is a more or less complicated function of the

increases in heat. We can see from this how far we still are from possessing the

means of measuring absolute quantities of heat; in our present state of knowledge,

there is little hope of finding by experiment simple laws in the phenomena which

depend on these quantities. (Regnault 1842c, 103–104)

The later memoir showed no sign that he had become any more optimistic about

this issue (Regnault 1847, 165–166). If anything, he expanded further on the

scornful remark just quoted about the careless earlier advocates of the gas ther-
mometer. Regnault had no patience with the theoretical arguments trying to show

that the thermal expansion of air was uniform, and he was all too aware of the

circularity involved in trying to demonstrate such a proposition experimentally.

Even when he noted the comparability between the air, hydrogen, and carbonic

acid gas thermometers and the deviation of the sulfuric acid gas thermometer from

all of them, he was careful not to say that the former were right and the latter was

wrong: ‘‘Sulfuric acid gas departs notably from the law of expansion which the

preceding gases show. Its coefficient of expansion decreases with temperature as
taken by the air thermometer’’ (Regnault 1847, 190; emphasis added). He never

strayed from the recognition that comparability did not imply truth. In the end,

what Regnault managed to secure was only a rather grim judgment that everything

else was worse than the air thermometer. Still, that was far from a meaningless

achievement. This was the first time ever that anyone had advanced an argument for

the choice of the correct thermometric fluid that was based on undisputed prin-

ciples and unequivocal experimental results.

Regnault’s work on thermometry, like most of his experimental work, gained
rapid and wide acceptance.56 His reasoning was impeccable, his technique un-

matched, his thoroughness overwhelming. He did not back up his work theoreti-

cally, but he succeeded in avoiding theory so skillfully that he left no place open to

any significant theoretical criticism. An important phase of the development of

thermometry was completed with Regnault’s publication on the comparability of

gas thermometers in 1847. Ironically, just one year later the basic terms of debate

would begin to shift radically and irreversibly, starting with the new theoretical

definition of absolute temperature by the same young William Thomson who

56Statements to that effect are too numerous to cite exhaustively but see, for example, Forbes 1860,

958, and W. Thomson 1880, 40–41. As I will discuss further in chapter 4, Thomson (Lord Kelvin)

always relied on Regnault’s data in his articles on thermodynamics, with continuing admiration.
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had just made his humble pilgrimage to Regnault’s laboratory. The conceptual

landscape would become unrecognizably altered by the mid-1850s through the

promulgation and acceptance of the principle of energy conservation, and subse-

quently by the powerful revival of the molecular-kinetic theory of heat. What

happened to the definition and measurement of temperature through that theoret-
ical upheaval is a story for chapter 4.

Analysis: Measurement and Theory in the Context
of Empiricism

It is not that we propose a theory and Nature may shout NO. Rather, we

propose a maze of theories, and Nature may shout INCONSISTENT.

Imre Lakatos, ‘‘Criticism and the Methodology of Scientific

Research Programmes,’’ 1968–69

In chapter 1 there were no particular heroes in the narrative. In this chapter there is

one, and it is Victor Regnault. Hagiography is uninteresting only if it keeps cele-

brating the tired old saints in the same old way. Regnault’s achievement deserves to

be highlighted because it has been ignored for no good reason. Today most people

who come to learn of Regnault’s work tend to find it quite pedestrian, if not outright

boring. I hope that the narrative was sufficient to show that Regnault’s solution of

the thermometric fluid problem was no ordinary success. It is rare to witness such
an impeccable and convincing solution to a scientific problem that had plagued the

best minds for such a long time. The qualities shown in Regnault’s handling of this

problem also pervaded his work in general. I will now attempt to elucidate the

nature and value of Regnault’s achievement further, by analyzing it from various

angles: as a step in the extension of observability; as a responsible use of meta-

physics; as a solution to the problem of ‘‘holism’’ in theory testing; and as the

culmination of post-Laplacian empiricism in French physics.

The Achievement of Observability, by Stages

The improvement of measurement standards is a process contributing to the general

expansion and refinement of human knowledge from the narrow and crude world of

bodily sensations. The challenge for the empiricist is to make such improvement of

knowledge ultimately on the basis of sense experience, since empiricism does not

recognize any other ultimate authority. In the end I will argue that strict empiricism

is not sufficient for the building of scientific knowledge, but it is worthwhile to see

just how far it can take us. Regnault is the best guide on that path that we could ever
hope for. His rigorous empiricism comes down to an insistence that empirical data
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will not be acquired by means of measurement procedures that themselves rely on

hypotheses that have not been verified by observation.

In order to see whether Regnault was really successful in his aim, and more

generally whether and to what extent strict empiricism is viable, we must start with

a careful examination of what it means to make observations. This has been a
crucial point of debate in philosophical arguments regarding empiricism, especially

concerning the viability of scientific realism within an empiricist epistemology. In

my view, the key question is just how much we can help ourselves to, in good

conscience, in constructing the empirical basis of scientific knowledge. The stan-

dard empiricist answer is that we can only use what is observable, but that does

not say very much until we specify further what we mean by ‘‘observable.’’ Among

prominent contemporary commentators, Bas van Fraassen dictates the strictest

limitations on what we can count as observable. What van Fraassen (1980, 8–21)
means by ‘‘observability’’ is an in-principle perceivability by unaided human senses;

this notion forms a cornerstone of his ‘‘constructive empiricism,’’ which insists that

all we can know about with any certainty are observable phenomena and science

should not engage in fruitless attempts to attain truth about unobservable things.

Some realists have attempted to invalidate the observable–unobservable dis-

tinction altogether, but I believe that van Fraassen has done enough to show that

his concept of observability is coherent and meaningful, despite some acknowledged

gray areas. However, I think that his critics are correct when they argue that van
Fraassen’s notion of observability does not have all that much relevance for scientific

practice. This point was perhaps made most effectively by Grover Maxwell, although

his arguments were aimed toward an earlier generation of antirealists, namely the

logical positivists. Maxwell (1962, 4–6) argued that any line that may exist between

the observable and the unobservable was moveable through scientific progress. In

order to make this point he gave a fictional example that was essentially not so

different from actual history: ‘‘In the days before the advent of microscopes, there

lived a Pasteur-like scientist whom, following the usual custom, I shall call Jones.’’ In
his attempt to understand the workings of contagious diseases, Jones postulated the

existence of unobservable ‘‘bugs’’ as the mechanism of transmission and called them

‘‘crobes.’’ His theory gained great recognition as it led to some very effective means of

disinfection and quarantine, but reasonable doubt remained regarding the real ex-

istence of crobes. However, ‘‘Jones had the good fortune to live to see the invention

of the compound microscope. His crobes were ‘observed’ in great detail, and it

became possible to identify the specific kind of microbe (for so they began to be

called) which was responsible for each different disease.’’ At that point only the most
pigheaded of philosophers refused to believe the real existence of microbes.

Although Maxwell was writing without claiming any deep knowledge of the

history of bacteriology or microscopy, his main point stands. For all relevant sci-

entific purposes, in this day and age the bacteria we observe under microscopes are

treated as observable entities. That was not the case in the days before microscopes

and in the early days of microscopes before they became well-established instru-

ments of visual observation. Ian Hacking cites a most instructive case, in his well-

known groundbreaking philosophical study of microscopes:
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We often regard Xavier Bichat as the founder of histology, the study of living

tissues. In 1800 he would not allow a microscope in his lab. In the introduction to

his General Anatomy he wrote that: ‘When people observe in conditions of ob-

scurity each sees in his own way and according as he is affected. It is, therefore,

observation of the vital properties that must guide us’, rather than the blurred

imaged provided by the best of microscopes. (Hacking 1983, 193)

But, as Hacking notes, we do not live in Bichat’s world any more. Today E. coli

bacteria are much more like the Moon or ocean currents than they are like quarks

or black holes. Without denying the validity of van Fraassen’s concept of ob-

servability, I believe we can also profitably adopt a different notion of observability

that takes into account historical contingency and scientific progress.

The new concept of observability I propose can be put into a slogan: observ-
ability is an achievement. The relevant distinction we need to make is not between

what is observable and what is not observable to the abstract category of ‘‘humans,’’

but between what we can and cannot observe well. Although any basic commitment

to empiricism will place human sensation at the core of the notion of observation, it

is not difficult to acknowledge that most scientific observations consist in drawing

inferences from what we sense (even if we set aside the background assumptions

that might influence sensation itself ).57 But we do not count just any inference

made from sensations as results of ‘‘observation.’’ The inference must be reasonably
credible, or, made by a reliable process. (Therefore, this definition of observability

is inextricably tied to the notion of reliability. Usually reliability is conceived as

aptness to produce correct results, but my notion of observability is compatible

with various notions of reliability.) All observation must be based on sensation,

but what matters most is what we can infer safely from sensation, not how purely

or directly the content of observation derives from the sensation. To summarize,

I would define observation as reliable determination from sensation. This leaves

an arbitrary decision as to just how reliable the inference has to be, but it is not
so important to have a definite line. What is more important is a comparative

judgment, so that we can recognize an enhancement of observability when it

happens.

These considerations of ‘‘observation’’ and ‘‘observability’’ give us a new in-

formative angle on Regnault’s achievement. Regnault’s contribution to thermometry

was to enhance the observability of temperature as a numerical quantity, and to

do so without relying on theories. In the philosophical discussions of observability

I have just referred to, a very common move is to allow the inferences involved
in observation to be validated by scientific theories. For reasons that will be dis-

cussed in detail in ‘‘Minimalism against Duhemian Holism’’ and ‘‘Regnault and Post-

Laplacian Empiricism,’’ Regnault chose a stricter empiricist strategy for the validation

of temperature standards. Most of all he wanted to avoid reliance on any quanti-

tative theories of heat, since those theories required verification through readings of

57See, for instance, Shapere 1982, Kosso 1988, and Kosso 1989 for elaborations on the view that

observation consists of a causal chain of interactions conveying information from the observed object to

the observer, and a reverse chain of inferences by which the observer traces the flow of information.
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an already established numerical thermometer. In establishing the observability of

the numerical concept of temperature, he could not use any presumed observations

of that very quantity. How, then, did he go about establishing the observability of

numerical temperature?

Let us briefly review the overall evolution of temperature standards, as dis-
cussed in ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of Standards’’ in chapter 1. If we only have

recourse to unaided senses (the ‘‘stage 1’’ standard), temperature is an observ-

able property only in a very crude and limited sense. The invention of the ther-

moscope (the ‘‘stage 2’’ standard) created a different kind of temperature as an

observable property. Numerical thermometers (the ‘‘stage 3’’ standard) established

yet another kind of temperature concept that was observable. The single word ‘‘tem-

perature’’ obscures the existence of separate layers of concepts. Now, some people

certainly had a theoretical concept of temperature as a numerical quantity before
numerical thermometers were actually established. At that point, temperature—

stage-3 numerical temperature—existed as an unobservable property. It became

observable later. Observability is neither dichotomous nor completely continuous;

it progresses, improving continuously in some ways, but also in distinct stages with

the successive establishment of distinctly different kinds of standards.

Regnault’s air thermometer was the best stage-3 temperature standard ever, to

date. In order to establish its reliability (that is to say, to establish the observability

of the numerical temperature concept), Regnault used comparability as a non-
theoretical criterion of reliability, as I will discuss further in the next two sections.

But he also needed other concepts whose observability was already well established,

including the ordinal (thermoscope-based) temperature concept. That becomes

clearer if we examine more clearly the actual construction and use of Regnault’s

instrument. Since his air thermometer was the constant-volume type, what it al-

lowed was the determination of temperature from pressure. Such an instrument

requires at least a qualitative assurance that the pressure of air varies smoothly with

its temperature, which can be verified by means of stage-2 instruments. But how
could temperature be determined from pressure in good conscience, when nu-

merical pressure is no more sensory than numerical temperature, and no less

theoretical than numerical temperature? That is only thanks to the historical fact

that numerical barometers and manometers had already been established to a

sufficient degree; therefore, for Regnault pressure was observable as a numerical

quantity.58

There was another important aid to Regnault’s air thermometer, and that was

actually the numerical mercury thermometer. This is a difficult matter, which
should be considered carefully. Regnault used numerical mercury thermometers in

order to measure the temperatures of the air in the tubes connecting the main

58In a manometer, pressure was determined from the length of the mercury column. The length of

the mercury column had been established as an observable quantity before this experiment and prior to

the observability of numerical pressure; that is actually not a trivial point, since the precision mea-

surement of length in situations like this was an advanced-stage operation, often done by means of a

telescope and a micrometer, in order to prevent disturbances from the observer’s own body.
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section of the air thermometer (the large flask A in Figure 2.2) to the manometer

(between point a and the mercury-level a in the right-hand figure).59 That was

necessary because the air in the tubes could not be kept at the same temperature as

the air in the large flask in the heat bath, and for practical reasons it was impossible

to apply any kind of air thermometer to the tubes. But how was the use of the

mercury thermometer allowable, when it had not been validated (worse yet, when
Regnault himself had discredited it)? It might seem that even Regnault could not be

completely free of unprincipled shortcuts. But the use of the mercury thermometer

for this purpose was quite legitimate, for a few different reasons.

FIGURE 2.2. Regnault’s constant-volume air thermometer, illustration from Regnault 1847,

168–171, figs. 13 and 14. Courtesy of the British Library.

59Regnault’s method of obtaining the air-thermometer reading was in fact quite complex. He

calculated the temperature in question by equating the expressions for the weight of the air in its ‘‘initial’’

state (at 08C) and its heated state (at the temperature being measured). For further details, see Chang

2001b, 279–281.
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First of all, the amount of air contained in those thin tubes was quite small, so

any discrepancy arising from slight errors in the estimate of their temperatures

would have been very small; that is a judgment we can reach without consulting

any thermometers. Second, although the mercury thermometer was shown to lack

comparability generally, the failure of comparability was less severe in lower tem-
peratures (see data in table 2.4); that is helpful since we can expect that the hot air

would have cooled down quite a bit in the connecting tubes. Third, earlier com-

parisons between the mercury thermometer and the air thermometer had shown

nearly complete agreement between 08C and 1008C, and quite good agreement

when the temperature did not exceed 1008C too far. Therefore, in the everyday

range of temperatures, the reliability of the mercury thermometer stands or falls

with the reliability of the air thermometer itself, and the use of the mercury ther-

mometer does not introduce an additional point of uncertainty. Finally, there is a
point that ultimately overrides all the previous ones. In the end Regnault did not,

and did not need to, justify the details of the design of his thermometers; the test

was done by checking comparability in the final temperature readings, not by

justifying exactly how those readings were obtained. The use of mercury thermom-

eters in Regnault’s air thermometer was only heuristic in the end and did not

interfere with his establishment of numerical temperature as an observable property

by means of the air thermometer.

Comparability and the Ontological Principle of Single Value

Having sharpened our notion of observation and observability, we are now ready to

consider again how Regnault solved the greatest problem standing in the way of

making numerical temperature observable: the problem of nomic measurement.

The solution, as I have already noted, was the criterion of comparability, but now

we will be able to reach a deeper understanding of the nature of that solution. Recall
the formulation of the problem given in ‘‘The Problem of Nomic Measurement.’’ We

have a theoretical assumption forming the basis of a measurement technique, in the

form of a law that expresses the quantity to be measured, X, as a function of another

quantity, Y, which is directly observable: X ¼ f(Y). Then we have a problem of

circularity in justifying the form of that function: f cannot be determined without

knowing the X-values, but X cannot be determined without knowing f. In the

problem of thermometric fluids, the unknown quantity X is temperature, and the

directly observable quantity Y is the volume of the thermometric fluid.
When employing a thermoscope (the ‘‘stage 2’’ standard), the only relation

known or assumed between X and Y was that they vary in the same direction; in

other words, that the function f is monotonic. The challenge of developing a nu-

merical thermometer (the ‘‘stage 3’’ standard) was solved partly by finding suitable

fixed points, but fixed points only allowed the stipulation of numerical values of X

at isolated points. There still remained the task of finding the form of f, so that X

could be deduced from Y in the whole range of values, not just at the fixed points.

The usual practice in making numerical thermometers was to make a scale by
dividing up the interval between the fixed points equally, which amounted to

conjecturing that f would be a linear function. Each thermometric fluid represented
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the hypothesis that f was a linear function for that substance. (And for other

methods of graduating thermometers, there would have been other corresponding

hypotheses.) The problem of nomic measurement consists in the difficulty of

finding a sufficiently refined standard to be used for testing those hypotheses.

Regnault succeeded first of all because he recognized the starkness of the
epistemic situation more clearly than any of his predecessors: the stage-2 standard

was not going to settle the choice of stage-3 standards, and no other reliable

standards were available. Seeking the aid of theories was also futile: theories ver-

ifiable by the stage-2 standard were useless because they provided no quantitative

precision; trying to use theories requiring verification by a stage-3 standard created

circularities. The conclusion was that each proposed stage-3 standard had to be

judged by its own merits. Comparability was the epistemic virtue that Regnault

chose as the criterion for that judgment.
But why exactly is comparability a virtue? The requirement of comparability

only amounts to a demand for self-consistency. It is not a matter of logical con-

sistency, but what we might call physical consistency. This demand is based on what

I have elsewhere called the principle of single value (or, single-valuedness): a real

physical property can have no more than one definite value in a given situation.60 As

I said in ‘‘The Problem of Nomic Measurement,’’ most scientists involved in the

debates on thermometric fluids were realists about temperature, in the sense that

they believed it to be that sort of a real physical quantity. Therefore they did not
object at all to Regnault’s application of the principle of single value to temperature.

It is easy enough to see how this worked out in practical terms, but there

remains a philosophical question. What kind of criterion is the principle of single

value, and what compels our assent to it? It is not reducible to the logical principle of

noncontradiction. It would be nonsensical to say that a given body of gas has a

uniform temperature of 158C and 358C at once, but that nonsense still falls short of

the logical contradiction of saying that its temperature is both 158C and not 158C.
For an object to have two temperature values at once is absurd because of the
physical nature of temperature, not because of logic. Contrast the situation with

some nonphysical properties, where one object possessing multiple values in a given

situation would not be such an absurdity: a person can have two names, and purely

mathematical functions can be multiple-valued. We can imagine a fantasy object that

can exist in two places at once, but when it comes to actual physical objects, even

quantum mechanics only goes so far as saying that a particle can have non-zero

probabilities of detection in multiple positions. In mathematical solutions of physical

problems we often obtain multiple values (for the simplest example, consider a

60See Chang 2001a. This principle is reminiscent of one of Brian Ellis’s requirements for a scale of

measurement. Ellis (1968, 39) criticizes as insufficient S. S. Stevens’s definition of measurement:

‘‘[M]easurement [is] the assignment of numerals to objects or events according to rule—any rule.’’ Quite

sensibly, Ellis (41) stipulates that we have a scale of measurement only if we have ‘‘a rule for making

numerical assignments’’ that is ‘‘determinative in the sense that, provided sufficient care is exercised the

same numerals (or range of numerals) would always be assigned to the same things under the same

conditions’’; to this he attaches one additional condition, which is that the rule should be ‘‘non-

degenerate’’ (to exclude non-informative assignments such as ‘‘assign the number 2 to everything’’).
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physical quantity whose value is given by the equation x2¼ 1), but we select just one

of the solutions by considering the particular physical circumstances (if x in the

example is, say, the kinetic energy of a classical particle, then it is easy enough to

rule out �1 as a possible value). In short, it is not logic but our basic conception of

the physical world that generates our commitment to the principle of single value.
On the other hand, it is also clear that the principle of single value is not an

empirical hypothesis. If someone would try to support the principle of single value

by going around with a measuring instrument and showing that he or she always

obtains a single value of a certain quantity at a given time, we would regard it as a

waste of time. Worse yet, if someone would try to refute the principle by pointing to

alleged observations of multiple-valued quantities (e.g. that the uniform tempera-

ture of this cup of water at this instant is 58 and 108), our reaction would be total

incomprehension. We would have to say that these observations are ‘‘not even
wrong,’’ and we would feel compelled to engage in a metaphysical discourse to

persuade this person that he is not making any sense. Any reports of observations

that violate the principle of single value will be rejected as unintelligible; more

likely, such absurd representations or interpretations of experience would not even

occur to us in the first place. Unlike even the most general empirical statements,

this principle is utterly untestable by observation.

The principle of single value is a prime example of what I have called ontological

principles, whose justification is neither by logic nor by experience (Chang 2001a,
11–17). Ontological principles are those assumptions that are commonly regarded as

essential features of reality within an epistemic community, which form the basis of

intelligibility in any account of reality. The denial of an ontological principle strikes

one as more nonsensical than false. But if ontological principles are neither logically

provable nor empirically testable, how can we go about establishing their correct-

ness? What would be the grounds of their validity? Ontological principles may be

akin to Poincaré’s conventions, though I would be hesitant to allow all the things he

classified as conventions into the category of ontological principles. Perhaps the
closest parallel is the Kantian synthetic a priori; ontological principles are always valid

because we are not capable of accepting anything that violates them as an element of

reality. However, there is one significant difference between my ontological principles

and Kant’s synthetic a priori, which is that I do not believe we can claim absolute,

universal, and eternal certainty about the correctness of the ontological principles

that we hold. It is possible that our ontological principles are false.

This last admission opens up a major challenge: how can we overcome the

uncertainties in our ontological principles? Individuals or epistemic communities
may be so steeped in some false ontological beliefs that they would be prejudiced

against any theories or experimental results that contravened those beliefs. Given that

there is notoriously little agreement in ontological debates, is it possible to prevent

the use of ontological principles from degenerating into a relativist morass, each in-

dividual or epistemic community freely judging proposed systems of knowledge

according to their fickle and speculative ontological ‘‘principles’’? Is it possible to

resolve the disagreements at all, in the absence of any obvious criteria of judgment?

In short, since we do not have a guarantee of arriving at anything approaching ob-
jective certainty in ontology, would we not be better off giving it up altogether?
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Perhaps—except that by the same lights we should also have to give up the

empiricist enterprise of making observations and testing theories on the basis of

observations. As already stressed in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ in chapter 1, it

has been philosophical common sense for centuries that our senses do not give us

certainty about anything other than their own impressions. There is no guarantee
that human sense organs have any particular aptitude for registering features of the

world as they really are. Even if we give up on attaining objectivity in that robust

sense and merely aim at intersubjectivity, there are still serious problems. Obser-

vations made by different observers differ, and there are no obvious and fail-safe

methods for judging whose observations are right. And the same evidence can be

interpreted to bear on theories in different ways. All the same, we do not give up the

practice of relying on observations as a major criterion for judging other parts of our

systems of knowledge. Instead we do our best to improve our observations. Sim-
ilarly, I believe that we should do our best to improve our ontological principles,

rather than giving up the practice of specifying them and using them in evaluating

systems of knowledge. If fallibilist empiricism is allowed to roam free, there is no

justice in outlawing ontology because it confesses to be fallible.

Thus, we have arrived at a rather unexpected result. When we consider Reg-

nault’s work carefully, what initially seems like the purest possible piece of em-

piricism turns out to be crucially based on an ontological principle, which can only

have a metaphysical justification. What Regnault would have said about that, I am
not certain. A difference must be noted, however, between the compulsion to follow

an untestable ontological principle and the complacency of relying on testable but

untested empirical hypothesis. The former indicates a fundamental limitation of

strict empiricism; the latter has no justification, except for practical expediency in

certain circumstances. The adherence to an ontological principle satisfies a clear

goal, that of intelligibility and understanding. It might be imagined that compara-

bility was wanted strictly for practical reasons. However, I believe that we often

want consistency for its own sake, or more precisely, for the sake of intelligibility. It
is doubtful that differences of a fraction of a degree or even a few degrees in

temperature readings around 3008C would have made any appreciable practical

difference in any applications in Regnault’s time. For practical purposes the mer-

cury thermometer could have been, and were, used despite its lack of comparability

when judged by Regnault’s exacting standards. It is not practicality, but meta-

physics (or perhaps esthetics) that compelled him to insist that even a slight degree

of difference in comparability was a crucial consideration in the choice of ther-

mometric fluids.

Minimalism against Duhemian Holism

Another important way of appreciating Regnault’s achievement is to view it as a

solution to the problem of ‘‘holism’’ in theory testing, most commonly located in the

work of the French physicist-philosopher Pierre Duhem, who summed it up as

follows: ‘‘An experiment in physics can never condemn an isolated hypothesis but
only a whole theoretical group’’ ([1906] 1962, sec. 2.6.2, 183). That formidable

problem is a general one, but here I will only treat it in the particular context of
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thermometry. Before I can give an analysis of Regnault’s work as a solution to this

problem of Duhemian holism, some general considerations regarding hypothesis

testing are necessary. Take the standard empiricist notion that a hypothesis is tested

by comparing its observational consequences with results of actual observations.

This is essentially the basic idea of the ‘‘hypothetico-deductive’’ view of theory
testing, but I would like to conceptualize it in a slightly different way. What happens

in the process just mentioned is the determination of a quantity in two different

ways: by deduction from a hypothesis and by observation.

This reconceptualization of the standard notion of theory testing allows us to

see it as a type within a broader category, which I will call ‘‘attempted over-

determination,’’ or simply ‘‘overdetermination’’: a method of hypothesis testing in

which one makes multiple determinations of a certain quantity, on the basis of a

certain set of assumptions. If the multiple determinations agree with each other,
that tends to argue for the correctness or usefulness of the set of assumptions used.

If there is a disagreement, that tends to argue against the set of assumptions.

Overdetermination is a test of physical consistency, based on the principle of single

value (discussed in the previous section), which maintains that a real physical

quantity cannot have more than one value in a given situation. Overdetermination

does not have to be a comparison between a theoretical determination and an

empirical determination. It can also be a comparison between two (or more) the-

oretical determinations or two observational ones. All that matters is that some
quantity is determined more than once, though for any testing that we want to call

‘‘empirical,’’ at least one of the determinations should be based on observation.61

Let us now see how this notion of testing by overdetermination applies to the

test of thermometers. In the search for the ‘‘real’’ scale of temperature, there was a

basic nonobservational hypothesis, of the following form: there is an objectively

existing property called temperature, and its values are correctly given by ther-

mometer X (or, thermometer-type X). More particularly, in a typical situation, there

was a nonobservational hypothesis that a given thermometric fluid expanded
uniformly (or, linearly) with temperature.

De Luc’s method of mixtures can be understood as a test by overdetermination,

as follows: determine the temperature of the mixture first by calculation, and then

by measuring it with the thermometer under consideration. Are the results the

same? Clearly not for thermometers of spirit or the other liquids, but much better

for mercury. That is to say, the attempted overdetermination clearly failed for the

set of hypotheses that included the correctness of the spirit thermometer, and not

so severely for the other set that included the correctness of the mercury thermom-
eter instead. That was a nice result, but De Luc’s test was seriously weakened by

the holism problem because he had to use other nonobservational hypotheses in

addition to the main hypothesis he wanted to test. The determination of the final

61It is in the end pointless to insist on having one theoretical and one observational determination

each when we have learned that the line between the theoretical and the observational is hardly tenable.

This is, as van Fraassen stressed, different from saying that the observable–unobservable distinction is not

cogent. ‘‘Theoretical’’ is not synonymous with ‘‘unobservable.’’
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temperature by calculation could not be made without relying on at least two

further nonobservational hypotheses: the conservation of heat and the constancy of

the specific heat of water. Anyone wishing to defend the spirit thermometer could

have ‘‘redirected the falsification’’ at one of those auxiliary assumptions. No one

defended the spirit thermometer in that way to my knowledge, but people did point
out De Luc’s use of auxiliary hypotheses in order to counter his positive argument

for mercury, as discussed in ‘‘Caloric Theories against the Method of Mixtures.’’

Dalton was one of those who argued that De Luc’s successful overdetermination in

the mercury case was spurious and accidental: the specific heat of water was not

constant; mercury did not expand linearly; according to Dalton, those two errors

must have cancelled each other out.

How does Regnault look? The beauty of Regnault’s work on thermometry lies

in the fact that he managed to arrange overdetermination without recourse to any
significant additional hypotheses concerning heat and temperature. Regnault real-

ized that there was already enough in the basic hypothesis itself to support over-

determination. A given temperature could be overdetermined by measuring it with

different thermometers of the same type; that overdetermination did not need to

involve any uncertain extra assumptions. Regnault’s work exemplifies what I will

call the strategy of ‘‘minimalist overdetermination’’ (or ‘‘minimalism’’ for short). The

heart of minimalism is the removal of all possible extraneous (or auxiliary) non-

observational hypotheses. This is not a positivist aspiration to remove all non-
observational hypotheses in general. Rather, minimalism is a realist strategy that

builds or isolates a compact system of nonobservational hypotheses that can be tested

clearly. The art in the practice of minimalism lies in the ability to contrive over-

determined situations on the basis of as little as possible; that is what Regnault was

so methodically good at.

Minimalism can ameliorate the holism problem, regardless of whether

the outcome of the test is positive or negative. Generally the failure of overdetermi-

nation becomes a more powerful indictment of the targeted hypothesis when there
are fewer other assumptions that could be blamed. If auxiliary hypotheses interfere

with the logic of falsification, one solution is to get rid of them altogether, rather than

agonizing about which ones should be trusted over which. This Regnault managed

beautifully. When there was a failure of overdetermination in Regnault’s experiment,

the blame could be placed squarely on the thermometer being tested. If that conclu-

sion was to be avoided, there were only two options available: either give up the

notion of single-valued temperature altogether or resort to extraordinary skeptical

moves such as the questioning of the experimenter’s ability to read simple gauges
correctly. No one pursued either of these two options, so Regnault’s condemnation

of the mercury thermometer stood unchallenged.

Successful overdetermination, too, can be more reassuring when there are fewer

other hypotheses involved. It is always possible to argue that a given case of suc-

cessful overdetermination is a result of coincidence, with errors systematically

canceling each other out. This is precisely how Dalton criticized De Luc, as I have

already mentioned. In contrast, Regnault’s experiment was so austere in its logical

structure that it left hardly any room for that kind of criticism. Generally speaking,
involving a larger number of assumptions would allow more possibilities for
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explaining away successful overdetermination. Minimalism provides one clear way

of fighting this problem.

All of that may sound uncontroversial, but minimalism actually goes against the

conventional wisdom, since it recognizes virtue in circularity. What I am calling the

conventional wisdom here actually goes back to Duhem. He argued that the phy-
sicist had more to worry about than the physiologist regarding the theory-ladenness

of observation because laboratory instruments were generally designed on the basis

of the principles of physics. Hence, while the physiologist could proceed on the

basis of a faith in physics, the physicist was stuck in a vicious circle in which he had

to test the hypotheses of physics on the basis of those same hypotheses of physics.62

There is a widespread impulse to break out of this circle. The minimalist advice, on

the contrary, is to tighten the circle.

In the case of negative test outcomes, the lesson from the success of Regnault’s
minimalism is very clear: we need to lose the unfounded fear that the test of a theory

by observations that rely on the same theory will produce a vacuous confirmation of

that theory. Whether an apparent confirmation obtained by such circular testing is

worthless is an open question. What is certain is that there is no guarantee that

observations enabled by a particular theory will always validate that theory. That is

a point that was noted at least as early as 1960 by Adolf Grünbaum (1960, 75, 82).

Discussing the case of physical geometry in the context of his argument against

‘‘Duhem’s thesis that the falsifiability of an isolated empirical hypothesis H as an
explanans is unavoidably inconclusive,’’ Grünbaum noted: ‘‘The initial stipulational

affirmation of the Euclidean geometry G0 in the physical laws P0 used to compute

the corrections [for distortions in measuring rods] in no way assures that the

geometry obtained by the corrected rods will be Euclidean.’’ A similar point has also

been made more recently by others, including Allan Franklin et al. (1989) and

Harold Brown (1993). Therefore we can see that Karl Popper was being somewhat

careless when he declared that ‘‘it is easy to obtain confirmations, or verifications,

for nearly every theory—if we look for confirmations’’ (1969, 36). In fact it is not
always so easy to obtain confirmations. And when a theory is falsified despite being

tested by observations made on its basis, it will be very difficult to evade the

falsification. The circularity here is a form of the minimalism that renders a negative

test result more assuredly damning, as discussed earlier. Therefore there is no clear

reason to wish for theory-neutral observations or seek what Peter Kosso (1988,

1989) calls ‘‘independence’’ between the theory of the instrument and the theory to

be tested by the observation produced by the instrument.63

Even in the case of positive test-outcomes, the comfort provided by inde-
pendence is illusory. Duhem’s physiologist relying on the laws of physics can be

comforted only as far as those laws of physics are reliable. Taking observations away

62See Duhem [1906] (1962), part 2, ch. 6, sec. 1 (pp. 180–183).
63Rottschaefer (1976, 499), more than a decade earlier than Kosso’s publications, already identified

a similar doctrine of ‘‘theory-neutrality’’ as a centerpiece of a ‘‘new orthodoxy’’: ‘‘Thus the view that

theories are tested by theory-free observations is being replaced by the view that theories are tested by

theory-laden observations, but observations laden with theories neutral to the theory being tested.’’
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from the theory being tested is a good policy only if there are other good theories

that can support relevant observations. Minimalism is a plausible strategy in the

absence of such alternative theories. As we have seen in the case of De Luc, con-

firmation is devalued if there is suspicion that it could be a result of unexpected

coincidences; minimalism reduces that kind of suspicion, by cutting out as many
possible sources of uncertainty in the testing procedure.

Before closing this discussion, I must mention some clear limitations of

Regnault’s minimalism, as a reminder that I am only admiring it as a creative and

effective solution to particular types of problems, not as a panacea. There is no

guarantee that a clear winner would emerge through minimalist testing. Fortunately

for Regnault, the air thermometer turned out to be the only usable thermometer

that survived the test of comparability. But we can easily imagine a situation in

which a few different types of thermometers would all pass the comparability test,
yet still disagree from each other. It is also imaginable that there might be no

thermometers at all that pass the test very well. Minimalism can create a stronger

assurance about the verdict of a test when there is a verdict, but it cannot ensure the

existence of a clear verdict. Like all strategies, Regnault’s strategy worked only

because it was applied in appropriate and fortunate circumstances.

Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism

Regnault’s empiricism was forged in the context of the empiricist trend dominant

in post-Laplacian French science. In order to reach a deeper understanding of

Regnault’s work, it is important to examine his context further. The direction taken

by French physics in the period directly following the end of Laplacian dominance

is an important illustration of how science can cope with the failure of ambitious

theorizing. The post-Laplacian phase had two major preoccupations: phenome-

nalistic analysis in theory and precision measurement in experiment. Let us take a
closer look at each preoccupation.

The phenomenalist trend, at least in the field of thermal physics, seems to have

been a direct reaction against Laplace; more generally, it constituted a loss of nerve

in theorizing about unobservable entities. Very symptomatic here was the rise of

Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768–1830). According to Robert Fox (1974, 120,

110), Fourier became ‘‘a benign, influential, but rather detached patron of the new

generation’’ of anti-Laplacian rebels including Pierre Dulong (1785–1838), Alexis-

Thérèse Petit (1791–1820), François Arago (1786–1853), and Augustin Fresnel
(1788–1827). In contrast to the Laplacian dream of the one Newtonian method

applied to all of the universe, the power and attraction of Fourier’s work lay in a

conscious and explicit narrowing of focus. The theory of heat would only deal with

what was not reducible to the laws of mechanics: ‘‘whatever may be the range of

mechanical theories, they do not apply to the effects of heat. These make up a

special order of phenomena, which cannot be explained by the principles of motion

and equilibrium’’ (Fourier [1822] 1955, 2; see also p. 23).

Fourier remained noncommittal about the ultimate metaphysical nature of heat,
and in theorizing he did not focus on considerations of ‘‘deep’’ causes. The starting

point of his analysis was simply that there be some initial distribution of heat, and
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some specified temperatures on the boundaries of the body being considered; by

what mechanisms these initial and boundary conditions would be produced and

maintained were not his concerns. Then he produced equations that would predict

the observed diffusion of the initial distribution over time, and he hardly made any

attempt at a metaphysical justification of his equations. The antimetaphysical bias in
Fourier’s work had a good deal of affinity to positivist philosophy. As documented

by Fox, Fourier attended the lectures of Auguste Comte (1798–1851) on positivism

in 1829; Comte for his part admired Fourier’s work, so much so that he dedicated

his Course of Positive Philosophy to Fourier.64 The affinity of Fourier’s work to pos-

itivism was also emphasized in Ernst Mach’s retrospective appraisal: ‘‘Fourier’s

theory of the conduction of heat may be characterized as an ideal physical theory.…

The entire theory of Fourier really consists only in a consistent, quantitatively exact,

abstract conception of the facts of conduction of heat—in an easily surveyed and
systematically arranged inventory of facts’’ (Mach [1900] 1986, 113).

Fourier represented only one section of heat theory emerging in the twilight

of Laplacianism, but the phenomenalistic trend away from microphysics was a

broader one, though by no means unanimous. Another important instance of

phenomenalism was the work of the engineer and army officer Sadi Carnot (1796–

1832), which will be discussed further in ‘‘William Thomson’s Move to the Ab-

stract’’ in chapter 4. Carnot’s Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire (1824) was based

on a provisional acceptance of the caloric theory, but it steered away from micro-
physical reasoning. His analysis of the ideal heat engine only sought to find rela-

tions holding between the macroscopic parameters pertaining to a body of gas:

temperature, pressure, volume, and the amount of heat contained in the gas; all but

the last of these variables were also directly measurable. When the civil engineer

Émile Clapeyron (1799–1864) revived Carnot’s work in 1834, and even when

William Thomson initially took up the Carnot–Clapeyron theory in the late 1840s,

it was still in this macroscopic-phenomenalistic vein, though Thomson’s later work

was by no means all phenomenalistic.
In addition to phenomenalism, experimental precision was the other major

preoccupation in the empiricism that increasingly came to dominate nineteenth-

century French physics. In itself, the quest for experimental precision was quite

compatible with Laplacianism, though it became more prominent as the Laplacian

emphasis on microphysical theorizing waned. According to many historians, the

drive toward precision measurement was a trend that originated in the ‘‘quantifying

spirit’’ originating in the Enlightenment,65 which continued to develop through and

beyond the heyday of Laplace. The highest acclaim for precision in the early
nineteenth century went to Dulong and Petit, both identified by Fox as leading

rebels against Laplacian physics. The Dulong–Petit collaboration is perhaps best

known now for their controversial ‘‘law of atomic heat’’ announced in 1819 (the

observation that the product of atomic weight and specific heat is constant for all

64The dedication was shared with Henri Marie Ducrotay de Blainville, the anatomist and zoologist.

See Fox 1971, 265–266, for further discussion of Fourier’s relationship with Comte.
65See, for example, Frängsmyr et al. 1990 and Wise 1995.
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elements, which was taken to imply that all individual atoms had the same heat

capacity). However, it was their two earlier joint articles on thermal expansion, the

laws of cooling and thermometry (1816 and 1817) that won them undisputed

respect at home and abroad, a glimpse of which can be had in Lamé’s statement

quoted in ‘‘Regnault: Austerity and Comparability.’’66

These trends formed the style of science in which Regnault was educated and to

which he contributed decisively. Duhem (1899, 392) credited Regnault with ef-

fecting ‘‘a true revolution’’ in experimental physics. In Edmond Bouty’s estimation

(1915, 139): ‘‘For at least twenty-five years, the methods and the authority of

Regnault dominated all of physics and became imperative in all research and teaching.

Scruples for previously unknown degrees of precision became the dominant pre-

occupation of the young school.’’ But what was so distinctive and powerful about
Regnault’s work, compared to the works of his important empiricist predecessors

such as Fourier, Carnot, Clapeyron, Dulong, Petit, and Lamé?

One point is clear, and banal: Regnault’s revolution was a revolution in ex-

perimental physics, not in theoretical physics. Regnault made few contributions to

theory, and theory could not help the revolution that Regnault was trying to launch.

Contrast that to the work of other phenomenalists. Although Fourier and Carnot

were empiricists, they did not contribute very much to empirical work; that is not a

paradox, only a play on words. Theorizing about observable properties does not
necessarily have anything to do with producing actual observations. Fourier’s and

Carnot’s theories did nothing immediately to improve observations. Take, again, the

case of thermometry. Because Fourier declined to deal with any mechanical effects

of heat (including the thermal expansion of matter), the tradition of heat theory

established by him could give no help in elucidating the workings of the thermom-

eter. In fact Fourier displayed a remarkable degree of complacency about ther-

mometry ([1822] 1955, 26–27). Carnot’s theory of heat engines only made use of

the presumably known relations regarding the thermal expansion of gases and
could not make any contributions toward a justification of those relations. Fourier

and Carnot were at best consumers of empirical data, and the best that consumers

can do is to stimulate production by the demand they create.

Phenomenalists in the tradition of Fourier and Carnot were only anti-

metaphysical; Regnault was antitheoretical. That is to say, even phenomenological

theory was a target of skepticism for Regnault. His experiments subjected well-

known empirical laws to minute scrutiny with corrosive effect. Regnault had initially

come to physics from chemistry through the study of specific heats in relation
to Dulong and Petit’s law.67 After finding that law to be only approximately true

(as many had suspected in any case), he turned to the more trusted regularities

66The latter paper won a prize competition of the Paris Academy. Fox (1971, 238) lists Comte,

Poisson, Lamé, and Whewell as some of the leading authorities who admired this work as a model of

experimental method.
67See Dumas 1885, 162. The results from this investigation were published in Regnault 1840, as

well as two subsequent articles.
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regarding the behavior of gases. As Regnault cranked up the precision of his tests, even

these laws were shown up as tattered approximations. Already by 1842 Regnault had

collected enough data to refute two laws that had been regarded as fundamental

truths regarding gases: (1) all types of gases expand to the same extent between the

same limits of temperature, which was the conclusion of Gay-Lussac’s and Dalton’s
experiments forty years earlier; (2) a given type of gas expands to the same extent

between the same limits of temperature regardless of its initial density, which had

been generally believed since Amontons’s work in 1702.68 Regnault’s memoir of

1847 repeated the refutation of these laws with further details and also gave results

that showed Mariotte’s (Boyle’s) law to be only approximately and erratically true.69

These experiences disillusioned Regnault about the presumed progress that

experimental physics had made up to his time. If some of the most trusted empirical

regularities were shown to be false, then none of them could be trusted without
further assurance. From that point on he eschewed any reliance on presumed laws

and set himself the task of establishing true regularities by thorough data-taking

through precision measurements. While he was engaged in this enterprise, it is

understandable that he did not find himself excited by the new theoretical spec-

ulations issuing from the seemingly fickle brains of the likes of Faraday, Ørsted,

Joule, and Mayer, whom posterity has praised for their bold and penetrating in-

sights.70 When De Luc said that ‘‘the moral and physical Microscope are equally fit

to render men cautious in their theories’’ (1779, 20), he could not have anticipated
the spirit of Regnault’s work any better. In Berthelot’s estimation, Regnault was

‘‘devoted to the search for pure truth, but that search he envisioned as consisting

above all in the measurement of numerical constants. He was hostile to all theories,

keen to emphasize their weaknesses and contradictions’’ (Berthelot quoted in

Langevin 1911, 44–45). For Regnault, to search for truth meant ‘‘to replace the

axioms of theoreticians by precise data’’ (Dumas 1885, 194).

It may seem that the task Regnault set for himself was a laborious yet

straightforward one. However, to someone with his intellectual integrity, it was all
too obvious that the existing measurement methods relied on theoretical regular-

ities, exactly the kind that he was hoping to test conclusively by measurements.

Thus, Regnault came face to face with the fundamental circularity of empiricist

theory testing. A complete avoidance of theory would have paralyzed experiment

altogether. With the recognition that each experiment had to take some assumptions

for granted, Regnault’s conscience forced him to engage in further experiments to

68See Regnault 1842a, 1842b. Part 2 of each memoir deals with the former law, and part 1 of the

first memoir deals with the latter.
69On the two expansion laws, see Regnault 1847, 91, 119–120. Regarding Mariotte’s law,

Regnault’s results (1847, 148–150, 367–401) showed that it held for carbonic acid at 1008C but not at

08C, even at low densities; for atmospheric air and nitrogen it was generally not true; the behavior of

hydrogen also departed from it, but in the opposite direction from air and nitrogen. Regnault had

entertained the belief that the gas laws would be true ‘‘at the limit’’ (that is, when the density of the gas

approaches zero), in the conclusion of his earlier investigation (Regnault 1842b). By 1847 he seems to

have abandoned even such limited hope.
70See Dumas 1885, 191.
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test those assumptions. There was no end to this process, and Regnault got caught

up in what Matthias Dörries has characterized as a never-ending circle of ‘‘ex-

perimental virtuosity.’’ It seems that Regnault’s original intention was to start with

observations cleansed of theory, then to move on to careful theorizing on the basis

of indisputable data. However, the task of obtaining indisputable data turned out to
have no end, which meant that theoretical activity had to be postponed indefinitely.

Regnault himself seems to have felt some frustration at this aspect of his work; in

1862 he referred to a circle that he was not able to get out of: ‘‘[T]he more I

advanced in my studies, the more the circle kept growing continually…’’71 Such

sense of frustration is probably behind much of the lukewarm appraisals that

Regnault’s work has received from later generations of scientists and historians.72

For example, Robert Fox is unequivocal in acknowledging Regnault’s ‘‘monumental

achievements,’’ but at the same time he judges that Regnault’s ‘‘preoccupation with
the tedious accumulation of results’’ was unfortunate especially in view of ‘‘the

momentous developments in physics taking place outside France during the 1840s’’

(1971, 295, 299–300).

That seems like a fair assessment in some ways, especially if one focuses on

theoretical developments as the most exciting part of scientific progress. However, in

some other ways I think Duhem was closer to the mark when he said that Regnault

had effected a ‘‘true revolution’’ in physics. To see why, it is important to recognize

the ways in which he was more than just an exceptionally careful and skilled lab-
oratory technician. In that respect, it is informative to compare the character of his

work with that of his predecessors in the tradition of precision measurement. I will

not be able to make that comparison in any comprehensive sense, but as a start it

is very instructive to compare Regnault’s thermometry with Dulong and Petit’s

thermometry. Since Dulong and Petit were seen as the unquestioned masters of pre-

cision experiments in French physics before Regnault, their work is the best

benchmark against which we can assess Regnault’s innovations.

In retrospect, Dulong and Petit’s decisive contribution to thermometry was to
highlight the urgency of the need to make a rational choice of the thermometric

fluid. This they achieved in two important ways. First of all they demonstrated that

the magnitude of the mercury–air discrepancy was very significant. While confirm-

ing Gay-Lussac’s earlier result that the mercury thermometer and the air thermom-

eter agreed perfectly well with each other between the freezing and boiling points of

water, Dulong and Petit carried out the comparison in high temperatures, where no

one before them had been able to make accurate determinations. Their results

showed that the discrepancy between mercury and air thermometers increased as
temperature went up, reaching about 10 degrees at around 350 degrees centigrade

(mercury giving higher numbers).73 That amount of discrepancy clearly made it

impossible to use the two thermometric fluids interchangeably. Second, it was not

71See Dörries 1998b, esp. 128–131; the quoted passage is from p. 123.
72Dörries 1997, 162–164, gives a summary of some of the critical appraisals.
73See Dulong and Petit 1817, 117–120, including a summary of results in table 1 on p. 120. See

also Dulong and Petit 1816, 250, 252.
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plausible to attribute this mercury–air discrepancy to experimental error, given the

extraordinary care and virtuosity apparent in Dulong and Petit’s experimental

procedures. They were justly proud of their achievement in this direction and

asserted that they had reached the highest possible precision in this type of ex-

periment.74 No one credibly challenged their confidence—until Regnault.
Were Dulong and Petit able to reach a definitive verdict on the choice of ther-

mometric fluids, with their superior skills in precision measurement? They certainly

set out to do so. Their article began by noting the failure of De Luc and Dalton to

provide satisfactory answers to this question. Their chief criticism of Dalton,

especially, was that his doctrines were not based on empirical data, and the pre-

sumption was that their own precision experiments would provide the needed

data.75 For their own positive contribution, Dulong and Petit (1817, 116) started by

stating the requirement of a true thermometer, based on a simple conception of
temperature that abandoned all Laplacian sophistication: if additions of equal

amounts of heat produce equal increases in the volume of a substance, then that is

the perfect thermometric substance. However, they did not consider that condition

to be amenable to a direct empirical test, since the quantity of heat was a difficult

variable to measure especially at higher temperatures. Instead, their strategy was to

start by using the standard mercury thermometer in order to observe the thermal

expansion of some candidate substances that were free from obvious factors dis-

turbing the uniformity of expansion, such as gases and metals.
What these observations were meant to allow them to conclude is not absolutely

clear, but the thought seems to have been the following (Dulong and Petit 1816,

243). If many candidate substances display the same pattern of thermal expansion,

then each of them should be taken to be expanding uniformly. Such agreement is

most likely an indication that disturbing factors are not significant, presumably

because it would be a very unlikely coincidence if the disturbing factors, which

would have to be different for different substances, resulted in exactly the same dis-

tortions in the patterns of expansion. Their empirical research revealed that this
expectation of uniformity was not fulfilled across different metals, so they concluded

that gases were the best thermometric substances.76 This is an interesting argument

but it is ultimately disappointing, first of all because it does not constitute any

theoretical advancement over the earlier calorist inference that Gay-Lussac and

Dalton had enough perspicuity to distrust. As Dulong and Petit themselves rec-

ognized, this was only a plausibility argument—and the plausibility was in fact

significantly diminished in the absence of the support by the calorist metaphysics of

mutually attracting matter particles held apart by self-repulsive caloric.

74Dulong and Petit 1817, 119. A detailed description of their procedures is given in Dulong and

Petit 1816, 245–249.
75Dulong and Petit 1816, 241–242; Dulong and Petit 1817, 114–115.
76Dulong and Petit 1817, 153. For the results on metals, see Dulong and Petit 1816, 263, and

Dulong and Petit 1817, 136–150. There is no indication that they carried out any extensive new work

showing the uniformity of thermal expansion in different types of gases. Their articles only reported

experiments on atmospheric air; aside from that, they merely referred to Gay-Lussac’s old results re-

garding the uniformity across gas types. See Dulong and Petit 1816, 243.
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Dulong and Petit failed to solve the problem of thermometric fluids because

their work was not framed with philosophical sophistication, not because their

experimental technique was insufficient. Only Regnault solved the epistemic prob-

lem. Dulong and Petit started on the wrong foot by defining temperature in a

nonobservational way; the argument they envisioned for the demonstration of
linear expansion was bound to be weak, however good their data might have been.

In contrast, as explained in the three previous sections, Regnault devised the

strongest possible argumentative strategy and was fortunate enough for that strategy

to work. Regnault made the advancement from thermoscopes to numerical ther-

mometers (from stage 2 to stage 3 of temperature standards) about as well as could

have been done under the material conditions on earth. In more common scientific

terms, he brought practical thermometry to utmost perfection.

Surely, however, there were directions in which Regnault’s work left room for
further progress. Being completely independent of theory was a clear virtue up to a

certain point, but there was a later time when connecting to heat theory was a

valuable thing to do. The further development of theoretical thermometry, espe-

cially in the hands of William Thomson, is treated in chapter 4. Before we come to

that, however, there is another story to tell. Perfect as Regnault’s air thermometers

were, they were not adapted for extreme temperatures, especially the high end

where glass ceased to be robust. In the next chapter we will retrace some key steps

in the measurements of very low and very high temperatures, starting again in the
middle of the eighteenth century.
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3

To Go Beyond

Narrative: Measuring Temperature When
Thermometers Melt and Freeze

Now, when it is desired to determine the magnitude of some high

temperature, the target emissivity is established using a reflected laser

beam, the temperature is measured by an infrared-sensing, two-colour

pyrometer, information is automatically logged into a computer data

bank, and the engineer in charge gives no thought to the possibility that

it might not always have been done this way.

J. W. Matousek, ‘‘Temperature Measurements in Olden Tymes,’’ 1990

In the last two chapters I examined the establishment of the most basic elements

in the measurement of temperature: fixed points and a numerical scale. The

narrative in chapter 2 focused on the efforts to establish the numerical scale with

increased rigor, continuing into the mid-nineteenth century. But as soon as a rea-
sonable numerical scale was established, a different kind of objective also became

apparent: to extend the scale beyond the temperature range in which it was

comfortably established. The obvious challenge was that the mercury thermometer

physically broke down when mercury froze or boiled. Gaining any definite knowl-

edge of thermal phenomena beyond those breaking-points was very much like

mapping a previously uncharted territory. In the narrative part of this chapter I will

present a double narrative representing how the challenge was tackled at both ends,

focusing on the investigations into the freezing point of mercury, and the master
potter Wedgwood’s efforts to create a thermometer that could measure the tem-

perature of his kilns. Both are stories of surprising success combined with in-

structive failure. The analysis will discuss further some crucial issues of justification

and meaning raised in these narratives about the extension of empirical knowledge

beyond its established domains. There I will use a revitalized version of Percy
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Bridgman’s operationalist philosophy to shed further light on the process of ex-

tending concepts beyond the domains of phenomena in which they were originally

formulated.

Can Mercury Be Frozen?

Johann Georg Gmelin (1709–1755), professor of chemistry and natural history at
the Imperial Academy in St. Petersburg, had the enormous challenge of leading a

team of scholarly observers on a ten-year trek across Siberia starting in 1733.1 The

expedition had been ordered by Empress Anna Ivanovna, who sought to realize a

favorite idea of her uncle, Peter the Great, to acquire better knowledge of the vast

eastern stretches of the Russian Empire. There was also a plan to make a grand

rendezvous at the other end with the sea expedition led by Captains Vitus Bering

(1681–1741) and Alexei Chirikov (1703–1748), to explore access to America.

Gmelin’s party endured a daunting degree of cold. In some places they found that
even in the summer the earth had several feet of frozen soil underneath the surface.

At Yeniseisk during their second winter, Gmelin recorded (quoted in Blagden 1783,

362–363):

The air seemed as if it were frozen, with the appearance of a fog, which did not

suffer the smoke to ascend as it issued from the chimnies. Birds fell down out of the

air as if dead, and froze immediately, unless they were brought into a warm room.

Whenever the door was opened, a fog suddenly formed round it. During the day,

short as it was, parhelia and haloes round the sun were frequently seen, and in the

night mock moons and haloes about the moon.

It was impossible to sense the exact degree of this numbing cold. However, Gmelin
noted with satisfaction: ‘‘[O]ur thermometer, not subject to the same deception as

the senses, left us no doubt of the excessive cold; for the quicksilver in it was

reduced to �1208 of Fahrenheit’s scale [�84.48C].’’ This observation astonished the

world’s scientists, as it was by far the lowest temperature ever recorded anywhere

on earth. For example, William Watson (1715–1787), renowned naturalist and

‘‘electrician,’’ later to be physician to the London Foundling Hospital, noted that

‘‘such an excess of cold can scarcely have been supposed to exist, had not these

experiments demonstrated the reality of it.’’ Gmelin’s observations were ‘‘scarce to
be doubted’’ thanks to the thermometer (Watson 1753, 108–109).

To Charles Blagden (1748–1820) examining this account half a century later,

however, Gmelin’s mistake was apparent. It did not seem likely at all that even the

Siberian winter temperatures would have been so much as almost 1008F lower than

the lowest temperatures observed in northern Europe. Blagden (1783, 371) inferred

that the mercury in Gmelin’s thermometer must have actually frozen and shrunk

drastically, indicating a much lower temperature than actual. Gmelin had not

1The account of Gmelin’s Siberian expedition is taken from Blagden 1783, 360–371, and Vladislav

Kruta’s entry on Gmelin in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 5:427–429.
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considered the possibility of the freezing of mercury, which was commonly con-

sidered as essentially fluid at that time.2 In fact he rejected the idea summarily,

when it was brought to his attention forcefully two years later in Yakutsk when one

of his colleagues3 noted that the mercury in his barometer was frozen. Gmelin was

shown the solidified mercury, but convinced himself that this was due to the
presence of water in the mercury, which had been purified using vinegar and salt.

He confirmed this explanation by taking the mercury out of the barometer, drying it

well, and seeing that it would not freeze again, ‘‘though exposed to a much greater

degree of cold, as shown by the thermometer.’’ By which thermometer? To Blagden

(1783, 364–366), Gmelin’s ‘‘confirmation’’ only confirmed that the mercury ther-

mometer could not be trusted. The following winter, Gmelin even observed the

evidence of mercury congelation in his own instruments, when he noted that the

mercury columns in his thermometer and barometer were broken up by air bub-
bles. He had some trouble explaining this appearance, but he refused to consider

freezing as a possibility (Blagden 1783, 368–369).

The first demonstration that mercury could really be frozen came only twenty-

five years later, and that was the work of Joseph Adam Braun (1712?–1768),

professor of physics at the St. Petersburg Academy. The winter of 1759–60 in

St. Petersburg was very severe, recorded temperatures reaching 2128 Delisle in

December, which is equivalent to �41.38C, or �42.48F. (The Delisle temperature

scale, which I will come back to in ‘‘Temperature, Heat, and Cold’’ in chapter 4, was
set at 08 at the boiling point of water, and had increasing numbers with increasing

cold, with the freezing point of water designated as 1508.) Braun took that op-

portunity to produce the greatest degree of artificial cold ever observed, using

a ‘‘freezing mixture’’ of aqua fortis (nitric acid, HNO3) mixed with snow.4 The

mercury thermometer descended beyond 6008 Delisle (�3008C), and the mercury

in it was quite frozen, which Braun confirmed beyond doubt by breaking the

thermometer (not an insignificant material sacrifice at that time) and examining the

solid metal (Watson 1761, 158–164). As far as Braun could see, the solidification of
mercury was no different from the freezing of any liquid, and hence a mere effect of

the ‘‘interposition of cold.’’

2See Watson 1761, 157, for evidence that this attitude was current well into the middle of the

eighteenth century: ‘‘[F]or who did not consider quicksilver, as a body, which would preserve its fluidity

in every degree of cold?’’
3This was probably the astronomer Louis de l’Isle de la Croyere—brother of Joseph-Nicolas Delisle,

who devised the temperature scale popular in Russia.
4‘‘Freezing mixtures’’ provided the only plausible means of producing extremely cold temperatures

at the time. The cooling is produced by the action of a substance (most often an acid) added to snow (or

ice), which causes the latter to melt and absorb a great deal of heat (latent heat of fusion) from the

surroundings. Fahrenheit is reputed to be the first person to have used freezing mixtures, though it seems

quite likely that Cornelius Drebbel had used it much earlier. Before Joseph Black’s work on latent heat,

the working of freezing mixtures must have seemed quite mysterious. As Watson put it (1761, 169):

‘‘That inflammable spirits should produce cold, seems very extraordinary, as rectified spirit seems to be

liquid fire itself; and what still appears more paradoxical is, that inflammable spirits poured into water,

causes heat; upon snow, cold: and what is water, but melted snow?’’
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Braun’s work was certainly seen as wondrous. William Watson exclaimed in

his official report of Braun’s work to the Royal Society of London:

Who, before Mr. Braun’s discovery, would have ventured to affirm mercury to be a

malleable metal? Who, that so intense a degree of cold could be produced by any

means? Who, that the effects of pouring nitrous acid upon snow, should so far

exceed those, which result from mixing it with ice…? (Watson 1761, 172)

Afterwards it was confirmed that mercury could be frozen by a natural cold after all,

by another German naturalist working in Russia, Peter Simon Pallas (1741–1811).
Pallas was invited by Catherine the Great to lead a Siberian expedition, which he

did successfully from 1768 to 1774.5 In December 1772 he observed the freezing of

the mercury in his thermometer, and then confirmed the fact more definitely by

freezing about a quarter-pound of mercury in a saucer.6 Those who still found

the freezing of mercury difficult to accept tried to explain it away by casting doubts

on the purity of Pallas’s mercury, but in the end various other experiments con-

vinced the skeptics.

The immediate and easy lesson from the story of freezing mercury is that
unexpected things can and do happen when we go beyond the realms of phe-

nomena that are familiar to us. The utilitarian jurist Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832)

used this case to illustrate how our willingness to believe is tied to familiarity. When

Bentham mentioned Braun’s experiment to a ‘‘learned doctor’’ in London, this is the

reaction he got: ‘‘With an air of authority, that age is not unapt to assume in its

intercourse with youth, [he] pronounced the history to be a lie, and such a one as a

man ought to take shame to himself for presuming to bring to view in any other

character.’’ Bentham compared this with the tale of the Dutch voyagers (reported by
John Locke), who were denounced by the king of Siam ‘‘with a laugh of scorn’’

when they told him that in the Netherlands water would become solid in the winter

so that people and even wagons could travel on it.7 Locke’s story may be apoc-

ryphal, but the philosophical point stands.

Now, this immediate problem of simple prejudice could be solved by sufficient

experience, or even be prevented by a healthy does of open-mindedness or theo-

retical daring. For instance, William Cleghorn of Edinburgh, who developed an

early version of the caloric theory, reckoned that ‘‘it is not improbable, that by a
very great diminution of its heat air itself might become solid,’’ long before any such

thing was physically realized.8 However, Gmelin’s predicament also indicated a

more profound and difficult question. If we admit, with Blagden, that the mercury

thermometer must malfunction as it approaches the freezing point of mercury, what

do we propose to use instead for the measurement of such low temperatures? More

generally, if we admit that the behavior of matter in new domains may not conform

5See Urness 1967, 161–168, for a biographical sketch of Pallas.
6Voyages 1791, 2:237–242.
7Bentham 1843, 7:95; I thank Dr. Jonathan Harris for this reference.
8This conjecture, he said, was ‘‘confirmed by the analogy of other vapours’’; see Encyclopaedia

Britannica, 2d ed., vol. 5 (1780), 3542.
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to what we know from more familiar domains, we are also forced to admit that our

familiar and trusted observational instruments may cease to function in those new

domains. If the observational instruments cannot be trusted, how do we engage in

empirical investigations of phenomena in the new domains? We have seen in

chapter 2 that the mercury thermometer was the best temperature standard in the
eighteenth century. When the best available standard fails, how do we create a new

standard, and on what basis do we certify the new standard?

Can Mercury Tell Us Its Own Freezing Point?

The immediate difficulty, after it was admitted that mercury was indeed capable of

freezing, was to determine its freezing temperature. Braun admitted that the point

seemed to be ‘‘at too great a latitude to be exactly determined.’’ His reported that

4698 Delisle (�212.78C) was the warmest at which he observed any congelation of
mercury, but the ‘‘mean term of the congealation [sic] of mercury’’ was estimated at

6508 Delisle (�333.38C). These were numbers obtained from the readings of the

mercury thermometer. Braun also had thermometers made with ‘‘highly rectified

spirit of wine’’ (concentrated ethyl alcohol). He reported that he was unable to

freeze the alcohol, and that the alcohol thermometers only indicated 3008 Delisle
(�1008C) at the degrees of cold that froze mercury. All three alcohol thermometers

he employed agreed well with each other and also agreed with mercury thermom-

eters at lesser degrees of cold.9 Later Pallas reported from Siberia that his frozen
mercury was observed to melt at 2158 Delisle (�43.38C).10 So there was a broad

range, spanning nearly 3008C, in which the true freezing point of mercury lay

hidden, if one took Braun and Pallas as the best and equally trustworthy authorities

on this point. Matthew Guthrie (1732–1807), Scottish physician then working

for the army in St. Petersburg, commented in 1785 that nothing at all was certain

about the freezing of mercury, except that it was possible. Guthrie (1785, 1–4, 15)

concluded from his own experiments, employing an alcohol thermometer, that ‘‘the

true point of congelation of the purest mercury’’ was �328 Réaumur (�408C), and
noted the good agreement of that value with Pallas’s.

A good sense of the early uncertainties on this matter can be gained from Jean-

André De Luc’s defense of Braun. In ‘‘De Luc and the Method of Mixtures’’ in

chapter 2, we saw that De Luc made a strong argument for mercury as the ther-

mometric fluid of choice, in his 1772 treatise Inquiries on the Modifications of the

Atmosphere. In the same text he argued that Braun’s experiments presented no

reason to doubt that the contraction of mercury by cold was quite regular down to

its freezing point. Shortly after the announcement of Braun’s results, an objection

9These estimates are cited in Watson 1761, 167–171.
10Voyages 1791, 2:241. There is a slight puzzle there, since Pallas also seems to have said that this

number (2158 Delisle) corresponded to 29 degrees below the freezing point (of water) on the Réaumur

scale. With the Réaumur scale as commonly understood in the late eighteenth century (De Luc’s design),

�298R would have been �36.258C. But it is not clear how exactly Pallas’s ‘‘Réaumur’’ scale was grad-

uated, so it is safer to go with the number cited on the Delisle scale.
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had been published in the Paris Journal des Savants. At bottom the author, by

the name of Anac, was simply incredulous that temperatures like 6508 Delisle

(�3338C, or �5688F) could have been reached by the quite ordinary cooling

methods used by Braun. But De Luc chided Anac for presuming to judge ob-

servations about a new domain of phenomena on the basis of what he knew about
more familiar cases. Anac also maintained that Braun’s temperatures could not be

real because they were even lower than absolute zero, which was estimated at 521

and 3/7 degrees Delisle (�247.68C). Here he was citing the number originating

from the work of Guillaume Amontons, obtained by extrapolating the observed

temperature–pressure relation of air to the point of vanishing pressure (see ‘‘William

Thomson’s Move to the Abstract’’ in chapter 4 for more on ‘‘Amontons tempera-

ture’’). De Luc scoffed at this estimate and the very concept of absolute zero,

pointing out the shakiness of both the assumption that the observed linear tem-
perature–pressure relation would continue down to zero and the theoretical pre-

sumption that temperature was so essentially connected to air pressure (De Luc

1772, 1:256–263, §416).

De Luc also argued that the apparent discrepancy in Braun’s own numbers

could be reconciled. This argument pointed up a serious question about the ap-

parently sensible practice of using an alcohol thermometer to take temperatures

where mercury freezes or presumably begins to behave anomalously near its

freezing point. We have seen in ‘‘De Luc and the Method of Mixtures’’ in chapter 2
that De Luc used the method of mixtures to argue that the readings of the standard

alcohol thermometer were inaccurate, nearly 88C below the ‘‘real’’ temperature at

the midpoint between the boiling point and the freezing point. De Luc had also

demonstrated a serious discrepancy between the readings of the alcohol and the

mercury thermometers; the mercury–alcohol discrepancy is real regardless of the

cogency of the method of mixtures.

De Luc’s data indicated that alcohol had a more ‘‘accelerated’’ expansion than

mercury at higher temperatures. If the same pattern continued down to lower
temperatures, alcohol would contract considerably less than would be expected

from assuming linearity, which means that the linearly graduated alcohol ther-

mometer would show readings that are not as low as the real temperature, or not as

low as the readings of a mercury thermometer in any case. De Luc estimated that

300.58 Delisle (�80.758 on De Luc’s own scale) on the alcohol thermometer would

actually be the same degree of heat as 6288 Delisle (�2558 De Luc) on the mercury

thermometer (see fig. 3.1). That made sense of Braun’s puzzling result mentioned

earlier, which gave the freezing point of mercury as 6508 Delisle on the mercury
thermometer and 3008 Delisle on the alcohol thermometer. Hence, De Luc argued,

there was no mystery there, and no particular reason to distrust the mercury ther-

mometer near its freezing point. A more serious concern was about the accuracy of

the alcohol thermometer, which seemed to be at least about 3008 Delisle (or 2008C)
off the mark near the freezing point of mercury.11

11For this interpretation, see De Luc 1772, 1:255–256, §416. De Luc’s extrapolation also gave the

result that the condensation of alcohol would stop altogether at 300.58 Delisle (�80.758 De Luc).
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De Luc’s arguments clearly reveal two obstacles in the inquiry concerning the

freezing of mercury. First, there were no temperature standards known to be re-

liable in such extreme degrees of cold. While De Luc shattered the false sense of

security that some people might have derived from the alcohol thermometer, he

himself could not offer any alternative standard that was more reliable. De Luc only

made a wishful and ill-supported conjecture that mercury probably continued its

reasonably regular contraction right down to its freezing point. Second, we may
note that De Luc’s arguments were speculative, even as he chided Anac for his

groundless assumptions about the absolute zero. It was difficult for De Luc to avoid

speculation, since in the relatively mild climate of Geneva he could not perform his

own experiments to clear up the uncertainties that arose in his discussion. At that

time, even with the best freezing mixtures, it was impossible to attain low enough

temperature unless one started out at very cold natural temperatures found in such

places as St. Petersburg.

A development to overcome these obstacles occurred shortly after De Luc’s
work, with a little help from British imperialism.12 The Royal Society’s desire to

arrange new experiments on the freezing of mercury found its fulfillment in the

FIGURE 3.1. De Luc’s comparison of mercury and alcohol thermometers, and an extrapolation

of the results. The same data have been used here as in series 1 in fig. 2.1 in chapter 2. The

curve shown here is the best quadratic fit I can make on the basis of De Luc’s data and

extrapolation.

12For a concise yet fully informative account of this development, see Jungnickel and McCormmach

1999, 393–400.
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person of Thomas Hutchins (?–1790), the governor of Fort Albany, in present-day

Ontario.13 Hutchins had been in North America in the employ of the Hudson’s Bay

Company since 1766, where he also began to build a reputation as a naturalist in

collaboration with Andrew Graham. In 1773, while back in England on leave, he

entered into agreement with the Royal Society to make some observations on the
dipping needle and the congelation of mercury. Hutchins first made successful

experiments in 1775 to freeze mercury (in the relative tranquility of Hudson’s Bay,

even as Britain started to wage war with the colonial revolutionaries down south).

However, like Braun earlier, Hutchins was not able to determine the freezing point

with any confidence.

Hearing about Hutchins’s experiments, Joseph Black stepped in to pass on

some sage advice, via Graham, in a letter of 1779 (reproduced in Hutchins 1783,

*305–*306). Black started with a negative assessment: ‘‘I have always thought it
evident, from Professor Braun’s experiments, that this degree of cold [necessary to

freeze mercury] cannot be discovered conveniently by congealing the mercury of

the thermometer itself.’’ However, he suggested that the mercury thermometer

could still be used to determine the freezing point of mercury, as follows. Insert a

mercury thermometer into the middle of a wider cylinder filled with mercury, and

cool the cylinder gradually from the outside. That way, the mercury outside the

thermometer would begin to freeze before the mercury inside the thermometer. As

soon as the mercury outside starts to assume the consistency of an amalgam, the
reading on the thermometer should be noted. Black predicted confidently: ‘‘I have

no doubt, that in every experiment, thus made, with the same mercury, the in-

strument will always point to the same degree.’’

Directing Hutchins’s experiments from London on behalf of the Royal Society

was Henry Cavendish. It was a happy enough coincidence that Cavendish, in-

dependently of Black, came up with almost precisely the same clever design for

Hutchins. Perhaps it was not so much of a coincidence, if we consider that the

design hinged crucially on Black’s ideas about latent heat, which Cavendish also
shared. Since freezing requires a great deal of heat to be taken away from the liquid

even after its temperature reaches its freezing point (as explained in ‘‘The Case of

the Freezing Point’’ in chapter 1), Black and Cavendish were confident that the

larger cylinder full of mercury would take a good amount of time to freeze, and that

its temperature would be nearly uniform and constant during that time. Cavendish

(1783, 305) had in fact observed a similar pattern of behavior when molten lead

and tin cooled and solidified. In short, keeping the thermometer in the middle

portion, which would be the last to receive the full effect of the cooling, ensured
that the mercury in the thermometer would not itself freeze yet approach the

freezing point very closely. Cavendish explained the design of his apparatus as

follows:

13The following information about Hutchins is from Glyndwr Williams’s entry on him in the

Dictionary of Canadian Biography, 4:377–378. I believe he is a different person from a contemporary of the

same name, who was geographer to the United States.
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If this cylinder is immersed in a freezing mixture till great part of the quicksilver in

it is frozen, it is evident, that the degree shewn at that time by the inclosed

thermometer is the precise point at which mercury freezes; for as in this case the

ball of the thermometer must be surrounded for some time with quicksilver, part of

which is actually frozen, it seems impossible, that the thermometer should be

sensibly above that point; and while any of the quicksilver in the cylinder remains

fluid, it is impossible that it should sink sensibly below it. (Cavendish 1783,

303–304)

Cavendish dispatched to Hudson’s Bay the apparatus shown in figure 3.2, with

detailed instructions. Hutchins carried out the experiments during the winter of

1781–1782 (just after the surrender of the British Army at Yorktown, Virginia):

‘‘The experiments were made in the open air, on the top of the Fort, with only a few

deer-skins sewed together, placed to windward for a shelter: there was plenty of

snow (eighteen inches deep) upon the works…’’ (Hutchins 1783, *320). Despite
various technical difficulties and interpretive confusions, Hutchins managed to

carry out the experiments to Cavendish’s satisfaction, and he also performed some

experiments of his own design. Hutchins concluded that the freezing point of

mercury was �408F (or �408C; amusingly, this is exactly the point where the

numbers on the Fahrenheit and the centigrade scales coincide). What gave Hutchins

and Cavendish confidence about that number was that it was recorded in three

different types of circumstances: while the mercury in the cylinder was freezing;

while a ball of mercury frozen around the thermometer bulb was melting; and also
when the thermometer was inserted into the liquid part of a frozen block of

mercury that was melting (Cavendish 1783, 321–322).

The Hutchins-Cavendish result on the freezing point of mercury was accepted

very gladly by many scientists. It agreed well with Pallas’s earlier estimate (�438C),
and exactly with Guthrie’s measurements using alcohol thermometers. Blagden was

delighted:14

The late experiments at Hudson’s Bay have determined a point, on which philos-

ophers not only were much divided in their opinion, but also entertained, in

general, very erroneous sentiments. Though many obvious circumstances rendered

it improbable, that the term of mercurial congelation should be 5[00] or 600

degrees below 0 of Fahrenheit’s scale…yet scarcely any one ventured to imagine

that it was short of 1008. Mr. Hutchins, however, has clearly proved, that even this

number is far beyond the truth.…(Blagden 1783, 329)

There was only one slight modification to the result, arising from Cavendish’s re-

examination of Hutchins’s thermometers after they were brought back to London.

Hutchins’s thermometers were found to be slightly off when compared to the stan-

dard thermometers graduated according to the procedures laid out by Cavendish’s

Royal Society committee in 1777. Accordingly Cavendish (1783, 309 and 321)

estimated that the true freezing point of mercury was 38 and 2/3 degrees below

14According to Jungnickel and McCormmach (1999, 294), Blagden assisted Cavendish in the

analysis of Hutchins’s data and also in Cavendish’s own experiments to freeze mercury in London.
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FIGURE 3.2. Cavendish’s apparatus for determining the freezing point of mercury, used by

Hutchins (1783, tab. 7, facing p. *370). Courtesy of the British Library.



zero, which he rounded up to �398F. The Hutchins-Cavendish work certainly

made a quick impression, as represented in the following small incident. When the

Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman published his Outlines of Mineralogy in 1782, he

had listed the freezing point of mercury as �6548F. William Withering, English

physician and member of the Lunar Society of Birmingham, who translated the text
into English, felt obliged to correct Bergman’s table so that the ‘‘melting heat’’ of

mercury read ‘‘�39 or �654 degrees Fahrenheit.’’15 However, as we will see in the

next section, Hutchins’s results were not all straightforward.

Consolidating the Freezing Point of Mercury

Cavendish and Blagden spent the winter of 1782–1783 going over Hutchins’s

results, and the outcome was an article by Cavendish (1783) in which he made

a largely successful effort to reach a clear and coherent interpretation of all of
Hutchins’s observations. From the vantage point of the twenty-first century, it is

easy to underestimate the challenges involved in the eighteenth-century experi-

mental work on the freezing of mercury. Most thermometers were unreliable and

lacked agreement with each other. Freezing mixtures provided only temporary and

variable sources of cold, making it difficult to freeze the mercury either slowly or in

large quantities. The degree of cold attained depended crucially on the outside air

temperature, over which one had no control. Reading the mercury thermometer

near the freezing point of mercury was treacherous, because it was visually difficult
to tell whether a thin column of mercury was frozen solid, or still liquid but

stationary. Worse yet, frozen mercury would often stick to the inside of the ther-

mometer stem, and then slide off when it got warmer, creating an inexplicable

appearance of falling temperature. And the precious thermometers (brought over

carefully on long bumpy journeys from St. Petersburg, London, etc. out to the

wilderness) routinely broke in the middle of the experiments, because the extreme

degree of cold made the glass brittle.

On top of all of those practical problems, there were tricks played by the
phenomenon of supercooling. Mercury, like water, was capable of remaining fluid

even when it had cooled below its ‘‘normal’’ freezing point. I have quoted Cavendish

earlier as saying, ‘‘while any of the quicksilver in the cylinder remains fluid, it is

impossible that it should sink sensibly below it [the freezing point].’’ He had to admit

the falsity of that statement, in order to explain some ‘‘remarkable appearances’’ in

Hutchins’s experiments. Cavendish concluded that in some of the experiments the

mercury must have been supercooled, remaining liquid below its freezing point.

Supercooling created enough confusion when it was detected in water, but one can
only imagine the bewilderment caused by the supercooling of mercury, since the

‘‘normal freezing point’’ itself was so disputed in that case. It is also easy to see

how supercooling would have wreaked havoc with Cavendish’s apparatus. For-

tunately, the contemporary understanding of supercooling was just sufficient to

15See Jungnickel and McCormmach 1999, 398–399; Bergman 1783, 71, 83.
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enable Cavendish to make sense of the most salient anomalies in Hutchins’s results.

Supercooling in mercury was still a hypothesis, but in fact Cavendish’s analysis of

Hutchins’s results served to confirm the occurrence of supercooling, as well as the

value of the freezing point. (This would make a good illustration of what Carl

Hempel (1965, 371–374) called a ‘‘self-evidencing’’ explanation.)
In two cases (Hutchins’s second and third experiments), the mercury ther-

mometer indicated �438F while the mercury in the outer cylinder remained fluid;

then when the outside mercury started to freeze, the thermometer suddenly went

up to �408F. This was interpreted by Cavendish (1783, 315–316) as the typical

‘‘shooting’’ behavior at the breakdown of supercooling, in which just so much of the

supercooled liquid suddenly freezes that the released latent heat brings the whole to

the normal freezing temperature (see ‘‘The Case of the Freezing Point’’ in chapter 1

for further information about supercooling and shooting). If so, this observation did
provide another piece of evidence that the normal freezing point was indeed

�408F. More challenging was the behavior observed in four other cases (fourth to

seventh experiments): each time the thermometer ‘‘sank a great deal below the

freezing point without ever becoming stationary at �408’’ (Cavendish 1783, 317).

Not only that but the details recorded by Hutchins showed that there were various

other stationary points, some sudden falls, and temperatures down to below

�4008F. In Cavendish’s view (1783, 318), all of this meant ‘‘that the quicksilver in

the [outer] cylinder was quickly cooled so much below the freezing point as to
make that in the inclosed thermometer freeze, though it did not freeze itself. If so, it

accounts for the appearances perfectly well.’’ Guthrie (1785, 5–6), using a similar

apparatus by Black’s suggestion, reported a similar puzzling observation, in which

mercury was still fluid but the thermometer inserted into it indicated �1508
Réaumur (�187.58C, or �305.58F). He thanked Blagden for providing an expla-

nation of this fact by reference to supercooling (cf. Blagden 1783, 355–359).

There was one remaining reason to be skeptical about the Hutchins-Cavendish

value of the freezing point, which was curiously not discussed in any detail in either
of their articles, or in Black’s communication. The design of the Cavendish-Black

apparatus focused on cajoling the mercury in the thermometer just near to the

freezing point but not below it, thus avoiding the false readings caused by the

significant contraction of mercury that occurs in the process of freezing. However,

the design simply assumed that the contraction of mercury would continue reg-

ularly until it reached the freezing point. What was the argument for that as-

sumption? Cavendish should have been wary of De Luc’s earlier defense of

mercurial regularity, since that was geared to defending the now-ludicrous freezing
point of �5688F. Guthrie (1785, 5) thought that the assurance was only given by

alcohol thermometers, which Hutchins had used alongside the mercury thermom-

eters. I think Guthrie was correct to be suspicious of the mercury thermometer, but

what were the grounds of his confidence that alcohol maintained a regular con-

traction right through the freezing point of mercury? He did not say.

At temperatures near the freezing point of mercury, both the alcohol and the

mercury thermometers were on shaky ground. On the one hand, it was a widely

accepted view that the thermal expansion of alcohol was generally not linear, as
I have discussed in ‘‘De Luc and the Method of Mixtures’’ in chapter 2, and
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Cavendish specifically declined to rely on alcohol thermometers.16 On the other

hand, it was difficult not to be wary of the readings of the mercury thermometer

near its own freezing point. Even De Luc, the best advocate of the mercury ther-

mometer, had expressed a general view that liquids near their freezing points are

not likely to expand linearly (see the end of ‘‘De Luc and the Method of Mixtures’’).
If this was a battle of plausibilities between mercury and alcohol, the result could

only be a draw. Hutchins’s observations in fact made it clear that there was a

discrepancy of about 108F between the readings of his alcohol and mercury ther-

mometers at the very low temperatures; Cavendish’s estimate (1783, 321) was that

the freezing point of mercury was between �28.58 and �308F by the alcohol

thermometer.17

Cavendish stuck to the mercury thermometer, with characteristic ingenuity.

When he commissioned some further experiments in Hudson’s Bay, this time
carried out by John McNab at Henley House, Cavendish was forced to use alcohol

thermometers, since the object was to produce and investigate temperatures clearly

lower than the freezing point of mercury by means of more effective freezing

mixtures. Still, Cavendish calibrated his alcohol thermometers against the standard

of the mercury thermometer. Here is how:

Mr. McNab in his experiments sometimes used one thermometer and sometimes

another; but…I have reduced all the observations to the same standard; namely, in

degrees of cold less than that of freezing mercury I have set down that degree

which would have been shown by the mercurial thermometer in the same cir-

cumstances; but as that could not have been done in greater degrees of cold, as the

mercurial thermometer then becomes of no use, I found how much lower the

mercurial thermometer stood at its freezing point, than each of the spirit ther-

mometers, and increased the cold shown by the latter by that difference. (Cavendish

1786, 247)

This way the Cavendish-McNab team measured temperatures reaching down to

�78.58F (�61.48C), which was produced by mixing some oil of vitriol (sulphuric

acid, H2SO4) with snow (Cavendish 1786, 266).

Despite Cavendish’s cares and confidence, it seems that temperature mea-

surement at and below the freezing point of mercury remained an area of un-

certainty for some time. When Blagden and Richard Kirwan made a suggestion that
the freezing point of mercury should be used as the zero point of thermometry, the

3d edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in 1797 rejected the idea saying that the

16See Cavendish 1783, 307, where he said: ‘‘If the degree of cold at which mercury freezes had been

known, a spirit thermometer would have answered better; but that was the point to be determined.’’ I

think what Cavendish meant was that knowing that point would have provided a calibration point from

which his could extrapolate with some credibility the pattern of alcohol’s contraction to lower tem-

peratures, as he did do after the freezing point of mercury was stabilized.
17More details can be seen in Hutchins’s comparison of the readings of different thermometers

(1783, *308ff.); the thermometers are described on p. *307. This, then, throws suspicion on Guthrie’s

observation (1785, 11, etc.) that mercury was frozen at �328 Réaumur (�408F) by the alcohol ther-

mometer. That would make sense only if his alcohol thermometer was calibrated by comparison with the

mercury thermometer, in a procedure explained by Cavendish later.
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freezing point of mercury was ‘‘not a point well known.’’18 In 1808 John Dalton

actually constructed a new thermometric scale that took the freezing of mercury as

the zero point but, as we saw in ‘‘Caloric Theories against the Method of Mixtures’’

in chapter 2, he disputed the belief that mercury expanded nearly uniformly ac-

cording to real temperature. Instead, Dalton’s temperature scale was based on his
own theoretical belief that the expansion of any pure liquid was as the square of the

temperature reckoned from the point of greatest density (usually the freezing point,

but not for water). Following this law, and fixing the freezing and boiling points of

water at 328F and 2128F, Dalton estimated the freezing point of mercury as �1758F
(1808, 8, 13–14). There is no evidence that Dalton’s thermometric scale came into

any general use, but there were no arguments forthcoming to prove him wrong

either. Both the mercury thermometer and the alcohol thermometer remained

unjustified, and empirical progress in the realm of frozen mercury was difficult
because such low temperatures were only rarely produced and even more rarely

maintained steadily, until many decades later.

The most significant advance in the measurement of low temperatures in the first

half of the nineteenth century arrived unceremoniously in 1837 and became an

unassuming part of general knowledge. The author of this underappreciated work

was Claude-Servais-Mathias Pouillet (1790–1868), who was soon to succeed Pierre

Dulong in the chair of physics at the Faculty of Sciences in Paris at Dulong’s death
in 1838. Pouillet held that position until 1852, when he was dismissed for refusing

to swear an oath of allegiance to the imperial government of Napoleon III. By the

time Pouillet did his low-temperature work he had already taught physics in Paris

for two decades (at the École Normale and then at the Faculty of Sciences), and he

was also well known as a textbook writer. His early research was in optics under the

direction of Biot, and he went on to do important experimental works in electricity

and heat. Until Regnault, he was probably the most reliable experimenter on the

expansion and compressibility of gases.19

The main ingredients of Pouillet’s work are quite simple, in retrospect. A.

Thilorier had just recently manufactured dry ice (frozen CO2) and described a paste

made by mixing it with sulphuric ether. Thilorier’s paste could effect higher degrees

of cooling than any freezing mixtures. Pouillet seized this new material as a vehicle

to take him further into the low-temperature domain. First of all he wanted to de-

termine the temperature of the cooling paste and concluded that it was �78.88C.20

For that purpose he used air thermometers. There is no surprise in Pouillet’s use of

the air thermometers, since he had worked with them previously and had voiced a
clear advocacy of gas thermometers in his 1827 textbook, citing the arguments by

18See Blagden 1783, 397, and also Encyclopaedia Britannica, 3d ed. (1797), 18:496.
19See René Taton’s entry on Pouillet in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 11:110–111.
20Pouillet 1837, 515, 519. This value is very close to the modern value of the sublimation point of

carbon dioxide, which is �78.488C or �109.268F.
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Dulong and Petit, and Laplace.21 The more interesting question is why apparently

no one had used the air thermometer in the investigation of temperatures near the

freezing of mercury, when the advantage would have been obvious that air at these

temperatures was not anywhere near liquefying, or changing its state in any other

drastic manner. I do not have a convincing answer to that historical question, but
the primary reasons may have been practical, particularly that most air thermom-

eters were relatively large in size, and to surround one with a sufficient amount of

freezing mercury or other substances to be observed would have required an im-

practical amount of high-quality cooling material. Pouillet was probably the first

person to have sufficient cooling material for the size of the air thermometer

available, thanks to Thilorier’s paste and his own work on the improvement of air

thermometers.

The extension of the air thermometer into the domain of the very cold gave
Pouillet important advantages over previous investigators. Pouillet’s confidence in

the correctness of the air thermometer was probably unfounded (as we have seen in

‘‘The Calorist Mirage of Gaseous Linearity’’ in chapter 2), but at least the air ther-

mometer provided an independent means of testing out the indications of the

mercury and alcohol thermometers. Pouillet now set out to confirm the freezing

point of mercury. He conceded that it was difficult to use the air thermometer for

this experiment. He did not specify the difficulties, but I imagine that the experi-

ment would have required a good deal of mercury for the immersion of the air
thermometer, and it would have been quite tricky to cool so much mercury down

to such a low temperature slowly enough while keeping the temperature uniform

throughout the mass. A direct application of Thilorier’s mixture would have pro-

duced an overly quick and uneven cooling. Whatever the difficulties were, they

must have been severe enough because Pouillet took a laborious detour. This

involved the use of a thermocouple, which measures temperature by measur-

ing the electric current induced across the junction of two different metals when

heat is applied to it. Pouillet (1837, 516) took a bismuth–copper thermocouple
and checked its linearity against the air thermometer in a range of everyday tem-

peratures (17.68C to 778C). Then he extended the thermocouple scale by

simple extrapolation and was delighted by the ‘‘remarkable fact’’ that it measured

the temperature of Thilorier’s paste at �78.758C, within about 0.18 of the air-

thermometer readings of that particular point. This close agreement gave Pouillet

confidence that the bismuth–copper thermocouple indicated very low temperatures

correctly.

The thermocouple was then applied to the freezing mercury and gave the
temperature of �40.58C (or �40.98F), which was very close to the Cavendish-

Hutchins result of �398F obtained by the mercury thermometer. Now Pouillet

constructed alcohol thermometers graduated between the freezing point and the

temperature of Thilorier’s paste. Note that this scale, assuming the expansion of

21Pouillet 1827–29, 1:259, 263; see ‘‘The Calorist Mirage of Gaseous Linearity’’ in chapter 2 for the

content of the arguments that Pouillet cited.
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alcohol to be linear in that sub-zero range, was not the same as the alcohol scale

extrapolated linearly from warmer temperatures. Pouillet (1837, 517–519) made

six different alcohol thermometers, and noted that they all gave readings within

0.58 of �40.58C for the freezing point of mercury. He was pleased to note: ‘‘These

differences are so small as to allow us to conclude that the alcohol thermometer is in
perfect accord with the air thermometer from 08C down to �808C.’’ What he had

established was quite an impressive consistent ring of measurement methods: the

expansion of air, the intensity of current in the bismuth–copper thermocouple, and

the expansion of alcohol all seemed to be proportional to each other in the range

between the freezing point of water and the temperature of Thilorier’s paste;

moreover, the expansion of mercury also seemed to conform to the same pattern

down to the freezing point of mercury itself. Of course, we must admit that

Pouillet’s work was nowhere near complete, since he had only checked the agree-
ment at one point around the middle of the relevant range, namely the freezing

point of mercury, and also did not bring the air thermometer itself to that point. But

if we consider how much the expansion of alcohol, air, and mercury differed from

each other in higher temperatures,22 even the degree of consistency shown in

Pouillet’s results could not have been expected with any complacency. At last, a

century after Gmelin’s troubles in Siberia, there was reasonable assurance that the

freezing point of mercury was somewhere near �408C.

Adventures of a Scientific Potter

When we shift our attention to scientific work at the other end of the temperature

scale, we find a rather different kind of history. The production of temperatures so
low as to push established thermometers to their limits was a difficult task in itself.

In contrast, extremely high temperatures were well known to humans both natu-

rally and artificially for many centuries; by the eighteenth century they were rou-

tinely used for various practical purposes and needed to be regulated. Yet, the

measurement of such high temperatures was open to the same kind of epistemic

and practical difficulties as those that obstructed the measurement of extremely low

temperatures. Therefore pyrometry, or the measurement of high temperatures, be-

came an area of research occupying the attention of a wide range of investigators,
from the merely ‘‘curious’’ gentlemen to the most hard-nosed industrialists.

In 1797 the much-expanded third edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica was

pleased to note the recent progress in thermometry (18:499–500): ‘‘We are now

therefore enabled to give a scale of heat from the highest degree of heat produced by

an air furnace to the greatest degree of cold hitherto known.’’ Britannica identified

the latest development in pyrometry as the work of ‘‘the ingenious Mr Josiah

Wedgwood, who is well known for his great improvement in the art of pottery.’’ But

22See the discussion of De Luc’s comparison of mercury and alcohol in ‘‘De Luc and the Method of

Mixtures’’ and the discussion of Dulong and Petit’s comparison of mercury and air in ‘‘Regnault and Post-

Laplacian Empiricism’’ in chapter 2.
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the high temperatures reported there are suspect: the melting point of cast iron is

put down as 17,9778F, and the greatest heat of Wedgwood’s small air-furnace as

21,8778F. Surely these are much too high? Scientists now believe that the surface

of the sun has a temperature of about 10,0008F.23 Can we really believe that

Wedgwood’s furnace was 10,000 degrees hotter than the sun? A couple of ques-
tions arise immediately. What kind of thermometer was Wedgwood using to read

temperatures so far beyond where mercury boils off and glass melts away? And how

can one evaluate the reliability of a thermometer that claims to work in the range

where all other thermometers fail? Wedgwood’s thermometer was widely used and

his numbers were cited in standard textbooks for some time, but over the course of

the first few decades of the nineteenth century they became widely discredited.24

The rise and fall of the Wedgwood pyrometer is a fascinating story of a pioneering

expedition into an entirely unmapped territory in the physics and technology of
heat.

By the time Josiah Wedgwood (1730–1795) started in earnest to experiment

with pyrometry, he had established himself as the leading manufacturer of porce-

lains in Britain and indeed one of the most renowned in all of Europe, equaling the

long-established masters in Meissen and Sèvres. Wedgwood was proudly called

‘‘Potter to Her Majesty’’ since 1765, a title that he received after fulfilling a high-

profile order from Queen Charlotte for a complete tea set (Burton 1976, 49–51).

Ever seeking to improve and perfect the many lines of products issuing from his
Staffordshire works grandly named ‘‘Etruria,’’ Wedgwood was very keen to achieve

better knowledge and control of the temperatures in his kilns. In 1768 he wrote

exasperatedly to his friend and business partner Thomas Bentley: ‘‘Every Vaze [sic]

in the last Kiln were [sic] spoil’d! & that only by such a degree of variation in the fire

as scarcely affected our creamcolour bisket at all.’’25

For Wedgwood’s purposes the standard mercury thermometer was of no help,

since mercury was known to boil somewhere between 6008F and 7008F. In his

preliminary studies, Wedgwood read an article by George Fordyce (1736–1802),
chemist, physician at St. Thomas’s Hospital in London, and a recognized authority

on medical thermometry.26 Fordyce asserted that bodies began to be luminous in

the dark at 7008F, and Wedgwood noted in his commonplace book: ‘‘If mercury

boils (or nearly boils) at 600 how did Doctr. Fordyce measure 700 by this in-

strument.’’ Later he had a chance to buttonhole Fordyce about this, and here is the

outcome: ‘‘Upon asking the Dr. this question at the Royal societie’s rooms in the

spring of 1780 he told me he did not mean to be accurate as it was of no great

23Lafferty and Rowe (1994, 570) give 99808F or 55308C.
24For a late case of a relatively uncritical citation of Wedgwood’s measurements, see Murray 1819,

1:527–529. Pouillet (1827–29, 1:317) used Wedgwood’s data, even as he expressed dissatisfaction with

the instrument.
25Wedgwood to Bentley, 30 August 1768, quoted in Burton 1976, 83; the full text of this letter can

be found in Farrer 1903–06, 1:225–226.
26The information about Fordyce is taken from the Dictionary of National Biography, 19:432–433.
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consequence in that instance & he guessed at it as near as he could’’ (Chaldecott

1979, 74). Air thermometers did not have the same problem, but they generally

required other problematic materials, such as glass, and mercury itself (for the

measurement of pressure), which would soften, melt, boil, and evaporate.

What was most commonly known as pyrometry at the time was based on the
thermal expansion of various metals,27 but all of those metals melted in the higher

degrees of heat found in pottery kilns and, of course, in foundries. Newton ([1701]

1935, 127) had estimated some temperatures higher than the boiling of mercury,

but that was done by his unverified ‘‘law of cooling,’’ which allowed him to deduce

the initial temperatures from the amount of time taken by hot objects to cool down

to certain measurable lower temperatures. Newton’s law of cooling could not be

tested directly in the pyrometric range, since that would have required an in-

dependent pyrometer. This was not a problem unique to Newton’s method, but one
that would come back to haunt every pyrometric scheme. It is very much like the

problem of nomic measurement discussed in ‘‘The Problem of Nomic Measure-

ment’’ in chapter 2, but even more difficult because the basis of sensation is almost

entirely lacking in the extreme temperatures. (These issues will be considered

further in the analysis part of this chapter.)

Initially, in 1780, Wedgwood experimented with certain clay-and-iron-oxide

compositions that changed colors according to temperature. However, soon he

found a more accurate and extensive measure in a different effect, which is called
‘‘burning-shrinkage’’ in modern terminology:

In considering this subject attentively, another property of argillaceous [claylike]

bodies occurred to me; a property which…may be deemed a distinguishing

character of this order of earths: I mean, the diminution of their bulk by fire.…I have

found, that this diminution begins to take place in a low red-heat; and that it

proceeds regularly, as the heat increases, till the clay becomes vitrified [takes a

glassy form]. (Wedgwood 1782, 308–309)

These pyrometric pieces were extremely robust, and their shrinkage behavior an-

swered the purpose even better than Wedgwood had initially hoped.28 Their final

sizes were apparently only a function of the highest temperatures they had endured,
depending neither on the length of time for which they were exposed to the heat,29

nor on the lower temperatures experienced before or after the peak; ‘‘in three

minutes or less, they are perfectly penetrated by the heat which acts upon them, so

27See, for example, Mortimer [1735] 1746–47, Fitzgerald 1760, and De Luc 1779.
28Years later Guyton de Morveau, whose work I will be examining in detail later, expressed similar

surprise at how well the clay pieces worked. Guyton (1798, 500) tried two pyrometer pieces in the same

intense heat for half an hour, and was impressed to see that their readings differed very little (1608 and
163.58 on Wedgwood’s scale): ‘‘I confess I did not expect to be so completely successful in this ver-

ification.’’ See the end of ‘‘Ganging Up on Wedgwood,’’ for Guyton’s further defense of the comparability

of the Wedgwood pyrometer.
29Chaldecott (1979, 79) notes that we now know this claim to be false, but that the proof of its

falsity was not forthcoming until 1903.
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as to receive the full contraction which that degree of heat is capable of producing.’’

So the pieces could be left in the hot places for any reasonable amount of time, and

taken out, cooled, and measured at leisure afterwards (Wedgwood 1782, 316–317).

This was an entirely novel method of pyrometry, and at that time the only one

usable at extremely high temperatures. It was an achievement that propelled
Wedgwood, already the master ‘‘artist,’’ also into the top ranks of the (natural)

‘‘philosophers.’’ Not only was Wedgwood’s first article on the contraction py-

rometer published in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society in 1782,

communicated by no less than Joseph Banks, the president, but it was also well

enough received to facilitate Wedgwood’s prompt election as a Fellow of the Royal

Society.

In that article, Wedgwood made no secret of his initial motivations:

In a long course of experiments, for the improvement of the manufacture I am

engaged in, some of my greatest difficulties and perplexities have arisen from not

being able to ascertain the heat to which the experiment-pieces had been exposed.

A red, bright red, and white heat, are indeterminate expressions…of too great

latitude.…

In the absence of a thermometer, he had relied on very particular benchmarks:

Thus the kiln in which our glazed ware is fired furnishes three measures, the

bottom being of one heat, the middle of a greater, and the top still greater: the kiln

in which the biscuit ware is fired furnishes three or four others, of higher degrees of

heat; and by these I have marked my registered experiments. (Wedgwood 1782,

306–307)

But these measures were inadequate, and clearly unusable to anyone not baking

clay in Etruria. In contrast, using the contraction of standard clay pieces had suf-
ficient promise of quantifiability and wider applicability.

Wedgwood (1782, 309–314) gave detailed instructions on the preparation of

the clay, to be formed in small rectangular shapes (0.6 inch in breadth, 0.4 inch

deep, and 1 inch long), and the brass gauge for measuring the sizes of the shrunken

pieces. He attached a numerical scale assigning 1 degree of heat to contraction by

1/600 of the width of a clay piece. He acknowledged that ‘‘the divisions of this scale,

like those of the common thermometers, are unavoidably arbitrary.’’ However,

Wedgwood was confident that the procedures specified by him would ensure
comparability (as defined in ‘‘Regnault: Austerity and Comparability’’ in chapter 2):

By this simple method we may be assured, that thermometers on this principle,

though made by different persons, and in different countries, will all be equally

affected by equal degrees of heat, and all speak the same language: the utility of this

last circumstance is now too well known to need being insisted on. (314–315)

With this instrument, Wedgwood succeeded in attaching numbers to a vast range of

high temperatures where no one had confidently gone before (318–319). The

pyrometer quickly taught him many interesting things because it enabled clear

comparisons of various degrees of heat. Wedgwood found that brass melted at

21 degrees on his scale (which I will write as 218W), while the workmen in brass
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foundries were in the habit of carrying their fires to 1408W and above; clearly this

was a waste of fuel, for which he saw no purpose.30 He also found that an entire

range from 278W upwards had all been lumped together in the designation ‘‘white
heat,’’ the vagueness of which was obvious considering that the highest temperature

he could produce was 1608W. Regarding his own business, Wedgwood (1784,

366) confessed: ‘‘Nor had I any idea, before the discovery of this thermometer, of

the extreme difficulty, not to say impracticability, of obtaining, in common fires, or

in common furnaces, an uniform heat through the extent even of a few inches.’’

Wedgwood’s pyrometer was an instant success, popular among technologists

and scholars alike. For example, the Scottish chemist John Murray wrote in his

textbook of chemistry (1819, 1:226): ‘‘The pyrometer which has come into most

FIGURE 3.3. The pyrometer that Wedgwood presented to King George III (inventory no. 1927-

1872). Science Museum/Science & Society Picture Library.

30Wedgwood’s enlightenment on this point may have been a shallow one, however. As noted by

Daniell (1830, 281): ‘‘When metals are melted for the purposes of the arts, they of course require to be

heated very far beyond their fusing points, that they may flow into the minutest fissures of the moulds in

which they are cast, notwithstanding the cooling influences to which they are suddenly exposed. In some

of the finer castings of brass, the perfection of the work depends upon the intensity to which the metal is

heated, which in some cases is urged even beyond the melting point of iron.’’
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general use is that invented by Mr Wedgwood.’’ Although Guyton de Morveau

(1811b, 89) was critical of Wedgwood’s instrument as we shall see later, he was

clear about its proven utility and further potential: ‘‘I stressed the benefits that one

could draw from this instrument, as already testified by the routine use of it by most

of the physicists and chemists who make experiments at high temperatures.’’
Lavoisier’s collaborator Armand Séguin wrote to Wedgwood about the ‘‘greatest

use’’ and ‘‘indispensability’’ of the Wedgwood pyrometer for their experiments on

heat. Numerous other positive appraisals can be found very easily. There is an

impressive list of chemists and physicists who are on record as having received

pyrometer sets from Wedgwood, including Black, Hope, Priestley, Wollaston,

Bergman, Crell, Guyton de Morveau, Lavoisier, Pictet, and Rumford. Wedgwood

was proud enough to present a pyrometer to George III, which is the very in-

strument now preserved in the Science Museum in London (figure 3.3).31

It Is Temperature, but Not As We Know It?

Toward the end of his article Wedgwood indicated the next step clearly (1782,

318): ‘‘It now only remains, that the language of this new thermometer be un-

derstood, and that it may be known what the heats meant by its degrees really are.’’

This desire was certainly echoed by others who admired his invention. William
Playfair32 wrote Wedgwood on 12 September 1782:

I have never conversed with anybody on the subject who did not admire your

thermometer…but I have joined with severall [sic] in wishing that the scale of your

thermometer were compared with that of Fahrenheit…[so] that without learning a

new signification [or] affixing a new idea to the term degree of heat we might avail

ourselves of your useful invention. (Playfair, quoted in McKendrick 1973, 308–309)

Wedgwood did his best to meet this demand, apparently helped by a useful sug-

gestion from Playfair himself. Wedgwood opened his next communication to the

Royal Society as follows:

This thermometer…has now been found, from extensive experience, both in my

manufactories and experimental enquiries, to answer the expectations I had con-

ceived of it as a measure of all degrees of common fire above ignition: but at present

it stands in a detached state, not connected with any other, as it does not begin to

take place till the heat is too great to be measured or supported by mercurial ones.

(Wedgwood 1784, 358)

To connect up his pyrometric scale and the mercury-based Fahrenheit scale,

Wedgwood looked for a mediating temperature scale that would overlap with both.

For that purpose he followed the familiar pyrometric tradition of utilizing the

expansion of metals, and he chose silver. Wedgwood’s patching-up strategy is

31For Séguin’s letter, the list of those who received pyrometer sets from Wedgwood, and other

records of the esteem that Wedgwood’s pyrometer enjoyed among his contemporaries, see Chaldecott

1979, 82–83, and McKendrick 1973, 308–309.
32This was probably William Playfair (1759–1823), Scottish publicist who later participated in the

French Revolution, and brother of John (1748–1819), the geologist and mathematician.
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FIGURE 3.4. Wedgwood’s patching of three temperature scales; the upper portion of the

Fahrenheit measure is not known to begin with. Source: Wedgwood 1784, figs. 1, 2, and 3,

from plate 14. Courtesy of the Royal Society.
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represented graphically in figure 3.4, which he originally presented to the Royal

Society ‘‘in the form of a very long roll.’’

The basis of this Wedgwood-Fahrenheit comparison was quite straightforward

(Wedgwood 1784, 364–369). The expansion of the silver piece was measured in a

gauge very much like the one he used to measure the clay pyrometer pieces. The
low end of the silver scale overlapped considerably with the mercury scale. He set

the zero of the silver scale at 508F and found that the expansion of silver from that

point to the heat of boiling water (2128F) amounted to 8 (arbitrary) units on the

gauge; so an interval of 88 on the silver scale corresponded to an interval of 1628 on
the mercury-Fahrenheit scale. Assuming linearity, Wedgwood concluded that each

silver degree ‘‘contained’’ 20.25 mercury-Fahrenheit degrees, simply by dividing

162 by 8. Putting this result together with a similar one obtained between 508F and

the boiling point of mercury, Wedgwood arrived at an approximate conversion
ratio of 20 mercury-Fahrenheit degrees for each silver degree. Similar calculations

at the high end of the silver scale gave the conversion ratio between the Wedgwood

scale and the silver scale as 6.5 silver degrees for each Wedgwood degree.33 Putting

the two conversion factors together, Wedgwood found that each Wedgwood degree

was worth 20� 6.5¼ 130 Fahrenheit degrees. From that conversion ratio and the

information that the zero of the silver scale was set at 508F, he also located the start

of his scale (red heat) at 1077.58F.34 Now Wedgwood had achieved his stated aim

of having ‘‘the whole range of the degrees of heat brought into one uniform series,
expressed in one language, and comparable in every part’’ (1784, 358). He pre-

sented a double series of temperatures in Fahrenheit and Wedgwood degrees, some

of which are shown here in table 3.1.

Wedgwood’s measurements were the first concrete temperature values with any

sort of credibility in the range above the upper limit of the mercury thermometer.

However, much as his work was admired, it also drew increasingly sharp criticism.

First of all, there were enormous difficulties in reproducing his clay pyrometer pieces

exactly. His initial desire was that others would be able to make their own Wedg-
wood thermometers following his published instructions, but that did not turn out

to be the case.35 As Wedgwood himself acknowledged (1786, 390–401), the prop-

erties of the clay pieces depended on intricate details of the process by which they

were made, and producing uniformly behaving pieces turned out to be very difficult.

The making of the standard clay pieces required ‘‘those peculiar niceties and pre-

cautions in the manual operations, which theory will not suggest, and which practice

in the working of clay can alone teach’’ (quoted in Chaldecott 1979, 82). There was

also the need to use exactly the same kind of clay as used for the original pieces.
Initially Wedgwood was sanguine about this problem (1782, 309–311), thinking

33In a furnace, when the Wedgwood pyrometer indicated 2.258, the silver thermometer gave 668; in
another instance, 6.258 Wedgwood corresponded to 928 silver. Hence an interval of 48 on Wedgwood’s

thermometer was equivalent to an interval of 268 on the silver thermometer, which gives 6.5 silver degrees

for 1 Wedgwood degree.
34Wedgwoodmade the calculation as follows: 2.258W¼ 668 silver¼ (508Fþ 66 � 208F)¼ 1,3708F;

so 08W¼ (1,3708F � 2.25 � 1308F)¼ 1077.58F.
35This was noted particularly in France; see Chaldecott 1975, 11–12.
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that there was sufficient uniformity in the clays found in various places at equal

depths. If problems arose, he thought that all the pyrometer pieces ever needed

could be made with clay from one particular bed in his own possession in Cornwall:

‘‘[T]he author offers to this illustrious Society [Royal Society of London], and will

think himself honoured by their acceptance of, a sufficient space in a bed of this clay

to supply the world with thermometer-pieces for numerous ages.’’ But to his great

chagrin, Wedgwood (1786, 398–400) later found out that different samples of clay
even from that same area of Cornwall differed from each other in their thermometric

behavior in uncontrollable ways. In short, even Wedgwood himself had trouble

reproducing the ‘‘standard clay’’ pieces that he had initially used. The shrinkage

behavior became more controllable when he employed a slightly artificial prepara-

tion, a mixture of alum and natural clay, but in the end Wedgwood had to resort to

the use of several fixed points to ensure sufficient comparability (08W at red heat as

before, 278W at the melting point of silver, 908W at the welding heat of iron, and

1608W at the greatest possible heat of a good air-furnace).36

The other major difficulty, which Wedgwood never addressed in print, con-

cerned the connection with ordinary scales of temperature. Many of Wedgwood’s

critics did not believe that he had worked out the Wedgwood-Fahrenheit con-

version correctly, in three different ways. These points will be discussed in more

detail in the next section:

1. His estimate of the temperature of red heat (the beginning and zero

point of his scale) was too high.

2. His estimate of the number of Fahrenheit degrees corresponding to one

degree of his scale was also too high.

3. There was no positive reason to believe that the contraction of clay was

linear with temperature.

TABLE 3.1. Some high temperatures measured by Wedgwood, with

conversion to Fahrenheit degrees

Phenomenon 8Wedgwood 8Fahrenheit

Greatest heat of Wedgwood’s air-furnace 160 21877

Cast iron melts 130 17977

Welding heat of iron, greatest 95 13427

Welding heat of iron, least 90 12777

Fine gold melts 32 5237

Fine silver melts 28 4717

Swedish copper melts 27 4587

Brass melts 21 3807

Red-heat fully visible in daylight 0 1077

Red-heat fully visible in the dark �1 947

Mercury boils �3.673 600

Source: Wedgwood 1784, 370.

36For a description of the alummixture, see Wedgwood 1786, 401–403; for the fixed points, p. 404.
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These points are supported by later appraisals, summarized by the physical chemist

Henri Louis Le Chatelier (1850–1936) in the late nineteenth century, shown graph-

ically in figure 3.5.

If all the points of criticism mentioned earlier are indeed correct, the most

charitable light in which we can viewWedgwood pyrometry is that it gave some rough

indication of high temperatures, but without conceptual or quantitative accuracy.

Some later commentators have used this apparent failure of pyrometry as evidence that
Wedgwood was scientifically unsophisticated. But the first set of problems, namely

those concerning the lack of uniformity in the behavior of clay, cannot be held against

Wedgwood, since he recognized them clearly and devised very reasonable methods for

dealing with them. The second set of problems is a different matter. When Neil

McKendrick (1973, 280, 310) disparages Wedgwood’s pyrometry for ‘‘its obvious

scientific shortcomings’’ and ‘‘its lack of scientific sophistication and lack of command

of theory,’’ the chief fault that he finds isWedgwood’s ‘‘failure to calibrate its scale with

that of Fahrenheit.’’ McKendrick surely could not be missing the fact that Wedgwood
did calibrate his thermometric scale with the Fahrenheit scale, so what he means must

be that Wedgwood did it incorrectly.

But how can we be so sure that Wedgwood was wrong? And, more pertinently,

how can we be sure at all that any of the proposed alternatives to Wedgwood

pyrometry were any better? It is quite true that Wedgwood had not produced any

direct empirical justification for his assumption that the expansion and contrac-

tion of his clay and silver pieces depended only on temperature and linearly on

temperature. But these assumptions could not be tested without an independent
method of measuring the temperatures involved, and there were none available to

FIGURE 3.5. Late nineteenth-century comparison of Wedgwood and centigrade degrees. The

data represented in the figure are as reported in Le Chatelier and Boudouard 1901, 164.
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Wedgwood. He was striking out into virgin territory, and no previous authority

existed to confirm, or contradict, his reports. On what grounds did his opponents

declare his numbers false? That is the great epistemic puzzle about the downfall

of the Wedgwood pyrometer. We need to examine with some care the process

by which physicists, chemists, and ceramic technologists came to rule against
Wedgwood, and the character of the alternative standards with which they replaced

Wedgwood’s pyrometer. (The doubts were raised strongly only after Wedgwood’s

death in 1795, so we can only speculate on how the master artist himself would

have responded.)

Ganging Up on Wedgwood

In discussing the work of Wedgwood’s critics, I will depart slightly from the

chronological order and organize the material in terms of the alternative pyrometric
methods they proposed and developed. I will discuss the alternatives one by one,

and then assess their collective effect. To anticipate the conclusion: I will show that

each of the temperature standards favored by Wedgwood’s critics was as poorly

established as Wedgwood’s own. Their main strength was in their agreement with

each other. What exactly such a convergence of standards was capable of under-

writing will be discussed fully in the analysis part.

The Expansion of Platinum

This alternative to Wedgwood pyrometry was conceptually conservative but ma-

terially innovative. It hinged on a new material, platinum. Although platinum was

known to Europeans since the mid-eighteenth century, it was only at the beginning

of the nineteenth century that William Hyde Wollaston (1766–1828), English
physician and master of ‘‘small-scale chemistry,’’ managed to come up with a secret

process to render it malleable so that it could be molded into useful shapes and

drawn into fine wires.37 As platinum was found to withstand higher degrees of heat

than any previously known metals, it was naturally tempting to enlist it in the

service of pyrometry. The simplest scheme was to use the thermal expansion of

platinum, in the familiar manner in which pre-Wedgwood pyrometry had used the

expansion of various metals.

The clear pioneer in platinum pyrometry was Louis-Bernard Guyton deMorveau
(1737–1816), who had probably one of the most interesting scientific and political

careers through the French Revolution and Empire. A prominent lawyer in Dijon

whose reforming zeal had drawn Voltaire’s praise, Guyton became gradually swept

up in revolutions both in chemistry and politics. Having collaborated with Lavoisier

on the new chemical nomenclature, Guyton threw himself into the political rev-

olution that would later claim the life of his esteemed colleague. He moved to Paris

37This process gave Wollaston a comfortable income for the rest of his life. Much further useful

information can be found in D. C. Goodman’s entry on Wollaston in the Dictionary of Scientific Biography,

14:486–494.
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as a member of the National Assembly and then the Convention, dropped the

aristocratic-sounding ‘‘de Morveau’’ from his name, voted for the execution of the

king, and served as the first president of the Committee of Public Safety until he was

removed as a moderate with the coming of the Reign of Terror. He did return to the

committee briefly after the fall of Robespierre, but soon retired from politics and
concentrated on his role as a senior statesman of science. Guyton was one of the

first members of the new French Institute at its founding, and the president of its

First Class (mathematical and physical sciences) in 1807. At the École Polytech-

nique he was a professor for nearly twenty years and director twice.38

The chemist formerly known as De Morveau started working with Wedgwood

pyrometers in his research on the properties of carbon published in 1798 and

1799, which reported that charcoal was an effective insulator of extreme heat

and that diamond burned at 27658F according to Wedgwood’s pyrometer and
conversion table. He announced at that time that he was engaged in research to-

ward improving the pyrometer.39 In 1803 he presented his platinum pyrometer to

the French Institute and promised to present further research on its relation

to the Wedgwood pyrometer. Guyton’s comparison of the platinum pyrometer with

the Wedgwood pyrometer led him to propose a serious recalibration of the

Wedgwood scale against the Fahrenheit scale, bringing 08W down to 5178F (from

Wedgwood’s 10778F), and estimating each Wedgwood degree as 62.58F (not

1308F as Wedgwood had thought).40 The overall effect was to bring Wedgwood’s
temperature estimates down considerably; for instance, the melting point of cast

iron was adjusted from 17,3278F down to 86968F (see the first two columns of data

in table 3.2). Guyton does not specify explicitly how exactly his recalibration was

done, but judging from the data it seems as though he fixed the clay scale to agree

with the platinum scale at the melting points of gold and silver. Guyton was well

aware that there was no guarantee that the expansion of platinum at high tem-

peratures was linear with temperature, and his reasons for trusting the platinum

pyrometer over the Wedgwood pyrometer rested on the agreement of the former
with a few other types of pyrometers, as we will see shortly.

No significant progress on platinum pyrometry seems to have been made after

Guyton’s work until John Frederic Daniell (1790–1845) made an independent

invention of the platinum pyrometer in 1821, nearly two decades after Guyton. At

that point Daniell was best known as a meteorologist, although later he would

achieve more lasting fame in electrochemistry largely with the help of the ‘‘constant

battery’’ that he invented himself. He spent the last fifteen years of his life as the first

professor of chemistry at the newly established King’s College in London, widely
respected for his ‘‘lofty moral and religious character’’ as well as his successes

38For these and many further details, see W. A. Smeaton’s entry on Guyton de Morveau in the

Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 5:600–604.
39See also the note Guyton attached (pp. 171–172) in communicating Scherer 1799 to the Annales

de chimie.
40See Guyton 1811b, 90–91, and also table 3.
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TABLE 3.2. A comparative table of data produced by various pyrometric methods, published up to the first half of the nineteenth century

Clay 8Wa

Conversion

into 8F Mercury Metal Ice Water Air Cooling

Current

values

Melting point of tin 481 (N) 441 (Da) 383 (C/D)[G] 449 [L]

415 (B)b 442 (G) 410 (Pa)

455 (Pc)

Melting point of 537 (N) 462 (Da) 662 (C/D)[G] 521 [L]

bismuth 494 (B)b 476 (G) 493 (Pa)

518 (Pc)

Melting point 631 (N) 609 (Da) 617 (C/D)[G] 621 [L]

of lead 595 (B)b 612 (G) 500 (Pa)

630 (Pc)

Melting point 3 (G) 705 (G) 699 (B)b 932 (C/D)[G] 787 [L]

of zinc 680 (G) 680(Pa)

648 (Da) 793(Pc)

773 (Di)

Red heat visible in 947 (W) 743 (N)

the dark 977 (Dr)

Melting point of 7 (G) 955 (G) 809 (B)b 847 (C/D)[G] 942 (N) 1167 [L]

antimony 810 (G) 810 (Pa)

Red heat visible 0, by 1077 (W) 1050 (B)b 1272 (C/D)[G] 977 (Pb) 1036 (N)

in daylight definition 517 (G) 1200 (Pr)

980 (Da)

Melting poin 21 (W) 3807 (W) 1869 (Da) 1706–1913 [R]

of brass 21 (G) 1836 (G)

1
3
0



Melting point 28 (W) 4717 (W) 1000 (B)b 1000 (Pa) 1763 [C]

of silver 22 (G) 1893 (G) 1893 (G) 1832 (Pb) 1761 [R]

2233 (Da) 1830 (Pr) 1763 [L]

1873 (Db)

1682 (Di)

Melting point of 27 (W) 4587 (W) 1450 (B)b 2295 (C/D)[G] 1984 [C]

copper 27 (G) 2205 (G) 2313 (G) 1981 [R]

27 (Pa) 2548 (Da) 1984 [L]

1996 (Db)

Melting point 32 (W) 5237 (W) 1301(B)b 2192 (Pb) 1948 [C]

of gold 32 (G) 2518 (G) 2518 (G) 2282 (Pc) 1945 [R]

32 (Pa) 2590 (Da) 1948 [L]

2016 (Db)

1815 (Di)

Welding heat 90 (W) 12777 (W) 1922 [R]

of iron, least 95 (G) 6504 (G)

Welding heat 95 (W) 13427 (W) 2192 [R]

of iron, greatest 100 (G) 6821 (G)

Red hot iron 88 (C/D)[G] 12485 (C/D)[G] 2732 (C/D)[G]

White hot iron 100 (C/D)[G] 14055 (C/D)[G] 3283 (C/D)[G]

Melting point of 130 (W) 17977 (W) 1601 (B)b 3164 (C/D)[G]c 1922–2192 (Pb) 2100–2190 [R]

cast iron 130 (G) 8696 (G) 3479 (Da)

2786 (Db)

melting point of 174 (C/D)[G] 23665 (C/D)[G] 3988 (C/D)[G] 3902 (C/D)[G]

soft iron 175 (G)d 11455 (G) 2700–2900 (Pb)

(Continued)
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TABLE 3.2. (Continued)

Clay 8Wa

Conversion

into 8F Mercury Metal Ice Water Air Cooling

Current

values

Melting point 160 [R] ~2370–~2550 (Pb)

of steel 154 [R]

Greatest heat, 160 (W) 21877 (W)

air furnace 170 (G)

Melting point of

platinum

unknown (G) over 3280 (Db) 3215 [L]

Source code:

B: Bergman 1783, 71, 94

C: Chaldecott 1979, 84

C/D: Clément and Desormes

Da: Daniell 1821, 317–318, by platinum

Db: Daniell 1830, 279, by platinum, corrected for non-linearity

Di: Daniell 1830, 279, by iron

Dr: Draper 1847, 346

G: Guyton 1811b, 90, table 3; 117, table 5; and 120, table 7

L: Lide and Kehiaian 1994, 26–31

N: Newton [1701] 1935, 125–126; data converted assuming the highest boiling heat of water at 2128 F.
Pa: Pouillet 1827–29, 1:317

Pb: Pouillet 1836, 789

Pc: Pouillet 1856, 1:265

Pr: Prinsep 1828, 94

R: Rostoker and Rostoker 1989, 170

W: Wedgwood 1784, 370

aAll degrees are on the Fahrenheit scale, except in the first column of data, which gives Wedgwood degrees. The last column gives the currently accepted values, for comparison. The code in

parentheses indicates the authorities cited, and the code in square brackets indicates my sources of information, if they are not the original sources.
bBergman’s 1783 text does not generally indicate how his melting points were determined. But on p. 94 he notes that the number for the melting point of iron was based on Mortimer’s work on

the expansion of metals, so I have put all of his values above the boiling point of mercury into the ‘‘metal’’ column. I assume that he used the mercury thermometer for lower temperatures, but that

is only a conjecture.
cThis point is described as fonte de fer prête à couler by Guyton.
dThis is described as fusion de fer doux, sans cément.
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in research and teaching.41 Apparently unaware of Guyton’s work, Daniell (1821,

309–310) asserted that in pyrometry ‘‘but one attempt has ever been made, with any

degree of success,’’ which was Wedgwood’s. He lamented the fact that Wedgwood’s

measurements were still the only ones available, although the Wedgwood pyrometer

had ‘‘long fallen into disuse’’ for good reasons (he cited the difficulty of making clay
pieces of uniform composition, and the observation that the amount of their con-

traction depended on exposure time as well as temperature).

Daniell (1821, 313–314) graduated his instrument on two fixed points, on the

model of the standard thermometers. He put the zero of his pyrometer where the

mercury thermometer gave 568F, and then set 858 of his scale at the boiling point of
mercury, which he took as 6568F. Simple comparison gave about 78F per each

Daniell degree. That was an estimate made assuming the linearity of the thermal

expansion of both mercury and platinum, but Daniell did test that assumption to
some extent by comparing the two thermometers at various other points. The result

was reasonably reassuring, as the differences were well within about 3 Daniell

degrees through the range up to the boiling point of mercury. However, on the

most crucial epistemic point regarding the validity of extending that observed trend

beyond the boiling point of mercury, he made no progress beyond Guyton. The

following non-argument was all that Daniell (1821, 319) provided for trusting the

expansion of platinum to remain linear up to its melting point: ‘‘[T]he equal ex-

pansion of platinum, with equal increments of heat, is one of the best established
facts of natural philosophy, while the equal contraction of clay, is an assumption

which has been disputed, if not disproved.’’ After taking our lessons from Regnault

in chapter 2, we may be pardoned if we cannot help pointing out that the ‘‘equal

expansion of platinum’’ was an ‘‘established fact’’ only in the temperature range below

the boiling point of mercury, and even then only if one assumes that mercury itself

expands linearly with temperature.

By 1830 Daniell had discovered Guyton’s work, and he had some interesting

comments to make. All in all, Daniell’s work did constitute several advances on
Guyton’s. Practically, he devised a way of monitoring the expansion of the platinum

bar more reliably.42 In terms of principles, Daniell chastised Guyton for going

along with Wedgwood’s assumption of linearity in the contraction of clay (1830,

260): ‘‘Guyton, however, although he abundantly proves the incorrectness of

Mr. Wedgwood’s estimate of the higher degrees of temperature, is very far indeed

from establishing the point at which he so earnestly laboured, namely, the reg-

ularity of the contraction of the clay pieces.’’ Daniell made much more detailed

comparisons between temperature readings produced by the various methods in
question (1830, 260–262). His general conclusion regarding Guyton’s correction of

the Wedgwood scale was that he had not shrunk it sufficiently, while his lowering of

the zero point (red heat visible in daylight) went too far. In Daniell’s view, the best

correction of the Wedgwood scale was obtained by actually raising Wedgwood’s

41See the Dictionary of National Biography, 14 (1888), 33.
42See Daniell 1821, 310–311, for his basic design, and Daniell 1830, 259, for a critique of Guyton’s

design.
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estimate of the zero point a little bit, and shrinking each Wedgwood degree dras-

tically down to about 208F. However, he thought that no simple rescaling of the

Wedgwood scale would bring one to true temperatures, since the contraction of

clay was not regular.

Not regular when judged by the platinum pyrometer, that is. Daniell (1830,
284–285) admitted that the expansion of platinum was also unlikely to be linear and

took Dulong and Petit to have shown that ‘‘the dilatability of solids, referred to an air-

thermometer, increases with the heat.’’ Extrapolating Dulong and Petit’s results,

Daniell arrived at some corrections to his pyrometer readings obtained with the

assumption of linearity. (Daniell’s corrected results are labeled Db in table 3.2, which

summarizes various pyrometric measurements.) These corrections were nontrivial.

Dulong and Petit had indicated that a thermometer of iron graduated between 08C
and 1008C assuming linearity would read 372.68C when the air thermometer gave
3008C; the deviation from linearity was not so dire for platinum, but even a platinum

thermometer would give 311.68Cwhen the air thermometer gave 3008C (1817, 141;

1816, 263). Daniell deserves credit for applying this knowledge of nonlinearity to

correct metallic thermometers, but there were two problems with his procedure.

First of all, Dulong and Petit’s observations went up to only 3008C (5728F), probably
since that was the technical limit of their air thermometer. So, even in making

corrections to his linear extrapolation, Daniell had to extrapolate an empirical law far

beyond the domain in which it was established by observation. Daniell carried that
extrapolation to about 16008C, covering several times as much as Dulong and Petit’s

entire range. Second, Daniell’s correction of the platinum pyrometer made sense

only if there was assurance that the air thermometer was a correct instrument in the

first place; I will return to that issue later.

Ice Calorimetry

Given the futility of relying on unverifiable expansion laws for various substances at

the pyrometric range, it seems a sensible move to bring the measurements to the

easily observable domains. The chief methods for doing so were calorimetric: the

initial temperature of a hot object can be deduced from the amount of ice it can

melt, or the amount of temperature rise it can produce in a body of cold water. The

latent and specific heats of water being so great, a reasonable amount of ice or water

sufficed to cool small objects from very high temperatures down to sensible tem-
peratures. Different calorimetric techniques rested on different assumptions, but all

methods were founded on the assumption of conservation of heat: the amount of

heat lost by the hot body is equal to the amount of heat gained by the colder body,

if they reach equilibrium in thermal isolation from the external environment. In

addition, inferring the unknown initial temperature of a body also requires further

assumptions about the specific heat of that body, a more problematic matter on

which I will comment further shortly.

Calorimetry by means of melting ice was a well-publicized technique ever since
Lavoisier and Laplace’s use of it, described in their 1783 memoir on heat. Wedgwood

(1784, 371–372) read a summary of the Lavoisier-Laplace article after his initial

publication on the pyrometer, with excitement: ‘‘The application of this important
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discovery, as an intermediate standard measure between Fahrenheit’s thermometer

and mine, could not escape me.’’ However, Wedgwood (1784, 372–384) was greatly

disappointed in his attempt to use the ice calorimeter to test the soundness of his

pyrometer. Ice calorimetry rested on the assumption that all the melted water would

drip down from the ice so that it could be collected and weighed up accurately.
Wedgwood noted that even a solid block of ice imbibed and retained a considerable

amount of melted water, and the problem was much worse for pounded ice, used by

Lavoisier and Laplace. Wedgwood’s confidence in the ice calorimeter was further

shaken by his observation that even while the melting of ice was proceeding as

designed, there was also fresh ice forming in the instrument, which led him to

conclude that the melting point of ice and the freezing point of water, or water vapor

at any rate, were probably not the same.

The French savants, however, were not going to give up the invention of their
national heroes so easily. Claude-Louis Berthollet, Laplace’s close associate and the

dean of French chemistry since Lavoisier’s demise at the guillotine in 1794, de-

fended the ice calorimeter against Wedgwood’s doubts in his 1803 textbook of

chemistry. The problem of ice retaining the melted water could be avoided by using

ice that had already imbibed as much water as it could. As Lodwig and Smeaton

(1974, 5) point out, if Wedgwood had read Lavoisier and Laplace’s memoir in full

he would have realized that they had considered this factor but thought that their

crushed ice was already saturated with water to begin with.43 As for the refreezing
of ice that takes place simultaneously with melting, it did not in itself interfere with

the functioning of the instrument. Citing Berthollet, Guyton (1811b, 102–103)

argued that the calorimeter was ‘‘the instrument best suited for verifying or cor-

recting Wedgwood’s pyrometric observations.’’

Guyton never had the opportunity to carry out this test of the Wedgwood

pyrometer by the ice calorimeter, not having met with the right weather conditions

(low and steady temperatures). But he cited some relevant results that had been

obtained by two able experimenters, Nicolas Clément (1778/9–1841) and his father-
in-law Charles-Bernard Desormes (1777–1862), both industrial chemists; Desormes

was for a time an assistant in Guyton’s lab at the École Polytechnique.44 Their data

showed that temperatures measured by ice calorimetry were generally much lower

than those obtained with the Wedgwood pyrometer (not only by Wedgwood but

also by Clément and Desormes themselves). All of their results cited by Guyton are

included in table 3.2. As one can see there, Clément and Desormes measured four

very high temperatures with an ice calorimeter, and the same temperatures were

also measured by a Wedgwood pyrometer. If one adopted Wedgwood’s own
conversion of Wedgwood degrees into Fahrenheit degrees (the second column in

43Lodwig and Smeaton also note that Wedgwood’s criticism was quite influential at least in England

and discuss various other criticisms leveled against the Laplace–Lavoisier calorimeter.
44See Guyton 1811b, 104–105, and the data in table 7. As far as I can ascertain, Clément and

Desormes’s pyrometric work was not published anywhere else; the reference that Guyton gives in his

article seems misplaced. The biographical information is cited from Jacques Payen’s entry on Clément in

the Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 3:315–317.
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the table), the resulting temperatures were about 10,000 to 20,000 higher than the

numbers given by ice calorimetry. Even using Guyton’s revised conversion gave

numbers that were thousands of degrees higher than those obtained by ice ca-

lorimetry.

Clément and Desormes’s ice-calorimetry results were scant and lacked in-
dependent confirmation. But the real problem lay in the theoretical principles, as

mentioned briefly earlier. We have already seen the same kind of problem in De

Luc’s method of mixtures for testing thermometers (see ‘‘Caloric Theories against

the Method of Mixtures’’ in chapter 2), which is a calorimetric technique (though it

is more akin to water calorimetry, to be discussed shortly). Ice calorimetry measures

the amount of heat lost by the hot object in coming down to the temperature of

melting ice, not the temperature initially possessed by the hot object. Ice calorim-

etry at that time relied on the assumption that the specific heat of the hot object was
constant throughout the temperature range. That assumption was clearly open to

doubt, but it was difficult to improve on it because of the circularity that should be

familiar by now to the readers of this book: the only direct solution was to make

accurate measurements of specific heats as a function of temperature, and that in

turn required an accurate method of temperature measurement, which is precisely

what was missing in the pyrometric range. In a work that I will be discussing later,

Dulong and Petit (1816, 241–242) regarded the ‘‘extreme difficulty’’ of determining

the specific heat of bodies with precision, especially at high temperatures, as one of
the greatest obstacles to the solution of the thermometry problem.

Water Calorimetry

How about the other major calorimetric method, using the temperature changes in

water? Water calorimetry had fewer problems than ice calorimetry in practice, but it

was open to the same problem of principle, namely not knowing the specific heat of

the object that is being cooled down. In fact the theoretical problem was worse in

this case, since there was also a worry about whether the specific heat of water itself
varied with temperature. The history of water calorimetry was long, but it seems

that Clément and Desormes were the first people to employ the method in the

pyrometric range. As shown in table 3.2, they only obtained three data points by

this method. The melting point of copper by this method was in good agreement

with Guyton’s result by platinum pyrometry and also in rough agreement with the

two later results from Daniell by the same method. The number for the melting

point of soft iron was drastically lower than the value obtained by the Wedgwood

method, and in quite good agreement with the result by ice calorimetry. The
estimate of ‘‘red heat’’ was nearly 200 degrees higher than Wedgwood’s, and over

700 degrees higher than Guyton’s, and not much of anything could be concluded

from that disagreement.

Time of Cooling

Another method of avoiding the taking of data in the pyrometric range was to

estimate the temperature of a hot object from the amount of time taken for it to cool
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down to a well-determined lower temperature. As I mentioned earlier, this method

had been used by Newton for temperatures above the melting point of lead. Dulong

and Petit revived the method and employed it with more care and precision than

Newton, but the fundamental problem remained: verifying the law of cooling would

have required an independent measure of temperature. For Dulong and Petit, that
independent measure of temperature was the air thermometer, which made sense for

them, since they regarded the air thermometer as the true standard of temperature,

as discussed in ‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism’’ in chapter 2.

Air Pyrometry

The thermometer in general theoretical favor by the beginning of the nineteenth

century was the air thermometer, so it might have made sense to compare the

readings of the various pyrometers with the readings of the air thermometer as far as

possible. However, as discussed at length in chapter 2, no conclusive argument for

the superiority of the air thermometer to the mercury thermometer was available

until Regnault’s work in the 1840s. And Regnault never claimed that his work
showed that air expanded linearly with temperature. Moreover, Regnault’s pains-

taking work establishing the comparability of air thermometers was only carried out

in relatively low temperatures, up to about 3408C (6448F). In short, there was no

definite assurance that comparison with the air thermometer was an absolutely

reliable test for the accuracy of pyrometers. Even so, the air thermometer certainly

provided one of the most plausible methods of measuring high temperatures.

In practical terms, if one was going to rely on the expansion of anything in the

pyrometric range, air was an obvious candidate as there were no conceivable worries
at that time about any changes of state (though later the dissociation of air molecules

at very high temperatures would become an issue). But that was illusory comfort: an

air thermometer was good only as long as the container for the air remained robust.

Besides, air thermometers were usually large and very unwieldy, especially for high

temperatures. Clément and Desormes took the air-in-glass thermometer to its ma-

terial limits, using it to measure the melting point of zinc, which they reported as

9328F (Guyton 1811b, table 7). Dulong and Petit’s work with the air thermometer

was more detailed and precise, but did nothing to extend its range; in fact, in order to
ensure higher precision they restricted the range in which they experimented, going

nowhere beyond 3008C (5728F). Even Regnault only managed to use air thermom-

eters credibly up to temperatures around 4008C (around 7508F).
The obvious solution was to extend the range of the air thermometer by making

the reservoir with materials that were more robust in high temperatures.45 The first

45As an alternative (or additional) solution, Pouillet had the idea that the range of the air ther-

mometer might be extended in the high-temperature domain by the employment of the constant-

pressure method, which had the advantage of putting less strain on the reservoirs. Regnault agreed with

this idea (1847, 260–261, 263), but he criticized Pouillet’s particular setup for having decreasing sen-

sitivity as temperature increased (170), and also expressed worries about the uncertainty arising from the

lack of knowledge in the law of expansion of the reservoir material (264–267).
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credible step in that direction was taken by the Anglo-Indian antiquarian James

Prinsep (1799–1840), who was also the assay master at the Calcutta mint.46 He

began with a bold condemnation (1828, 79–81): ‘‘If all the experiments had been

recorded, which at different times must undoubtedly have been made on the

subject of Pyrometry…the catalogue would consist principally of abortive attempts,
if not of decided failures.’’ Dulong and Petit’s work was valuable, but only for

relatively low temperatures. The Wedgwood pyrometer was the only instrument

applicable in the higher heats produced by furnaces, but ‘‘a slight practical ac-

quaintance with metals and crucibles’’ was sufficient to teach one that Wedgwood’s

results were not reliable. Prinsep thought that Daniell’s more recent work was much

more promising, but still he saw some problems in the design of Daniell’s instru-

ment, which he thought were manifested in the lack of ‘‘a desirable accordance in

the result of different trials.’’47

Prinsep first tried to construct an air thermometer with a cast-iron reservoir.

After experiencing various technical difficulties, Prinsep finally opted for a much

more expensive solution (1828, 87–89): ‘‘a retort or bulb of pure gold, weighing

about 6,500 grains troy [about 420 g], containing nearly ten cubic inches of air.’’

This gold-based instrument was robust, but he recognized two problems of prin-

ciple. First, the thermal expansion of gold was not well known, so it was difficult to

correct for the errors arising from the expansion of the vessel. Second, he was not so

convinced about the correctness of ‘‘the absolute law of gaseous expansion’’ in the
pyrometric range, either. There were also practical difficulties, most of which were

common to all air thermometers. Nonetheless, Prinsep (1828, 95) carried out some

elaborate measurements and concluded that his results were unequivocal on cer-

tain important points, particularly on the melting point of silver: ‘‘[T]hese experi-

ments…are sufficiently trustworthy to warrant a reduction in the tabular melting

point of pure silver of at least 400 degrees [Fahrenheit] below the determination of

Mr. Daniell, while they indisputably prove the superiority of that gentleman’s

thermometric table as contrasted with that of Mr. Wedgwood.’’
When Prinsep discarded iron and went for gold, he was not only compromising

on economy but the range as well, as iron could withstand a much higher degree of

heat than gold. Given what people knew about metals at that time, there was only

one hope: platinum. But, as noted earlier, the handling of platinum was still a very

difficult art in the early nineteenth century. In fact J. G. Schmidt (1805) in Moldavia

had already proposed making a pyrometer with air enclosed in a platinum container,

but there is no indication that he ever executed this idea; Guyton (1811b, 103–104)

could not imagine making such a contraption without soldering platinum plates,

46See Encyclopaedia Britannica, 11th ed., for brief biographical information about Prinsep.
47There is some irony in Prinsep’s attack on Wedgwood. The prime example he gave of the

unreliability of the Wedgwood pyrometer was the overly high melting point of silver, particularly the fact

it was placed above the melting point of copper. As Prinsep noted, Wedgwood had put forward these

erroneous silver and copper melting points ‘‘on the authority of Mr. Alchorne,’’ who had performed the

experiments for Wedgwood (see also Wedgwood 1782, 319). What kind of authority was Alchorne?

He was the assay master at the Tower of London, a man with a bit more than ‘‘a slight practical

acquaintance with metals and crucibles’’!
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which would make the instrument only as robust as the soldering material. Similarly,

according to Prinsep (1828, 81), Andrew Ure had recommended ‘‘an air thermo-

meter made of platina,’’ and even got such an instrument made for sale, but no

reports of any experiments done with them could be found.

By 1836, however, Pouillet managed to construct an air pyrometer with the
reservoir made out of a single piece of platinum. I have already discussed Pouillet’s

work at the low temperature end in ‘‘Consolidating the Freezing Point of Mercury,’’

and in fact one of the air thermometers he used for that work had originally been

constructed for pyrometric purposes. The platinum-based air thermometer was

capable of recording temperatures well over 10008C (about 18308F). As shown in

table 3.2, the melting points of metals that Pouillet (1836, 789) obtained by this

means were mostly quite consistent with values obtained by Daniell with his plat-

inum pyrometer. Having the air thermometer readings available to such high
temperatures also aided the development of calorimetry because it enabled specific

heat measurements at high temperatures. Pouillet (1836, 785–786) reported that

the specific heat of platinum increased steadily, going from 0.0335 around 1008C
(2128F) to 0.0398 around 16008C (29128F). This knowledge allowed him to es-

timate the melting point of iron by water calorimetry, by putting a piece of platinum

in the same heat that melted iron, and then performing calorimetry on the platinum

piece. The resulting value was 1500–16008C (roughly 2700–29008F) for the

melting point of iron.

After that whirlwind tour of early pyrometry, we can now come back to the question

that we set out to answer: on what grounds did people decide that Wedgwood’s

temperature values were incorrect? For quite a while after the Wedgwood pyrometer

was generally rejected, none of the available alternative pyrometric methods were

clearly superior to Wedgwood’s, either in principle or in practice. Le Chatelier’s

harsh retrospective judgment on nineteenth-century pyrometry is not entirely an

exaggeration:

Since Wedgwood, many have undertaken the measurement of high temperatures,

but with varying success. Too indifferent to practical requirements, they have above

all regarded the problem as a pretext for learned dissertations. The novelty and the

originality of methods attracted them more than the precision of the results or the

facility of the measurements. Also, up to the past few years, the confusion has been

on the increase. The temperature of a steel kiln varied according to the different

observers from 1,5008 to 2,0008; that of the sun from 1,5008 to 1,000,0008. First of
all, let us point out the chief difficulty of the problem. Temperature is not a mea-

surable quantity in the strict sense of the term.…It is evident that the number of

thermometric scales may be indefinitely great; too often experimenters have con-

sidered it a matter of pride for each to have his own. (Le Chatelier and Boudouard

1901, 2–3)

An inspection of the data collected in table 3.2 shows that by the middle of the

nineteenth century the comparability of each of these methods had not been es-

tablished: either the data were too scant for comparisons to take place or the

measurements of the same phenomena obtained by the same method differed
considerably from each other. In fact, in terms of comparability, it could easily be
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argued that the Wedgwood clay pyrometer was superior to alternative methods

because the results obtained by this method by Wedgwood, Guyton, Clément and

Desormes, and Pouillet were in close agreement with each other for most phe-

nomena (see the first column of data in table 3.2). Guyton (1811a, 83–84) very ably

defended the Wedgwood pyrometer and its comparability. Fourmi had just pub-
lished an argument that the contraction of the Wedgwood pyrometric pieces was a

function of the exposure time, as well as the temperature to which it was exposed.

Guyton took Fourmi’s own data and argued quite convincingly that they actually

showed a remarkable degree of comparability between different trials with very

different amounts of exposure time.48

The non-Wedgwood methods did not agree all that well between themselves,

either. However, as we can see at a glance in table 3.2, it was still very clear that the

numbers produced by them tended to agree much more with each other than with
Wedgwood’s. As Guyton put the matter already in 1811:

I believe that we can conclude that the values assigned by Wedgwood to the

degrees of his pyrometric scale ought to be reduced considerably, and that all the

known means of measuring heat contribute equally toward the establishment of

that result, from the zero of the thermometer to the temperature of incandescent

iron. (Guyton 1811b, 112)

Beyond the melting point of gold, the clay pyrometer readings, even as recalibrated
by Guyton, were distinctly far away from the range where the numbers produced by

other methods tended to cluster.

That is where matters stood for quite some time. The transition into the kinds

of pyrometry that would be recognizable at all to modern physicists and engineers

did not occur until the last decades of the nineteenth century.49 The most im-

portant basis of modern pyrometry is a quantitative knowledge of the radiation of

heat and light from hot bodies, and of the variation of the electrical properties of

matter with temperature. Such knowledge could not be gained without basing itself
on previous knowledge gained by the types of pyrometry discussed in this chapter.

Modern pyrometry was the next stage in the saga of the extension of the temperature

48Fourmi exposed various Wedgwood clay pieces to very high degrees of heat, around or beyond

the melting point of cast iron, for repeated periods of 30 to 40 hours each. For instance, one piece shrank

to the size corresponding to 1468W, after one period of exposure to a heat estimated by Fourmi at

1458W; two more exposures each at 1458W brought the piece only down to the size of 1488W; another

exposure estimated at 150–1518W brought it to 1518W. Another piece (no. 20), on the other hand,

contracted to 1518W after just one exposure at 150–1518W. Later commentators, however, have sided

with Fourmi’s verdict. Daniell (1821, 310) voiced the same opinion and that is also in line with the

modern view, as indicated by Chaldecott (1975, 5).
49Matousek (1990, 112–114) notes that electrical-resistance pyrometry was only proposed in 1871,

byWilliam Siemens; radiation pyrometry started with the Stefan-Boltzmann law, discovered around 1880;

optical pyrometry was pioneered by Le Chatelier in 1892; thermoelectric pyrometry did not become

reliable until the 1880, although its basic idea can be traced back to Seebeck’s work in the 1820s. (We

have seen that Pouillet began to gain confidence in the thermoelectric method in the low-temperature

range in the 1830s; Melloni used it in the same period with great effect in his study of radiant heat, but not

as a pyrometer.)
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scale, and I expect that its development involved the same kind of epistemic

challenges as we are examining here.

The Wedgwood pyrometer was discredited long before the establishment of the

methods we now trust. All in all, it seems that the Wedgwood pyrometer met its

demise through a gradual convergence of a host of other methods all lined up
against it. But does such epistemic ganging up prove anything? The Wedgwood

pyrometer continued to be used with practical benefit well into the nineteenth cen-

tury. Even if we disregard Le Chatelier’s retrospective hyperbole that the Wedgwood

pyrometer was ‘‘the only guide in researches at high temperatures’’ for ‘‘nearly a

century,’’ we cannot dismiss the estimate in E. Péclet’s 1843 textbook on the prac-

tical applications of heat that the instrument of ‘‘Vedgwood’’ was the most generally

employed pyrometer, even sixty years after its invention.50 There are various other

reports showing the uses of the Wedgwood pyrometer later in the century, too.51

What exactly was gained by declaring it to be incorrect, on the basis of a con-

vergence of various other methods that were each insecure in themselves? These

questions will be addressed more systematically in the analysis part.

Analysis: The Extension of Concepts beyond Their
Birth Domains

[Physics] has come to see that thinking is merely a form of human

activity…with no assurance whatever that an intellectual process has

validity outside the range in which its validity has already been checked

by experience.

P. W. Bridgman, ‘‘The Struggle for Intellectual Integrity,’’ 1955

To make and describe scientific observations and measurements, we must make use
of certain concepts and material instruments. These concepts and instruments

embody certain regularities. In the first two chapters we have seen how the great

difficulties involved in establishing such regularities can be overcome, at least to

some extent. However, there are new challenges in extending these regularities to

new domains of phenomena, so that the concepts can function usefully and

meaningfully there. The double narrative given in the first part of this chapter gives

50See Le Chatelier and Boudouard 1901, 1; Péclet 1843, 1:4.
51According to Rostoker and Rostoker 1989, the Ordnance Manual for the Use of Officers in the United

States (1841) gave the melting point of steel as 1608W; H. C. Osborn, also in America, used the

Wedgwood pyrometer to help the manufacture of ‘‘blister’’ steel, as he reported in 1869. In France,

Alphonse Salvétat (1857, 2:260), the chief of chemistry at the porcelain works at Sèvres, criticized the

Wedgwood thermometer but still reported that the Wedgwood degrees for the melting points of gold,

silver, and cast iron were sufficiently exact.
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ample illustrations of those challenges. Now I will give a more thorough and general

analysis of this problem of the extension of concepts, in their measurement and in

their meaning. I will start in ‘‘Travel Advisory from Percy Bridgman’’ with a more

careful characterization of the challenge of extension, with the help of Percy

Bridgman’s ideas on operational analysis. In ‘‘Beyond Bridgman’’ I will argue that
Bridgman’s ideas need to be modified in order to avoid the reduction of meaning to

measurement, which makes it impossible to question the validity of proposed

conceptual extensions. After these preliminary steps, ‘‘Strategies for Metrological

Extension’’ and ‘‘Mutual Grounding as a Growth Strategy’’ will present ‘‘mutual

grounding’’ as a strategy of extension that can help knowledge grow in the absence

of previously established standards.

Travel Advisory from Percy Bridgman

The scientists discussed in the narrative part of this chapter were explorers into

unknown territories—some of them literally, and all of them metaphorically. There

were clear dangers and mirages awaiting them in the new lands. Their journeys

would have been much easier with a travel advisory from a knowledgeable au-

thority, but there were no such authorities then. However, there is no reason why

we should not retrace, analyze, and reconsider their steps, thinking about how they

could have avoided certain pitfalls, where else they might have gone, or how they

might have reached the same destinations by more advisable routes. There will be
fresh understanding and new discoveries reached by such considerations.

In our own journey we should seek the help of any guides available, and I

cannot imagine a better one than Percy Williams Bridgman (1882–1961) (fig. 3.6),

the reluctant creator of ‘‘operationalism,’’52 whose pioneering work in the physics of

high pressures was rewarded with a Nobel Prize in 1946. His chief scientific

contribution was made possible by technical prowess: in his Harvard laboratory

Bridgman created pressures that were nearly 100 times higher than anyone else had

reached before him and investigated the novel behavior of various materials under
such high pressures. But as Gerald Holton has noted, Bridgman was placed in a

predicament by his own achievements: at such extreme pressures, all previously

known pressure gauges broke down; how was he even to know what level of

pressures he had in fact reached?53 That was just the same sort of pitfall as Braun

fell into by his success with freezing mixtures, which made the mercury thermometer

52Bridgman denied that he ever intended to create a rigid and systematic philosophy. In a con-

ference session devoted to the discussion of his ideas in 1953, he complained: ‘‘As I listened to the papers

I felt that I have only a historical connection with this thing called ‘operationalism.’ In short, I feel that I

have created a Frankenstein, which has certainly got away from me. I abhor the word operationalism or

operationism, which seems to imply a dogma, or at least a thesis of some kind. The thing I have envisaged

is too simple to be dignified by so pretentious a name; rather, it is an attitude or point of view generated

by continued practice of operational analysis’’ (Bridgman in Frank 1954, 74–75).
53See the entry on Bridgman in The Dictionary of Scientific Biography, 2:457–461, by Edwin C.

Kemble, Francis Birch, and Gerald Holton. For a lengthier treatment of Bridgman’s life and work viewed

within broader contexts, see Walter 1990.
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inoperable. The situation was even starker for Bridgman because he kept breaking

his own pressure records, creating the need to establish pressure measures fit for a
succession of higher and higher pressures. Therefore it is no surprise that Bridgman

thought seriously about the groundlessness of concepts where no methods were

available for their measurement.

FIGURE 3.6. Percy Williams Bridgman. Courtesy of the Harvard University Archives.
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With the additional stimulus of pondering about the lessons from Albert

Einstein’s definition of simultaneity in his special theory of relativity, Bridgman

formulated the philosophical technique of operational analysis, which always

sought to ground meaning in measurement. The operational point of view was first

set out systematically in his 1927 Logic of Modern Physics and became very influ-
ential among practicing physicists and various thinkers inspired by the tradition of

American pragmatism or the new philosophy of logical positivism. In the rest of this

chapter we shall see that Bridgman had much careful warning to offer us about

extending concepts beyond the domains in which they were born. Bridgman’s

concern about the definition and meaning of scientific concepts was also forged in

the general climate of shock suffered by the early twentieth-century physicists from

a barrage of phenomena and conceptions that were entirely alien to everyday ex-

pectations, culminating with quantum mechanics and its ‘‘Copenhagen’’ inter-
pretation. In a popular article, Bridgman (1929, 444) wrote: ‘‘[I]f we sufficiently

extend our range we shall find that nature is intrinsically and in its elements neither

understandable nor subject to law.’’

But as we have seen in the narrative, the challenges of the unknown were

amply present even in much more prosaic circumstances. Bridgman was aware of

the ubiquity of the problem and chose to open his discussion of operational analysis

with the example of the most mundane of all scientific concepts: length. He was

both fascinated and concerned by the fact that ‘‘essential physical limitations’’
forced us to use different operations in measuring the same concept in different

realms of phenomena. Length is measured with a ruler only when we are dealing

with dimensions that are comparable to our human bodies, and when the objects of

measurement are moving slowly relative to the measurer. Astronomical lengths or

distances are measured in terms of the amount of time that light takes to travel, and

that is also the procedure taken up in Einstein’s theorizing in special relativity; ‘‘the

space of astronomy is not a physical space of meter sticks, but is a space of light

waves’’ (Bridgman 1927, 67).
For even larger distances we use the unit of ‘‘light-year,’’ but we cannot actually

use the operation of sending off a light beam to a distant speck of light in the sky

and waiting for years on end until hopefully a reflected signal comes back to us (or

our descendants). Much more complex reasoning and operations are required for

measuring any distances beyond the solar system:

Thus at greater and greater distances not only does experimental accuracy become

less, but the very nature of the operations by which length is to be determined

becomes indefinite.…To say that a certain star is 105 light years distant is actually

and conceptually an entire different kind of thing from saying that a certain goal

post is 100 meters distant. (17–18; emphasis original)

Thus operational analysis reveals that the length is not one homogeneous concept

that applies in the whole range in which we use it:

In principle the operations by which length is measured should be uniquely spec-

ified. If we have more than one set of operations, we have more than one concept,

and strictly there should be a separate name to correspond to each different set of

operations. (10; emphases original)
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In practice, however, scientists do not recognize multiple concepts of length, and

Bridgman was willing to concede that it is allowable to use the same name to rep-

resent a series of concepts, if the different measurement operations give mutually

consistent numerical results in the areas of overlap:

If we deal with phenomena outside the domain in which we originally defined our

concepts, we may find physical hindrances to performing the operations of the

original definition, so that the original operations have to be replaced by others.

These new operations are, of course, to be so chosen that they give, within ex-

perimental error, the same numerical results in the domain in which the two sets of

operations may be both applied. (23)

Such numerical convergence between the results of two different operations was

regarded by Bridgman (16) as merely ‘‘the practical justification for retaining the

same name’’ for what the two operations measure.

Even in such situations, we have to be wary of the danger of slipping into
conceptual confusion through the use of the same word to refer to many operations.

If our thoughts are not tempered by the operationalist conscience always referring

us back to concrete measurement operations, we may get into the sloppy habit of

using one word for all sorts of different situations without checking for the required

convergence in the overlapping domains. Bridgman warned (1959, 75): ‘‘[O]ur

verbal machinery has no built-in cutoff.’’ In a similar way, we could be misled by

the representation of a concept as a number, into thinking that there is naturally

an infinitely extendable scale for that concept, the way the real-number line con-
tinues on to infinity in both directions. Similarly it would be easy to think that

physical quantities must meaningfully exist down to infinite precision, just because

the numerical scale we have pinned on them is infinitely divisible. Bridgman re-

minded us:

Mathematics does not recognize that as the physical range increases, the funda-

mental concepts become hazy, and eventually cease entirely to have physical mean-

ing, and therefore must be replaced by other concepts which are operationally quite

different. For instance, the equations of motion make no distinction between the

motion of a star into our galaxy from external space, and the motion of an electron

about the nucleus, although physically the meaning in terms of operations of the

quantities in the equations is entirely different in the two cases. The structure of our

mathematics is such that we are almost forced, whether we want to or not, to talk

about the inside of an electron, although physically we cannot assign any meaning to

such statements. (Bridgman 1927, 63)

Bridgman thus emphasizes that our concepts do not automatically extend be-
yond the domain in which they were originally defined. He warns that concepts

in far-out domains can easily become meaningless for lack of applicable measure-

ment operations. The case of length in the very small scale makes that danger clear.

Beyond the resolution of the eye, the ruler has to be given up in favor of various

micrometers and microscopes. When we get to the realm of atoms and elementary

particles, it is not clear what operations could be used to measure length, and not

even clear what ‘‘length’’ means any more. Bridgman asked:
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What is the possible meaning of the statement that the diameter of an electron is

10�13cm? Again the only answer is found by examining the operations by which

the number 10�13was obtained. This number came by solving certain equations

derived from the field equations of electrodynamics, into which certain numerical

data obtained by experiment had been substituted. The concept of length has

therefore now been so modified as to include that theory of electricity embodied in

the field equations, and, most important, assumes the correctness of extending these

equations from the dimensions in which they may be verified experimentally into a

region in which their correctness is one of the most important and problematical of

present-day questions in physics. To find whether the field equations are correct

on a small scale, we must verify the relations demanded by the equations between

the electric and magnetic forces and the space coördinates, to determine which

involves measurement of lengths. But if these space coördinates cannot be given

an independent meaning apart from the equations, not only is the attempted ver-

ification of the equations impossible, but the question itself is meaningless. If we

stick to the concept of length by itself, we are landed in a vicious circle. As a matter

of fact, the concept of length disappears as an independent thing, and fuses in a

complicated way with other concepts, all of which are themselves altered thereby,

with the result that the total number of concepts used in describing nature at this

level is reduced in number.54

Such a reduction in the number of concepts is almost bound to result in a corre-

sponding reduction in the number of relations that can be tested empirically. A

good scientist would fight against such impoverishment of empirical content in new

domains.

Before closing this section, I would like to articulate more clearly a new inter-

pretation of Bridgman’s operationalism, which will also be helpful in framing fur-

ther analysis of the problem of measuring extreme temperatures. Operationalism, as
I think Bridgman conceived it, is a philosophy of extension. To the casual reader,

much of Bridgman’s writing will seem like a series of radical complaints about the

meaninglessness of the concepts we use and statements we make routinely without

much thinking. But we need to recognize that Bridgman was not interested in

skepticism about established discourses fully backed up by well-defined operations.

He started getting worried only when a concept was being extended to new

situations where the familiar operations defining the concept ceased to be applica-

ble.55 His arguments had the form of iconoclasm only because he was exceptionally

54Bridgman 1927, 21–22. Similarly he asked (1927, 78): ‘‘What is the meaning, for example, in

saying that an electron when colliding with a certain atom is brought to rest in 10�18 seconds? . . . [S]hort

intervals of time acquire meaning only in connection with the equations of electrodynamics, whose

validity is doubtful and which can be tested only in terms of the space and time coordinates which enter

them. Here is the same vicious circle that we found before. Once again we find that concepts fuse

together on the limit of the experimentally attainable.’’
55This was not only a matter of scale, but all circumstances that specify the relevant measurement

operations. For example, if we want to know the length of a moving object, such as a street car, how shall

it be measured? An obvious solution would be to board the car with a meter stick and measure the length

of the car from the inside just as we measure the length of any stationary everyday-size object. ‘‘But here
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good at recognizing where a concept had in fact been extended to new domains,

especially when the extension was made unthinkingly and most people were not

even aware that it had been made. He felt that all physicists, including himself, had

been guilty of such unthinking extension of concepts, especially on the theoretical

side of physics. Einstein, through his special theory of relativity, taught everyone
what dangerous traps we can fall into if we step into new domains with old

concepts in an unreflective way. At the heart of the special theory of relativity was

Einstein’s recognition that judging the simultaneity of two events separated in space

required a different operation from that required for judging the simultaneity of two

events happening at the same place. Fixing the latter operation was not sufficient to

determine the former operation, so a further convention was necessary. But anyone

thinking operationally should have recognized from the start that the meaning

of ‘‘distant simultaneity’’ was not fixed unless an operation for judging it was
specified.56

In Bridgman’s view, Einstein’s revolution should never have been necessary, if

classical physicists had paid operational attention to what they were doing. He

thought that any future toppling of unsound structures would become unnecessary

if the operational way of thinking could spread and quietly prevent such unsound

structures in the first place. Operational awareness was required if physics was not

to be caught off guard again as it was in 1905: ‘‘We must remain aware of these

joints in our conceptual structure if we hope to render unnecessary the services of
the unborn Einsteins’’ (Bridgman 1927, 24). As with Descartes, skepticism for

Bridgman was not an end in itself, but a means for achieving a more positive end.

Bridgman was interested in advancing science, not in carping against it. Operational

analysis is an excellent diagnostic tool for revealing where our knowledge is weak,

in order to guide our efforts in strengthening it. The Bridgmanian ideal is always to

back up concepts with operational definitions, that is, to ensure that every concept

is independently measurable in every circumstance under which it is used. The

operationalist dictum could be phrased as follows: increase the empirical content of
theories by the use of operationally well-defined concepts. In the operationalist

ethic, extension is a duty of the scientist but unthinking extension is the worst

possible sin.

there may be new questions of detail. How shall we jump on to the car with our stick in hand? Shall we

run and jump on from behind, or shall we let it pick us up in front? Or perhaps does now the material of

which the stick is composed make a difference, although previously it did not? All these questions must

be answered by experiment’’ (Bridgman 1927, 11).
56See Bridgman 1927, 10–16. This lesson from Einstein was so dear to Bridgman that he did not

shrink from attacking Einstein himself publicly when he seemed to betray his own principle in the general

theory of relativity: ‘‘[H]e has carried into general relativity theory precisely that uncritical, pre-Einsteinian

point of view which he has so convincingly shown us, in his special theory, conceals the possibility of

disaster’’ (Bridgman 1955, 337). The article in which this argument occurs was initially published in the

collection entitled Albert-Einstein: Philosopher-Scientist, edited by Paul A. Schilpp, in the Library of Living

Philosophers series. Einstein replied briefly with bemused incomprehension, much the same way in which

he responded to Heisenberg’s claim that he was following Einstein in treating only observable quantities in

his matrix mechanics (see Heisenberg 1971, 62–69).
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Beyond Bridgman: Meaning, Definition, and Validity

There is one stumbling block to clear away if we are to construe Bridgman’s op-

erationalism as a coherent philosophy of conceptual extension. That obstacle is an

overly restrictive notion of meaning, which comes down to the reduction of meaning

to measurement, which I will refer to as Bridgman’s reductive doctrine of meaning. It is

a common opinion that operationalism failed as a general theory of meaning, as did

its European cousin, namely the verification theory of meaning often attributed to

the logical positivists.57 I do not believe that Bridgman was trying to create a general
philosophical theory of meaning, but he did make remarks that certainly revealed

an impulse to do so. The following two statements are quite significant, and rep-

resentative of many other remarks made by Bridgman:

In general, we mean by any concept nothing more than a set of operations; the

concept is synonymous with the corresponding set of operations. (Bridgman 1927, 5)

If a specific question has meaning, it must be possible to find operations by which

an answer may be given to it. (28)

The reductive doctrine of meaning indicated by these remarks is not only untenable

in itself but unhelpful for understanding the extension of concepts.

Bridgman reminded us so forcefully that measurement operations did not have

unlimited domains of application and that our conceptual structures consequently

had ‘‘joints’’ at which the same words might continue to be used but the actual

operations for measuring them must change. But there can be no ‘‘joints’’ if there is

no continuous tissue around them at all. Less metaphorically: if we reduce meaning
entirely to measurement operations, there are no possible grounds for assuming or

demanding any continuity of meaning where there is clear discontinuity in mea-

surement operations. Bridgman recognized that problem, but his solution was weak.

He only proposed that there should be a continuity of numerical results in the

overlapping range of two different measurement operations intended for the same

concept. Such numerical convergence is perhaps a necessary condition if the con-

cept is to have continuity at all, but it is not a positive indication of continuity, as

Bridgman recognized clearly. If we are to talk about a genuine extension of the
concept in question, it must be meaningful to say whether what we have is an

entirely accidental convergence of the measured values of two unrelated quantities,

or a convergence of values of a unified concept measured by two different methods.

In sum: a successful extension of a concept requires some continuity of meaning, but

reducing meaning entirely to measurement operations makes such continuity im-

possible, given that measurement operations have limited domains of application.

Moreover, if we accept Bridgman’s reductive doctrine of meaning, it becomes

unclear why we should seek extensions of concepts at all. That point can be illus-
trated very well through the case of Wedgwood pyrometry. It would seem that

Wedgwood had initially done exactly what would be dictated by operationalist

57For this and other various important points of criticism directed against operationalism, see Frank

1954.
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conscience. He created a standard of temperature measurement that applied suc-

cessfully to pyrometric phenomena. As the new instrument did not operate at all in

the range of any trustworthy previous thermometers, he attached a fresh numerical

scale to his own thermometer. Why was that not the honest thing to do, and quite

sufficient, too? Why did everyone, including Wedgwood himself, feel compelled to
interpret the Wedgwood clay scale in terms of the mercury scale? Why was a con-

tinuous extension desired so strongly, when a disjointed set of operations seemed to

serve all necessary practical purposes? It is difficult to find adequate answers to these

questions, if we adhere to Bridgman’s reductive doctrine of meaning.

The key to understanding the urge for conceptual extension, in the Wedgwood

case, lies in seeing that there was a real and widespread sense that a property existed

in the pyrometric range that was continuous in its meaning with temperature in the

everyday range. Where did that feeling come from? If we look closely at the sit-
uation in pyrometry, numerous connections that are subtle and often unspoken do

emerge between pyrometric temperature and everyday temperature. In the first

place, we can bring objects to pyrometric domains by prolonged heating—that is to

say, by the continuation of ordinary processes that cause the rise of temperature

within the everyday domain. Likewise, the same causes of cooling that operate in

the everyday domain, if applied for longer durations or with greater intensity, bring

objects from pyrometric temperatures down to everyday temperatures; that is

precisely what happens in calorimetric pyrometry (or when we simply leave very
hot things out in cold air for a while). These are actually concrete physical op-

erations that provide a continuity of meaning, even operational meaning, between

the two domains that are not connected by a common measurement standard.

The connections listed earlier rest on very basic qualitative causal assumptions

about temperature: fire raises the temperature of any ordinary objects on which it

acts directly; if two objects at different temperatures are put in contact with each

other, their temperatures tend to approach each other. There are semi-quantitative

links as well. It is taken for granted that the consumption of more fuel should result
in the generation of more heat, and that is based on a primitive notion of energy

conservation. It is assumed that the amount of heat communicated to an object is

positively correlated with the amount of change in its temperature (barring changes

of state and interfering influences), and that assumption is based on the rough but

robust understanding of temperature as the ‘‘degree of heat.’’ So, for example, when

a crucible is put on a steady fire, one assumes that the temperature of the contents

in the crucible continues to rise, up to a certain maximum. That is exactly the kind

of reasoning that Daniell used effectively to criticize some of Wedgwood’s results:

Now, any body almost knows, how very soon silver melts after it has attained a

bright red heat, and every practical chemist has observed it to his cost, when

working with silver crucibles. Neither the consumption of fuel, nor the increase of

the air-draught, necessary to produce this effect, can warrant us in supposing that

the fusing point of silver is 4 1/2 times higher than a red heat, fully visible in day-

light. Neither on the same grounds, is it possible to admit that a full red-heat being

10778[F], and the welding heat of iron 12,7778, that the fusing point of cast iron

can be more than 50008 higher. The welding of iron must surely be considered as

incipient fusion. (Daniell 1821, 319)
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Similar types of rough assumptions were also used in the study of lower tem-

peratures, as can easily be gleaned from the narrative in ‘‘Can Mercury Tell Us Its

Own Freezing Point?’’ and ‘‘Consolidating the Freezing Point of Mercury.’’

These cases illustrate that concepts can and do get extended to fresh new

domains in which experiences are scant and observations imprecise, even if no def-
inite measurement operations have been worked out. I will use the phrase semantic

extension to indicate any situation in which a concept takes on any sort of meaning

in a new domain. We start with a concept with a secure net of uses giving it stable

meaning in a restricted domain of circumstances. The extension of such a concept

consists in giving it a secure net of uses credibly linked to the earlier net, in an

adjacent domain. Semantic extension can happen in various ways: operationally,

metaphysically, theoretically, or most likely in some combination of all those ways

in any given case. One point we must note clearly, which Bridgman did not tend to
emphasize in his philosophical discourses, is that not all concrete physical opera-

tions are measurement operations (we may know how to make iron melt without

thereby obtaining any precise idea of the temperature at which that happens).

Therefore even operational meaning in its broader sense is not exhausted by op-

erations that are designed to yield quantitative measurement results.58 What I

would call metrological extension, in which the measurement method for a concept is

extended into a new domain, is only one particular type of operational extension,

which in itself is only one aspect of semantic extension. What I want to argue, with
the help of these notions, is that the justification of a metrological extension arises

as a meaningful question only if some other aspects of semantic extension (op-

erational or not) are already present in the new domain in question.

Now, before I launch into any further discussion of semantic extension, I

must give some indication of the conception of meaning that I am operating on,

although I am no keener to advance a general theory of meaning than Bridgman

was. One lesson we can take from Bridgman’s troubles is that meaning is unruly

and promiscuous. The kind of absolute control on the meaning of scientific con-
cepts that Bridgman wished for is not possible. The most control that can be

achieved is by the scientific community agreeing on an explicit definition and

agreeing to respect it. But even firm definitions only regulate meaning; they do not

exhaust it. The entire world can agree to define length by the standard meter in

Paris (or by the wavelength of a certain atomic radiation), and that still does not

come close to exhausting all that we mean by length. The best common philo-

sophical theory of meaning for framing my discussion of conceptual extension is the

notion of ‘‘meaning as use,’’ which is often traced back to the later phase of Ludwig

58Bridgman himself recognized this point, at least later in his career. In the preface to Reflections of a

Physicist, we read (1955, vii): ‘‘This new attitude I characterized as ‘operational’. The essence of the

attitude is that the meanings of one’s terms are to be found by an analysis of the operations which one

performs in applying the term in concrete situations or in verifying the truth of statements or in finding

the answers to questions.’’ The last phrase is in fact much too broad, embodying the same kind of

ambiguity as in Bridgman’s notion of ‘‘paper and pencil operations,’’ which threatened to take all the bite

out of the operational attitude.
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Wittgenstein’s work.59 If we take that view of meaning, it is easy to recognize the

narrowness of Bridgman’s initial ideas. Since measurement is only one specific

context in which a concept is used, the method of measurement is only one par-

ticular aspect of the concept’s meaning. That is why Bridgman’s reductive doctrine

of meaning is inadequate.
In fact, there are some indications that even Bridgman himself did not con-

sistently subscribe to the reductive doctrine of meaning. Very near the beginning of

The Logic of Modern Physics (1927, 5) as he was trying to motivate the discussion

about the importance of measurement operations, Bridgman asserted: ‘‘We evi-

dently know what we mean by length if we can tell what the length of any and every

object is, and for the physicist nothing more is required.’’ It would have been better

if Bridgman had stuck to this weaker version of his ideas about meaning, in which

possessing a measurement operation is a sufficient condition for meaningfulness,
but not a necessary condition. Even more significant is Bridgman’s little-known

discussion of ‘‘mental constructs’’ in science (53–60), particularly those created in

order ‘‘to enable us to deal with physical situations which we cannot directly

experience through our senses, but with which we have contact indirectly and by

inference.’’ Not all constructs are the same:

The essential point is that our constructs fall into two classes: those to which no

physical operations correspond other than those which enter the definition of the

construct, and those which admit of other operations, or which could be defined in

several alternative ways in terms of physically distinct operations. This difference in

the character of constructs may be expected to correspond to essential physical

differences, and these physical differences are much too likely to be overlooked in

the thinking of physicists.

They were very easily overlooked in the thinking of philosophers who debated his
ideas, too. What Bridgman says here is entirely contrary to the common image of

his doctrines. When it came to constructs, ‘‘of which physics is full,’’ Bridgman not

only admitted that one concept could correspond to many different operations but

even suggested that such multiplicity of operational meaning was ‘‘what we mean

by the reality of things not given directly by experience.’’ In an illustration of these

ideas, Bridgman argued that the concept of stress within a solid body had physical

reality, but the concept of electric field did not, since the latter only ever manifested

itself through force and electric charge, by which it was defined. To put it in my
terms, Bridgman was saying that a mental construct could be assigned physical

reality only if its operational meaning was broader than its definition.

That last thought gives us a useful key to understanding how metrological

validity can be judged: validity is worth debating only if the meanings involved are

not exhausted by definitions. If we accept the most extreme kind of operationalism,

there is no point in asking whether a measurement method is valid; if the mea-

surement method defines the concept and there is nothing more to the meaning

of the concept, the measurement method is automatically valid, as a matter of

59See, for instance, Hallett 1967.
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convention or even tautology. In contrast, validity becomes an interesting question

if the concept possesses a broader meaning than the specification of the method of

its measurement. Then the measurement method can be said to be valid if it coheres

with the other aspects of the concept’s meaning. Let us see, in the next section, how

this general view on validity can be applied to the more specific matter of met-
rological extension.

Strategies for Metrological Extension

I am now ready to consider what the validity of a metrological extension consists in

and to apply that consideration to the case of extending temperature measurements

to extreme domains. We start with a concept that has a well-established method of

measurement in a certain domain of phenomena. A metrological extension is made

when we make the concept measurable in a new domain. By definition, a met-
rological extension requires a new standard of measurement, and one that is

connected to the old standard in some coherent way. In order for the extension to

be valid, there are two different conditions to be satisfied:

Conformity. If the concept possesses any pre-existing meaning in the new

domain, the new standard should conform to that meaning.

Overlap. If the original standard and the new standard have an overlapping

domain of application, they should yield measurement results that are consistent

with each other. (This is only a version of the comparability requirement specified

in chapter 2, as the two standards are meant to measure the same quantity.)

As we have seen in the last section, the second condition is stated plainly by

Bridgman, and the first is suggested in his discussion of constructs.60

With that framework for considering the validity of metrological extension, I

would now like to return to the concrete problem of extending temperature mea-

surement to the realms of the very cold and the very hot. In the rest of this section I

will attempt to discern various strategies that were used in making the extension in

either direction, each of which was useful under the right circumstances. As we

have seen in chapter 2, by the latter part of the eighteenth century (when the main
events in the narratives of the present chapter began), the widespread agreement

was that the mercury-in-glass thermometer was the best standard of temperature

measurement. From around 1800 allegiances distinctly started to switch to the air

thermometer. Therefore the extensions of temperature measurement that we have

been considering were made from either the mercury or the air thermometer as the

original standard.

60The target of Bridgman’s critique of constructs was what we might call theoretical constructs,

generally defined by mathematical relations from other concepts that have direct operational meaning.

But concepts like pyrometric temperature are also constructs. The only direct experience we can have of

objects possessing such temperatures would be to be burned by them, and nothing in our experience

corresponds to various magnitudes of such temperatures.
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Disconnected Extension

It is a somewhat surprising consequence of the viewpoint I have taken, that the

original Wedgwood pyrometric scale, without the conversion to the Fahrenheit

scale, constituted a valid extension of the mercury standard. What Wedgwood did

was to create an entirely new measurement standard that was not connected di-

rectly to the original standard. As there was no direct area of overlap between

the mercury thermometer and the Wedgwood pyrometer, the overlap condition
was irrelevant. The conformity condition was met in quite a satisfactory way. The

connections between Wedgwood temperatures and various aspects of ceramic

chemistry and physics were amply testified by Wedgwood’s increased success in the

art of pottery achieved with the help of the pyrometer, and the stated satisfaction of

numerous others who put the Wedgwood pyrometer to use. It is true, as noted

earlier, that Daniell made a compelling critique of Wedgwood’s melting point of

silver on the basis of pre-existing meanings, but that only amounted to a correction

of an isolated data point, rather than the discrediting of the Wedgwood pyrometric
standard on the whole.

The Wedgwood Patch

The only obvious shortcoming of the original Wedgwood extension was that it left a

considerable stretch of the scale without a measurement standard, as the starting

point of the pyrometric scale was already quite a bit higher than the endpoint of the

mercury scale. Although that gap does not make the Wedgwood pyrometer invalid

in itself, it is easy enough to understand the desire for a continuous extended

temperature scale, particularly for anyone doing practical work in the range be-

tween the boiling point of mercury and red heat. As we have seen in ‘‘It Is Tem-

perature, but Not As We Know It,’’ Wedgwood’s solution to this problem was to
connect up the new standard and the original standard by means of a third standard

bridging the two. The intermediate silver scale connected with the Wedgwood scale

at the high end, and the mercury scale at the low end. In principle, this strategy had

the potential to satisfy both the conformity and the overlap conditions.

Wedgwood’s implementation of the patching strategy, however, left much to be

desired. He did not check whether the pattern of expansion of silver was the same

as the pattern of expansion of mercury in the range up to mercury’s boiling point,

or whether the expansion of silver at higher temperatures followed a congruent
pattern with the contraction of his clay pieces. Instead, Wedgwood simply picked

two points and calculated the silver–clay conversion factor assuming linearity. In the

case of the silver–mercury comparison he did make two different determinations of

the conversion factor and saw that they agreed well with each other, but that was

still not nearly enough. Therefore Wedgwood’s patched-up scale was only as good

as a bridge made of three twisted planks held together with a few nails here and

there. This bridge was not good enough to pass the Bridgman test (that is, to satisfy

the overlap condition). However, Wedgwood’s failure should not be taken as a
repudiation of the general strategy of patching.
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Whole-Range Standards

Instead of patching up disconnected standards, one could seek a single standard to

cover the entire range being considered. This was a popular strategy in the history

that we have examined, but its success depended entirely on whether a suitable

physical material could be found. For extension into the pyrometric range, mea-

surement methods based on ice calorimetry, water calorimetry, cooling rates, and

metallic expansion were all candidates for providing a whole-range standard. For

extension into the very cold domain, the alcohol thermometer was a clear candidate
but there was a problem with satisfying the overlap condition: it was well known that

the alcohol thermometer disagreed significantly with the mercury thermometer and

the air thermometer in the everyday temperature range, which is their area of

overlap. In the end the best solution was found in Pouillet’s air-in-platinum ther-

mometer, which in fact covered the entire range from the lowest known tempera-

tures at the time up to near the melting point of platinum (see the last parts of

‘‘Consolidating the Freezing Point of Mercury’’ and ‘‘Ganging Up on Wedgwood’’).61

But there is ultimate futility in this strategy. No matter how broadly a standard
is applicable, it will have its limits. Even platinum melts eventually; air liquefies at

the cold end and dissociates at the hot end. There are also more mundane limits, for

example, in how hot an object one can drop into a bucket of ice or water, as that

operation is really only plausible as long as the hot object remains in a solid form,

or at least a liquid form. Generally, if one aspires to give a measurement standard to

the entire range of values that a quantity can take on, then one will have to fall back

on patching. The best agreed-upon modern solution to the problem of thermo-

metric extension is in fact a form of patching, represented in the International
Practical Scale of Temperature. But there are more secure ways of patching than the

Wedgwood patch.

Leapfrogging

The least ambitious and most cautious of all the strategies discussed so far, which I

will call ‘‘leapfrogging,’’ is exemplified very well in the development of metallic

pyrometers. Initially the pattern of thermal expansion of a metallic substance was

studied empirically in the lower temperature ranges, by means of the mercury

thermometer. Then the phenomenological law established there was extrapolated

into the domain of temperatures higher than the boiling point of mercury. Another

exemplary case of leapfrogging was Cavendish’s use of the alcohol thermometer for
temperatures below the freezing point of mercury (see ‘‘Consolidating the Freezing

Point of Mercury’’). Extension by leapfrogging satisfies the overlap condition by

design, since the initial establishment of the phenomenological law indicates exactly

61The search for a whole-range temperature standard continues to this day. A team at Yale Uni-

versity led by Lafe Spietz is currently working on creating a thermometer using an aluminum-based

tunnel junction, which would be able to operate from very near absolute zero to room temperature. See

Cho 2003.
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how to ensure quantitative agreement in the overlapping domain. The conformity

condition may or may not be satisfied depending on the particular case, but it seems

to have been quite well satisfied in the cases we have discussed. The leapfrogging

process could be continued indefinitely in principle. Once the new standard is

established, a further extension can be made if a new phenomenological law can be
established in the new domain by reference to the new standard, and that law is

extrapolated into a further new domain.

Theoretical Unification

Instead of trying to find one material standard or a directly linked chain of material

standards to cover the entirety of the desired domain, one could also try to establish

an all-encompassing theoretical scheme that can provide justification for each pro-

posed measurement standard. Using a common theory to validate various disparate

standards would be a method of forging connections between them. If various new

standards are linked to the original standard in this way, they could all be regarded
as extensions of it. This is certainly a valid strategy in principle, but in the historical

period I am presently discussing, there was no theory capable of unifying thermom-

etric standards in such a way. Distinct progress using the strategy of theoretical

unification was only made much later, on the basis of Kelvin’s theoretical definition

of absolute temperature, which I will discuss in detail in chapter 4.

Mutual Grounding as a Growth Strategy

The discussion in the last section makes it clear that we are faced with a problem of

underdetermination, if that was not already clear in the narrative part. There are

many possible strategies for the extension of a measurement standard, and each

given strategy also allows many different possible extensions. So we are left with the

task of choosing the best extension out of all the possible ones, or at least the best

one among all the actual ones that have been tried. In each valid extension the

original standard is respected, but the original standard cannot determine the

manner of its own extension completely. And it can easily happen that in the new
domains the existing meanings will not be precise enough to effect an unambiguous

determination of the correct measurement standard. That is why the conformity

condition, demanding coherence with pre-existing meanings, was often very easily

satisfied.

In chapter 2 I discussed how Victor Regnault solved the problem of the choice

of thermometric fluids by subjecting each candidate to a stringent test of physical

consistency (comparability). At the end of ‘‘Minimalism against Duhemian Holism,’’

I also alluded to the type of situations in which that strategy would not work. We
have now come face to face with such a situation, in post-Wedgwood pyrometry.

Wedgwood tested his instrument for comparability, and it passed. In other people’s

hands, too, the Wedgwood pyrometer seems to have passed the test of compara-

bility, as long as standard clay pieces were used. Although that last qualification

would be sufficient to discredit the Wedgwood pyrometer if we applied the same

kind of rigor as seen in Regnault’s work, every other pyrometer would also have
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failed such stringent tests of comparability, until the late nineteenth century. Even

platinum pyrometers, the most controllable of all, yielded quite divergent results

when employed by Guyton and by Daniell. On the whole, the quality and amount

of available data were clearly not sufficient to allow each pyrometer to pass rigorous

tests of comparability until much later.
This returns us to the question of how it was possible to reject the Wedgwood

pyrometer as incorrect, when each of the alternative pyrometers was just about as

poor as Wedgwood’s instrument. In ‘‘Ganging Up on Wedgwood,’’ we have seen

how the Wedgwood pyrometer was rejected after it was shown that various other

pyrometers disagreed with it and agreed much more with each other (the situation

can be seen at a glance in table 3.2). To the systematic epistemologist, this will seem

like a shoddy solution. First of all, if there is any justification at all involved in this

process, it is entirely circular: the platinum pyrometer is good because it agrees with
the ice calorimeter, and the ice calorimeter is good because it agrees with the plat-

inum pyrometer; and so on. Second, relying on the convergence of various shaky

methods seems like a poor solution that was accepted only because there was no

single reliable method available. One good standard would have provided an op-

erational definition of temperature in the pyrometric range, and there would have

been no need to prop up poor standards against each other. These are cogent points,

at least on the surface. However, I will argue that the state of post-Wedgwood

pyrometry does embody an epistemic strategy of development that has positive
virtues.

In basic epistemological terms, relying on the convergence of various standards

amounts to the adoption of coherentism after a recognized failure of foundation-

alism. I will discuss the relative merits of foundationalist and coherentist theories of

justification more carefully in chapter 5, but what I have in mind at this point is the

use of coherence as a guide for a dynamic process of concept formation and

knowledge building, rather than strict justification. A very suggestive metaphor was

given by Otto Neurath, a leader of the Vienna Circle and the strongest advocate of
the Unity of Science movement: ‘‘We are like sailors who have to rebuild their ship

on the open sea, without ever being able to dismantle it in dry-dock and reconstruct

it from the best components.’’62

As often noted, there is some affinity between Neurath’s metaphor and

W. V. O. Quine’s later coherentist metaphor of the stretchable fabric: ‘‘The totality of

our so-called knowledge or beliefs…is a man-made fabric which impinges on ex-

perience only along the edges. Or, to change the figure, total science is like a field of

force whose boundary conditions are experience’’ (Quine [1953] 1961, 42). But
there is one difference that is very important for our purposes. In Quine’s metaphor,

it does not really matter what shape the fabric takes; one presumes it will not rip. In

contrast, when we are sailing in Neurath’s leaky boat, we will drown if we do not

actively do something about it, and do it right. In other words, Neurath’s metaphor

embodies a clear value judgment about the current state of knowledge, namely that it

62Neurath [1932/33] 1983, 92. For further discussions of Neurath’s philosophy, and particularly

the significance of ‘‘Neurath’s boat,’’ see Cartwright et al. 1996, 139 and 89ff.
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is imperfect, and also a firm belief that it can be improved. Neurath’s metaphor has a

progressivist moral, which is not so central to Quine’s.

Post-Wedgwood pyrometry was a very leaky boat. And if I may take some lib-

erties with Neurath’s metaphor, we must recognize that even such a leaky boat was

already a considerable achievement, since there was no boat at all earlier. Inves-
tigators like Clément and Desormes were like shipwrecked sailors pulling together

a few planks floating by, to form a makeshift lifeboat (however unrealistic that

possibility might be in a real shipwreck). Guyton got on that boat bringing the plank

of platinum pyrometry, which fitted well enough. They also picked up the plank of

Wedgwood pyrometry, admired it for its various pleasing qualities, but reluctantly

let it float away in the end, since it could not be made to fit. They did have the

choice of floating around hanging on to the Wedgwood plank waiting for other

planks that were compatible with it, but they decided to stay on the boat that they
already had, leaky as it was. It is difficult to fault such prudence.

Metaphors aside, what exactly were the positive merits of this process, which I

will call the ‘‘mutual grounding’’ of measurement standards? First of all, it is an

excellent strategy of managing uncertainty. In the absence of a measurement

standard that is demonstrably better than others, it is only sensible to give basically

equal status to all initially plausible candidates. But a standard that departs ex-

cessively from most others needs to be excluded, just by way of pragmatics rather

than by any absolute judgment of incorrectness. In metrological extension, we are
apt to find just the sort of uncertainty that calls for mutual grounding. In the new

domain the pre-existing meaning is not likely to be full and precise enough to

dictate an unambiguous choice of a measurement standard: there is probably no

sufficient basis of sensation; few general theories can cover unknown domains

confidently; and any extensions of phenomenological laws from known domains

face the problem of induction. All in all, there will probably be many alternative

extensions with an underdetermined choice between them.63

Mutual grounding is not a defeatist compromise, but a dynamic strategy of
development. First of all, it allows new standards to come into the convergent nest;

the lack of absolute commitment to any of the standards involved also means that

some of them can be ejected with relative ease if further study reveals them to be

inconsistent with others. Throughout the process decisions are taken in the di-

rection of increasing the degree of coherence within the whole set of mutually

grounded standards. The aspect of the coherence that is immediately sought is a

numerical convergence of measurement outcomes, but there are also other possible

63In Chang 1995a, I discussed the case of energy measurement in quantum physics in terms of

mutual grounding. In that case, the uncertainty was brought on by theoretical upheaval. In nineteenth-

century physics standards for energy measurement in various macroscopic domains had been firmly

established, and their extension into microscopic domains was considered unproblematic on the basis of

Newtonian mechanics and classical electromagnetic theory, which were assumed to have universal

validity. With the advent of quantum mechanics, the validity of classical theories was denied in the

microscopic domains, and suddenly the old measurement standards lost their unified theoretical justi-

fication. However, the ensuing uncertainty was dealt with quite smoothly by the mutual grounding of

two major existing measurement methods and one new one.
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aspects to consider, such as the relations between operational procedures, or shared

theoretical justification.

The strategy of mutual grounding begins by accepting underdetermination, by

not forcing a choice between equally valid options. In the context of choosing mea-

surement standards, accepting plurality is bound to mean accepting imprecision,
which we can actually afford to do in quite a few cases, with a promise of later

tightening. If we let underdetermination be, multiple standards can be given the

opportunity to develop and prove their virtues, theoretically or experimentally.

Continuing with observations using multiple standards helps us collect a wide range

of phenomena together under the rubric of one concept. That is the best way of

increasing the possibility that we will notice previously unsuspected connections,

some of which may serve as a basis of further development. A rich and loose

concept can guide us effectively in starting up the inquiry, which can then double
back on itself and define the concept more rigorously. This, too, is an iterative

process of development, as I will discuss in more detail in chapter 5.
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4

Theory, Measurement, and

Absolute Temperature

Narrative: The Quest for the Theoretical Meaning
of Temperature

Although we have thus a strict principle for constructing a definite system

for the estimation of temperature, yet as reference is essentially made to

a specific body as the standard thermometric substance…we can only

regard, in strictness, the scale actually adopted as an arbitrary series of

numbered points of reference sufficiently close for the requirements of practical

thermometry.

William Thomson, ‘‘On an Absolute Thermometric Scale,’’ 1848

A theoretically inclined reader may well be feeling disturbed by now to note that

so much work on the measurement of temperature seems to have been carried

out without any precise theoretical definition of temperature or heat. As seen in the

last three chapters, by the middle of the nineteenth century temperature became

measurable in a coherent and precise manner over a broad range, but all of that was
achieved without much theoretical understanding. It is not that there was a com-

plete lack of relevant theories—there had always been theories about the nature

of heat, since ancient times. But until the late nineteenth century no theories of

heat were successful in directing the practice of thermometry in a useful way. We

have seen something of that theoretical failure in chapter 2. The discussion in this

chapter will show why it was so difficult to make a productive and convincing

connection between thermometry and the theory of heat, and how such a connection

The work on William Thomson’s absolute temperature contained in this chapter was done in close

collaboration with Sang Wook Yi. The results of our research are reported in full technical detail in Chang

and Yi (forthcoming). The content of the section ‘‘Temperature, Heat, and Cold’’ has been adapted from

Chang 2002.
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was eventually made. In order to stay within the broad time period covered in

this book, I will limit my discussion to theoretical developments leading up to

classical thermodynamics. Statistical mechanics does not enter the narrative because

it did not connect with thermometry in meaningful ways in the time period under

consideration.

Temperature, Heat, and Cold

Practical thermometry achieved a good deal of reliability and precision before

people could say with any confidence what it was that thermometers measured. A

curious fact in the history of meteorology gives us a glimpse into that situation. The

common attribution of the centigrade thermometer to the Swedish astronomer

Anders Celsius (1701–1744) is correct enough, but his scale had the boiling point

of water as 08 and the freezing point as 1008. In fact, Celsius was not alone in
adopting such an ‘‘upside-down’’ thermometric scale. We have already come across

the use of such a scale in ‘‘Can Mercury Be Frozen?’’ and ‘‘Can Mercury Tell Us

Its Own Freezing Point?’’ in chapter 3, in the mercury thermometer designed by

the French astronomer Joseph-Nicolas Delisle (1688–1768) in St. Petersburg (the

Delisle scale can be seen in the Adams thermometer in fig. 1.1). In England the ‘‘Royal

Society Thermometer’’ had its zero point at ‘‘extream heat’’ (around 908F or 328C)
and increasing numbers going down the tube.1 These ‘‘upside-down’’ scales were in

serious scientific use up to the middle of the eighteenth century, as shown em-
blematically in figure 4.1.2

Why certain early pioneers of thermometry created and used such ‘‘upside-down’’

thermometers remains a matter for speculation. There seems to be no surviv-

ing record of the principles behind the calibration of the Royal Society thermom-

eter, and Delisle’s (1738) published account of his thermometers only concentrates

on the concrete procedures of calibration. There is no clear agreement among

historians about Celsius’s motivations either. Olof Beckman’s view is that ‘‘Celsius

and many other scientists were used to both direct and reversed scales, and

1For more detail on the Celsius, Delisle, and Royal Society scales, see: Middleton 1966, 58–62, 87–

89, 98–101; Van Swinden 1778, 102–106, 115–116, 221–238; and Beckman 1998. An original Delisle

thermometer sent to Celsius by Delisle in 1737 is still preserved at Uppsala University; see Beckman

1998, 18–19, for a photo and description. The National Maritime Museum in Greenwich holds three

Royal Society thermometers (ref. no. MT/Th.5, MT/BM.29, MT/BM.28), and also a late nineteenth-

century thermometer graduated on the Delisle scale (ref. no. MT/Th.17(iv)).
2For instance, Celsius’s original scale was adopted in the meteorological reports from Uppsala,

made at the observatory that Celsius himself had founded, for some time in the late 1740s. From 1750

we find the scale inverted into the modern centigrade scale. The Royal Society thermometer provided the

chief British standard in the early eighteenth century, and it was sent out to agents in various countries

who reported their meteorological observations to the Royal Society, which were summarized for regular

reports in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. The use of the Royal Society scale is

in evidence at least from 1733 to 1738. Delisle’s scale was recognized widely and remained quite popular

for some time, especially in Russia.
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simply did not care too much’’ about the direction.3 My own hypothesis is that

those who designed upside-down thermometers may have been thinking more

in terms of measuring the degrees of cold than degrees of heat. If that sounds
strange, that is only because we now have a metaphysical belief that cold is sim-

ply the absence of heat, not a real positive quality or entity in its own right. Al-

though the existence of the upside-down temperature scales does not prove that

their makers were trying to measure degrees of cold rather than heat, at least it

reveals a lack of a sufficiently strong metaphysical commitment against the positive

reality of cold.

FIGURE 4.1. George Martine’s comparison of fifteen thermometric scales. The ninth (Delisle)

and eleventh (Royal Society) are of the ‘‘upside-down’’ type. This figure was attached at the

beginning of Martine [1740] 1772, chart facing p. 37. Courtesy of the British Library.

3Private communication, 28 February 2001; I thank Professor Beckman for his advice.
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Indeed, as we have seen in ‘‘Can Mercury be Frozen?’’ and ‘‘Can Mercury Tell

Us Its Own Freezing Point?’’ in chapter 3, in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

discussions of low-temperature phenomena, people freely spoke of the ‘‘degrees of

cold’’ as well as ‘‘degrees of heat.’’4 The practical convenience of the Delisle scale in

low-temperature work is obvious, as it gives higher numbers when more cooling is
achieved. If we look back about a century before Celsius, we find that Father Marin

Mersenne (1588–1648), that diplomat among scholars and master of ‘‘mitigated

skepticism,’’ had already devised a thermometer to accommodate all tastes, with

one sequence of numbers going up and another sequence going down.5 Similarly,

the alcohol thermometer devised by the French physicist Guillaume Amontons

(1663–1738) had a double scale, one series of numbers explicitly marked ‘‘degrees

of cold’’ and the other ‘‘degrees of heat’’ (see fig. 4.2).

The history of cold is worth examining in some more detail, since it is apt to
shake us out of theoretical complacency regarding the question of what thermom-

eters measure. There have been a number of perfectly capable philosophers and

scientists through the ages who regarded cold as real as heat—starting with Aristotle,

who took cold and hot as opposite qualities on an equal footing, as two of the

four fundamental qualities in the terrestrial world. The mechanical philosophers of

the seventeenth century were not united in their reactions to this aspect of

Aristotelianism. Although many of them subscribed to theories that understood

heat as motion and cold as the lack of it, the mechanical philosophy did not rule
out giving equal ontological status to heat and cold. In the carefully considered view

of Francis Bacon (1561–1626), heat was a particular type of expansive motion and

cold was a similar type of contractive motion; therefore, the two had equal onto-

logical status. Robert Boyle (1627–1691) wanted to rule out the positive reality of

cold, but had to admit his inability to do so in any conclusive way after honest and

exhaustive considerations. The French atomist Pierre Gassendi (1592–1655) had

a more complex mechanical theory, in which ‘‘calorific atoms’’ caused heat

by agitating the particles of ordinary matter; Gassendi also postulated ‘‘frigorific
atoms,’’ whose angular shapes and sluggish motion made them suited for clogging

the pores of bodies and damping down the motions of atoms.6

4For example, Bolton (1900, 42–43) quotes Boyle as saying in 1665: ‘‘The common instruments

show us no more than the relative coldness of the air, but leave us in the dark as to the positive degree

thereof….’’ Similarly, the records of the Royal Society (Birch [1756–57] 1968, 1:364–5) state that at the

meeting of 30 December 1663 a motion was made ‘‘to make a standard of cold,’’ upon which Hooke

suggested ‘‘the degree of cold, which freezes distilled water.’’ Even Henry Cavendish, who had quite a

modern-sounding theory of heat, did not hesitate titling his article of 1783: ‘‘Observations on

Mr. Hutchins’s Experiments for Determining the Degree of Cold at which Quicksilver Freezes.’’
5See Bolton 1900, 30–31; Mersenne described this thermometer in 1644.
6For a summary of the mechanical philosophers’ views on heat and cold, see Pyle 1995, 558–565.

For further detail, see Bacon [1620] 2000, book II, esp. aphorism XX, 132–135; on Boyle, see Sargent

1995, 203–204.
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FIGURE 4.2. Amontons’s thermometer (1703, 53), with a double scale. Courtesy of the British

Library.
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Gassendi’s sort of theory seems to have enjoyed much popularity for some

time, as reported in 1802 by Thomas Thomson (1773–1852), Scotland’s premier

‘‘chemist breeder’’ and early historian of chemistry:7

There have been philosophers…who maintained that cold is produced not by the

abstraction of caloric merely, but by the addition of a positive something, of a

peculiar body endowed with specific qualities. This was maintained by [Petrus van]

Muschenbroek [1692–1761] and [ Jean Jacques d’Ortous] De Mairan [1678–1771],

and seems to have been the general opinion of philosophers about the commencement of

the eighteenth century. According to them, cold is a substance of a saline nature, very

much resembling nitre, constantly floating in the air, and wafted about by the wind

in very minute corpuscles, to which they gave the name of frigorific particles.

(T. Thomson 1802, 1:339; emphasis added)

Even by the late eighteenth century the question about the nature of cold had not

been settled. The 2d edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica in 1778 reported that

there was no agreement on this question, but it came down on the side of sup-

posing the independence of cold from heat, which led to the sort of discourse as the

following: ‘‘if a body is heated, the cold ought to fly from it.’’ This way of thinking
persisted and even gathered strength by the third edition of Britannica, published

at the end of the century. The author of the article on ‘‘heat’’ there admitted a good

deal of uncertainty in current knowledge, and opined that the best way of pro-

ceeding was ‘‘to lay down certain principles established from the obvious phe-

nomena of nature, and to reason from them fairly as far as we can.’’ Ten such

principles were offered, and the first one reads: ‘‘Heat and cold are found to expel

one another. Hence we ought to conclude, that heat and cold are both positives.’’8

Into this confused field came a striking experiment that seemed like a direct
confirmation of the reality of cold and generated the controversy that became the

last and most crucial debate in the banishing of cold from the ontology of the

universe. The experiment was originally the work of the Genevan physicist and

statesman Marc-Auguste Pictet (1752–1825). Pictet (1791, 86–111) set up two

concave metallic mirrors facing each other and placed a sensitive thermometer at

the focus of one of the mirrors; then he brought a hot (but not glowing) object to

the focus of the other mirror and observed that the thermometer started rising

immediately. (Fig. 4.3 shows a later version of this experiment, by John Tyndall.9)
After a trial with the mirrors separated by a distance of 69 feet that showed no time

lag in the production of the effect, Pictet concluded he was observing the radiation

of heat at an extremely high speed (like the passage of light) and certainly not its

7For more information about Thomson, who is an important source for the history of chemistry up

to his time, see Morrell 1972 and Klickstein 1948.
8‘‘Cold,’’ in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2d ed., vol. 3 (1778), 2065–2067; the quoted statement is on

p. 1066. ‘‘Heat,’’ in Encyclopaedia Britannica, 3d ed. (1797), 8:350–353; the quoted principle is on p. 351.
9Tyndall (1880, 289–292) found it wondrous to have the opportunity to use this apparatus at the

Royal Institution. He recalled acquiring the yearning to become a natural philosopher in his youth from

the excitement of reading an account of experiments performed by Humphry Davy with the very same

apparatus, which had initially been commissioned by Count Rumford.
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FIGURE 4.3. Illustration showing a version of Pictet’s ‘‘double-reflection’’ experiment, from

Tyndall 1880 (290). The spark ignited at the focus of the lower mirror causes the explosion

of the hydrogen-chlorine balloon at the focus of the upper mirror. In an experiment more

like Pictet’s, a hot copper ball placed in the lower focus causes a blackened hydrogen-oxygen

balloon at the upper focus to explode. Courtesy of the British Library.



slow conduction through the air. To appreciate how remarkable this result was, we

need to remember that its publication was a full decade before the discovery of

infrared heating effect in sunlight by William Herschel (1800b). Unmediated heat

transfer through space was a very novel concept at that time.

This experiment was already stunning enough, but now Pictet described a
variation on it that still inspires incredulity in those who read its description (1791,

116–118):

I conversed on this subject with Mr. [Louis] Bertrand [1731–1812], a celebrated

professor of mathematics in our academy, and pupil of the immortal Euler. He

asked me if I believed cold susceptible of being reflected? I confidently replied no;

that cold was only privation of heat, and that a negative could not be reflected. He

requested me, however, to try the experiment, and he assisted me in it.

When Pictet introduced a flask filled with snow into the focus of one mirror, the

thermometer at the focus of the other mirror immediately dropped ‘‘several de-
grees,’’ as if the snow emitted rays of cold that were reflected and focused at the

thermometer. When he made the snow colder by pouring some nitrous acid on it,

the cooling effect was enhanced. But how could that be, any more than a dark

object could emit rays of darkness that make a light dimmer at the receiving end?

Pictet was initially ‘‘amazed’’ by the outcome of his own experiment, which he felt

was ‘‘notorious.’’ Bertrand’s suggestion seemed a frivolous one at the outset, but

now it had to be addressed seriously.

The situation here is reminiscent of the recent philosophical debates sur-
rounding Ian Hacking’s argument that we are entitled to believe in the reality of

unobservable objects postulated in our theories if we can manipulate them suc-

cessfully in the laboratory, for instance when we can micro-inject a fluid into a cell

while monitoring the whole process with a microscope. Hacking (1983, 23) put

forward a slogan that will be remembered for a long time: ‘‘[I]f you can spray them,

then they’re real.’’ Hacking explains that this last insight came out of his own

experience of overcoming his disbelief about the reality of the positron, the anti-

particle of the electron. After learning how positrons can be ‘‘sprayed’’ onto a tiny
niobium ball to change its electric charge (in a modern version of the Millikan oil-

drop experiment), Hacking felt compelled to give up his previous notion that

positrons were mere theoretical constructs. But what is Pictet’s experiment, if not a

successful spraying of cold onto the thermometer to lower its temperature, just as

Hacking’s physicists spray positrons onto a niobium ball to change its electric

charge? Anyone wanting help in denying the reality of cold will have to look

elsewhere, since the only answer based on Hacking’s ‘‘experimental realism’’ will

have to be that radiant cold is indeed real.
Pictet himself dispensed with the conundrum relatively quickly, by convincing

himself that he was only really observing heat being radiated away from the ther-

mometer and sinking into the ice; the thermometer loses heat in this way, so

naturally its temperature goes down. But it is clear that someone with precisely the

opposite picture of reality could give a perfectly good mirror-image explanation:

‘‘Heat doesn’t really exist (being a mere absence of cold), yet certain phenomena

could fool us into thinking that it did. When we observe a warmer object apparently
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heating a colder one by radiation, all that is happening is that the colder object is

radiating cold to the warmer one, itself getting less cold in the process.’’ The

Edinburgh chemist John Murray (1778?–1820) summed up the quandary arising

from Pictet’s and some related experiments as follows:

In these experiments, then, we have apparently the emanation from a cold body of

a positively frigorific power, which moves in right lines, is capable of being in-

tercepted, reflected and condensed, and of producing, in its condensed state, its

accumulated cooling power; and they appear equally conclusive in establishing the

existence of radiant cold, as the other experiments are in establishing the existence

of radiant heat. (Murray 1819, 1:359–360)

A more generalized view was reported by the English polymath Thomas Young

(1773–1829), best known now for his wave theory of light, in his Royal Institution

lectures at the start of the nineteenth century: ‘‘Any considerable increase of heat

gives us the idea of positive warmth or hotness, and its diminution excites the idea

of positive cold. Both these ideas are simple, and each of them might be derived
either from an increase or from a diminution of a positive quality.’’10

Elsewhere I have examined what I consider to be the last decisive battle in this

long-standing dispute, which was instigated by Count Rumford (1753–1814), who

took up Pictet’s experiment and developed further variations designed to show that

the observations could not be explained in terms of the radiation of heat.11 Rumford

is best known to historians and physicists for his advocacy of the idea that heat was

a form of motion rather than a material substance, but in his own day he was

celebrated even more as an inventor and a social reformer, who got rich by selling
improved fireplaces and kitchens, invented the soup kitchen for the poor, re-

organized the army and rounded up beggars into workhouses in Munich, and

founded the Royal Institution in London.12 Rumford’s scientific work was always

geared toward practical applications, and his interest in radiant heat and cold was

no exception. He noted that a highly reflective surface would serve to retard the

cooling of objects (and people) in cold weather, since such a surface would be

effective in reflecting away the ‘‘frigorific radiation’’ impinging on the object from its

colder surroundings. Rumford tested this idea by experiments with metallic cyl-
inders ‘‘clothed’’ in different types of surfaces, and late in life he enhanced his

reputation as an eccentric by defying Parisian fashion with his winter dress, which

was ‘‘entirely white, even his hat.’’13

When the fundamental ontology of heat and cold was in such state of un-

certainty, it was understandably difficult to reach a consensus about what it was

10Young 1807, 1:631. He continued: ‘‘[B]ut there are many reasons for supposing heat to be the

positive quality, and cold the diminution or absence of that quality’’; however, he did not care to state any

of those ‘‘many reasons.’’
11See Chang 2002. Evans and Popp 1985 gives an informative account of the same episode from a

different point of view.
12For brief further information, see Chang 2002, 141. The most detailed and authoritative modern

account of his life and work is Brown 1979.
13About Rumford’s winter dress, see ‘‘Memoirs’’ 1814, 397, and Brown 1979, 260.
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that thermometers measured in theoretical terms. But, as we know, the question of

the existence of positive cold did get settled in the negative in the end. In the

previously mentioned article, I argue that the metaphysical consensus against

Rumford’s frigorific radiation was reached thanks to the clear and increasing prev-

alence of the caloric theory of heat, into which it was difficult to fit any notion of
positive cold. Therefore, the caloric theory at least produced an agreement that

what thermometers measured was the degree or intensity of heat, not cold. But did

it enable a complete and detailed theoretical understanding of temperature? That is

the subject of the next section.

Theoretical Temperature before Thermodynamics

The first detailed theoretical understanding of temperature arrived in the late

eighteenth century, in the tradition of the caloric theory, which was introduced
briefly in ‘‘Caloric Theories against the Method of Mixtures’’ in chapter 2. As there

were many different theories about the matter of heat, most commonly referred to

as ‘‘caloric’’ after Lavoisier, I will speak of the ‘‘caloric theories’’ in the plural. Within

any material theory of heat, it was very natural to think of temperature as the

density of heat-matter. But as we shall see shortly, there were many different ways

of cashing out that basic idea, and there were many difficulties, eventually seen as

insurmountable, in understanding the operation of thermometers in such terms.

Within the caloric tradition, the most attractive theoretical picture of tem-
perature was given by the ‘‘Irvinists,’’ namely followers of the Scottish physician

William Irvine (1743–1787).14 The Irvinists defined temperature as the total

amount of heat contained in a body, divided by the body’s capacity for heat. This

‘‘absolute’’ temperature was counted from the ‘‘absolute zero,’’ which was the point

of complete absence of caloric. One of the most compelling aspects of Irvinist

theory was the explanation of latent heat phenomena, which were seen as con-

sequences of changes in bodies’ capacities for caloric. For instance, the change of

state from ice to water was accompanied by an increase in the capacity for heat,
which meant that an input of heat was needed just to maintain the same tem-

perature while the ice was melting. Irvine confirmed by direct measurement that the

specific heat (which he identified with heat capacity) of water was indeed higher

than the specific heat of ice, in the ratio of 1 to 0.9. The Irvinist explanation of latent

heat in state changes was illustrated by the analogy of a bucket that suddenly

widens; the liquid level in the bucket (representing temperature) would go down,

and more liquid (representing heat) would have to be put in to keep the level where

it was before (see fig. 4.4). The heat involved in chemical reactions was explained
similarly, by pointing to observed or presumed differences between the heat ca-

pacities of the reactants and the products.

Irvine’s ideas were highly controversial and never commanded a broad con-

sensus, but they were adopted and elaborated by some influential thinkers especially

14For further information about Irvine and his ideas, see Fox 1968, Fox 1971, 24ff., and Cardwell

1971, 55ff.
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in Britain. Perhaps the most effective advocate of Irvine’s ideas was the Irish

physician and chemist Adair Crawford (1748–1795), who was active in London in

later life but had attended Irvine’s lectures while he was a student in Glasgow.

Crawford applied Irvine’s ideas in order to arrive at a new solution to the long-

standing puzzle on how warm-blooded animals generated heat in their bodies

(basically, the air we breathe in has a higher heat capacity than the air we breathe

out). Crawford’s influential treatise on animal heat (1779, 1788) served as an
important conduit of Irvine’s ideas to other scholars, including John Dalton (1766–

1844), the originator of the chemical atomic theory. Other important Irvinists in-

cluded Sir John Leslie (1766–1832), professor of mathematics and then of natural

philosophy in Edinburgh, and the chemist John Murray (1778?–1820), writer of

influential textbooks.

The demise of Irvinism owed much to experimental failure. In fact what

worked decisively against it was something that Karl Popper would have admired

greatly: a high degree of testability. Irvine’s hypothesis of heat capacity specified

FIGURE 4.4. An illustration of the Irvinist theory of latent heat, adapted from Dalton 1808,

figure facing p. 217.
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a precise quantitative relationship between heat capacity, temperature, and total

heat, and the Irvinists were clearly agreed in how to render their theoretical notion

of heat capacity measurable, by identifying it with the operational concept of

specific heat. Therefore, measurements of specific heat, temperature, and latent heat

in various chemical and physical processes yielded unequivocal tests of Irvinist
theory. Most strikingly for thermometry, the Irvinists set out to locate the absolute

zero by measuring how much latent heat was necessary to make up for known

amounts of change in heat capacity while maintaining the temperature at the same

level. For instance, in figure 4.4, the shaded area represents the latent heat involved

in turning ice at 08C into water at 08C; the width of that shaded area is the

difference in the specific heats of ice and water. The specific heat difference and

the latent heat can be measured, and then dividing the latter by the former gives the

height of the shaded rectangular area, which corresponds to the temperature dif-
ference between the melting point of ice and absolute zero. When Irvine performed

this calculation, he obtained �9008F as the value of absolute zero (Fox 1971, 28).

This was a great triumph for Irvinism: the ‘‘zeros’’ of all previous thermometric

scales had been arbitrary points; with Irvinist theory one could calculate how far the

conventional zeros were from the absolute zero.

However, most of the predictions made on the basis of Irvine’s hypothesis

were not confirmed. In the case of the measurement of absolute zero, the values

obtained were so diverse that they rather indicated the nonexistence of absolute
zero, in the opinion of the opponents of Irvinism. In their critique of Irvinism,

Laplace and Lavoisier gave Irvinist calculations of absolute zero ranging from

�6008C to �14,0008C. Even Dalton, who was doing the calculations in good

Irvinist faith, admitted that the value he presented as the most probable, �61508F,
was derived from results that varied between �11,0008F and �40008F (Cardwell

1971, 64, 127). Thus, Irvinist caloric theory stuck its neck out, and it was duly

chopped off. Of course there were many other reasons why Irvinist theory fell out of

favor, but the lack of convergence in the absolute-zero values was certainly one of
its most important failures.

It is a pity that Irvinism did not work out. After its demise, theoretical notions

of heat and temperature have never recovered such beautiful simplicity. In addition,

Irvinism was the only theory up to that point that provided a clear, detailed, and

quantitative link between thermometric measurements and the theoretical concepts

of temperature and heat. The caloric theorists who rejected Irvinism could only

engage in defensive and untestable moves when it came to the understanding of

temperature.
The tradition of caloric theories described as ‘‘chemical’’ in chapter 2, led by

Lavoisier, could avoid the experimental failure of Irvinism because it had postulated

two different states of caloric (free/sensible vs. combined/latent). In the chemical

caloric theory, temperature was conceived as the density (or pressure) of free caloric

only, since latent caloric was usually conceived as caloric deprived of its char-

acteristic repulsive force, hence unable to effect the expansion of thermometric

substances. But it was impossible to refute the various chemical-calorist doctrines

by direct experiment, since there was no direct way to measure how much caloric
was going latent or becoming sensible again in any given physical or chemical
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process, not to mention how much total latent caloric was contained in a body.

Rumford came up against this irrefutability when he tried to argue against the

caloric theory on the basis of his famous cannon-boring experiment. In Rumford’s

own view, his experiment disproved the caloric theory because it showed that an

indefinite amount of heat could be generated by friction (motion). For the leading
calorists, Rumford’s experiment only showed the disengagement of combined ca-

loric as a consequence of the mechanical agitation, and no one knew just how much

combined caloric was there to be released in such a manner.15

The chemical calorists also refused to accept the Irvinist identification of spe-

cific heat and heat capacity. For them the very concept of Irvinist heat capacity was

meaningless, and specific heat was simply a measure of how much heat a body

required to go from temperature T8 to temperature (T þ 1)8, which was actually a

variable function of T. We have seen in Haüy’s critique of De Luc, in ‘‘Caloric
Theories against the Method of Mixtures’’ in chapter 2, how indeterminate the

relation between temperature and heat input became under the chemical caloric

theory. Haüy’s work was probably among the best contributions from that tradition

to thermometry, but still it could only play a negative role. As discussed in ‘‘The

Calorist Mirage of Gaseous Linearity’’ in chapter 2, the later theoretical work by

Laplace further weakened the link between the theory and practice of thermometry,

despite his aims to the contrary. Laplace redefined temperature as the density of the

‘‘free caloric of space,’’ to which one had no independent observational access at all,
and which was postulated to be so thinly spread that it would have been un-

detectable for that reason in any case. Laplace’s derivations of the gas laws only

amounted to a spurious rationalization of the existing practice of gas thermometry,

rather than adding any real insight or concrete improvement to it. All in all, it is not

surprising that the serious practitioners of thermometry, including Regnault, mostly

disregarded the latter-day caloric theory for the purposes of their art.

If the caloric theories failed to link thermometry effectively to the theoretical
concept of temperature, did other theories do any better? Here the modern com-

mentator will jump immediately to the collection of theories that can be classified as

‘‘dynamic’’ or ‘‘mechanical,’’ built on the basic idea that heat consists of motion,

since that is the tradition that eventually triumphed, though after many decades of

neglect during the heyday of caloric theories. Note, however, that the dynamic

theories that were in competition with the caloric theories bore very little resem-

blance to the dynamic theories that came after thermodynamics. Despite a very long

history including a phase of high popularity in the context of seventeenth-century
mechanical philosophy, dynamic theories of heat were not developed in precise and

quantitative ways until the nineteenth century.

15This famous experiment is described in Rumford [1798] 1968. For typical examples of calorist

rebuttals, see Henry 1802, and Berthollet’s discussion reproduced in Rumford [1804a] 1968, 470–474.

Rumford’s own conception of the caloric theory was clearly of the Irvinist variety, as shown in his attempt

to argue that the heat could not have come from changes in heat capacity by confirming that the specific

heat (by weight) of the metal chippings was the same as the specific heat of the bulk metal.
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The first dynamic theorist that we should take note of is indeed Rumford, who

has often been hailed as the neglected pioneer whose work should have toppled the

caloric theory but did not. However, as intimated by his advocacy of positive cold

radiation discussed briefly in the previous section, Rumford’s theory of heat was

very far from the modern kinetic theory. As was common during that time,
Rumford envisaged molecules of matter as vibrating around fixed positions even in

gases, not bouncing around in random motion. Rumford presumed temperature to

be defined by the frequency of the vibrations, but he vacillated on this point and

expressed a suspicion that it might really depend on the velocities that the mole-

cules took on in the course of their oscillations.16 It is important not to read modern

conceptions too much into Rumford’s work. He believed that the vibrating mole-

cules would continually set off vibrations in the ether without themselves losing

energy in that process. He also rejected the idea of absolute zero because he did not
consider temperature as a proper quantity:

Hot and cold, like fast and slow, are mere relative terms; and, as there is no relation

or proportion between motion and a state of rest, so there can be no relation

between any degree of heat and absolute cold, or a total privation of heat; hence it

is evident that all attempts to determine the place of absolute cold, on the scale of a

thermometer, must be nugatory. (Rumford [1804b] 1968, 323)

This opinion regarding the absolute zero was shared by Humphry Davy (1778–
1829), Rumford’s protégé in the early days of the Royal Institution, and fellow

advocate of the dynamic theory of heat: ‘‘Having considered a good deal the subject

of the supposed real zero, I have never been satisfied with any conclusions respecting

it.…[T]emperature does not measure a quantity, but merely a property of heat.’’17

Instead of Rumford, we might look to the pioneers of the kinetic theory of

gases, who believed in the random translational motion of molecules, because they

are the ones who created the modern theoretical idea that temperature is a measure

of the kinetic energy of molecules. But even there the situation is not so straight-
forward. (On the history of the kinetic theory, I will largely rely on Stephen Brush’s

[1976] authoritative account.) Very early on Daniel Bernoulli (1700–1782) did

explain the pressure of gases as arising from the impact of molecular collisions and

showed that it was proportional to the vis viva of individual molecules (mv2 in

modern notation), but he did not identify molecular vis viva as temperature. The

first theoretical conception of temperature in the kinetic theory seems to have been

articulated by John Herapath (1790–1868) in England, who composed an im-

portant early article on the subject in 1820. But Herapath’s idea was that tem-
perature was proportional to the velocity of the molecules, not to the square of the

velocity as the modern theories would have it. In any case, Herapath’s work was

largely ignored by the scientific establishment in London, and for a time he was

reduced to publishing some of his scientific articles in the Railway Magazine, which

16See Rumford [1804b] 1968, 427–428; see also the brief yet interesting commentary on this

matter in Evans and Popp 1985, 749.
17Letter from Davy to John Herapath (6 March 1821), quoted in Brush 1976, 1:118.
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he edited. The only real impact his work had was made through James Joule, who

made use of some of Herapath’s ideas in the late 1840s.18

Even worse reception than Herapath’s awaited the work of the Scottish en-

gineer John James Waterston (1811–1883), who is the first person on record to

have identified temperature as proportional to mv2, starting in 1843. Waterston’s
paper submitted to the Royal Society in 1845 was flatly rejected and did not see the

light of day until Lord Rayleigh discovered it in the Society’s archives in 1891 and

had it published in the Philosophical Transactions finally. The same idea was put into

real circulation only through the work of Rudolf Clausius (1822–1888), whose

publications on the matter started in 1850.19 By that time Thomson had already

published his first definition of absolute temperature, and macroscopic thermo-

dynamics was to be the most important vehicle of progress in the theory of heat for

a time.
In short, up to the middle of the nineteenth century there was a good deal of

disagreement about what temperature meant in a dynamic theory of heat. Besides,

even if one accepted a certain theoretical definition, it was not easy to make a suc-

cessful bridge between such a definition and actual measurement. In fact Herapath

was probably the only one to build a clear operational bridge, by declaring that the

pressure of a gas was proportional to the square of its ‘‘true temperature.’’ But both

his theoretical conception and his operationalization were seen as problematic, and

there is no evidence that anyone took up Herapath’s thermometry.20 Meanwhile
neither Waterston nor Clausius came up with a method of operationalizing their

concept of temperature as proportional to the average kinetic energy of molecules.

In fact, even in modern physics it is not entirely clear how easily that concept can be

operationalized (except by sticking an ordinary thermometer in a gas).

William Thomson’s Move to the Abstract

We can appreciate the true value of Thomson’s work on thermometry when we

consider the failure in both of the major traditions of heat theory, discussed in the

last section. He crafted a new theoretical concept of temperature through an in-

genious use of the new thermodynamic theory and also made that concept mea-

surable. William Thomson (1824–1907), better known to posterity as Lord Kelvin,

was one of the last great classical physicists, who made many key advances in

thermodynamics and electromagnetism, and worked tenaciously to the end of his

life to create a viable physical theory of the ether. Son of a Belfast-born Glasgow pro-
fessor of mathematics, precocious Thomson received just about the best conceivable

18See Brush 1976, 1:20 on Bernouilli’s work, 1:69, 110–111 on Herapath’s ideas, and 1:115–130

on Herapath’s general struggle to get his views heard (not to mention accepted). See Mendoza 1962–63,

26, for Joule’s advocacy of Herapath’s ideas.
19See Brush 1976, 1:70–71, for Waterston’s basic idea; 1:156–157, for the circumstances of its

publication; and 1:170–175, for Clausius’s contribution.
20See Brush 1976, 1:111–112, for an explanation of Herapath’s conception of temperature.
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scientific education: early study at home was followed by attendance at Glasgow

University, then a Cambridge degree in mathematics, rounded out by further study

and apprenticeship in the heart of the scientific establishment in Paris. At the

unlikely age of 22, Thomson was appointed to the chair of natural philosophy at

Glasgow, which he held from 1846 to 1899. His early reputation was made in
mathematical physics, especially through his able defense of Fourier’s work and its

application to electrodynamics. Later in life Thomson became absorbed in various

practical applications of physics, including the laying of the much-celebrated

Atlantic telegraph cable. It was characteristic of Thomson’s work to insist on an

abstract mathematical formulation of a problem, but then to find ways of linking

the abstract formulation back to concrete empirical situations, and his work in

thermometry was no exception.21

It is important to keep in mind just how much Thomson’s thermometry arose
out of an admiring opposition to Victor Regnault’s work, which I examined in detail

in chapter 2. Thomson’s sojourn in Paris occurred when Regnault was beginning to

establish himself as the undisputed master of precision experiment. Following an

initial introduction by Biot, Thomson quickly became one of Regnault’s most valued

young associates. In the spring of 1845 he reported from Paris to his father: ‘‘It has

been a very successful plan for me going to Regnault’s laboratory. I always get

plenty to do, and Regnault speaks a great deal to me about what he is doing.…I

sometimes go to the lab as early as 8 in the morning, and seldom get away before 5,
and sometimes not till 6.’’ Thomson’s duties in the lab evolved from menial duties,

such as operating an air pump on command, to collaboration with Regnault on the

mathematical analysis of data. By 1851 we find Thomson paying a visit back to

Paris, and subsequently spending a good deal of time writing out an account of the

new thermodynamic theory for Regnault. To the end of his life Thomson recalled

Regnault’s tutelage with great fondness and appreciation. At a Parisian banquet held

in his honor in 1900, Thomson (now Lord Kelvin) recalled with emotion how

Regnault had taught him ‘‘a faultless technique, a love of precision in all things, and
the highest virtue of the experimenter—patience.’’22

Thomson’s first contribution to thermometry, a paper of 1848 presented to the

Cambridge Philosophical Society, began by recognizing that the problem of tem-

perature measurement had received ‘‘as complete a practical solution…as can be

desired’’ thanks to Regnault’s ‘‘very elaborate and refined experimental researches.’’

Still, he lamented, ‘‘the theory of thermometry is however as yet far from being in so

satisfactory a state’’ (Thomson [1848] 1882, p.100). As I discussed in detail

in ‘‘Regnault: Austerity and Comparability’’ in chapter 2, Regnault had just con-
solidated his precision air thermometry by shrinking from theoretical speculations

21The most extensive and detailed existing accounts of Thomson’s life and work are Smith and

Wise 1989 and Thompson 1910. A briefer yet equally insightful source is Sharlin 1979.
22For records of Thomson’s work with Regnault, see Thompson 1910, 117, 121–122, 126, 128,

226, 947–948, 1154. Thomson’s letter to his father (30 March 1845) is quoted from p. 128 and his 1900

speech from p. 1154.
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about the nature of heat and temperature. Consonant with the disillusionment

with abstract theory that was particularly widespread in France (see ‘‘Regnault and

Post-Laplacian Empiricism’’ in chapter 2), Regnault’s attitude was that basic mea-

surements had to be justified in themselves. Those who wanted to found mea-

surements on some theory which in itself was in need of empirical verification, had
got the epistemic order of things exactly backwards. Much as the young Glaswegian

professor admired Regnault’s work, this austere antitheoretical manner of doing

science apparently did not appeal to Thomson.

Thomson did appreciate quite well the powerful way in which Regnault had

used the comparability criterion for rigorous practical thermometry, demonstrating

that the air thermometer was a good instrument to use because it gave highly

consistent readings even when its construction was made to vary widely. Even so,

Thomson complained:

Although we have thus a strict principle for constructing a definite system for the

estimation of temperature, yet as reference is essentially made to a specific body as

the standard thermometric substance, we cannot consider that we have arrived at an

absolute scale, and we can only regard, in strictness, the scale actually adopted as an

arbitrary series of numbered points of reference sufficiently close for the requirements of

practical thermometry.23

So he set about looking for a general theoretical principle on which to found

thermometry. He needed to find a theoretical relation expressing temperature in

terms of other general concepts. The conceptual resource Thomson used for this

purpose came from something that he had learned while working in Regnault’s
laboratory, namely the little-known theory of heat engines by the army engineer

Sadi Carnot (1796–1832), which Thomson himself would help to raise into prom-

inence later. It is useful here to recall that ‘‘Regnault’s great work’’ was the result of a

government commission to determine the empirical data relevant to the under-

standing of steam engines.24 As Thomson was attempting to reduce temperature to

a better established theoretical concept, the notion of mechanical effect (or, work)

fitted the bill here. A theoretical relation between heat and mechanical effect is

precisely what was provided by a theory of heat engines. Thomson explained:

The relation between motive power and heat, as established by Carnot, is such that

quantities of heat, and intervals of temperature, are involved as the sole elements in the

expression for the amount of mechanical effect to be obtained through the agency of

heat; and since we have, independently, a definite system for the measurement of

quantities of heat, we are thus furnished with a measure for intervals according to

which absolute differences of temperature may be estimated. (Thomson [1848]

1882, 102; emphases original)

23Thomson [1848] 1882, 102; emphases original; see also Joule and Thomson [1854] 1882, 393.
24See the introductory chapter in Regnault 1847 for the way he conceptualized the operation of a

heat engine, which was actually not so different from Carnot’s framework.
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Carnot’s theory provides a theoretical relation between three parameters pertaining

to an abstractly conceived heat engine: heat, temperature, and work. If we can mea-

sure heat and work directly, we can infer temperature from the theory.

It is necessary to explain at this point some elements of Carnot’s theory and its
background. (This is a digression, but a necessary one for a true understanding of

Thomson’s work, which is the end point of our narrative. Readers who are already

familiar with the history of heat engines and the technical aspects of Carnot’s theory

can skip this part and proceed directly to page 181.) The widespread interest in the

theory of heat engines in the early nineteenth century owed much to the impressive

role that they played in the Industrial Revolution. The phrase ‘‘heat engine’’ des-

ignates any device that generates mechanical work by means of heat. In practice,

most of the heat engines in use in Carnot’s lifetime were steam engines, which
utilize the great increase in the volume and pressure of water when it is converted

into steam (or their decrease when steam is condensed back into liquid water).

Initially the most important use of steam engines was to pump water in order to

drain deep mines, but soon steam engines were powering everything from textile

mills to ships and trains. It is not the case that the steam engine was invented by the

Scottish engineer James Watt (1736–1819), but he did certainly make decisive

improvements in its design. I will note some aspects of his innovations here, be-

cause they are closely linked with certain features of Carnot’s theory. Watt, like
Wedgwood (see ‘‘Adventures of a Scientific Potter’’ in chapter 3), worked on a very

interesting boundary between technology and science. Early in his career Watt

was a ‘‘mathematical instrument-maker’’ for the University of Glasgow, where he

worked with Joseph Black and John Robison. Later he established his firm with

Matthew Boulton near Birmingham and became a key member of the Lunar Society,

associating closely with Priestley and Wedgwood among others, and with De Luc,

who was an occasional but important visitor to the Lunar circle.25

In a typical Watt engine, steam was generated in a boiler and led into a
cylinder, pushing a piston and thereby generating mechanical work (see fig. 4.5).

That is the easy part to understand. Watt’s innovations concerned subtler points.26

The steam, having filled the cylinder, needed to be condensed (back into the liquid

state), so that the piston could return to its original position and the whole op-

eration could be repeated. All steam engineers knew the necessity of this con-

densing phase,27 but Watt was the first one to study the physics of that phase

carefully. At that time, the condensation was normally achieved by spraying cold

water into the cylinder. Watt found that the exiting engines used an excessive
amount of cold water. That not only condensed the steam but also cooled down the

cylinder, which resulted in a waste of heat because in the next cycle fresh steam was

25See Schofield 1963 on Watt’s interaction with the Lunar Society.
26There are many expositions of Watt’s innovations, but here I rely mostly on Cardwell 1971, 42–52.
27In fact, in earlier steam engines due to Savery and Newcomen, it was the contractive phase that

performed the useful work, in the form of mechanical pull. Watt’s work on the steam engine began when he

was asked to fix a Newcomen engine used for lecture demonstrations at the University of Glasgow.
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needed to heat up the cylinder all over again. Watt reduced the amount of cold

water, putting in only as much cold water as required for condensing most of the

steam. (He had an experimental knowledge of latent heat, which Black helped him
understand theoretically.)

This innovation certainly cut down on the consumption of fuel; however, Watt

found that it also reduced the power of the engine. The problem was that main-

taining the cylinder at a relatively high temperature also meant that there still

remained steam at a relatively high pressure, which made it difficult to push the

piston back in when the contractive operation took place. In order to tackle this

problem, Watt invented the ‘‘separate condenser,’’ a vessel into which the used

FIGURE 4.5. A diagram illustrating the workings of a Watt engine, adapted from Cardwell

1971, 49, and Sandfort 1964, 31. Hot steam enters the upper part of the main cylinder,

pushing down the piston and performing work; then the piston is pulled back up; at the

same time the bypass valve is opened to allow the steam to pass to the part of the cylinder

below the piston; from there it gets sucked into the condenser, where a jet of cold water cools

it and turns it into liquid water.
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steam was evacuated in order to be condensed (see fig. 4.5). As cold water was

sprayed into the separate condenser, the steam that had moved into it became

condensed and created a relative vacuum, causing more steam to flow into the

condenser from the main cylinder. All the while the main cylinder itself remained at

a high temperature, but most of the hot steam got sucked away into the condenser.
Watt’s separate condenser allowed a great increase in efficiency, and it comes down

as one of the landmarks in the history of technology.

However, Watt was not completely satisfied yet. He noticed that the steam

rushed into the condenser from the steam vessel and reckoned that there must be

useful work wasted in that rushing. This dissatisfaction led him to the ‘‘expansive

principle’’ in 1769. Watt realized that steam introduced into the cylinder was

capable of doing further work by expanding by its own force, until its pressure

became equal to the external atmospheric pressure. Therefore he decided to cut off
the supply of steam from the boiler well before the piston was pushed out all the

way, in order to extract all the work that the steam was capable of doing. The

significance of this innovation cannot be stressed too strongly. As D. S. L. Cardwell

puts it (1971, 52): ‘‘By his invention of the expansive principle (1769) this metic-

ulous Scotsman foreshadowed the progressive improvement of heat-engines and

the postulation by Sadi Carnot of a general theory of motive power of heat. With

astonishing insight Watt had laid one of the cornerstones of thermodynamics.’’

This, finally, brings us to Sadi Carnot. Carnot’s theoretical investigation into the
workings of heat engines, too, began with a concern about efficiency. In order to

have a theoretically tidy measure, Carnot decided that efficiency should be reckoned

in a cycle of operations. In the cycle originally conceived by Carnot, the engine

receives a certain amount of caloric from a hot place, performs a certain amount of

mechanical work by the agency of the caloric, and then releases the caloric into a

cooler place (such as Watt’s condenser); at the end of the process the engine returns

to its original state. Carnot’s metaphor for understanding the heat engine was the

waterwheel, which produces mechanical work by harnessing the water falling from a
higher place to a lower place; likewise, caloric performed work by falling from a place

of higher temperature to a place of lower temperature. Efficiency in such a cycle is

measured as the ratio of work performed to the amount of caloric passed through the

engine. The task that Carnot set himself was to understand the factors that affect this

efficiency.

The peculiar greatness of Carnot’s work was to extract the essence of the

functioning of all heat engines in a highly abstract form. The abstractness is also

what makes Carnot’s theory somewhat bewildering and difficult to grasp for most of
those who come across it for the first time. As shown in figure 4.6, Carnot imagined

a heat engine with an unspecified ‘‘working substance’’ enclosed in a cylinder

throughout the cycle (rather than injected into the cylinder and then evacuated, as

in a Watt engine). The working substance receives heat and performs work by

expanding; then it has to be compressed and cooled in order to return to its original

state if the cycle is to be complete; the latter process of condensation requires some

work to be done to the substance, and some heat to be taken away from it at the

same time. A steam engine operating in that way would be a cylinder closed in by
a piston, containing in it a water-steam mixture in equilibrium, under a certain
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amount of pressure; heat is supplied to the system, generating more steam and

pushing the piston out; afterwards heat is taken away and the piston pushed back

into its original position, forcing some of the steam to condense back to a liquid

state; hopefully the compression requires less work than the work generated by the

expansion, so that we can have a positive net performance of work.
To finalize the shape of Carnot’s cycle, we need to add one more element,

which I can only imagine was inspired by Watt’s ‘‘expansive principle’’ as Cardwell

suggests, namely the insight that steam can do further work after the supply of heat

FIGURE 4.6. A schematic representation of a possible form of the Carnot engine, adapted from

Thomson [1849] 1882, 121.
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is cut off. That is a process that modern physicists call ‘‘adiabatic expansion,’’

namely expansion without any communication of heat from (or to) an external

source. It was well known by Carnot’s time that an adiabatic expansion of a gas

resulted in the lowering of its temperature, though there were serious disputes

about the underlying cause of this phenomenon.28 Now we can see how Carnot’s
famous cycle is put together in its modern four-stroke form (refer to fig. 4.6):

First stroke. The working substance, at initial temperature S, receives a quantity of

heat (H) from the ‘‘heat reservoir’’ A, also kept at temperature S. The working

substance maintains its temperature at S, and expands, pushing the piston out from

position EF to position E1F1, doing a certain amount of work, which we denote byW1.

Second stroke. The heat reservoir is removed, and the working substance

expands further on its own (adiabatically), cooling down from temperature S to

temperature T. The piston is pushed out further, from E1F1 to E2F2, and further

work, W2, is done.

Third stroke. The working substance is now compressed, staying at the lower

temperature T and releasing some heat to the heat reservoir B, also kept at

temperature T. In this process the piston is pushed in from E2F2 to E3F3, and some

work, W3, is done to the working substance. (In Carnot’s original conception, this

stroke is continued until the amount of heat released is same as H, the amount of

heat absorbed in the first stroke.)

Fourth stroke. The working substance is compressed further, adiabatically

(without contact with the heat reservoir). More work, W4, is done to it in the

compression, in which the piston moves from E3F3 back to its original position EF.

The temperature of the working substance goes up from T to S. (It is assumed that

the cycle will ‘‘close’’ at the end of the fourth stroke, by returning the working

substance exactly to its original state.)

The efficiency of this cycle of operations is defined as the ratio W/H, where W is the

net work performed by the working substance (W1 þW2 �W3 �W4), and H is the
amount of heat absorbed in the first stroke (which is also the amount of heat

released in the third stroke, in Carnot’s original theory). Through theoretical rea-

soning about such a cycle, Carnot derived the very important result that the engine

efficiency only depended on the temperatures of the cold and hot reservoirs (S and

T in the description of the four-stroke cycle).

Finally, it will be helpful to explain the abstract graphic representation of the

Carnot cycle that is almost universally encountered in textbooks. That represen-

tation originates from the 1834 exposition of Carnot’s theory by Émile Clapeyron
(1799–1864), an engineer trained at the École Polytechnique. Thomson initially

learned Carnot’s theory from Clapeyron’s article and adopted the latter’s graphic

presentation. Most likely, Clapeyron’s representation was inspired by another

practice of Watt’s, namely his use of the ‘‘indicator diagram.’’ Watt monitored the

performance of his steam engines by a mechanical device that automatically plotted

the changing values of pressure and volume inside the steam vessel. According to

28See, for example, Dalton 1802a, which contains some of the pioneering experimental results and

a nice Irvinist explanation.
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Cardwell (1971, 80–81), the indicator was invented in 1796 by Watt’s assistant

John Southern, and it was a closely guarded trade secret. It is not clear how

Clapeyron would have got access to this secret, but he plotted the Carnot cycle as a

closed curve in this pressure-volume representation, which helped a great deal in

creating a visual image of what was going on in the abstract engine. One very nice

feature of the pressure-volume diagram is that the amount of mechanical work

involved in a process is straightforwardly represented as the area under the curve
representing the process (the work being the integral $pdv). For a closed cycle of

operations, the net work produced is represented as the area enclosed in the closed

curve. Figure 4.7 is an example of the Carnot cycle plotted this way, representing an

engine filled with a simple gas rather than the steam-water mix. The isothermal line

representing the first stroke (AA1) is a curve following Boyle’s law (pv ¼ constant);

the adiabatic line representing the second stroke (A1A2) is a curve following the

adiabatic gas law (pvg ¼ constant, where g is the ratio between the specific heat of

the gas at constant pressure and the specific heat at constant volume).

With that background, we can now make full sense of Thomson’s conception of

absolute temperature. (For a complete understanding of the rest of the narrative part

of this chapter, some familiarity with elementary physics and calculus is required;

however, readers without such technical background will still be able to understand

the gist of the arguments by following the verbal parts of the exposition. The analysis

part refrains from technical discussions.) Initially in 1848, Thomson’s basic idea was

FIGURE 4.7. The indicator-diagram representation of the Carnot cycle, for the case of an air

engine, adapted from Clapeyron [1834] 1837, 350.
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to define the interval of one degree of temperature as the amount that would result in

the production of unit amount of mechanical work in a Carnot engine operating in

that temperature interval. More precisely, in Thomson’s own words:

The characteristic property of the scale which I now propose is, that all degrees

have the same value; that is, that a unit of heat descending from a body A at the

temperature T8 of this scale, to a body B at the temperature (T � 1)8, would give

out the same mechanical effect, whatever be the number T. This may justly be termed

an absolute scale, since its characteristic is quite independent of the physical properties of

any specific substance. (Thomson [1848] 1882, p.104; emphasis added)

This definition is what I will refer to as Thomson’s ‘‘first absolute temperature.’’

It is very important to note that Thomson’s sense of ‘‘absolute’’ here has nothing to do

with counting temperature from the absolute zero. In fact, as Thomson clarified

later, his 1848 temperature did not have a zero point at all. The common notion of

‘‘absolute zero’’ that survives into modern conceptions is in fact much older than

Thomson’s work. It can be traced back to Guillaume Amontons’s idea that an ob-
jective scale of temperature could be obtained if the zero point were found by

extrapolating the observed pressure-temperature relation of air until the pressure

became zero, since zero pressure would indicate a complete absence of heat. I will

refer to this notion of temperature as the Amontons air temperature, or simply

Amontons temperature. It is quite close to what people commonly mean by ‘‘absolute

temperature’’ nowadays if they have not studied carefully what is meant by the

notion in thermodynamic theory. As we shall see shortly, Thomson later modified

his absolute temperature concept to bring it more into line with Amontons tem-
perature, and from that point on the two different senses of ‘‘absolute’’ (not being

related to particular materials, and having an absolute zero) became forever conflated.

Thomson’s Second Absolute Temperature

Interestingly, almost as soon as Thomson advanced his initial concept of absolute

temperature, he began to abandon the entire theoretical framework in which that

concept was couched. This was in large part a consequence of his encounter with

James Prescott Joule (1818–1889), the gentleman scientist from a Manchester fam-

ily of brewers, who is credited with a crucial role in establishing the principle of
conservation of energy.29 (The course of Joule and Thomson’s collaboration is well

known to historians of science, so I will not repeat many details here.30) When

Thomson heard Joule present his idea about the interconvertibility of heat and

mechanical work at the 1847 meeting of the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science in Oxford, he was interested but skeptical. After reading Thomson’s

1848 article on absolute temperature, Joule wrote urging him to reformulate his

idea on the basis of the interconvertibility of heat and work, rather than holding on

to Carnot’s assumption that heat passed through the heat engine intact: ‘‘I dare say

29For further details about Joule’s life and work, see Cardwell 1989 and Smith 1998.
30See, for example, Cardwell 1989, chs. 5 and 8.
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they [your ideas] will lose none of their interest or value even if Carnot’s theory be

ultimately found incorrect.’’ Thomson sent a congenial reply, but he was not quite

ready to renounce Carnot’s theory, which he proceeded to elaborate in an article

published in 1849.31

By early 1851, however, Thomson had committed himself to a serious mod-
ification of Carnot’s theory in light of Joule’s ideas about the interconversion of heat

and work. The few years after Thomson’s conversion to interconversion were both

highly unsettled and highly productive. The entire basis on which he had defined

absolute temperature in 1848 had to be changed, because the understanding of the

Carnot engine had to be revised fundamentally if heat was no longer considered to

be a conserved quantity, and the generation of mechanical effect was seen as the

conversion of a part of the heat input into work, rather than a by-product of the

movement of heat.32

It would be fascinating to follow all the twists and turns that Thomson took in

reshaping his concept of absolute temperature, but in the interest of clarity and

accessibility I will only present a streamlined account here. There were three major

steps, through which Thomson arrived at a very simple and pleasing definition of

temperature (expressed as T1/T2 ¼ Q1/Q2, as I will explain shortly), which was very

different from the original definition but related to it.

The first step was to reformulate Carnot’s theory itself so that it was compatible

with energy conservation; this was achieved in a series of articles on the ‘‘dynamical
theory of heat,’’ starting in March 1851 (Thomson [1851a, b, c] 1882). The most

important part of this reformulation, for the purpose of thermometry, was the

concept of ‘‘Carnot’s function.’’ Recall that the original definition of temperature

was based on the amount of mechanical effect produced in a Carnot cycle, for a

given amount of heat passing through the engine. A crucial factor in such con-

sideration of engine efficiency was what Thomson called ‘‘Carnot’s coefficient’’ or

‘‘Carnot’s multiplier,’’ the parameter m in the following relation:

W ¼ Hm(T1 � T2), (1)

where W is the mechanical work produced in the cycle, H the amount of heat

passing through the engine, and T1 and T2 are the absolute temperatures of the hot
and cold reservoirs.33 When Thomson revised Carnot’s theory, he preserved a very

31Joule to Thomson, 6 October 1848, and Thomson to Joule, 27 October 1848, Kelvin Papers, Add.

7342, J61 and J62, University Library, Cambridge.
32Although Thomson clearly preserved as much as he could from the old analyses in the formal

sense, the following claim made many years later seems to me like unhelpful bravado: ‘‘This paper [of

1848] was wholly founded on Carnot’s uncorrected theory.…[T]he consequently required correc-

tions…however do not in any way affect the absolute scale for thermometry which forms the subject of

the present article.’’ What Thomson did demonstrate was that there was a simple numerical conversion

formula linking his two definitions of absolute temperature: T1¼ 100(logT2� log 273)/(log 373�
log 273). Note that T2¼ 0 puts T1 at negative infinity, and T1 is set at 0 when T2 is 273. See the ret-

rospective note attached to Thomson [1848] 1882, 106.
33I have deduced this relation from formula (7) given in Thomson [1849] 1882, 134, §31,

by assuming that m is a constant, which is a consequence of Thomson’s first definition of absolute

temperature.
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similar factor, still denoted by m and called ‘‘Carnot’s function.’’34 This was similar

to the old Carnot coefficient, but there were two important differences. First, be-

cause heat was no longer a conserved quantity, H in equation (1) became mean-

ingless; therefore Thomson substituted for it the heat input, namely the amount of

heat absorbed in the first stroke (isothermal expansion). Second, this time m was
a function of temperature defined for an infinitesimal Carnot cycle, with an in-

finitesimal difference between the temperatures of the two heat reservoirs. With

those adjustments, Thomson defined m through the following work–heat relation

parallel to equation (1):

W ¼ QmdT, (2)

where dT is the infinitesimal temperature difference and Q is the heat input.

Thomson’s second step, simple yet crucial, was to liberalize the theoretical

concept of temperature. Carnot’s function was related to engine efficiency, to which

Thomson still wanted to tie the temperature concept. But he now realized that

nothing theoretical actually dictated the exact relation that Carnot’s function should
bear to temperature; his initial notion of 1848, defining temperature so that m
became a constant, was too restrictive for no compelling reason. Much more freely,

Thomson wrote in an article of 1854 co-authored with Joule: ‘‘Carnot’s function

(derivable from the properties of any substance whatever, but the same for all

bodies at the same temperature), or any arbitrary function of Carnot’s function, may

be defined as temperature.’’35

The third step, made possible by the second one, was to find a function of m
that matched existing practical temperature scales reasonably well. In a long foot-
note attached to an article of 1854 on thermo-electric currents, Thomson admitted

a shortcoming of his first definition of absolute temperature, namely that the com-

parison with air-thermometer temperature showed ‘‘very wide discrepancies, even

inconveniently wide between the fixed points of agreement’’ (as shown in table 4.1

in the next section). The most important clue in improving that shortcoming came

from Joule, quite unsolicited: ‘‘A more convenient assumption has since been

pointed to by Mr Joule’s conjecture, that Carnot’s function is equal to the mechan-

ical equivalent of the thermal unit divided by the temperature by the air thermom-
eter from its zero of expansion’’ (Thomson [1854] 1882, 233, footnote). What

Thomson called ‘‘the temperature by the air thermometer from its zero of expan-

sion’’ is Amontons temperature, introduced at the end of the last section. What he

called ‘‘Mr. Joule’s conjecture’’ can be expressed as follows:

m ¼ J=(273:7þ tc ), or m ¼ J=ta, (3)

34The following derivation of the form of Carnot’s function is taken from Thomson [1851a] 1882,

187–188, §21. Here and elsewhere, I have changed Thomson’s notation slightly for improved clarity in

relation with other formulae.
35Joule and Thomson [1854] 1882, 393; emphasis added. It is stated there that this liberal con-

ception was already expressed in Thomson’s 1848 article, but that is not quite correct.
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where tc is temperature on the centigrade scale, ta is Amontons temperature, and J is

the constant giving the mechanical equivalent of heat.36 Thomson called this prop-

osition Joule’s ‘‘conjecture’’ because he had serious doubts about its rigorous truth.

In fact, Thomson considered it a chief objective of the ‘‘Joule-Thomson experiment’’

to determine the value of m empirically, which in itself would imply that he consid-
ered any empirical proposition regarding the value of m as an as-yet unverified

hypothesis. However, he thought Joule’s conjecture was probably approximately

true, and therefore capable of serving as a point of departure in finding a concept of

absolute temperature closely aligned with practical temperature scales. Thus,

Thomson used Joule’s unverified conjecture as a heuristic device ‘‘pointing to’’ a new

theoretical definition of temperature. In a joint article with Joule, Thomson wrote:

Carnot’s function varies very nearly in the inverse ratio of what has been called

‘‘temperature from the zero of the air-thermometer’’ [Amontons temperature]…

and we may define temperature simply as the reciprocal of Carnot’s function. ( Joule

and Thomson [1854] 1882, 393–394; emphasis added)

This new idea can be expressed mathematically as follows:

m ¼ J=T, (4)

where T denotes the theoretical absolute temperature (compare with equation (3),

which has the same form but involves Amontons temperature (ta), which is defined

operationally by the air thermometer).

After giving this definition, the Joule-Thomson essay added another formula-
tion, which would prove to be much more usable and fruitful:

If any substance whatever, subjected to a perfectly reversible cycle of operations,

takes in heat only in a locality kept at a uniform temperature, and emits heat only

in another locality kept at a uniform temperature, the temperatures of these

localities are proportional to the quantities of heat taken in or emitted at them in a

complete cycle of operations.37

In mathematical form, we may write this as follows:

T1=T2 ¼ Q1=Q2, (5)

36For this expression, see Thomson [1851a] 1882, 199; here Thomson cited Joule’s letter to him of

9 December 1848. I have taken the value 273.7 from Joule and Thomson [1854] 1882, 394.
37Joule and Thomson [1854] 1882, 394. Essentially the same definition was also attached to

Thomson’s article on thermo-electricity published in the same year: ‘‘Definition of temperature and

general thermometric assumption.—If two bodies be put in contact, and neither gives heat to the other,

their temperatures are said to be the same; but if one gives heat to the other, its temperature is said to be

higher. The temperatures of two bodies are proportional to the quantities of heat respectively taken in

and given out in localities at one temperature and at the other, respectively, by a material system

subjected to a complete cycle of perfectly reversible thermodynamic operations, and not allowed to part

with or take in heat at any other temperature: or, the absolute values of two temperatures are to one

another in the proportion of the heat taken in to the heat rejected in a perfect thermo-dynamic engine

working with a source and refrigerator at the higher and lower of the temperatures respectively’’

(Thomson [1854] 1882, 235).
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where the T’s indicate the absolute temperatures of the isothermal processes

(strokes 1 and 3 of the Carnot cycle) and the Q’s indicate the amounts of heat

absorbed or emitted in the respective processes.

How is this alternate formulation justified? The Joule-Thomson article itself is

not very clear on that point, but it is possible to show, as follows, that definition (4)
follows as a consequence of definition (5), which means that we can take (5) as the

primary definition. Take a Carnot cycle operating between absolute temperatures T

and T0 (where T > T0), in which the engine absorbs heat Q in the first stroke and

releases Q0 in the third stroke (Q > Q0). Energy conservation dictates that the net

mechanical work produced in that cycle is J(Q � Q0), where J is the constant giving
the mechanical equivalent of heat, and (Q � Q0) gives the amount of heat destroyed

(converted into mechanical work). Now, using the definition of absolute tem-

perature given in (5), we can express the work as follows:

W ¼ J(Q� Q0) ¼ JQ(1� T0=T) ¼ JQ(T � T0)=T: (6)

If we consider a cycle in which the temperature difference is infinitesimal, we may

write equation (6) as follows:

W ¼ JQ(dT=T): (7)

Now recall the definition of Carnot’s function given in equation (2), W ¼ QmdT.
Equating that with (7) gives m¼ J/T, which is the definition expressed in equation (4),

so we have the desired result.

Definition (5) marked a point of closure in Thomson’s theoretical work on

thermometry, although he would return to the subject many years later. In sub-

sequent discussions I will refer to definitions (4) and (5) together as Thomson’s
‘‘second absolute temperature.’’ This closes my discussion of the theoretical de-

velopment of the temperature concept. But how was this abstract concept to be

made susceptible to measurement? That is the subject of the next two sections.

Semi-Concrete Models of the Carnot Cycle

In a way, creating a theoretical definition of temperature was the easy part of

Thomson’s task. Anyone can make up a theoretical definition, but the definition

will not be useful for empirical science, unless it can be connected to the realm of

physical operations. Linking up an abstract theoretical concept with concrete
physical operations is a challenging task in general, as I will discuss more carefully

in the analysis part of this chapter, but it was made starkly difficult in Thomson’s

case, since he had deliberately fashioned the absolute temperature concept to make

sure that any connections whatsoever to any particular objects or materials were

severed. How was Thomson going to turn around later and say, excuse me, but now

I would like to have those connections back? The operationalization of Thomson’s

absolute temperature was a problem that remained nontrivial well into the twen-

tieth century. Herbert Arthur Klein reports:

The situation is well summarized by R. D. Huntoon, former director of the Institute

for Basic Standards of the U.S. National Bureau of Standards. Surveying the status
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of standards for physical measurement in the mid-1960s, he noted that the actual

relationships between the universally used IPTS [International Practical Tem-

perature Scale] scales and the corresponding thermodynamic scale are ‘‘not pre-

cisely known.’’ (Klein 1988, 333)

In order to have a true appreciation of the problem that Thomson faced, we
need to pause for a moment to reflect on the nature of Carnot’s theory. As noted

earlier, Carnot wanted a completely general theory of heat engines, which meant

that the ‘‘working substance’’ in his theoretical engine was conceived as an abstract

body possessing only the properties of pressure, volume, temperature, and heat

content. How was Carnot able to deduce anything useful at all about the behavior of

a substance of such skeletal description? He made use of some general assumptions,

such as the conservation of heat and some propositions found in the latest physics

of gases, but they were still not sufficient to allow the deduction of anything definite
about engine efficiency. Quite plainly, in actual situations the efficiency will depend

on the particular design of the engine and the nature of the particular working

substance.

Carnot made headway by treating only a very restricted class of heat engines,

though he still avoided invoking particular properties of the working substance in

the general theory. The following were the most important restrictions. (1) Carnot

only treated engines that worked through a cyclical process, in which the working

substance returned, at the end of a cycle, exactly to the state in which it started.
(2) The Carnot engine was not merely cyclical, but cyclical in a very specific way,

with definite strokes constituting the cycle. (3) Finally, and most crucially, the

Carnot cycle was also perfectly reversible; reversibility implied not only the absence

of friction and other forms of dissipation of heat and work within the engine but

also no transfer of heat across any temperature differences, as I will discuss further

shortly. Those restrictions allowed Carnot to prove some important results about

his abstract heat engine.

Still, Thomson faced a great difficulty as long as the object of Carnot’s theory
remained so removed from any actually constructable heat engine. Let us consider

how Thomson endeavored to deal with that difficulty, first going back to his ori-

ginal definition of absolute temperature in 1848. The conceptually straightforward

scheme for measuring Thomson’s first absolute temperature would have been the

following: take an object whose temperature we would like to measure; use it as a

Carnot heat reservoir and run a Carnot engine between that and another reservoir

whose temperature is previously known; and measure the amount of mechanical

work that is produced, which gives the difference between the two temperatures.
The difficulty of realizing that procedure can only be imagined, because there is no

record of anyone ever who was crazy enough to attempt it. In order to meet the

standard of precision in thermometry established by Regnault, the instrument used

would have needed to be frighteningly close to the theoretical Carnot engine. That

route to the operationalization of absolute temperature was a nonstarter.

So Thomson took a conceptual detour. Instead of attempting to measure tem-

perature directly with a thermometer constructed out of an actual, fully concrete

Carnot engine, he theorized about versions of the Carnot engine that were concrete
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enough to allow the use of certain empirical data in the description of its workings.

The key to making a reliable connection between the abstract definition of absolute

temperature and actual empirical data was to use a model that was sufficiently

concrete, but still ideal in the sense of satisfying Carnot’s propositions about engine

efficiency. Thomson worked out two such quasi-concrete models, following some
moves made by Carnot himself: a system made of water and steam, and a system with

only air in it. Here I will only give the details of Thomson’s water-steam system.38

The important advantage of this system is that the pressure of ‘‘saturated’’ steam is a

function of temperature only (see ‘‘The Understanding of Boiling’’ in chapter 1),

which simplifies the reasoning a great deal as we shall see later. This quasi-concrete

model allowed Thomson to compute the heat–work relation from empirical data. As

we shall see, the relevant empirical data were certain parameters measured as

functions of temperature measured by an air thermometer. Putting such data into the
definition of absolute temperature yielded a relation between absolute temperature

and air-thermometer temperature, with which he could convert air-thermometer

temperature into absolute temperature. Let us now see how this calculation was

made.

Thomson was still working with the original version of the Carnot theory before

energy conservation when he was trying to measure his first absolute temperature.

To recap the relevant parts of that theory briefly: a Carnot engine produces a certain

amount of work,W, when a certain amount of heat, H, is passed through it; we need
to evaluate W, which is visually represented by the area enclosed by the four-sided

figure AA1A2A3 in figure 4.8, representing the amount of work done by the steam-

water mixture in strokes 1 and 2, minus the amount of work done to the steam-water

mixture in strokes 3 and 4. Thomson estimated the area in question actually by

performing the integration along the pressure axis, as follows:

W ¼
Z p2

p1

xdp, (8)

where p1 and p2 are the pressures in strokes 3 and 1, which are constant because
the temperature is constant in each stroke; x is the length of the line spanning the

curved sides of the figure (AA3 and A1A2).

Now, what does x represent physically? That is the crucial question. Thomson

answered it as follows:

We see that x is the difference of the volumes below the piston at corresponding

instants of the second and fourth operations, or instants at which the saturated

steam and the water in the cylinder have the same pressure p, and, consequently,

the same temperature which we may denote by t. Again, throughout the second

operation [curve A1A2 in the figure] the entire contents of the cylinder possess a

greater amount of heat by H units than during the fourth [curve A3A]; and,

therefore, at any instant of the second operation there is as much more steam as

38For the treatment of the air engine, see Thomson [1849] 1882, 127–133.
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contains H units of latent heat, than at the corresponding instants of the fourth

operation. (Thomson [1849] 1882, 125–126)

The crucial assumption here is that there is a strict correlation between the tem-

perature and pressure of saturated steam; by the time Thomson was writing, this

was generally accepted as an empirical law (see ‘‘The Understanding of Boiling’’ in

chapter 1). Now we must ask how much increase of volume results from the

production of the amount of steam embodying latent heat H. That volume incre-

ment is given as follows:

x ¼ (1� s)H=k, (9)

where k denotes the latent heat per unit volume of steam at a given temperature,

and s is the ratio of the density of steam to the density of water. The formula makes

sense as follows: the input of heat H produces H/k liters of steam, for which sH/k
liters of water needs to be vaporized; the net increase of volume is given by sub-

tracting that original water volume from the volume of steam produced.

Substituting that expression into equation (8), we have:

W ¼
Z p2

p1

(1� s)
H

k
dp: (10)

Now, because all of the parameters in this equation except H are functions of air-
thermometer temperature t, we can rewrite the integral in terms of t (taking H out as

a constant), as follows:

FIGURE 4.8. The indicator-diagram representation of the working of the ideal steam–water

cycle, adapted from Thomson [1849] 1882, 124.
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W ¼ H

Z S

T

(1� s)
dp

kdt
dt, (11)

where S and T are the temperatures of the working substance in the first and the third

strokes. According to Thomson’s first definition of absolute temperature, the dif-

ference between those two temperatures on the absolute scale is proportional toW/H,

which can be evaluated by performing the integration in equation (11) after putting

in the relevant empirical data. Comparing the absolute temperature difference esti-
mated that way with the temperature difference (S � T) as measured on the air-

thermometer scale gives the conversion factor expressing howmany air-thermometer

degrees correspond to one degree of absolute temperature interval, at that point in

the scale.

Therefore the measurement of absolute temperature by means of the steam–

water cycle came down to the measurement of the parameters occurring in the

integral in (11), namely the pressure, density, and latent heat of saturated steam as

functions of air-thermometer temperature. Fortunately, detailed measurements of
those quantities had been made, by none other than Regnault. Using Regnault’s

data, Thomson constructed a table with ‘‘a comparison of the proposed scale with

that of the air-thermometer, between the limits 08 and 2308 of the latter.’’ Table 4.1
gives some of Thomson’s results, converted into a more convenient form. Note that

the relationship between the air temperature and the absolute temperature is not

linear; the size of one absolute temperature degree becomes smaller and smaller in

comparison to the size of one air-temperature degree as temperature goes up. (As

noted before, this absolute scale in fact had no zero point but stretched to negative
infinity; that was no longer the case with Thomson’s second definition of absolute

temperature.)

Let us now consider whether Thomson at this stage really succeeded in his self-

imposed task of measuring absolute temperature. There are three major difficulties.

The first one was clearly noted by Thomson himself: the formulae given above

require the values of k, the latent heat of steam by volume, but Regnault had only

measured the latent heat of steam by weight. Lacking the facility to make the
required measurements himself, Thomson converted Regnault’s data into what he

needed by assuming that steam obeyed the laws of Boyle and Gay-Lussac. He knew

that this was at best an approximation, but thought there was reason to believe that

it was a sufficiently good approximation for his purposes.39

Second, in calculating the amount of mechanical work, the entire analysis was

premised on the assumption that the pressure of saturated steam depended only on

the temperature. As noted earlier, that pressure–temperature relation was not

something deducible a priori, but an empirically obtained generalization. The rig-
orous reliability of this empirical law was not beyond doubt. Besides, does not the

39See Thomson [1848] 1882, 104–105. Thomson also had to use Boyle’s and Gay-Lussac’s laws to

reason out the air-engine case; see Thomson [1849] 1882, 129, 131.
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use of the pressure–temperature relation of steam amount to a reliance on an

empirical property of a particular substance, just the thing Thomson wanted to

avoid in his definition of temperature? In Thomson’s defense, however, we could

argue that the strict correlation between pressure and temperature was probably

presumed to hold for all liquid–vapor systems, not just for the water–steam system.
We should also keep in mind that his use of the pressure–temperature relation was

not in the definition of absolute temperature, but only in its operationalization.

Since Carnot’s theory gave the assurance that all ideal engines operating at the same

temperatures had the same efficiency, calculating the efficiency in any particular

system was sufficient to provide a general answer.

Finally, in the theoretical definition itself, absolute temperature is expressed in

terms of heat and mechanical work. I have quoted Thomson earlier as taking comfort

in that ‘‘we have, independently, a definite system for the measurement of quantities

TABLE 4.1. Thomson’s comparison of air-thermometer

temperature and his first absolute temperature

Air-thermometer

temperature

Absolute temperature

(first definition)

08C 0a

5 5.660

10 11.243

15 16.751

20 22.184

25 27.545

30 32.834

35 38.053

40 43.201

45 48.280

50 53.291

55 58.234

60 63.112

65 67.925

70 72.676

75 77.367

80 82.000

85 86.579

90 91.104

95 95.577

100 100

150 141.875

200 180.442

231 203.125

Source: This table, announced in Thomson [1848] 1882, 105, was published

in Thomson [1849] 1882, 139 and 141, in slightly different forms than

originally envisaged.

aThis scale had no ‘‘absolute zero,’’ and it was calibrated so that it would

agree with the centigrade scale at 08 and 1008.
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of heat,’’ but it is not clear what he had in mind there. The standard laboratory

method for measuring quantities of heat was through calorimetry based on the

measurement of temperature changes induced in a standard substance (e.g. water),

but of course that had to rely on a thermometer. Recall that Thomson’s scheme for

operationalizing absolute temperature was to express W/H as a function of air-
thermometer temperature. A good deal of complexity would have arisen if the

measure of H itself depended on the use of the air thermometer (that is, if it had to be

kept inside the integral in equation (11)). In one place Thomson ([1848] 1882, 106)

mentions using the melting of ice for the purpose of calorimetry, but there were

significant difficulties in any actual use of the ice calorimeter (see ‘‘Ganging Up on

Wedgwood’’ in chapter 3). Still, we could say that in principle heat could be mea-

sured by ice calorimetry (or any other method using latent heat), in which case the

measure of heat would be reduced to the measure of weight and the latent heat of the
particular change-of-state involved. But the last step would end up involving an

empirical property of a particular substance, again contrary to Thomson’s original

intention!

Using Gas Thermometers to Approximate
Absolute Temperature

How Thomson himself might have proposed to deal with the difficulties mentioned

in the last section is an interesting question. However, it is also a hypothetical

question, because Thomson revised the definition of absolute temperature before he

had a chance to consider carefully the problems of operationalizing the original

concept. Let us therefore proceed to a consideration of how he attempted to

measure his second absolute temperature, which is expressed in equations (4) and

(5). Thomson, now in full collaboration with Joule, faced the same basic challenge

as before: a credible Carnot engine (or, more to the point, a reversible cycle of
operations) could not be constructed in reality. The operationalization of Thom-

son’s second absolute temperature was a long and gradual process, in which a

variety of analytical and material methods were tried out by Joule and Thomson,

and by later physicists. All of those methods were based on the assumption, explicit

or implicit, that an ideal gas thermometer would give the absolute temperature

exactly. If so, any possible measure of how much actual gases deviate from the ideal

might also give us an indication of how much the temperatures indicated by actual

gas thermometers deviate from the absolute temperatures.
The first thing we need to get clear about is why an ideal gas thermometer

would indicate Thomson’s absolute temperature. The contention we want to sup-

port is that an ideal gas expands uniformly with absolute temperature, under fixed

pressure (or, its pressure increases uniformly with temperature when the volume is

fixed). Now, if we attempt to verify that contention by direct experimental test, we

will get into a circularity: how can we tell whether a given sample of gas is ideal or

not, unless we already know how to measure absolute temperature so that we can

monitor the gas’s behavior as a function of absolute temperature? Any successful
argument that an ideal gas indicates absolute temperature has to be made in the

realm of theory, rather than practical measurement. It is not clear to me whether
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Thomson himself made any such argument directly, but at least a clear enough

reconstruction can be made on the basis of the discussions he did give.40

The argument is based on the consideration of the isothermal expansion of an

ideal gas. In that process the gas absorbs an amount of heat H, while its temperature

remains the same.41 The added heat causes the gas to expand, from initial volume
v0 to final volume v1, while its pressure decreases from p0 to p1; in this expansion

the gas also does some mechanical work because it pushes against an external

pressure. The amount of the mechanical work performed, by definition of work, is

expressed by the integral $pdv. If we indicate Amontons temperature by ta as before,

then a constant-pressure gas thermometer dictates (by operational definition) that

ta is proportional to volume; likewise, a constant-volume gas thermometer dictates

that ta is proportional to pressure. With an ideal gas the constant-volume and the

constant-pressure instruments would be comparable, so we can summarize the two
relations of proportionality in the following formula:

pv ¼ cta, (12)

where c is a constant specific to the given sample of gas. That is just an expression

of the commonly recognized gas law. Putting that into the expression for me-

chanical work, and writing Wi to indicate the work performed in the isothermal
process, we have:

Wi ¼
Z n1

n0
pdn ¼

Z n1

n0

cta

n
dn: (13)

Since we are concerned with an isothermal process, the cta term can be treated as a

constant. So the integration gives:

Wi ¼ cta log (v1=v0): (14)

If we ask how Wi varies with respect to ta, we get:

qWi=qta ¼ c log (v1=v0) ¼ Wi=ta: (15)

Now, the variation of Wi with temperature also has a simple relation to Carnot’s
function (and therefore to Thomson’s second absolute temperature). Equation (2),

W ¼ QmdT, expresses the net work done in a Carnot cycle in which the tem-

peratures of the first and third strokes (the isothermal processes) differ by an

infinitesimal amount, dT. The net work in that infinitesimal cycle is (to the first

40I am helped here by the exposition in Gray 1908, esp. 125. Gray was Thomson’s successor in the

Glasgow chair, and his work provides the clearest available account of Thomson’s scientific work. The

argument reconstructed here is not so far from the modern ones, for example, the one given in Zemansky

and Dittman 1981, 175–177.
41The same by what standard of temperature? That is actually not very clear. But it is probably an

innocuous enough assumption that a phenomenon occurring at a constant temperature by any good

thermometer will also be occurring at a constant absolute temperature.
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order) the infinitesimal difference between the work produced in the first stroke

and the work consumed in the third stroke. So we may write:

W¼ qWi

qT
dT: (16)

From (2) and (16), we have:

qWi=qT ¼ Qm ¼ JQ=T: (17)

In getting the second equality in (17) I have invoked Thomson’s second definition

of absolute temperature expressed in equation (4).

Now compare (15) and (17). The two equations, one in ta and the other in T,
would have exactly the same form, if it were the case that JQ ¼ Wi. In other words,

the Amontons temperature given by an ideal gas would behave like absolute

temperature, if the condition JQ ¼Wi were satisfied in an isothermal expansion. But

the satisfaction of that condition, according to thermodynamic theory, is the mark

of an ideal gas: all of the heat absorbed in an isothermal expansion gets converted

into mechanical energy, with nothing going into changes in the internal energy (and

similarly, in adiabatic heating by compression, all the work spent on the gas being

converted into heat). In fact, this condition is none other than what is often called
‘‘Mayer’s hypothesis,’’ because the German physician Julius Robert Mayer (1814–

1878) was the first one to articulate it. Joule and Clausius also assumed that Mayer’s

hypothesis was empirically true, and it was the basis on which Joule produced his

conjecture discussed in ‘‘Thomson’s Second Absolute Temperature.’’42

Pondering Mayer’s hypothesis led Thomson into the Joule-Thomson experi-

ment. Thomson, who was more cautious than Joule or Clausius about accepting the

truth of Mayer’s hypothesis, insisted that it needed to be tested by experiment and

persuaded Joule to collaborate with him on such an experiment. In an actual gas
Mayer’s hypothesis is probably not strictly true, which means that Amontons

temperature defined by an actual gas is not going to be exactly equal to Thomson’s

absolute temperature. Then, the extent and manner in which an actual gas deviated

from Mayer’s hypothesis could be used to indicate the extent and manner in which

actual-gas Amontons temperature deviated from absolute temperature.

In testing the empirical truth of Mayer’s hypothesis, Joule and Thomson in-

vestigated the passage of a gas through a narrow opening, which is a process that

ought to be isothermal for an ideal gas but not for an actual gas. They reasoned that
an ideal gas would not change its temperature when it expands freely. But an actual

gas has some cohesion, so it would probably require some energy to expand it (as it

takes work to stretch a spring). If that is the case, a free expansion of an actual gas

would cause it to cool down because the energy necessary for the expansion would

have to be taken from the thermal energy possessed by the gas itself, unless there is

42For a history of Mayer’s hypothesis and its various formulations, see Hutchison 1976a. For an

account of how Joule arrived at his conjecture, which the correspondence between Joule and Thomson

reveals, see Chang and Yi (forthcoming).
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an appropriate external source of energy. The amount of any observed cooling

would give a measure of how much the actual gas deviates from the ideal.

The basic scheme for Joule and Thomson’s experiment designed in order to get

at this effect, often called the ‘‘porous plug experiment,’’ was laid out by Thomson

in 1851, inspired by an earlier article by Joule (1845). The procedure, shown

schematically in figure 4.9, consisted in forcing a continuous stream of gas through
two (spiral) pipes connected to each other through a very small orifice. Because it

was difficult to measure the temperature of the gas exiting from the orifice precisely,

Joule and Thomson instead measured the amount of heat that was required in

bringing the gas back to its original temperature after its passage. From this amount

of heat and the specific heat of the gas, the temperature at which the gas had exited

from the orifice was inferred.

How were the results of the Joule-Thomson experiment used to get a measure

of how much the actual gas-thermometer temperatures deviated from absolute
temperature? Unfortunately the details of the reasoning are much too complicated

(and murky) for me to summarize effectively here.43 What is more important for my

present purpose, in any case, is to analyze the character of Joule and Thomson’s

results. They used the experimental data on cooling in order to derive a formula for

the behavior of actual gases as a function of absolute temperature, showing how they

deviated from the ideal gas law. Joule and Thomson’s ‘‘complete solution’’ was the

following:44

n ¼ CT

p
� 1

3
AJK

273:7

T

� �2

: (18)

This equation expresses T, ‘‘the temperature according to the absolute thermo-

dynamic system of thermometry,’’ in terms of other parameters, all of which are

presumably measurable: v is the volume of a given body of gas; p is its pressure; C is
a parameter ‘‘independent of both pressure and temperature’’; A is a constant that

is characteristic of each type of gas; J is the mechanical equivalent of heat; and K is

specific heat (per unit mass) under constant pressure. So equation (18) in principle

indicates a straightforward way of measuring absolute temperature T. The second

term on the right-hand side gives the measure of deviation from the ideal; without

FIGURE 4.9. A schematic representation of the Joule-Thomson experiment (Preston 1904, 801,

fig. 231).

43Interested readers can review the Joule-Thomson reasoning in detail in Hutchison 1976a and

Chang and Yi (forthcoming).
44See Joule and Thomson [1862] 1882, 427–431; the equation reproduced here is (a) from p. 430.
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that term, the equation would simply reduce to the ideal gas law, which would

mean that the gas thermometer correctly indicated the ‘‘temperature according to

the absolute thermodynamic system of thermometry.’’

This marks a closing point of the problem of measuring absolute temperature.

Thomson and Joule were confident that they had finally succeeded in reducing
absolute temperature to measurable quantities, and they in fact proceeded to com-

pute some numerical values for the deviation of the air thermometer from the ab-

solute scale. The results were quite reassuring for the air thermometer (see table 4.2):

although the discrepancy increased steadily as the temperature increased, it was

estimated to be only about 0.48C even at around 3008C for Regnault’s standard air

thermometer. One can imagine Joule and Thomson’s pleasure at obtaining such a

close agreement. Although their achievement received further refinement toward

the end of the nineteenth century, it was never seriously challenged, to the best of my
knowledge. However, it is difficult to regard Thomson and Joule’s work on the mea-

surement of absolute temperature as complete, in terms of epistemic justification.

TABLE 4.2. Joule and Thomson’s comparison of absolute

temperature (second definition) and air-thermometer tem-

perature

Absolute temperature,

minus 273.78a
Air-thermometer

temperatureb

0 0

20 20þ 0.0298

40 40þ 0.0403

60 60þ 0.0366

80 80þ 0.0223

100 100

120 120� 0.0284

140 140� 0.0615

160 160� 0.0983

180 180� 0.1382

200 200� 0.1796

220 220� 0.2232

240 240� 0.2663

260 260� 0.3141

280 280� 0.3610

300 300� 0.4085

Source: Joule and Thomson [1854] 1882, 395–396.

aJoule and Thomson designed the size of one absolute degree to be the same

as one centigrade degree as much as possible, by making the two scales agree

exactly at the freezing and the boiling (steam) points by definition. But this

new absolute temperature had a zero point, which Joule and Thomson es-

timated at �273.78C. Hence the absolute temperature of the freezing point is

273.78 (we would now say 273.7 Kelvin), though it is displayed here as 0

(and all other absolute temperature values shifted by 273.7) in order to

facilitate the comparison with ordinary air-thermometer temperatures.
bGiven by a constant-volume air thermometer filled with a body of air at

atmospheric pressure at the freezing point of water.
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The clearest problem is that they used the uncorrected mercury thermometer in the

Joule-Thomson experiment, so that it is far from clear that the corrections of the air

thermometer on the basis of their data can be trusted. In the analysis I will enter

into detailed philosophical and historical discussions of that matter.

Analysis: Operationalization—Making Contact
between Thinking and Doing

We have no right to measure these [ Joule-Thomson] heating and cooling

effects on any scale of temperature, as we have not yet formed a

thermometric scale.

William Thomson, ‘‘Heat,’’ 1880

In the narrative part of this chapter, I traced the long and tortuous process by which
temperature became established as a concept that is both theoretically cogent and

empirically measurable. Now I will attempt to reach a more precise understanding of

the nature of that achievement. To simplify our progress so far, the stories in the first

three chapters of this book were about how to construct a coherent quantitative

concept based on concrete physical operations. But such operational concept build-

ing is not sufficient in a genuinely theoretical science. For many important reasons

scientists have desired abstract theoretical structures that are not purely and directly

constructed from observable processes. However, if we also want to maintain our
commitment to having an empirical science by giving empirical significance and

testability to our abstract theories, we must face up to the challenge of oper-

ationalization: to link abstract theoretical structures to concrete physical operations.

To put it in the terminology developed in ‘‘Beyond Bridgman’’ in chapter 3, oper-

ationalization is the act of creating operational meaning where there was none before.

Operationalizing an abstract theory involves operationalizing certain individual

concepts occurring in it, so that they can serve as clear and convenient bridges

between the abstract and the concrete. And one sure way of operationalizing a
concept is to make it physically measurable, although the category of the opera-

tional includes much more than what can be considered measurements in the

narrow sense of the term. Therefore measurement is the most obvious place where

the challenges of operationalization can manifest themselves, though it is not the

only place. In the following sections I will revisit the history of the attempts to

measure Thomson’s absolute temperature, in relation to the two main tasks in-

volved in operationalization: to do it and to know whether it has been done well.

The Hidden Difficulties of Reduction

Most authors who have given accounts of the physics and the history of absolute

temperature measurement seem to take comfort in the fact that absolute temperature
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can be expressed as a function of other quantities, which are measurable. Thomas
Preston (1860–1900), the Irish physicist who discovered the anomalous Zeeman

effect, expressed the situation perspicaciously in his textbook on heat:

If we possess any thermodynamic relation, or any equation involving t [absolute

temperature] and other quantities which can be expressed in terms of p [pressure]

and v [volume], then each such relation furnishes a means of estimating t when the

other quantities are known. (Preston 1904, 797)

In other words, absolute temperature can be measured through reduction to

pressure and volume, which are presumably easily measurable. The structure of

that reductive scheme is in fact quite similar to what one had in Irvinism: Irvinist

absolute temperature could be expressed in terms of heat capacity and latent heat,

both of which were regarded as straightforwardly measurable. Both Preston’s and

Irvine’s views both fit nicely into a rather traditional philosophical idea, that the
operationalization of a theoretical concept can be achieved by a chain of relations

that ultimately link it to directly observable properties. Figure 4.10 gives a graphic

representation of that reductive conception, taken from Herbert Feigl; figure 4.11 is

a similar picture, due to Henry Margenau. In figure 4.12 I have made a graphic

representation of Preston’s idea about absolute temperature, which fits perfectly

with the other pictures.

FIGURE 4.10. Herbert Feigl’s (1970, 6) representation of the connection of abstract theoretical

concepts to empirical observations. Reprinted by permission of the University of Minnesota

Press.
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The reductive view of operationalization is comforting, but we must not be

lulled into epistemological sleep so easily. Seemingly operational concepts that

allegedly serve as the reductive base of operationalization are often unoperation-
alized themselves, and in fact very difficult to operationalize. In Preston’s case, the

apparent comfort in his statement is provided by an ambiguity in the meaning of

the terms ‘‘pressure’’ and ‘‘volume.’’ The p and v that occur in thermodynamic theory

are abstract concepts; they do not automatically become operationalized simply

because we designate them by the same words ‘‘pressure’’ and ‘‘volume’’ as we use

in everyday circumstances, in which those concepts are indeed full of operational

meaning. In other words, figure 4.12 is an embodiment of an unwarranted equi-

vocation. A more accurate picture is given in figure 4.13, where the thermodynamic
relations linking p, v, and t are placed squarely in the realm of the abstract, and the

FIGURE 4.11. Henry Margenau’s (1963, 2) representation of the connection of abstract theo-

retical concepts to empirical observations. Reprinted by permission of the University of

Chicago Press.
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necessity to operationalize p and v becomes apparent. Preston’s equivocation is just

the kind of thing that we have learned to be wary of in ‘‘Travel Advisory from Percy

Bridgman’’ in chapter 3. There Bridgman warned that ‘‘our verbal machinery has no

built-in cutoff ’’: it is easy to be misled by the use of the same word or mathematical
symbol in various situations into thinking that it means the same thing in all of

those situations. (Bridgman focused most strongly on the unwarranted jump from

one domain of phenomena to another, but his warning applies with equal force to

the jump between the abstract and the concrete.)

If pressure and volume in thermodynamics were themselves very easy to op-

erationalize, my disagreement with Preston would be a mere quibble, and the

redrawing of the picture as given in figure 4.13 would be the end of the matter. But

the discussions of temperature in earlier chapters of this book should be a sufficient
reminder that concepts that seem easy to operationalize may actually be very dif-

ficult to operationalize. Consider pressure. Even if we take a primitive and mac-

roscopic theoretical notion of pressure, there is no reason to assume that the

mercury manometer was any more straightforward to establish than the mercury

thermometer.45 When we get into thermodynamic theory, the pressure concept is

meant to apply universally, even in situations to which no actual manometer can be

applied; among those situations would be microscopic processes and perfectly

FIGURE 4.12. A diagram representing Thomas Preston’s idea regarding the operationalization

of absolute temperature.

45See the extensive history of the barometer in Middleton 1964b.
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reversible processes. And as soon as we engage in thermodynamic theorizing of any

power, we are dealing with differential equations involving pressure as a con-

tinuous variable, well defined down to infinitesimal precision. If we take one step

further and also pick up the kinetic theory of gases, then pressure is theoretically

defined in terms of the aggregate impact of countless molecules bouncing off a

barrier. By that point there is simply no hope that the operationalization of the
pressure concept will be trivial in general; most likely, it will be of the same order of

difficulty as the operationalization of temperature.

A slightly different kind of problem emerges if we look back at Thomson’s own

definitions of absolute temperature. In Thomson’s second definition, absolute

temperature was expressed in terms of heat, not pressure and volume. With the first

definition, Thomson’s attempt at operationalization had led to its expression in

terms of pressure, density, air-thermometer temperature, and latent heat (see

equation (11) in ‘‘Semi-Concrete Models of the Carnot Cycle’’). Even Preston gives
an operationalization that involves latent heat in addition to volume and pressure,

right after the statement quoted above. Generally speaking, any definition of tem-

perature referring to the efficiency of the Carnot cycle (via Carnot’s function m) will
have to involve the measure of heat in some way. But defining temperature in terms

of quantities of heat raises an intriguing problem of circularity, since the quanti-

tative concept of heat is usually operationalized by reduction to temperature.

Consider Thomson’s own experimental practice, in which the unit of heat was:

‘‘the quantity necessary to elevate the temperature of a kilogram of water from 08 to
18 of the air-thermometer’’ (Thomson [1848] 1882, 105). In the Joule-Thomson

FIGURE 4.13. A revised version of Preston’s picture of the operationalization of absolute

temperature.
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experiment, heat measurement was made by means of Joule’s mercury thermom-

eter. One way to avoid this circularity would be to measure heat in some other way.

But as I have noted already, at least in the period covered in this chapter there were

no viable calorimetric methods that did not rely on thermometers. Given that state

of calorimetry, any attempts to operationalize temperature by reducing it to heat
would not have got very far.

All in all, no simple reductive scheme has been adequate for the operation-

alization of absolute temperature. More generally speaking, if operationalization by

reduction seems to work, that is only because the necessary work has already been

done elsewhere. Reduction only expresses the concept to be operationalized in terms

of other concepts, so it achieves nothing unless those other concepts have been

operationalized. Operationalization has to come before reduction. Somewhere,

somehow, some abstract concepts have to become operationalized without reference
to other concepts that are already operationalized; after that, those operationalized

concepts can serve as reductive bases of reduction for other concepts. But how can

that initial operationalization be done?

Dealing with Abstractions

In order to reach a deeper understanding of the process of operationalization, we

need to be clearer about the distinction between the abstract and the concrete. At

this point it will be useful to be more explicit about what I mean by ‘‘abstraction.’’46

I conceive abstraction as the act of removing certain properties from the description

of an entity; the result is a conception that can correspond to actual entities but

cannot be a full description of them. To take a standard example, the geometrical

triangle is an abstract representation of actual triangular objects, deprived of all

qualities except for their form. (A triangle is also an idealization by virtue of having

perfectly straight lines, lines with no width, etc., but that is a different matter.) In

principle the deletion of any property would constitute an abstraction, but most

pertinent for our purposes is the abstraction that takes away the properties that
individuate each entity physically, such as spatio-temporal location, and particular

sensory qualities.

Thomson should be given credit for highlighting the issue of abstraction, by

insisting that the theoretical concept of temperature should make no reference to

the properties of any particular substances. Thus, he pointed to the gap between the

concreteness of an operational concept and the abstractness that many scientists

considered proper for a theoretical concept. It is instructive to make a comparison

with earlier heat theorists discussed in ‘‘Theoretical Temperature before Thermo-
dynamics.’’ The Irvinists made an unreflective identification between the abstract

concept of heat capacity and the operational concept of specific heat; some of them

may even have failed to see the distinction very clearly. The chemical calorists, on

the other hand, did not do very much to operationalize their concept of combined

46For a more nuanced view on the nature of abstraction in scientific theories, see Cartwright 1999,

39–41 and passim.
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caloric. What truly set Thomson apart was his dual insistence: that theoretical

concepts should be defined abstractly, and that they should be operationalized.

In one of his less phenomenalistic moments, Regnault stated the desired re-

lationship between a concept and its measurement operation: ‘‘In the establishment

of the fundamental data of physics…it is necessary that the adopted procedure
should be, so to speak, the material realization of the definition of the element that is

being sought.’’47 (Whether or not Regnault himself really ever put this maxim into

practice, it is a very suggestive idea.) In order to follow that idea straightforwardly

in the case of Thomson’s absolute temperature, we would need to build a physical

Carnot engine. But, as discussed in ‘‘Semi-Concrete Models of the Carnot Cycle,’’ it is

impossible to make an actual heat engine that qualifies as a Carnot cycle. One might

imagine that this impossibility is only a practical problem; the Carnot cycle is an

idealized system, but surely we could try to approximate it, and see how close our
approximation is?48 That line of thinking misses the most essential feature of the

situation: the Carnot cycle of post-Thomson thermodynamics is abstract, and real

heat engines are concrete. It is possible that Carnot himself conceived his cycle

simply as an idealized version of actual heat engines, but in later thermodynamics

the Carnot cycle is an abstraction.

At the heart of the abstract character of the Carnot cycle is the fact that the

concept of temperature that occurs in its description is not temperature measured

by a concrete thermometer, but Thomson’s absolute temperature. Therefore no
such thing as an ‘‘actual Carnot cycle’’ (or even approximations to it) can exist at all,

unless and until the absolute temperature concept has been operationalized. But the

operationalization of absolute temperature requires that we either create an actual

Carnot cycle or at least have the ability to judge how much actual systems deviate

from it. So we end up with a nasty circularity: the operationalization of absolute

temperature is impossible unless the Carnot cycle has sufficient operational meaning,

and the Carnot cycle cannot have sufficient operational meaning unless absolute

temperature is operationalized.
A similar problem plagues the use of the Joule-Thomson effect for the oper-

ationalization of absolute temperature. The Joule-Thomson experiment was in-

tended to give us a comparison between actual gases and ideal gases, but such a

comparison is not so straightforward as it may sound. That is because the concept

of the ‘‘ideal gas’’ is an abstract one. It would be a mistake to think that the ideal

gas of modern physics is one that obeys the ideal gas law, PV ¼ nRT, where T

47Regnault, quoted in Langevin 1911, 49. This statement suggests that Regnault, despite his hos-

tility to theories, still recognized very clearly the fact that measurement must answer to a pre-existing

concept. In other words, perhaps in contrast to Bridgman’s variety of empiricism, Regnault’s empiricism

only sought to eliminate the use of hypotheses in measurements, not to deny non-operational compo-

nents to a concept’s meaning.
48Shouldn’t it be easy enough to tell how much the efficiency of an actual heat engine departs from

that of the ideal Carnot engine? Carnot himself did make such estimates, and Thomson carried on with

the same kind of calculation; see, for example, Thomson [1849] 1882, sec. 5 of the appendix (pp. 150–

155). But it is an epistemic illusion that a direct comparison can be made between the Carnot cycle and a

physical heat engine, for reasons that will become clearer in the next section.
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is temperature measured by an ordinary thermometer. No, T in that equation is

Thomson’s absolute temperature (or some other abstract theoretical temperature

concept). If we ever found a gas in which the product of pressure and volume

actually were proportional to temperature as measured by an ordinary thermometer

(in degrees Kelvin), it would certainly not be an ideal gas, unless our ordinary
thermometer actually indicated absolute temperature, which is highly unlikely. Not

only is it highly unlikely but it is impossible for us to know whether it is the case

or not, without having done the Joule-Thomson experiment and interpreted it

correctly.

So we are faced with the following puzzle: how were Joule and Thomson able

to judge how much actual gases deviated from the ideal, when they only had

ordinary thermometers and would not have known how an ideal gas should behave

when monitored by ordinary thermometers? Their experiments employed Joule’s
mercury thermometers for the estimation of three crucial parameters: not only the

size of the cooling effect but also the specific heat of the gases (K) and the me-

chanical equivalent of heat ( J), all of which entered into the correction factor in

equation (18) in ‘‘Using Gas Thermometers to Approximate Absolute Temperature.’’

In that situation, how can we be assured that the correction of thermometers on the

basis of the Joule-Thomson measurements was correct? (Note that the situation here

is fundamentally different from that of Thomson’s scheme for operationalizing his

first absolute temperature. In that case, the use of empirical data taken with the air
thermometer did not pose a problem because Thomson was seeking an explicit

correlation of absolute temperature and air-thermometer temperature.)

Thomson recognized this problem clearly in his entry on ‘‘heat’’ in the ninth

edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica (1880, 49, §55), where he confessed with

great insight: ‘‘[W]e have no right to measure these [Joule-Thomson] heating and

cooling effects on any scale of temperature, as we have not yet formed a thermo-

metric scale.’’ Thomson indicated how the problem could be avoided, in principle:

‘‘Now, instead of reckoning on any thermometric scale the cooling effect or the
heating effect of passage through the plug, we have to measure the quantity of work

(dw) required to annul it.’’ But he admitted that ‘‘the experiments as actually made

by Joule and Thomson simply gave the cooling effects and heating effects shown by

mercury thermometers.’’ The justification that Thomson produced at the end of this

remarkable discourse is disappointing:

The very thermometers that were used [in the Joule-Thomson experiment] had

been used by Joule in his original experiments determining the dynamical

equivalent of heat [ J], and again in his later experiments by which for the first time

the specific heat of air at constant pressure [K] was measured with sufficient

accuracy for our present purpose. Hence by putting together different experiments

which had actually been made with those thermometers of Joule’s, the operation of

measuring dw, at all events for the case of air, was virtually completed. Thus

according to our present view the mercury thermometers are merely used as a step

in aid of the measurement of dw, and their scales may be utterly arbitrary.

What Thomson claims here is that the temperature measurements are merely

ways of getting at the value of the quantity dw, and the final result is independent of
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the particular method by which it is obtained. Thomson’s claim is hollow, unless it

happens to be the case that the resulting empirical formula for dw is not a function

of mercury temperature at all. But dw is a function of mercury temperature (t) in

general, according to Joule and Thomson’s own results. The empirical formula

derived from their experiments is the following:

�dW=dp ¼ A(273:7=t)2, (19)

where W is the temperature change in the gas, and A is a constant whose value
depends on the nature of the gas (A was determined to be 0.92 air, and 4.64 for

carbon dioxide); dw is given by multiplying W by K (the specific heat of the gas) and

J (the mechanical equivalent of heat).49 I do not see how it can be argued that dw
would in general have no dependence on t. The same point can be seen even more

clearly if we take the view that certain errors are introduced into the measured

values of W, K, and J, if those values are obtained on the basis of the assumption that

the mercury thermometer readings indicate the absolute temperature. Thomson’s

claim amounts to insisting a priori that all such errors cancel each other out when
the three quantities are worked into a formula to produce the final result. That is

possible in particular cases, but by no means guaranteed.

This, however, seems to be where Thomson left the problem. In the corpus of

his work after the Britannica article and a couple of related articles published around

the same time, I have not found any further contributions to the measurement of

absolute temperature. Thomson was apparently quite satisfied with the theoretical

understanding of absolute temperature that he had been able to secure in the

framework of a fully developed theory of thermodynamics, and in practical terms
he was happy with the old Joule-Thomson empirical results that seemed to give a

sufficient indication that the deviations of gas-thermometer temperature from his

second absolute temperature were quite small.

Let us take stock. I have noted a circularity: the operationalization of temperature

seems to require the use of an already operationalized concept of temperature.

Thomson and Joule broke this circularity by using an existing operationalization of

temperature that was fully admitted to be unjustified—namely, a mercury thermom-

eter, which was by no means guaranteed to indicate absolute temperature. Was it
possible to guard against the errors that might have been introduced in using a ther-

mometer that was admittedly open to corrections? Thomson does not seem to have

given a very convincing answer to that question. Can we go beyond Thomson here?

Operationalization and Its Validity

The discussion in the last section brought us to a dead end of justification. I believe

that the problem arises from applying an inappropriate notion of justification to

operationalization, as I will try to show in this section and the next. It is helpful

49Joule and Thomson [1862] 1882, 428–429; for further exposition on how this result was ob-

tained, see Chang and Yi (forthcoming). In the case of hydrogen, df/dp was apparently not a function of

temperature; see Thomson 1880, 49.
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here to start with Nancy Cartwright’s (1999, 180) unequivocal statement of the

relation between theories and the world:50 ‘‘theories in physics do not generally

represent what happens in the world; only models represent in this way, and the

models that do so are not already part of any theory.’’ As Cartwright explains, this

amounts to an important revision of her earlier view that was famously expressed in
How the Laws of Physics Lie. I take her current view to mean that the laws of physics

are not even capable of lying when it comes to states of affairs that are amenable to

actual physical operations, because the theoretical laws cannot say anything about

the actual situations—unless and until the concepts occurring in the laws have been

operationalized.

To get a clearer view on operationalization, it is helpful to see it as a two-step

process, as represented in figure 4.14. A theoretical concept receives its abstract

characterization through its various relations with other theoretical concepts; those
relations constitute an abstract system. The first step in operationalization is im-

aging: to find a concrete image of the abstract system that defines the abstract

concept. I call this an ‘‘image’’ rather than a ‘‘model,’’ in order to avoid any possible

suggestion that it might be an actual physical system; the concrete image is still an

imagined system, a conception, consisting of conceivable physical entities and

operations, but not actual ones. The concrete image is not a physical embodiment

of the abstract system.51 Finding the concrete image is a creative process, since

the abstract system itself will not dictate how it should be concretized. When we
take the Carnot cycle and say it could be realized by a frictionless cylinder-and-

piston system filled with a water-steam mixture that is heated and cooled by heat

reservoirs of infinite capacities, we are proposing a concrete image of an abstract

system. And there are many other possible concrete images of the Carnot cycle.

After finding a concrete image of the abstract system, the second step in

operationalization is matching: to find an actual physical system of entities and

operations that matches up with the image. Here it cannot be taken for granted that

we will be able to find such a matching system. If it seems clear that there cannot
be any matching actual systems, then we pronounce the image to be idealized.52

We can expect that the concrete images we need to deal with in many cases will be

idealized ones. In the context of thermodynamics and statistical mechanics, perfect

reversibility is an idealization in the macroscopic realm. But it is possible to estimate

how closely actual systems approximate idealized ones.

With the help of this two-step view of operationalization, let us return to

the question of the justification or validation of operationalization. The first thing

we need to do is lose the habit of thinking in terms of simple correctness. It is
very tempting to think that the ultimate basis on which to judge the validity of

50She attributes the inspiration for this view partly to Margaret Morrison (1998).
51Although I do not use the term ‘‘model,’’ some of the recent literature on the nature and function

of models is clearly relevant to the discussion here. See especially Morrison and Morgan’s view (1999,

21–23) that theoretical models can function as measuring instruments.
52Strictly speaking, this notion of idealization does not apply to abstract systems; however, if an

abstract system only seems to have idealized concrete images, then we could say that the abstract system

itself is idealized.
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an operationalization should be whether measurements made on its basis yield

values that correspond to the real values. But what are ‘‘the real values’’? Why do

we assume that unoperationalized abstract concepts, in themselves, possess any

concrete values at all? For instance, we are apt to think that each phenomenon

must possess a definite value of absolute temperature, which we can in principle

find out by making the correct measurement. It is very difficult to get away from
this sort of intuition, but that is what we must to do in order to avoid behaving

like the fly that keeps flying into the windowpane in trying to get out of the room.

An unoperationalized abstract concept does not correspond to anything definite in

the realm of physical operations, which is where values of physical quantities

belong. To put it somewhat metaphorically: equations in the most abstract the-

ories of physics contain symbols (and universal constants), but no numerical values

of any concrete physical property; the latter only appear when the equations

are applied to concrete physical situations, be they actual or imagined.53 Once
an operationalization is made, the abstract concept possesses values in concrete

FIGURE 4.14. The two-step view of operationalization.

53I am not advocating an ontological nihilism regarding the reality of possessed values of properties,

only a caution about how meaningful our concepts are at various levels. A concept that is fully meaningful
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situations. But we need to keep in mind that those values are products of the opera-

tionalization in question, not independent standards against which we can judge the

correctness of the operationalization itself. That is the root of the circularity that we

have encountered time and again in the attempt to justify measurement methods.

If we come away from the idea of correspondence to real values, how can the
question of validity enter the process of operationalization at all? That is a difficult

question, to which I am not able to offer a complete answer. But it seems to me that

the answer has to lie in looking at the correspondence between systems, not be-

tween the real and measured values of a particular quantity. A valid operation-

alization consists in a good correspondence between the abstract system and its

concrete image, and between the concrete image and some system of actual objects

and operations. The correspondence between systems is not something that can be

evaluated on a one-dimensional scale, so the judgment on the validity of a proposed
operationalization is bound to be a complex one, not a yes–no verdict.

Let us now return to the case of Thomson’s absolute temperature and review the

strategies of operationalization that he attempted, which were initially described in

‘‘Semi-Concrete Models of the Carnot Cycle’’ and ‘‘Using Gas Thermometers to

Approximate Absolute Temperature’’ in the narrative. Logically the simplest method

would have been to make a concrete image of the Carnot cycle and to find actual

operations to approximate it; however, any concrete images of the Carnot cycle
were bound to be so highly idealized that Thomson never made a serious attempt in

that direction. The most formidable problem is the requirement of perfect revers-

ibility, which any concrete image of the Carnot cycle would have to satisfy. As noted

earlier, this is not merely a matter of requiring frictionless pistons and perfect

insulation. Reversibility also means that all heat transfer should occur between

objects with equal temperatures (since there would be an increase of entropy in any

heat transfer across a temperature difference). But Thomson himself stated as a

matter of principle, or even definition, that no net movement of heat can occur
between objects that are at the same temperature.54 The only way to make any sense

of the reversibility requirement, then, is to see it as a limiting case, a clearly un-

attainable ideal that can only be approximated if the temperature differences ap-

proach zero, which would mean that the amount of time required for the transfer of

any finite amount of heat will approach infinity. The fact that the Carnot cycle is a

cycle exacerbates the difficulty because it requires that not just one, but a few

different physical processes satisfying the reversibility requirement need to be

found and put together.
Therefore Thomson’s preference was not to deal with a Carnot cycle directly,

but to deduce the relevant features of the abstract Carnot cycle from simpler abstract

at the theoretical level may be devoid of meaning at the operational level or vice versa. Differentiating the levels

of meaning should also make it clear that I am not advocating an extreme operationalism of the kind that I

rejected in ‘‘Beyond Bridgman’’ in chapter 3. An abstract concept within a coherent theory is not meaningless

even if it is not operationalized, but it must be operationalized in order to have empirical significance.
54See the definition from 1854 quoted in note 38.
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processes and to operationalize the simpler processes. Thomson’s most sophisticated

attempt in this direction came in 1880, in a renewed attempt to operationalize his

second absolute temperature. He was assisted in this task by the principle of energy

conservation, which allowed him to deduce theoretically the work-heat ratio for
the cycle (and hence the heat input–output ratio needed for the definition of tem-

perature) merely by considering isothermal expansion.55 Then he only had to find

the concrete image of the first stroke of the cycle rather than the whole cycle. That

stroke was still an ideal reversible process, but Thomson thought that its concrete

image could be an irreversible process, if it could be demonstrated to be equivalent

in the relevant sense to the reversible process. This scheme of operationalization is

summarized graphically in figure 4.15.

Thomson’s favorite concrete image of the first stroke of the Carnot cycle was
the production of steam from water. Thomson was able to allow the image to be a

nonreversible process because the amount of mechanical work generated in this

process, for a given amount of heat input, was not thought to be affected by

FIGURE 4.15. Thomson’s operationalization of absolute temperature, by means of the water–

steam system.

55For further details on this maneuver, see Chang and Yi (forthcoming).
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whether the process was reversible or not. (That would be on the assumption that

the internal energy of the steam–water system is a state function, so it has fixed

values for the same initial and final states of the system regardless of how the system

gets from one to the other.) Now, as described earlier, the particularly nice thing

about the steam–water system is that the generation of steam from liquid water is a
process that takes place isothermally under constant pressure, which makes it easy

to compute the mechanical work generated (simply the constant pressure multi-

plied by the volume increment). That is not the case for gas-only systems, for

instance, because an isothermal expansion of a gas cannot take place under constant

pressure, so the computation of mechanical work produced in that expansion

requires an exact knowledge of the pressure-volume relation. In addition, if the

pressure varies during the heat intake process, computing the amount of heat

entering the gas requires an exact knowledge of the variation of specific heat with
pressure. All in all, the work-heat ratio pertaining to the isothermal expansion of a

simple gas is surrounded with uncertainty, and it is not obvious whether and how

much the work–heat ratio would depend on whether the expansion is carried out

reversibly or not. There is no such problem in the steam–water case.

At last, Thomson had identified clearly a simple concrete image of an abstract

thermodynamic system embodying the absolute temperature concept, an image that

also had obvious potential for correspondence to actual systems. This explains his

elation about the steam–water system, expressed in his 1880 article in the En-
cyclopaedia Britannica:

We have given the steam thermometer as our first example of thermodynamic

thermometry because intelligence in thermodynamics has been hitherto much

retarded, and the student unnecessarily perplexed, and a mere quicksand has been

given as a foundation for thermometry, by building from the beginning on an ideal

substance called perfect gas, with none of its properties realized rigorously by any

real substance, and with some of them unknown, and utterly unassignable, even by

guess. (Thomson 1880, 47, §46; emphases added)

Unfortunately, Thomson was never able to bring his proposed steam-water ther-

mometer into credible practical use. For one thing, no one, not even Regnault, had

produced the necessary data giving the density of steam (both in itself and in relation

to the density of water) as a function of temperature in the whole range of tempera-

tures. Lacking those data, Thomson could not graduate a steam–water thermometer
on the absolute scale without relying on unwarranted theoretical assumptions. Despite

his attraction to the virtues of the steam–water system, Thomson was forced to cali-

brate his steam–water thermometers against gas thermometers.56

The actual operationalization of absolute temperature was effected by a slightly

different strategy, in which the concrete image used was not the steam–water

system, but the gas-only system. As explained in ‘‘Using Gas Thermometers to

Approximate Absolute Temperature,’’ the new thermodynamic theory yielded the

56Thomson 1880, 46, §44. See also Thomson [1879–80a] 1911 and Thomson [1879–80b] 1911.
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proposition that an ideal gas would expand uniformly with increasing absolute

temperature. By taking the expansion of the ideal gas as the theoretical framework

for the definition of absolute temperature, Thomson freed himself from the need to

look for a plausible concrete image of the Carnot cycle. The expansion of an ideal

gas had a straightforward concrete image (an actual body of gas expanding against
some external pressure), and it was certainly possible to perform actual operations

matching that image: heat a gas in a cylinder with a piston pressing down on it; the

temperature is indicated by the product of the pressure and the volume of the gas.

(We have seen in ‘‘The Achievement of Observability, by Stages’’ in chapter 2 that

high-quality gas thermometers were much more complicated, but we can ignore

such complications for the moment.)

As there were no insurmountable obstacles in making and using gas thermom-

eters, it was easy to proceed with the second step of this operationalization. The
interesting problems in this case emerged in the process of examining the exact

match between the image and the actual operations. Regnault had demonstrated

very clearly that thermometers made with different gases disagreed with each other

except at the fixed points. Therefore it was impossible to get an exact match

between the image of the ideal gas thermometer and the collection of all actual gas

thermometers, because the image stipulated only one temperature value in each

situation, and the collection of the gas thermometers returned multiple values.

There are various options one could take in order to get an exact match. (1) One
option, which I have never seen advocated, is to modify the image by saying that

temperature can have multiple values in a given situation, to negate what I have

called the principle of single value in ‘‘Comparability and the Ontological Principle

of Single Value’’ in chapter 2. (2) Another is to declare that one of the actual ther-

mometers is the correct measurer of absolute temperature, and the rest must be

corrected to conform to it. There is no logical problem in making such a con-

ventionalist declaration, but it would tie the absolute temperature concept to the

properties of one particular substance, for no convincing reason. As I have already
emphasized, that was something that Thomson explicitly set out to avoid. (3) That

leaves us with the option that Thomson (and Joule) actually took, which is to say

that most likely none of the actual gas thermometers are exactly accurate indicators

of absolute temperature, and they all have to be corrected so that they agree with

each other. This scheme for operationalizing absolute temperature is summarized

graphically in figure 4.16.

The challenge in that last option was to come up with some unified rationale

according to which all the thermometers could be corrected so that they gave con-
verging values of absolute temperature. The reasoning behind the Joule-Thomson

experiment provided such a rationale, as explained in ‘‘Using Gas Thermometers to

Approximate Absolute Temperature.’’ It makes sense within energy-based thermo-

dynamics that a gas which expands regularly with increasing temperature would also

remain at the same temperature when it expands without doing work. Both types of

behavior indicate that the internal energy of such a gas does not change merely by

virtue of a change in its volume, and both can be considered different manifesta-

tions of Mayer’s hypothesis (see Hutchison 1976a, 279–280). When thermodyna-
mic theory is supplemented by the kinetic theory of gases, this condition can be
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understood as the stipulated absence of intermolecular forces in an ideal gas. But in
actual gases one would expect some degree of intermolecular interactions, therefore

some irregularity in thermal expansion as well as some cooling (or heating) in Joule-

Thomson expansion. As all actual gas thermometers could be corrected on this same

basis, the temperature concept itself would maintain its generality (unlike in op-

tion 2). If these coordinated corrections did result in bringing the measured values

closer together, then such convergence would be a step toward perfecting the match

between the actual gas thermometers and the image of the ideal gas thermometer.

The corrections carried out by Joule and Thomson, and by later investigators, seem
to have produced just such a move toward convergence. (However, it would be

worthwhile to compile the data more carefully in order to show the exact degree and

shape of the convergence achieved.)

Accuracy through Iteration

One major puzzle still remains. I began my discussion in the last section by saying that

we should avoid thinking about operationalization in terms of correctness, but ended

FIGURE 4.16. Joule and Thomson’s operationalization of absolute temperature, by means of the

gas-only system.
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by discussing corrections made to actual measuring instruments. If we are not con-

cerned with correctness, what can the ‘‘corrections’’ possibly be about? The logic of

this situation needs a more careful examination. The point of rejecting the question of

correctness was to acknowledge that there are no pre-existing values of abstract

concepts that we can try to approach; as mentioned earlier, the ‘‘real’’ values only come
into being as a result of a successful operationalization. But I need to clarify and

articulate the sense of validity that is hiding behind the word ‘‘successful’’ there.

Thomson himself did not quite give a clear explanation of the epistemic char-

acter of his maneuvers even in his 1880 article, as discussed in ‘‘Dealing with

Abstractions.’’ Fortunately, a much more satisfying understanding of the problem of

operationalizing absolute temperature was to emerge within a decade, apparently

starting with the work of Hugh Longbourne Callendar (1863–1930), English phys-

icist and engineer who made important observations on the properties of steam and
crucial contributions to electric-resistance thermometry. My discussion of Callendar’s

work will rely on the exposition given by Henri Louis Le Chatelier (who was in-

troduced in the discussion of pyrometry in chapter 3), which is much more helpful

than Callendar’s own presentation.57 The Callendar–Le Chatelier operationalization

of absolute temperature can be understood as an instance of the process of epistemic

iteration, first introduced in ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of Standards’’ in chapter 1.

The starting point of epistemic iteration is the affirmation of a certain system of

knowledge, which does not have an ultimate justification and may need to be
changed later for various reasons. The initial assumption for Callendar was that air-

thermometer temperature and absolute temperature values were very close to each

other. We start by writing the law governing the thermal behavior of actual gases as

follows:

pv ¼ (1� f)RT, (20)

where R is a constant, T is absolute temperature, and f is an as-yet unknown

function of T and p. The factor f is what makes equation (20) different from the

ideal gas law, and it is a different function for each type of gas; it is presumed to be

small in magnitude, which amounts to an assumption that actual gases roughly

obey the ideal gas law. Such an assumption is not testable (or even fully mean-
ingful) at that stage, since T is not operationalized yet; however, it may be vindi-

cated if the correction process is in the end successful or discarded as implausible if

the correction process cannot be made to work.

The next step is to estimate f, which is done by means of the results of the

Joule-Thomson experiment, following Thomson’s method. Le Chatelier gives the

following empirical result, calculated from the data obtained in experiments with

atmospheric air:

f ¼ 0:001173
p

p0

T0

T

� �3
, (21)

57Callendar 1887, 179, gives the starting point of his analysis and the final results, but does not give

the details of the reasoning; my discussion follows Le Chatelier and Boudouard 1901, 23–26.
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where p0 is the standard atmospheric pressure and T0 is the absolute temperature of

melting ice. I have presented the derivation of this result in some detail elsewhere,

but one important point can be gathered from merely inspecting the final outcome.

Equation (21) is supposed to be an empirical result, but it expresses f as a function

of absolute temperature T, not as a function of ta, (Amontons) temperature mea-
sured by an ordinary thermometer in the Joule-Thomson experiment. What hap-

pens in this derivation is a deliberate conflation of absolute temperature and air

temperature (or mercury temperature), as Callendar and Le Chatelier take the

empirical Joule-Thomson formula expressed in ta and simply substitutes it into

theoretical formulas expressed in T, letting ta stand in for T. This is allowed, as an

approximation, on the assumption that T and ta are roughly equal because f is very

small.58

Unlike Thomson, Le Chatelier was very clear that equation (21) did not give
the final correction (Le Chatelier and Boudouard 1901, 25): ‘‘This is still an ap-

proximate result, for we have depended upon the experiments of Joule and

Thomson and on the law of adiabatic expansion.’’ Here Le Chatelier was also

acknowledging the fact that in the derivation of (21) he had helped himself to the

adiabatic gas law, knowing that it was not known to be exactly true but assuming

that it was approximately true. A further round of corrections could be made with the

help of the correction indicated in (21). This would involve recalibrating the air

thermometer, according to the law of expansion that is obtained by inserting (21)
into (20); recall that the air thermometer was initially calibrated on the basis of the

assumption that the expansion of air was exactly regular (f ¼ 0). With the re-

calibration of the air thermometer, one could either do the Joule-Thomson ex-

periments again or just reanalyze the old data. Either way, the refined version of the

Joule-Thomson experiment would yield a more refined estimate of f, giving an

updated version of (21). This process could be repeated as often as desired.

A similar assessment of the situation was given twenty years later by A. L. Day and

R. B. Sosman, with the most succinct conceptual clarity on the matter that I have
seen:

It is important at this point to recall that our initial measurements with the gas-

thermometer tell us nothing about whether the gas in question obeys the law pv ¼
ky or not. Only measurements of the energy-relations of the gas can give us that

information. But since such measurements involve the measurement of tempera-

ture, it is evident that the realisation of the temperature scale is logically a process of

successive approximations. (Day and Sosman 1922, 837; emphasis added)

However, it seems that in practice no one was worried enough to enter into

second-round corrections or beyond. Callendar calculated the first-round correc-

tions on air up to 10008C; although the corrections got larger with increasing
temperature, they turned out to be only 0.628 at 10008C for the constant-volume

air thermometer, and 1.198 for the constant-pressure air thermometer. It was seen

that the corrections would grow rapidly beyond that point, but that was not so

58See Chang and Yi (forthcoming) for details.
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much of a practical concern since 10008C was about the very limit at which any gas

thermometers could be made to function at all in any case.59 Le Chatelier was

happy to declare:

The deviations of the air-thermometer at high temperatures are thus very slight if

concordance is established at 08 and 1008; we shall not have to occupy ourselves

further with the differences between the indications of the thermodynamic ther-

mometer and those of the gas-thermometer. (Le Chatelier and Boudouard 1901, 26)

One only needed to avoid gases like carbon dioxide, for which the corrections were
significantly larger. Day and Sosman gave a similar view (1922, 837): ‘‘Practically,

the first approximation is sufficient, so nearly do the gases commonly used in gas-

thermometers conform to the ‘ideal’ behaviour expressed in the law pv ¼ ky.’’
This is a pleasing result, but we must also keep in mind that the smallness of

the first-round correction is hardly the end of the story, for two reasons. First of all,

for each gas we would need to see whether the corrections actually continue to get

smaller in such a way as to result in convergence. In mathematics conditions of

iterative convergence can be discerned easily enough because the true function we
are trying to approximate is already known or at least knowable. In epistemic

iteration the true function is not known, and in cases like the present one, not even

defined. So the only thing we can do is to carry on with the iteration until we are

pragmatically satisfied that a convergence seems destined to happen. In the case of

absolute temperature one iterative correction seemed to be enough for all practical

purposes, for several gases usable in thermometers. However, to the best of my

knowledge no one gave a conclusive demonstration that there would be conver-

gence if further rounds of corrections were to be carried out.
The second point of caution emerges when we recall the discussion at the end

of the last section. If we are to respect Thomson’s original aim of taking the defi-

nition of temperature away from particular substances, it is not good enough to

have convergence in the corrections of one type of gas thermometer. Various gas

thermometers need to converge not only each in itself but all of them with each

other. Only then could we have a perfect match between the single-valued image of

absolute temperature and the operational absolute temperature measured by a

collection of gas thermometers. It is perhaps plausible to reject some particular
gases as legitimate thermometric fluids if there are particular reasons that should

disqualify them, but at least some degree of generality would need to be preserved if

we are to remain faithful to the spirit of Thomson’s enterprise.

Seeing the ‘‘correction’’ of actual thermometers as an iterative process clarifies

some issues that have been left obscure in my analysis so far. The clarification stems

from the realization that in an iterative process, point-by-point justification of each

and every step is neither possible nor necessary; what matters is that each stage

leads on to the next one with some improvement. The point here is not just that

59See Callendar 1887, 179. According to Day and Sosman (1922, 859), up to that time only four

attempts had been made to reach 10008C with gas thermometers. See also the discussion about the high-

temperature limits of the air thermometer in ‘‘Ganging Up on Wedgwood’’ in chapter 3.
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slightly incorrect information fed into an iterative process may well be corrected (as

Peirce pointed out in the example shown in ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of Stan-

dards’’ in chapter 1). As already noted, the question of correctness does not even

apply, unless and until the iterative process produces a successful outcome. There-

fore it makes sense to relax the sort of demand for justification that can lead us to
seek illusory rigor.

There are several aspects of this relaxation. (1) First of all, one’s exact starting

point may not be important. In the case of absolute temperature, assuming that the

concrete image of the ideal gas law was approximately true of actual gases happened

to hit the nail nearly on the head, but the iterative correction process could also

have started from other initial approximations and reached similar final results.

(2) Some looseness can also be allowed in the process of reasoning adopted beyond

the initial starting point. Thomson was able to make certain shortcuts and appar-
ently unwarranted approximations in his various derivations without much of a

tangible consequence.60 Similarly, Le Chatelier helped himself to the adiabatic gas

law, knowing full well that it was not guaranteed to be exactly right. (3) Empirical

data that may not be exactly right can also be used legitimately. Therefore Thomson’s

defense of the use of Joule’s mercury thermometer in the Joule-Thomson experi-

ment was not only invalid (as I have argued in ‘‘Dealing with Abstractions’’) but also

unnecessary. A recognition of the nature of the iterative process would have spared

Thomson from an illusory problem and a pseudo-solution to it. (4) Just as different
starting points may lead toward the same conclusion, different paths of reasoning

may do so as well. Thomson himself proposed various methods of operationalizing

absolute temperature, though only one was pursued sufficiently so it is difficult to

know whether the same outcome would have been reached through his other

strategies. But I think it is safe to say that the Joule-Thomson experiment was not

the only possible way to obtain the desired results. In fact Joule and Thomson

themselves noted in 1862, with evident pleasure, that Rankine had used Regnault’s

data to obtain a formula for the law of expansion of actual gases that was basically
the same as their own result based on the Joule-Thomson experiment (equation

(18)).61

One more important issue remains to be clarified. In the process of oper-

ationalizing an abstract concept, what exactly do we aim for, and what exactly do

we get? The hoped-for outcome is an agreement between the concrete image of the

abstract concept and the actual operations that we adopt for an empirical en-

gagement with the concept (including its measurement). That is the correspon-

dence that makes the most sense to consider, not the complacently imagined
correspondence between theory and experience, or theory and ‘‘reality.’’ With an

iterative process we do not expect ever to have an exact agreement between the

60For a more detailed sense of this aspect of Thomson’s work, see Chang and Yi (forthcoming).
61Joule and Thomson [1862] 1882, 430. They refer to Rankine’s article in the Philosophical

Transactions, 1854, part II, p. 336. In an earlier installment of their article Joule and Thomson ([1854]

1882, 375–377) had already reproduced a private communication from Rankine on the subject, with

commentary.
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operational image and the actual operations, but we hope for a gradual convergence

between them. Such convergence would be a considerable achievement, especially

if it could be achieved with a high degree of quantitative precision.

This convergence provides a basis for a workable notion of accuracy. We can

say that we have an accurate method of measurement, if we have good convergence.
How about truth? Can we ever say whether we have obtained the true values of an

abstract concept like absolute temperature? The question of truth only makes sense

if there is an objectively determinate value of the concept in each physical situa-

tion.62 In case we have a convergent operationalization, we could consider the

limits of convergence as the ‘‘real’’ values; then we can use these values as the

criteria by which we judge whether other proposed operationalizations produce

true values. But we must keep firmly in mind that the existence of such ‘‘real values’’

hinges on the success of the iterative procedure, and the successful operation-
alization is constitutive of the ‘‘reality.’’ If we want to please ourselves by saying

that we can approach true values by iterative operationalization, we also have to

remember that this truth is a destination that is only created by the approach itself.

Theoretical Temperature without Thermodynamics?

The foregoing analysis points to an interesting way in which the understanding and

measurement of temperature could be tidied up and possibly refined further. The

suggestion arises most of all from acknowledging a clear defect in my own analysis.
That defect was the postulation of a sharp dichotomy between the abstract and the

concrete. The discomfort in my discussion created by that oversimplification may

have already been evident to the reader. The dichotomy between the abstract and

the concrete has been enormously helpful in clarifying my thinking at the earlier

stages, but I can now afford to be more sophisticated. What we really have is a

continuum, or at least a stepwise sequence, between the most abstract and the most

concrete. This means that the operationalization of a very abstract concept can

proceed step by step, and so can the building-up of a concept from concrete
operations. And it may be positively beneficial to move only a little bit at a time up

and down the ladder of abstraction. Thomson was much too ambitious, in trying to

connect up a resolutely abstract concept of temperature with the most concrete

measurement operations all at once. In the end he had to rely on smaller steps, and

a brief review of his steps may suggest some ways of progressing in small steps more

deliberately.

The Joule-Thomson work on gases and gas thermometers suggests that it

would be possible to postulate a slightly abstract concept of temperature that is
defined by the behavior of the ideal gas, with no reference to heat engines or any

general thermodynamic theory. As was well known long before Thomson, most

gases not too near their temperature of liquefaction have similar patterns of thermal

62It may seem odd to speak of the reality of temperature, which is a property and not an object.

However, there are good arguments to the effect that it makes more sense to address the realism question

to properties than to entities; see Humphreys 2004, sec. 15.
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expansion. It would be a modest leap from that empirical observation to postulate a

theoretical concept of temperature (let’s call it ‘‘ideal-gas temperature’’) that fits into

the following story: ‘‘the behavior a gas is governed by temperature according to a

simple law; of course, there are some complications because we do not have

a completely accurate way of measuring real temperature, and also the different
gases are all slightly imperfect in their own various ways; but the ideal gas would

expand with real temperature in a perfectly linear fashion.’’ If we want to believe

this pleasing theoretical story, we have to fill in some blanks successfully. We have

to come up with some independent way of detecting and measuring these various

imperfections in actual gases, in the hope that this measure will fit in with their

deviations from linear expansion with temperature. This is not so far from what

Thomson, Joule, and their followers actually did, picking up on the concept of

Amontons temperature. The Joule-Thomson cooling effect is just such a property
that we can conceive as being tightly correlated with deviations from regular ex-

pansion. To get that far, we do not need a highly theoretical story of the kind that

Thomson sought to provide about why the Joule-Thomson cooling should be re-

lated to peculiarities in the expansion of gases. Such a highly theoretical story

belongs in later steps going up the ladder of abstraction and does not need to

constrain the construction of the concept of ideal-gas temperature.

In fact, in historical retrospect, it is not at all clear that the theory of heat

engines was the best place to anchor the theoretical temperature concept. The use
of the Carnot cycle in the definition of temperature was most unnecessary. It was

certainly helpful initially for the purpose of getting Thomson to see how an abstract

concept of temperature might be constructed, but he could have kicked that ladder

away. The definition of 1854 was still overly restrictive, since it remained tied to

heat input and output in isothermal processes occurring within a reversible cycle.

Even the most liberalized concept of temperature based on the Carnot cycle would

be restrictive, because such a concept cannot be adapted to nonreversible or

noncyclical processes easily. Bypassing the Carnot cycle, and even all of classical
thermodynamics, ideal-gas temperature can be linked up with the kinetic theory of

gases very naturally. After that, it is of course plausible to think about incorporating

the kinetic conception of temperature into an even more general and abstract

theoretical framework, such as classical or quantum statistical mechanics. I am not

saying that Thomson around 1850 should have or could have foreseen the devel-

opment of the modern kinetic theory and statistical mechanics. What I think he

could have perceived is that the notion of temperature applicable to the expansion

of gases did not have to be housed in a theory of heat engines.
In ‘‘The Defense of Fixity’’ in chapter 1, I have noted the robustness of low-level

laws; for those laws to be meaningful and useful, the concepts occurring in them

need to be well defined at that semi-concrete level and well connected to adjacent

levels of abstraction. Something like the concept of ideal-gas temperature is at the

right level of abstraction to support the phenomenological physics of gases. Other

theories at that same phenomenological level (e.g. those governing conduction and

radiation) may well require different semi-concrete concepts of temperature. The

various semi-concrete concepts may become united by more abstract theories. Such
concept-building processesmoving toward greater abstraction should be harmonized
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with operationalization processes that start with the most abstract concepts and

concretize them step-by-step. Such a well-ordered two-way process of abstraction

and concretization would enable us to build a conceptual-operational system that

can evolve with maximum flexibility and minimum disruption in the face of change

and new discoveries.
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5

Measurement, Justification,

and Scientific Progress

Washing dishes and language can in some respects be compared. We

have dirty dishwater and dirty towels and nevertheless finally succeed in

getting the plates and glasses clean. Likewise, we have unclear terms and

a logic limited in an unknown way in its field of application—but

nevertheless we succeed in using it to bring clearness to our under-

standing of nature.

Niels Bohr (1933), quoted by Werner Heisenberg,

in Physics and Beyond (1971)

The preceding chapters have examined the development of thermometry, con-

centrating on the justification of standards and assumptions. These stories of

measurement bring out a particular mode of scientific progress, which I will try to

articulate briefly and systematically now, building on various insights expressed

earlier. I did not set out to advance any overarching epistemological doctrines in

this book. However, it would be dishonest for me to hide the image of a particular
mode of scientific progress that has emerged in the course of considering the

concrete episodes. As I will elaborate further in ‘‘The Abstract and the Concrete,’’

the content of this chapter should not be taken as a generalization from the pre-

ceding chapters, but as the articulation of an abstract framework that has been

necessitated for the construction of the concrete narratives. Nor should this chapter

be regarded as the summary of all of the epistemologically significant points made

in earlier chapters. Here I will pull together only the ideas and arguments that can

be strengthened and deepened through the synthesis; the rest can stand as they
were developed in earlier chapters.

The overall argument of this chapter can be summarized as follows. In making

attempts to justify measurement methods, we discover the circularity inherent in

empiricist foundationalism. The only productive way of dealing with that circularity

is to accept it and admit that justification in empirical science has to be coherentist.

Within suchcoherentism, epistemic iterationprovides aneffectivemethodof scientific

progress, resulting in the enrichment and self-correction of the initially affirmed

system. This mode of scientific progress embraces both conservatism and pluralism
at once.
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Measurement, Circularity, and Coherentism

In his famous discussion of the difficulties of the empirical testing of scientific the-
ories, Pierre Duhem made the curious statement that ‘‘the experimental testing of a

theory does not have the same logical simplicity in physics as in physiology’’ ([1906]

1962, sec. 2.6.1, 180–183). The physiologists can make their observations by means

of laboratory instruments that are based on the theories of physics, which they take

for granted. However, in testing the theories of physics, ‘‘it is impossible to leave

outside the laboratory door the theory we wish to test.’’ The physicists are forced to

test the theories of physics on the basis of the theories of physics. Among physicists,

those who are involved in the testing of complicated and advanced theories by
means of elementary observations would be in a relatively straightforward epistemic

position, much like Duhem’s physiologists. But for those who try to justify the

reasoning that justifies the elementary observations themselves, it is very difficult to

escape circularity. The basic problem is clear: empirical science requires observa-

tions based on theories, but empiricist philosophy demands that those theories

should be justified by observations. And it is in the context of quantitative mea-

surement, where the justification needs to be made most precisely, that the problem

of circularity emerges with utmost and unequivocal clarity.
In each of the preceding chapters I examined how this circularity of justifi-

cation manifested itself in a particular episode in the development of thermometry,

and how it was dealt with. Chapter 1 asked how certain phenomena could have

been judged to be constant in temperature, when no standards of constancy had

been established previously. The answer was found within the self-improving spiral

of quantification—starting with sensations, going through ordinal thermoscopes,

and finally arriving at numerical thermometers. Chapter 2 asked how thermometers

relying on certain empirical regularities could be tested for correctness, when those
regularities themselves would have needed to be tested with the help of thermom-

eter readings. The answer was that thermometers could be tested by the criterion of

comparability, even if we could not verify their theoretical justification. Chapter 3

asked how extensions of the established thermometric scale could be evaluated,

when there were no pre-existing standards to be used in the new domains. The

answer was that the temperature concept in a new domain was partly built through

the establishment of a convergence among various proposed measurement methods

applying there. Chapter 4 asked how methods of measuring abstract concepts of
temperature could be tested, when establishing the correspondence between the

abstract concept and the physical operations relied on some theory that would itself

have required empirical verification using results of temperature measurement. The

answer was found in the iterative investigation based on the provisional assumption

of an unjustified hypothesis, leading to a correction of that initial hypothesis.

In each of my episodes, justification was only found in the coherence of

elements that lack ultimate justification in themselves. Each episode is an embodi-

ment of the basic limitation of empiricist foundationalism. I take as the defini-
tion of foundationalism the following statement by Richard Foley (1998, 158–159):

‘‘According to foundationalists, epistemic justification has a hierarchical structure.

Some beliefs are self-justifying and as such constitute one’s evidence base. Others
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are justified only if they are appropriately supported by these basic beliefs.’’ The

main difficulty in the foundationalist project is actually finding such self-justifying

beliefs. There have been great debates on that matter, but I think most commen-

tators would agree that any set of propositions that seem self-justifying tend not to

be informative enough to teach us much about nature. Formal logic and mathe-
matics are cases in point. In the realm of experience, the theory-ladenness of lan-

guage and observation forces us to acknowledge that only unarticulated immediate

experience can be self-justifying. And as Moritz Schlick conceded, such immediate

experience (which he called ‘‘affirmations’’) cannot be used as a basis on which to

build systems of scientific knowledge ([1930] 1979, 382): ‘‘Upon affirmations no

logically tenable structure can be erected, for they are already gone at the moment

building begins.’’1

Faced with this difficulty of foundationalist justification, we could try to escape
by giving up on the business of empirical justification altogether. However, I do not

think that is a palatable option. In the context of physical measurements, I can see

only two ways to avoid the issue of justification altogether. First, we could adopt a

simplistic type of conventionalism, in which we just decide to measure quantity Q

by method M. Then M is the correct method, by fiat. One might think that some-

thing like the meter stick (or the standard kilogram, etc.), chosen by a committee,

embodies such a conventionalist strategy. That would be ignoring all the con-

siderations that went into selecting the particular platinum alloy for the meter stick,
which led to the conclusion that it was the most robust and least changeable of all

the available materials. Simplistic conventionalism comes with an unacceptable

degree of arbitrariness. But going over to a more sophisticated form of con-

ventionalism will bring back the necessity for justification; for example, in Henri

Poincaré’s conventionalism, one must justify one’s judgment about which defini-

tions lead to the simplest system of laws.

The second method of eliminating the question of justification is the kind of

extreme operationalism that I examined critically in ‘‘Beyond Bridgman’’ in chapter 3,
according to which every measurement method is automatically correct because it

defines its own concept. The problem with that solution is that it becomes mired in

endless specifications that would actually prevent measurement altogether, because

any variation whatsoever in the operation would define a new concept. To get a

flavor of that problem, review the following passage from Bridgman:

So much for the length of a stationary object, which is complicated enough. Now

suppose we have to measure a moving street car. The simplest, and what we may

call the ‘naı̈ve’ procedure, is to board the car with our meter stick and repeat the

operations we would apply to a stationary body.…But here there may be new

questions of detail. How shall we jump on to the car with our stick in hand? Shall we

run and jump on from behind, or shall we let it pick us up in front? Or perhaps

1Nonetheless, in the ‘‘protocol sentence debate’’ within the Vienna Circle, Schlick remained a

foundationalist in opposition to Neurath, arguing that affirmations still served as the foundation of the

empirical testing of knowledge.
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does now the material of which the stick is composed make a difference, although

previously it did not? (Bridgman 1927, 11; emphasis added)

This kind of worrying is very effective as a warning against complacency, but not

conducive to plausible practice. As it is impossible to specify all of the potentially

relevant circumstances of a measurement, it is necessary to adopt and justify a

generally characterized procedure.

Therefore, we have no choice but to continue seeking justification, despite the

absence of any obvious self-justifying foundations. Such perseverance can only lead

us to coherentism. I use the word in the following sense, once again adopting the
formulation by Foley (1998, 157): ‘‘Coherentists deny that any beliefs are self-

justifying and propose instead that beliefs are justified in so far as they belong to a

system of beliefs that are mutually supportive.’’ We have seen coherentism in positive

action in each of the preceding chapters. The simplest cases were seen in chapter 2,

where Regnault employed the criterion of ‘‘comparability’’ to rule out certain ther-

mometers as candidates for indicators of real temperature, and in chapter 3, where

the ‘‘mutual grounding’’ of various measurement methods served as a strategy for

extending the concept of temperature into far-out domains. In the remainder of this
chapter I wish to articulate a particular version of coherentism that can serve as a

productive framework for understanding scientific progress. (However, that artic-

ulation in itself does not constitute a vindication of coherentism over foundation-

alism.)

Before moving on to the articulation of a progressive coherentism, it is interesting to

note that the chief foundationalist metaphor of erecting a building on the firm

ground actually points to coherentism, if the physical situation in the metaphor is
understood correctly. The usual foundationalist understanding of the building met-

aphor is as outdated as flat-earth cosmology. There was allegedly a certain ancient

mythological picture of the universe in which a flat earth rested on the back of very

large elephants and the elephants stood on the back of a gigantic turtle. But what

does the turtle stand on? We can see that the question of what stands at the very

foundation is misplaced, if we think about the actual shape of the earth on which we

rest. We build structures outward on the round earth, not upward on a flat earth. We

build on the earth because we happen to live on it, not because the earth is fun-
damental or secure in some ultimate sense, nor because the earth itself rests on

anything else that is ultimately firm. The ground itself is not grounded. The earth

serves as a foundation simply because it is a large, solid, and dense body that coheres

within itself and attracts other objects to it. In science, too, we build structures

around what we are first given, and that does not require the starting points to be

absolutely secure. On reflection, the irony is obvious: foundationalists have been

sitting on the perfect metaphor for coherentism!

In fact, this metaphor of building on a round earth has a great potential to help
us make coherentism more sophisticated. It is more useful than Quine’s membrane

or even Neurath’s boat (both mentioned in ‘‘Mutual Grounding as a Growth

Strategy’’ in chapter 3), because those established metaphors of coherentism do not

convey any sense of hierarchical structure. Although our round earth is not an
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immovable foundation, the gravitational physics of the earth still gives us a sense of

direction—‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ at a given location, and ‘‘inward’’ and ‘‘outward’’ overall.

That direction is a powerful constraint on our building activities, and the constraint

can be a very useful one as well (consider all the difficulties of building a space

station, where that constraint is absent). This constraint provides a clear overall
direction of progress, which is to build up (or outward) on the basis of what is

already put down (or within). There is a real sense in which elements of the inner

layers support the elements of the outer layers, and not vice versa.2 Round-earth

coherentism can incorporate the most valid aspects of foundationalism. It allows us

to make perfect sense of hierarchical justification, without insisting that such jus-

tification should end in an unshakeable foundation or fearing that it is doomed to

an infinite regress.3

Making Coherentism Progressive: Epistemic Iteration

So far I have argued that the quest for justification is bound to lead to coherentism.

But the real potential of coherentism can be seen only when we take it as a philo-

sophy of progress, rather than justification. Of course there are inherent links between

progress and justification, so what I am advocating is only a change of emphasis or

viewpoint, but it will have some real implications. This reorientation of coherentism

was already hinted in the contrast between the two treatments of fixed points given

in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ and ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of Standards’’ in

chapter 1. The question I would like to concentrate on is how to go on in the
development of scientific knowledge, not how to justify what we already have.

In the framework of coherentism, inquiry must proceed on the basis of an af-

firmation of some existing system of knowledge. That point has been emphasized

by a wide variety of major philosophers, including Wittgenstein (1969), Husserl

(1970), Polanyi (1958), and Kuhn (1970c). (As Popper conjectured, the historical

beginning of this process was probably inborn expectations; the question of ulti-

mate origin is not very important for my current purposes.) Starting from an existing

system of knowledge means building on the achievements of some actual past
group of intelligent beings. As Lawrence Sklar (1975, 398–400) suggested tenta-

tively (in a curiously foundationalist metaphor), a ‘‘principle of conservatism’’ may

2But it is possible occasionally to drill underneath to alter the structure below, as long as we do not

do it in such a way as to make the platform above collapse altogether. See Hempel 1966, 96.
3One interesting question that remains is how often scientific inquiry might be able to get away with

pretending that certain assumptions are indubitable truths. Recall Duhem’s view (discussed in ‘‘Mea-

surement, Circularity, and Coherentism’’) that the physiologist does not need to worry about the cor-

rectness of the principles of physics that underwrite the correct functioning of his measuring instruments.

Although foundationalism may not work as a general epistemology, there are scientific situations that are

in effect foundationalist. To return to the metaphor of buildings, it is quite true that most ordinary

building work is done as if the earth were flat and firmly fixed. It is important to discern the types of

situations in which the breakdown of foundationalism does or does not affect scientific research in a

significant way.
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be ‘‘a foundation stone upon which all justification is built.’’ This gives knowledge

an indelibly historical character. The following analogy, used by Harold Sharlin

(1979, 1) to frame his discussion of William Thomson’s work, has general sig-

nificance:

The father–son relationship has an element that is analogous to the historical basis

of scientific research. The son has his father to contend with, and he rejects him at

his peril. The scientific tradition may obstruct modern science, but to deny that

tradition entirely is to undermine the basis for scientific investigations. For the son

and a new generation of scientists, there are two courses open: submit to the past

and be a duplicate hemmed in by the lessons of someone else’s experience, or

escape. Those who seek to escape the past without doing violence to the historical

relationship between the present and the past are able to maintain their indepen-

dence and make original contributions.

I summarized a similar insight in the ‘‘principle of respect’’ in ‘‘The Validation of

Standards’’ in chapter 1. It is stronger than what William G. Lycan (1988, 165–167,

175–176) calls the ‘‘principle of credulity,’’ which only says that a belief one holds
initially should not be rejected without a reason, but it should be rejected whenever

there is a reason, however insignificant. The principle of respect does not let the

innovator off so easily. Those who respect the affirmed system may have quite strong

reasons for rejecting it, but will continue to work with it because they recognize that

it embodies considerable achievement that may be very difficult to match if one starts

from another basis.

The initial affirmation of an existing system of knowledge may be made un-

critically, but it can also be made while entertaining a reasonable suspicion that the
affirmed system of knowledge is imperfect. The affirmation of a known system is

the only option when there is no alternative that is clearly superior. A simple

example illustrates this point. Fahrenheit made some important early experimental

contributions to the study of specific heats, by mixing measured-out amounts of

fluids at different initial temperatures and observing the temperature of the re-

sulting mixture. In these experiments he was clearly aware of an important source

of error: the initial temperature of the mixing vessel (and the thermometer itself )

would have an effect on the outcome. The only way to eliminate this source of error
was to make sure that the mixing vessel started out at the temperature of the

resulting mixture, but that temperature was just what the experiment was trying to

find out. The solution adopted by Fahrenheit was both pragmatic and profound at

once. In a letter of 12 December 1718 to Boerhaave, he wrote:

(1) I used wide vessels which were made of the thinnest glass I could get. (2) I saw

to it that these vessels were heated to approximately the same temperature as that

which the liquids assumed when they were poured into them. (3) I had learned

this approximate temperature from some tests performed in advance, and found

that, if the vessel were not so approximately heated, it communicated some of its

own temperature (warmer or colder) to the mixture. (van der Star 1983, 80–81)

I have not been able to find a record of the exact procedure of approximation that

Fahrenheit used. However, the following reconstruction would be a possibility, and

would be quite usable independently of whether Fahrenheit used it himself. Start
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with the vessel at the halfway temperature between the initial temperatures of the

hot and the cold liquids. Measure the temperature of the mixture in that experi-

ment, and then set the vessel at that temperature for the next experiment, whose

outcome will be slightly different from the first. This procedure could be repeated

as many times as desired, to reduce the error arising from the initial vessel tem-
perature as much as we want. In the end the initial vessel temperature we set will be

nearly identical to the temperature of the mixture. In this series of experiments, we

knowingly start with an ill-founded guess for the outcome, but that guess serves as

a starting point from which a very accurate result can be reached.

This is an instance of what I have named ‘‘epistemic iteration’’ in ‘‘The Iterative

Improvement of Standards’’ in chapter 1, which I characterized as follows: ‘‘Episte-

mic iteration is a process in which successive stages of knowledge, each building on

the preceding one, are created in order to enhance the achievement of certain
epistemic goals.…In each step, the later stage is based on the earlier stage, but

cannot be deduced from it in any straightforward sense. Each link is based on the

principle of respect and the imperative of progress, and the whole chain exhibits

innovative progress within a continuous tradition.’’ Iteration provides a key to

understanding how knowledge can improve without the aid of an indubitable

foundation. What we have is a process in which we throw very imperfect in-

gredients together and manufacture something just a bit less imperfect. Various

scientists and philosophers have noted the wonderful, almost-too-good-to-be-true
nature of this process, and tried to understand how it works. I have already men-

tioned Peirce’s idea about the self-correcting character of knowledge in ‘‘The

Iterative Improvement of Standards’’ in chapter 1. George Smith (2002, 46) argues

convincingly that an iterative engagement with empirical complexities was what

made Newton’s system superior to his competitors’: ‘‘In contrast to the rational

mechanics of Galileo and Huygens, the science coming out of the Principia tries to

come to grips with actual motions in all their complexity—not through a single

exact solution, however, but through a sequence of successive approximations.’’
Among contemporary philosophers, it is perhaps Deborah Mayo (1996) who has

made the most extensive efforts to explain the nature of self-correction and

‘‘ampliative inference.’’4

Of course, there is no guarantee that the method of epistemic iteration will

always succeed. A danger inherent in the iterative process is the risk of self-

destruction (cf. Smith 2002, 52). Since the initially affirmed system is subject to

modification, there is a possibility that the validity of the inquiry itself will be jeop-

ardized. How can it be justifiable to change elements of the initially affirmed sys-
tem, which is the very basis of our attempt at making progress? It is not that there is

any problem about changing one’s mind in science. The concern is that the whole

process might become a morass of self-contradiction. What we need to ensure is that

the changes in the initially affirmed system do not invalidate the very outcomes

that prompted the changes. Whether that is possible is a contingent empirical

4For a quick introduction to Mayo’s ideas, see my review of her major work (Chang 1997).
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question for each case. If all attempted iterative improvements to a system result in

self-contradiction, that may be taken as a failure of the system itself. Such repeated

self-destruction is as close as we can get to an empirical falsification of the initially

affirmed system. In earlier chapters we have had various glimpses of such rejection of

initially affirmed beliefs: for instance, the essential fluidity of mercury (‘‘Can Mercury
be Frozen?’’ and ‘‘Can Mercury Tell Us Its Own Freezing Point?’’ in chapter 3),

Irvine’s doctrine of heat capacity (‘‘Theoretical Temperature before Thermodynam-

ics’’ in chapter 4), and the linearity of the expansion of alcohol (end of ‘‘Regnault:

Austerity and Comparability’’ in chapter 2). If a system of knowledge is judged to be

unable to support any progressive inquiry, that is a damning verdict against it.

When iteration is successful, how do we judge the degree of progress achieved

by it? Here one might feel a hankering back to foundationalism, in which self-

justifying propositions can serve as sure arbiters of truth; then we may have a clear
sense in which scientific progress can be evaluated, according to how closely we

have approached the truth (or at least how well we have avoided falsity). Without

an indubitable foundation, how will we be able to judge whether we have got any

closer to the truth? What we need to do here is look away from truth. As even the

strictest foundationalists would admit, there are a variety of criteria that we can and

should use in judging the merits of systems of knowledge. These criteria are less

than absolute, and their application is historically contingent to a degree, but they

have considerable force in directing our judgments.
In Carl Hempel’s (1966, 33–46) discussion of the criteria of empirical con-

firmation and the acceptability of hypotheses in the framework of hypothetico-

deductivism, many aspects that go beyond simple agreement between theory and

observation are recognized as important factors. First of all Hempel stresses that the

quality of theory-observation agreement has to be judged on three different criteria:

the quantity, variety, and precision of evidence. In addition, he gives the following

as criteria of plausibility: simplicity, support by more general theories, ability to

predict previously unknown phenomena, and credibility relative to background
knowledge. Thomas Kuhn (1977, 322) lists accuracy, consistency, scope, simplic-

ity, and fruitfulness as the ‘‘values’’ or ‘‘standard criteria for evaluating the adequacy

of a theory,’’ which allow the comparative judgment between competing paradigms

despite incommensurability. Bas van Fraassen (1980, 87) mentions elegance,

simplicity, completeness, unifying power, and explanatory power only to down-

grade these desirables as mere ‘‘pragmatic virtues,’’ but even he would not suggest

that they are without value, and others argue that these pragmatic virtues can be

justificatory. William Lycan (1988; 1998, 341) gives the following as examples of
epistemic or ‘‘theoretical’’ virtues: simplicity, testability, fertility, neatness, conser-

vativeness, and generality (or explanatory power). I will refer to all of these various

criteria of judgment as ‘‘epistemic values’’ or ‘‘epistemic virtues,’’ using the terms

somewhat interchangeably. (The same list of things will be referred to as epistemic

values when they are taken as criteria by which we make judgments on systems of

knowledge, and as epistemic virtues when they are taken as good qualities possessed

by the systems of knowledge.)

Whether and to what extent an iterative procedure has resulted in progress can
be judged by seeing whether the system of knowledge has improved in any of its
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epistemic virtues. Here I am defining progress in a pluralistic way: the enhancement

of any feature that is generally recognized as an epistemic virtue constitutes progress.

This notion of progress might be regarded as inadequate and overly permissive, but

I think it is actually specific enough to serve most purposes in philosophy of

science, or in science itself. I will quickly dispense with a few major worries. (1) A
common normative discourse will not be possible if people do not agree on the list

of recognized epistemic values, but there is actually a surprising degree of con-

sensus about the desirability of those epistemic values mentioned earlier. (2) Even

with an agreement on the values there will be situations in which no unequivocal

judgment of progress can be reached, in which some epistemic values are enhanced

and others are diminished. However, in such situations there is no reason why we

should expect to have an unequivocal verdict. Some have attempted to raise one

epistemic virtue (or one set of epistemic virtues) as the most important one to
override all others (for example, van Fraassen’s empirical adequacy, Kuhn’s problem-

solving ability, and Lakatos’s novel predictions), but no consensus has been reached

on such an unambiguous hierarchies of virtues.5 (3) One might argue that the only

virtue we can and should regard as supreme over all others is truth, and that I have

gone astray by setting truth aside in the first place when I entered into the dis-

cussion of epistemic virtues. I follow Lycan (1988, 154–156) in insisting that the

epistemic virtues are valuable in their own right, regardless of whether they lead us

to the truth. Even if truth is the ultimate aim of scientific activity, it cannot serve as a
usable criterion of judgment. If scientific progress is something we actually want to

be able to assess, it cannot mean closer approach to the truth. None of the various

attempts to find usable watered-down truthlike notions (approximate truth, ver-

isimilitude, etc.) have been able to command a consensus.6

Fruits of Iteration: Enrichment and Self-Correction

Let us now take a closer look at the character of scientific progress that can be

achieved by the method of epistemic iteration. There are two modes of progress

enabled by iteration: enrichment, in which the initially affirmed system is not ne-
gated but refined, resulting in the enhancement of some of its epistemic virtues; and

self-correction, in which the initially affirmed system is actually altered in its content

as a result of inquiry based on itself. Enrichment and self-correction often occur

simultaneously in one iterative process, but it is useful to consider them separately

to begin with.

5See Kuhn 1970c, 169–170 and 205; Van Fraassen 1980, 12 and ch. 3; Lakatos 1968–69 and

Lakatos 1970, or Lakatos [1973] 1977 for a very quick introduction.
6Psillos (1999, ch. 11) gives a useful summary and critique of the major attempts in this direction,

including those by Popper, Oddie, Niiniluoto, Aronson, Harré and Way, and Giere. See also Psillos’s own

notion of ‘‘truth-likeness’’ (pp. 276–279), and Boyd 1990, on the notion of approximate truth and its

difficulties.
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Enrichment

How enrichment works can be illustrated in the following true story. Driving along

the scenic Route 2 in Western Massachusetts on the way from Boston to my alma

mater, Northfield Mt. Hermon School, I used to spot a wonderfully puzzling road

sign that announced: ‘‘Bridge St. Bridge.’’ It seemed to designate a bridge named

after the street that was named after the bridge itself. For a few years I passed this

sign every so often and wondered how that name ever came to be. It finally

occurred to me that I could do some research in local history to find out the story,
but from that point on I could not find that sign again, nor remember which town it

was in. Nevertheless, I did arrive at the following plausible historical hypothesis.

Initially the town was so small that there was only one bridge (referred to as ‘‘The

Bridge’’) and no named streets. Then came enough streets so they had to be named,

and the street leading to the bridge was named ‘‘Bridge Street,’’ naturally. Then came

other bridges, necessitating the naming of bridges. One of the easiest ways of

naming bridges is by the streets they connect to (as in the ‘‘59th Street Bridge’’

celebrated in the Simon and Garfunkel song also known as ‘‘Feelin’ Groovy’’).
When that was done our original bridge was christened: Bridge Street Bridge! If my

hypothesis is correct, the apparent circular nonsense in that name is only a record

of a very sensible history of iterative town development.

We have seen iterative enrichment in action first of all in the process of

quantifying the operational temperature concept, analyzed in chapter 1. Initially the

judgment of temperature was only qualitative, based on the sensation of hot and

cold. Then came thermoscopes, certified by their broad agreement with sensations;

thermoscopes allowed a decisive and consistent comparison and ordering of various
phenomena possessing different temperatures. Afterwards numerical thermometers,

arising iteratively from thermoscopes, went further by attaching meaningful num-

bers to the degrees of hot and cold. In this developmental process temperature

evolved from an unquantified property to an ordinal quantity, then to a cardinal

quantity. Each stage built on the previous one, but added a new dimension to it. A

very similar type of development was seen in the process of creating temperature

standards in the realm of the very hot and the very cold in chapter 3. The chief

epistemic virtue enhanced in these processes can be broadly termed ‘‘precision.’’
However, this story also reveals the complexity of what we casually think of as

precision. Going from purely qualitative to the quantitative is certainly enhance-

ment of precision, but so is the move from the ordinal to the cardinal, as is the

increase in numerical precision after the move into the cardinal. All three of these

enhancements occurred in the invention of the thermometer as we know it.

A different aspect of iterative enrichment was also seen in the extension of

the temperature scale discussed in chapter 3. After the establishment of the nu-

merical temperature concept by means of thermometers operating in a narrow band
of temperatures, that concept was extended to previously inaccessible domains by

means of thermometers capable of withstanding extreme conditions. The establish-

ment of a temperature standard in a new domain shows the familiar process of

going from the qualitative (this time based on simple instrumental operations,

rather than pure sensation) to the ordinal to the cardinal, in that new domain. An
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overview of the whole temperature scale gives us a picture of iterative extension, in

which the concept in the initial domain is preserved but augmented into new

domains. The chief epistemic virtue enhanced in this process is scope. (An extension

of scope also occurred already in the replacement of sensation by thermoscopes,

discussed in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ and ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of
Standards’’ in chapter 1.) These are just some illustrative examples of iterative

enrichment. I predict that many others will be seen if we examine other areas of

scientific progress in the same vein.

Self-Correction

The other major aspect of iterative progress, self-correction, can also be illustrated

at first with a tale taken from everyday life (with a slight exaggeration). Without
wearing my glasses, I cannot focus very well on small or faint things. Therefore if

I pick up my glasses to examine them, I am unable to see the fine scratches and

smudges on them. But if I put on those same glasses and look at myself in the

mirror, I can see the details of the lenses quite well. In short, my glasses can show

me their own defects. This is a marvelous image of self-correction. But how can I

trust the image of defective glasses that is obtained through the very same defective

glasses? In the first instance, my confidence comes from the sensible clarity and

acuity of the image itself, regardless of how it was obtained. That gives me some
reason to accept, provisionally, that certain defects in the glasses somehow do not

affect the quality of the image seen (even when the image is of those defects

themselves). But there is also a deeper layer in this mechanism of self-correction.

Although at first I delight in the fact that my glasses can give me clear, detailed

pictures despite its defects, on further observation I realize that some defects do

distort the picture, sometimes recognizably. Once that is realized, I can attempt to

correct the distortions. For example, a large enough smudge in the central part of a

lens will blur the whole picture seen through it, including the image of the smudge
itself. So when I see a blurry smudge on my left lens in the mirror, I can infer that

the boundaries of that smudge must actually be sharper than they seem. I could go

on in that way, gradually correcting the image on the basis of certain features of the

image itself that I observe. In that case my glasses would not only tell me their own

defects but also allow me to get an increasingly accurate understanding of those

defects.

In chapter 2 we saw how an initial assumption of the correctness of a certain

type of thermometer could defeat itself, by producing observations that show the
lack of comparability between different individual thermometers of that same type.

In that episode all that was possible was falsification rather than positive correction,

but in ‘‘The Validation of Standards’’ and ‘‘The Iterative Improvement of Standards’’

in chapter 1 we saw how a later standard initially based on a prior standard could

proceed to overrule and correct that prior standard. This can be regarded as a self-

correction of the prior standard, if we take the later standard as an evolved version

of the prior standard. In chapter 4 we saw various instances of self-correction, most

clearly exhibited in the Callendar–Le Chatelier method of operationalizing the
absolute temperature concept, in which the initial assumption that actual gases
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obeyed the ideal gas law was used in the calculation of their deviation from it (see

‘‘Accuracy through Iteration’’ for further details). In his critique of Heinrich Hertz’s

formulation of mechanics, Simon Saunders has elucidated a very similar process for

the improvement of time measurement; in short, ‘‘the accuracy of the time-piece

must itself be revisable in accordance with dynamical principles.’’ Saunders points
out that:

we have only an iterative process, and it is only guaranteed to yield determinate

results given the assumptions of the theory, including estimates on interplanetary

matter densities and the rapid fall-off of tidal effects of stellar objects.…[T]he

notion of ‘test’ in mechanics is in large part a question of consistency in application

under systematically improving standards of precision.7

I think many more examples will be found if we make a careful survey of the exact
sciences.

Tradition, Progress, and Pluralism

I have articulated in this chapter a particular mode of scientific progress: epistemic

iteration in the framework of coherentism. Before closing the discussion of co-

herentist iteration, I would like to add a few brief observations pertaining to the

politics of science. Almost by definition epistemic iteration is a conservative process

because it is based on the principle of respect, which demands the affirmation of an
existing system of knowledge. However, the conservatism of iteration is tempered

by a pervasive pluralism. There are several aspects to this pluralism.

First of all, the principle of respect does not dictate which system of knowledge

one should affirm initially. One can certainly start by affirming the currently or-

thodox system, as the modern climate in science encourages. However, even or-

thodoxy is a choice one makes. Nothing ultimately forces us to stay entirely with the

system in which we have been brought up. In Kuhn’s description of ‘‘normal

science’’ it is assumed that there is only one paradigm given to the scientists within a
given scientific discipline, but I think it is important to recognize that orthodoxy

can be rejected without incurring nihilism if we can find an alternative pre-existing

system to affirm as a basis of our work. That alternative system may be an earlier

version of the current orthodoxy, or a long-forgotten framework dug up from the

history of science, or something imported from an entirely different tradition. Kuhn

has argued persuasively that paradigm shifts occur as a consequence of adhering to

the orthodox paradigm and pushing it until it breaks, but he has not argued that

sticking faithfully to a paradigm is the only legitimate way, or even the most
effective way, of moving on to a different paradigm.

The affirmation of an existing system does not have to be wholesale, either.

Scientists do often adopt something like a Kuhnian paradigm that consists of an

entire ‘‘disciplinary matrix,’’ and such an inclination may also be a pervasive trend

7See Saunders 1998, 136–142; the quoted passages are from 137 and 140 (emphasis original). I

thank an anonymous referee for Oxford University Press for pointing out this work to me.
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in professionalized modern science. However, affirmation does not have to be so

complete, as we can in fact see by going back to Kuhn’s own original meaning of

‘‘paradigm’’: an exemplary piece of work that is widely emulated, an achievement

that ‘‘some particular scientific community acknowledges for a time as supplying

the foundation for its further practice’’ (Kuhn 1970c, 10; Kuhn 1970b, 271–272).
The emulation of an exemplar will not necessarily generate a comprehensive dis-

ciplinary matrix. Also the emulation of the same exemplar by different people can

lead to different outcomes, in the absence of strict educational and professional

enforcement. Even when there are communities that adhere to paradigms in the

more complete sense, anyone not belonging fully in such a community has no

obligation to adopt all elements of its dominant paradigm. And if there are com-

peting communities that study the same subject, then the individual has the option

of creating a coherent hybrid system to affirm.
It is also possible to choose the depth of affirmation. For example, if there is a

sufficient degree of despair or disillusionment about all existing systems of knowl-

edge, scientists may decide to reject all systems that are overly developed and start

again with the affirmation of something that seems more basic and secure. This is

how we should understand most cases of phenomenalism or positivism when it

appears in the actions of practicing scientists, as it often did in nineteenth-century

physics and chemistry. Disillusioned with overly intricate and seemingly fruitless

theories about the microphysical constitution and behavior of matter, a string of
able scientists (e.g. Wollaston, Fourier, Dulong, Petit, Carnot, Regnault, Mach, and

Duhem) retreated to more observable phenomena and concepts closely tied to those

phenomena (cf. ‘‘Regnault and Post-Laplacian Empiricism’’ in chapter 2). But even

the positivists, to the extent they were practicing scientists, started by affirming

existing systems, just not such metaphysically elaborate ones.

Finally, the affirmation of an existing system does not fix the direction of its

development completely. The point is not merely that we do not know which

direction of development is right, but that there may be no such thing as the correct
or even the best direction of development. As noted in ‘‘Making Coherentism

Progressive,’’ the desire to enhance different epistemic virtues may lead us in dif-

ferent directions, since enhancing one virtue can come at the price of sacrificing

another. Even when we only consider the enhancement of one given epistemic

virtue, there may be different ways of achieving it, and more than one way of

achieving it equally well. We are often led away from this pluralistic recognition

by an obsession with truth because mutually incompatible systems of knowledge

cannot all be true. The achievement of other virtues is not so exclusive. There can
be different ways of enhancing a certain epistemic virtue (e.g., explanatory power or

quantitative precision in measurement) that involve belief in mutually incompatible

propositions. Generally speaking, if we see the development of existing knowl-

edge as a creative achievement, it is not so offensive that the direction of such an

achievement is open to some choice.

All in all, the coherentist method of epistemic iteration points to a pluralistic

traditionalism: each line of inquiry needs to take place within a tradition, but the

researcher is ultimately not confined to the choice of one tradition, and each
tradition can give rise to many competing lines of development. The methodology
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of epistemic iteration allows the flourishing of competing traditions, each of which

can progress on its own basis without always needing to be judged in relation to

others. This pluralism should be distinguished clearly from any reckless relativism.

In an amorphous type of coherentism, any self-consistent system of knowledge is

deemed equally valid; in contrast, the coherentism I advocate is driven by the
imperative of progress, so each tradition is continually judged by its record of

enhancing various epistemic virtues. Even Feyerabend (1975, 27), with his ‘‘an-

archism’’ in epistemology, was concerned with assessing systems of knowledge in

terms of progress made, though he declined to define ‘‘progress’’ explicitly. In the

coherentist framework of iterative progress, pluralism and traditionalism can co-

exist happily. It is doubtful whether the intellectual and social constraints governing

specialist communities of professional scientists can allow a full functioning of the

freedom inherent in epistemic iteration. However, not all scientific activity is subject
to those constraints. This last insight provides the basis of my kind of work in

history and philosophy of science, as I will elaborate further in chapter 6.

The Abstract and the Concrete

The abstract insights summarized and developed in this chapter arose from the

concrete studies contained in earlier chapters, but they are not simple general-
izations from the few episodes examined there. It would be foolish to infer how

science in general does or should progress from what I have seen in a small number

of particular episodes, all from the same area of science. The problem of general-

ization continually plagues the attempts to integrate the history of science and the

philosophy of science, so I think at least a few brief remarks are in order here

outlining my view on how that problem can be dealt with.

I agree with Lakatos (1976) as far as saying that all historiography of science is

philosophical. Abstract ideas emerge from concrete studies because they are nec-
essary ingredients of narratives. Abstract ideas are needed for the full understand-

ing of even just one concrete episode; it is a mistake to think that they can be

eliminated by a conscientious avoidance of generalizations. We cannot understand

actions, not to mention judge them, without considering them in abstract terms

(such as ‘‘justified,’’ ‘‘coherent,’’ ‘‘observation,’’ ‘‘measurement,’’ ‘‘simple,’’ ‘‘explanation,’’

‘‘novel,’’ etc., etc.). An instructive concrete narrative cannot be told at all without

using abstract notions in the characterization of the events, characters, circumstances,

and decisions occurring in it. Therefore what we do when we extract abstract
insights from a particular episode is not so much generalization as an articulation of

what is already present. It may even be an act of self-analysis, in case our episode

was initially narrated without much of an awareness of the abstractions that guided

its construction.

In each episode studied in this book I have been asking abstract questions.

Most generally put, the recurring questions have concerned the building and jus-

tification of human knowledge: How can we say we really know what we know?

How can we come to know more and better than we did before? The asking of these
questions requires an abstract conception of ‘‘justification’’ and ‘‘progress,’’ even if

the intended answers are only about particular episodes. The questions retain their
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abstract character even when they are narrowed down to particular epistemic values,

because those values are also abstract.

In this chapter I have advanced one central abstract idea: epistemic iteration is

a valid and effective method of building scientific knowledge in the absence of

infallible foundations. But I have not proposed anything resembling ‘‘the scientific
method.’’ The ideas I advanced in this chapter are abstract, but they are not pre-

sumed to have universal applicability. What I have attempted is to identify one

particular method by which science can progress, and discern the circumstances

under which that method can fruitfully be applied. That does not rule out other

methods that may be used as alternatives or complements. It is important not to

confuse the abstract and the universal. An abstraction is not general until it is applied

widely.

An abstract idea needs to show its worth in two different ways. First, its cogency
needs to be demonstrated through abstract considerations and arguments; that is

what I have started to do in this chapter for the idea that epistemic iteration is a

good method of progress when there are no firm foundations to rely on. Second,

the applicability of the idea has to be demonstrated by showing that it can be

employed in the telling of various concrete episodes in instructive ways. The idea of

epistemic iteration helped me in understanding the possibility of scientific progress

in each of the historical episodes explored in this book. Much more concrete work

is needed, of course, for getting a good sense of the general extent of its applicability.
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6

Complementary Science—

History and Philosophy of

Science as a Continuation of

Science by Other Means

Criticism is the lifeblood of all rational thought.

Karl Popper, ‘‘Replies to My Critics,’’ 1974

To turn Sir Karl’s view on its head, it is precisely the abandonment of

critical discourse that marks the transition to a science.

Thomas S. Kuhn, ‘‘Logic of Discovery or Psychology

of Research?’’ 1970

This book has been an attempt to open up a new way of improving our

knowledge of nature. If I have been successful in my aim, the studies contained
in the preceding chapters of this book will defy classification along traditional

disciplinary lines: they are at once historical, philosophical, and scientific. In the

introduction I gave a very brief characterization of this mode of study as com-

plementary science. Having engaged in several concrete studies, I am now ready to

attempt a more extensive and in-depth general discussion of the aims and methods

of complementary science. The focus here will be to present complementary science

as a productive direction in which the field of history and philosophy of science can

advance, without denying the importance of other directions. Such a programmatic
statement has a threefold aim. First, it will state explicitly some goals that have

already been motivating much work in history and philosophy of science, including

my own. Second, a strong statement of these goals will hopefully stimulate further

work directed toward them. Finally, a clear definition of the mode of study I am

Some of the ideas elaborated here were initially published in Chang 1999.
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advocating may encourage other related modes of study to be defined more clearly

in opposition or comparison.1

The Complementary Function of History and
Philosophy of Science

My position can be summarized as follows: history and philosophy of science can

seek to generate scientific knowledge in places where science itself fails to do so; I will

call this the complementary function of history and philosophy of science, as opposed

to its descriptive and prescriptive functions. Lest the reader should reach an immedi-

ate verdict of absurdity, I hasten to add: by the time I have finished explaining the
sense of the above statement, some peculiar light will have been thrown on the sense

of the expressions ‘‘generate,’’ ‘‘scientific knowledge,’’ ‘‘science,’’ ‘‘fails,’’ and ‘‘history

and philosophy of science’’ itself. (In the following discussion I will use the common

informal abbreviation ‘‘HPS’’ for history and philosophy of science, not only for

brevity but also in order to emphasize that what I envisage is one integrated mode of

study, rather than history of science and philosophy of science simply juxtaposed to

each other. HPS practiced with the aim of fulfilling its complementary function will

be called HPS in its complementary mode or, synonymously, complementary science as
I have already done in the introduction.)

In tackling the question of purpose, one could do much worse than start by

looking at the actual motivations that move people: why does anyone want to study

such a thing as HPS, even devote an entire lifetime to it? Here the only obvious

starting point I have is myself, with a recognition that different people approach the

field with different motivations. What drove me initially into this field and still

drives me on is a curious combination of delight and frustration, of enthusiasm and

skepticism, about science. What keeps me going is the marvel of learning the logic
and beauty of conceptual systems that had initially seemed alien and nonsensical. It

is the admiration in looking at routine experimental setups and realizing that they

are actually masterpieces in which errors annihilate each other and information is

squeezed out of nature like water from rocks. It is also the frustration and anger at

the neglect and suppression of alternative conceptual schemes, at the interminable

calculations in which the meanings of basic terms are never made clear, and at the

necessity of accepting and trusting laboratory instruments whose mechanisms I have

neither time nor expertise to learn and understand.
Can there be a common thread running through all of these various emotions?

I think there is, and Thomas Kuhn’s work gives me a starting point in articulating it.

I am one of those who believe that Kuhn’s ideas about normal science were at least

as important as his ideas about scientific revolutions. And I feel an acute dilemma

about normal science. I think Kuhn was right to emphasize that science as we know

it can only function if certain fundamentals and conventions are taken for granted

1The expository models I wish to emulate for these purposes are the ‘‘Vienna Circle Manifesto’’ of

the logical positivists (Neurath et al. [1929] 1973), and David Bloor’s statement of the strong program in

the sociology of scientific knowledge (1991, ch. 1).
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and shielded from criticism, and that even revolutionary innovations arise most

effectively out of such tradition-bound research (see Kuhn 1970a, Kuhn 1970b,

etc.). But I also think Karl Popper was right to maintain that the encouragement of

such closed-mindedness in science was ‘‘a danger to science and, indeed, to our

civilization,’’ a civilization that often looks to science as the ideal form of knowledge
and even a guide for managing social affairs (Popper 1970, 53). The practice of HPS

as a complement to specialist normal science offers a way out of this dilemma

between destroying science and fostering dogmatism. I believe that this is one of the

main functions that HPS could serve, at once intellectual and political.

In other words, a need for HPS arises from the fact that specialist science2

cannot afford to be completely open. There are two aspects to this necessary lack of

openness. First, in specialist science many elements of knowledge must be taken for

granted, since they are used as foundations or tools for studying other things. This
also means that certain ideas and questions must be suppressed if they are het-

erodox enough to contradict or destabilize those items of knowledge that need to be

taken for granted. Such are the necessities of specialist science, quite different from

a gratuitous suppression of dissent. Second, not all worthwhile questions can be

addressed in specialist science, simply because there are limits to the number of

questions that a given community can afford to deal with at a given time. Each

specialist scientific community will have some degree of consensus about which

problems are most urgent, and also which problems can most plausibly be solved.
Those problems that are considered either unimportant or unsolvable will be ne-

glected. This is not malicious or misguided neglect, but a reasonable act of prior-

itization necessitated by limitations of material and intellectual resources.

All the same, we must face up to the fact that suppressed and neglected

questions represent a loss of knowledge, actual and potential. The complementary

function of HPS is to recover and even create such questions anew and, hopefully,

some answers to them as well. Therefore the desired result of research in HPS in

this mode is an enhancement of our knowledge and understanding of nature. HPS
can recover useful ideas and facts lost in the record of past science, address

foundational questions concerning present science, and explore alternative con-

ceptual systems and lines of experimental inquiry for future science. If these in-

vestigations are successful, they will complement and enrich current specialist

science. HPS can enlarge and deepen the pool of our knowledge about nature; in

other words, HPS can generate scientific knowledge.

The following analogy may be helpful in illustrating my ideas about this

complementary function of HPS, though it is rather far-fetched and should not be
pushed beyond where it ceases to be useful. The most cogent argument for

maintaining capitalism is that it is the best known economic system for ensuring

high productivity and efficiency which, in the end, translate into the satisfaction of

human needs and desires. At the same time, hardly anyone would deny the need for

2From here on I will speak of ‘‘specialist science’’ rather than ‘‘normal science,’’ so that my dis-

cussion would be acceptable even to those who reject Kuhn’s particular ideas about normal science or

paradigms.
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philanthropy or a social welfare system that ameliorates the inevitable neglect of

certain human needs and the unreasonable concentration of wealth in a capitalist

economy. Likewise, we cannot do without specialist science because we do not

know any other method of producing knowledge so effectively. At the same time,

we also cannot deny the need to offset some of the noxious consequences of pro-
ducing knowledge in that manner, including the neglect and suppression of certain

questions and the unreasonable concentration of knowledge to a small intellectual

elite. Forcing specialist science to be completely open would destroy it, and that

would be analogous to anarchy. A better option would be to leave specialist science

alone within reasonable limits, but to offset its undesirable effects by practicing

complementary science alongside it. In that way HPS can maintain the spirit of

open inquiry for general society while the specialist scientific disciplines pursue

esoteric research undisturbed.

Philosophy, History, and Their Interaction
in Complementary Science

Having explained my basic ideas about the complementary function of HPS, I

would like to take a step back and consider more carefully what it means to do

historical and philosophical studies of science. Consider philosophy first. It is often
claimed that good science should be philosophical as well as technical, and indeed

we are still less than two centuries away from the time when scientists routinely

referred to themselves as ‘‘philosophers.’’ On the other hand, it is also true that most

scientists today would regard most discussions currently taking place in profes-

sional philosophy as utterly irrelevant to science. The relation between science and

philosophy is certainly complex, and this complexity adds to the confusion in

trying to see clearly what it is that we are trying to do in the philosophy of science.

I propose taking the philosophy of science as a field in which we investigate
scientific questions that are not addressed in current specialist science—questions

that could be addressed by scientists, but are excluded due to the necessities of

specialization. In Kuhnian terms, science does not emerge from pre-science until

the field of legitimate questions gets narrowed down with clearly recognized

boundaries. For a long time it was common for one and the same treatise to contain

tangled discussions of metaphysics, methodology, and what we would now identify

as the proper ‘‘content’’ of science. Some may yearn for those good old days of

natural philosophy, but it is not plausible to turn back the clock. Philosophy once
aspired to encompass all knowledge, including what we now recognize as science.

However, after various scientific disciplines (and other practices such as law and

medicine) gradually carved themselves out, what is left under the rubric of phi-

losophy is not the all-encompassing scholarship it once was. Our current academic

discipline called ‘‘philosophy’’ became restricted and defined, as it were, against its

own will. Philosophy as practiced now does not and cannot include science. But in

my view that is just where its most important function now lies: to address what

science and other specialisms neglect.
The last thought throws some interesting light on the general nature of phi-

losophy. We tend to call something a question ‘‘philosophical’’ if it is something
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that we do not normally deal with in the course of routine action although, on

reflection, it is relevant to the practice. Similarly, when we say ‘‘the philosophy of

X,’’ we often mean a discipline which deals with questions that are relevant to

another discipline X but normally not addressed in X itself. There are various

reasons why relevant questions may be excluded from a system of thought or
practices. The questions may be too general; they may threaten some basic beliefs

within the system; asking them may be pointless because every specialist knows

and agrees on the correct answers; the answers may not make any significant

practical difference; and so on. And in the end, questioning has to be selective

because it is simply impossible to ask the infinity of all possible questions. But

philosophy can function as the embodiment of the ideal of openness, or at least a

reluctance to place restrictions on the range of valid questions.

Something very similar can also be said about the history of science. The
similarity has two sources: in past science, there are some things that modern

science regards as incorrect, and some other things that modern science regards as

unnecessary. As scientific research moves on, much of science’s past gets lost in a cu-

rious mix of neglect and suppression. Instrumental and mathematical techniques

are often handed down to younger generations that happily disregard the argu-

ments that had to be settled before those tools could be accepted. Awkward

questions tend to be withdrawn after a period in which no clear answers are found,

and defeated theories and worldviews are suppressed. Even when old facts and
conclusions are retained, the assumptions, arguments, and methods that originally

led to them may be rejected. The official ‘‘histories’’ that appear as mere garnishes in

many science textbooks are more than happy to leave out all of these tedious or

embarrassing elements of the past. They are left to the professional historians of

science. Therefore, when the history of science asserts its independence from sci-

ence itself, its domain is apt to be defined negatively, to encompass whatever

elements of past science that current science cares not to retain in its institutional

memory.
Given these considerations, it should not come as a surprise that philosophical

questions about science and historical questions about science are co-extensive to a

considerable degree. This area of overlap provides a strong rationale for practicing

HPS as an integrated discipline, not as a mere juxtaposition of the history of science

and the philosophy of science. What are regarded as philosophical questions

nowadays are quite likely to have been asked in the past as scientific questions; if

so, the philosophical questions are simultaneously topics for historical inquiry as

well. Whether an investigation in HPS is initially stimulated by philosophical or
historical considerations, the result may well be the same.

There are two obvious methods of initiating inquiry in the complementary

mode of HPS, or, complementary science. They are obvious because they are rooted

in very standard customs in philosophy and history of science. The first method,

which has been my primary mode of questioning in this book, is to reconsider

things that are taken for granted in current science. As anyone who has been

exasperated by philosophers knows, skeptical scrutiny can raise doubts on just

about anything. Some of these philosophical doubts can be fruitful starting points
for historical inquiry, as it is quite possible that past scientists in fact addressed the
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same doubts in the process of the initial establishment of those taken-for-granted

elements of modern science. This method is quite likely to focus attention on

aspects of past science that may easily escape the notice of a historian who is not

driven by the same problematic. After the historical record is established, philo-

sophy can take its turn again to reassess the past arguments that have been un-
earthed. In that way philosophical analysis can initiate and guide interesting

historical studies in the category of what I call ‘‘problem-centered narratives.’’ This

use of philosophy in history of science is very different from the use of historical

episodes as empirical evidence in support of general philosophical theses about

how science works.

The second method of initiating inquiry in complementary science is to look out

for apparently unusual and puzzling elements in past science. This is something that

historians of science have become very accustomed to doing in recent decades.
History is probably one of the sharpest tools available to the philosopher wishing to

explore the presuppositions and limitations of the forms of scientific knowledge that

are almost universally accepted now. The historical record often shows us fresh facts,

questions, and ways of thinking that may not occur to us even in the course of an

open critical scrutiny of current science. In order to facilitate this possibility, we can

actively seek elements of past science that have not survived into modern science.

After those elements are identified, it is important to investigate the historical reasons

for their rejection and assess the philosophical cogency of those reasons.
These processes of historical-philosophical inquiry are intertwined and self-

perpetuating, since they will reveal further philosophical concerns and previously

unknown bits of history that can stimulate other lines of inquiry. After some thinking

about research in complementary science, and certainly while one is immersed in it,

it becomes difficult to see where philosophy ends and history begins or vice versa.

Philosophy and history work together in identifying and answering questions about

the world that are excluded from current specialist science. Philosophy contributes

its useful habits of organized skepticism and criticism, and history serves as the
supplier of forgotten questions and answers. History of science and philosophy of

science are inseparable partners in the extension and enrichment of scientific

knowledge. I propose to call the discipline they form together complementary science

because it should exist as a vital complement to specialist science.

The Character of Knowledge Generated
by Complementary Science

Having explained the basic motivations for complementary science and the nature

of the historical and philosophical studies that constitute it, I must now give a more

detailed defense of the most controversial aspect of my vision. I have claimed that

complementary science can generate scientific knowledge where science itself fails

to do so. On the face of it, this sounds absurd. How could any knowledge about

nature be generated by historical or philosophical studies? And if complementary

science does generate scientific knowledge, shouldn’t it just be counted as part of
science, and isn’t it foolhardy to suggest that such scientific activity could be un-

dertaken by anyone but properly trained specialists? Such a sense of absurdity is
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understandable, but I believe it can be dispelled through a more careful con-

sideration of what it means to generate knowledge. I will make such a consideration

in this section, with illustrations from the material covered in previous chapters and

occasional references to other works. There are three main ways in which com-

plementary science can add to scientific knowledge, which I will address in turn.

Recovery

First of all, history can teach us about nature through the recovery of forgotten
scientific knowledge. The potential for such recovery is shown amply in the ma-

terial uncovered in chapter 1. Many investigators starting from De Luc in the late

eighteenth century knew that pure water did not always boil at the ‘‘boiling point’’

even under standard pressure. They built up a growing and sophisticated body of

knowledge about the ‘‘superheating’’ of water and other liquids that took place

under various circumstances, and at least in one case observed that boiling could

also take place slightly under the boiling point as well. But by the end of the

nineteenth century we witness Aitken’s complaint that authoritative texts were
neglecting this body of knowledge, either through ignorance or through over-

simplification. Personally, I can say that I have received a fair amount of higher

education in physics at reputable institutions, but I do not recall ever learning about

the superheating of water and the threat it might pose to the fixity of the boiling

point. All I know about it has been learned from reading papers and textbooks from

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. I predict that most readers of this book

will have learned about it from here for the first time.

This is not to say that knowledge of superheating has been lost entirely to
modern science. The relevant specialists do know that liquid water can reach

temperatures beyond the normal boiling point without boiling, and standard

textbooks of physical chemistry often mention that fact in passing.3 Much less

commonly noted is the old observation that water that is actually boiling can have

various temperatures deviating from the standard boiling point. There are vast

numbers of scientifically educated people today who do not know anything about

these very basic and important phenomena. In fact, what they do claim to know is that

superheating does not happen, when they unsuspectingly recite from their text-
books that pure water always boils at 1008C under standard atmospheric pressure.

Most people are not taught about superheating because they do not need to know

about it. As explained in ‘‘The Defense of Fixity’’ in chapter 1, the routine condi-

tions under which thermometers are calibrated easily prevent superheating, so that

people who use thermometers or even those who make thermometers need not

3See, for example, Oxtoby et al. 1999, 153; Atkins 1987, 154; Silbey and Alberty 2001, 190;

Rowlinson 1969, 20. Interestingly, the explanations of superheating they offer are quite diverse, though

not necessarily mutually contradictory. Silbey and Alberty attribute it to the collapse of nascent vapor

bubbles due to surface tension (cf. De Luc’s account of ‘‘hissing’’ before full boil). According to Atkins it

occurs ‘‘because the vapor pressure inside a cavity is artificially low,’’ which can happen for instance

when the water is not stirred. But Oxtoby et al. imply that superheating can only occur when water is

heated rapidly.
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have any knowledge of superheating. Only those whose business it is to study

changes of state under unusual circumstances need to be aware of superheating.

This is a case of knowledge that is not widely remembered because knowing it does

not help the pursuit of most of current specialist research.

There is another category of experimental knowledge that tends to get lost,
namely facts that actively disturb our basic conceptual schemes. The best example

of this category that I know is Pictet’s experiment discussed in ‘‘Temperature, Heat,

and Cold’’ in chapter 4, in which there is an apparent radiation and reflection of

rays of cold, as well as rays of heat. This experiment received a good deal of

attention at the time and it seems that most people who were knowledgeable about

heat in the early nineteenth century knew about it, but gradually it became for-

gotten (see Chang 2002 and references therein). Nowadays only the most knowl-

edgeable historians of that period of physics seem to know about this experiment at
all. Unlike superheating, the radiation of cold is not a phenomenon recognized by

most modern specialists on heat and radiation, to the best of my knowledge. It just

does not fit into a scheme in which heat is a form of energy and cold can only be a

relative deficit of energy, not something positive; remembering the existence of cold

radiation will only create cognitive dissonance for the energy-based specialist.

When we make a recovery of forgotten empirical knowledge from the historical

record, the claimed observation of the seemingly unlikely phenomenon is likely to

arouse curiosity, if not suspicion. Can water really reach 2008C without boiling, as
observed by Krebs?4 Other people’s observations can and should be subjected to

doubt when there is good reason; otherwise we would have to take all testimony as

equally valid, whether they be of N-rays, alien abductions, or spontaneous human

combustion. Radical skepticism would lead us to conclude that there is no way to

verify past observations, but more pragmatic doubts would lead to an attempt to re-

create past experiments where possible.

In conducting the studies included in this book, I have not been in a position

to make any laboratory experiments. However, historians of science have begun to
re-create various past experiments.5 Most of those works have not been carried out

for complementary-scientific reasons, but the potential is obvious. One case that

illustrates the potential amply is the replication of Pictet’s experiment on the ra-

diation and reflection of cold, published by James Evans and Brian Popp in the

American Journal of Physics in 1985, in which they report (p. 738): ‘‘Most physicists,

on seeing it demonstrated for the first time, find it surprising and even puzzling.’’

Through this work, Evans and Popp brought back the apparent radiation and

reflection of cold as a recognized real phenomenon (though they do not regard it as
a manifestation of any positive reality of ‘‘cold’’). However, all indications are that it

4Rowlinson (1969, 20) actually notes a 1924 experiment in which a temperature of 2708C was

achieved.
5Salient examples include the replication of Coulomb’s electrostatic torsion-balance experiment by

Peter Heering (1992, 1994), and Joule’s paddle-wheel experiment by H. Otto Sibum (1995). Currently

William Newman is working on repeating Newton’s alchemical experiment, and Jed Buchwald has been

teaching laboratory courses at MIT and Caltech in which students replicate significant experiments from

the history of science.
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was quickly forgotten all over again, or not noticed very much. This is not only

based on my own patchy impressions of what people do and do not seem to know.

A search in the combined Science Citation Index (Expanded), the Social Sciences

Citation Index and the Arts and Humanities Citation Index, conducted in March

2003, turned up only two citations. One was a one-paragraph query published in
the Letters section of a subsequent number of the American Journal of Physics (Penn

1986), and the other was my own article on this subject (Chang 2002)!

The recovery of forgotten knowledge is not restricted to facts, but extends to

ideas as well (and it is, after all, very difficult to separate facts and ideas cleanly). In

fact, historians of science for many decades have made great efforts to remember all

sorts of ideas that have been forgotten by modern science. This kind of recovery is

the mainstay of the history of science, so much so that there is no point in picking

out a few examples out of the great multitude. But in order for the recovered ideas
to enter the realm of complementary science, we need to get beyond thinking that

they are merely curious notions from the past that are either plainly incorrect or

at least irrelevant to our own current knowledge of nature. I will be considering that

point in more detail later.

The consideration of recovery raises a basic question about what it means for

knowledge to exist. When we say we have knowledge, it must mean that we have

knowledge; it is no use if the ultimate truth about the universe was known by a clan

of people who died off 500 years ago without leaving any records or by some space
aliens unknown to us. Conversely, in a very real sense, we create knowledge when

we give it to more people. And the acquisition of the ‘‘same’’ piece of knowledge by

every new person will have a distinct meaning and import within that individual’s

system of beliefs. When it comes to knowledge, dissemination is a genuine form of

creation, and recovery from the historical record is a form of dissemination—from

the past to the present across a gap created by institutional amnesia, bridged by the

durability of paper, ink, and libraries.

Critical Awareness

Superficially, it might appear that much of the work in complementary science

actually undermines scientific knowledge because it tends to generate various de-

grees of doubt about the accepted truths of science, as we have seen in each of the

first three chapters of this book. Generating doubt may seem like the precise

opposite of generating knowledge, but I would argue that constructive skepticism

can enhance the quality of knowledge, if not its quantity. If something is actually
uncertain, our knowledge is superior if it is accompanied by an appropriate degree

of doubt rather than blind faith. If the reasons we have for a certain belief are

inconclusive, being aware of the inconclusiveness prepares us better for the pos-

sibility that other reasons may emerge to overturn our belief. With a critical aware-

ness of uncertainty and inconclusiveness, our knowledge reaches a higher level of

flexibility and sophistication. Strictly speaking, complementary science is not nec-

essary for such a critical awareness in each case; in principle, specialist scientists

could take care not to forget the imperfection of existing knowledge. However, in
practice it is going to be very difficult for specialists to maintain this kind of critical
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vigilance on the foundations of their own practice, except in isolated cases. The task

is much more easily and naturally undertaken by philosophers and historians of

science.

Even philosophers tend not to recognize critical awareness and its productive

consequences as contributions to scientific knowledge. But there philosophy is
underselling itself. There is a sense in which we do not truly know anything unless

we know how we know it, and on reflection few people would doubt that our

knowledge is superior when we are also aware of the arguments that support our

beliefs, and those that undermine them. That is not incompatible with the fact that

such superior knowledge can constitute a hindrance in the achievement of certain

aims that require an effective non-questioning application of the knowledge. I am

not able to give a full-fledged argument as to why critical awareness makes superior

knowledge, but I will at least describe more fully what I believe in this regard,
especially in relation to the fruits of complementary science.

For example, there is little that deserves the name of knowledge in being able

to recite that the earth revolves around the sun. The belief carries more intellectual

value if it is accompanied by the understanding of the evidence and the arguments

that convinced Copernicus and his followers to reject the firmly established, highly

developed, and eminently sensible system of geocentric astronomy established

by Ptolemy, as detailed by Kuhn (1957) for instance. This is exactly the kind of

scientific knowledge that is not available in current specialist science but can be
given by HPS. There are many other examples in which work in HPS has raised and

examined very legitimate questions about the way in which certain scientific con-

troversies were settled. For example, many scholars have shown just how incon-

clusive Antoine Lavoisier’s arguments against the phlogiston theory were.6 Gerald

Holton (1978) revealed that Robert Millikan was guided by an ineffable intuition to

reject his own observations that seemed to show the existence of electric charges

smaller than what he recognized as the elementary charge belonging to an in-

dividual electron. Allan Franklin (1981) has furthered this debate by challenging
Holton’s analysis (see also Fairbank and Franklin 1982). Klaus Hentschel (2002)

has shown that there were sensible reasons for which John William Draper main-

tained longer than most physicists that there were three distinct types of rays in the

sunbeam.7 I once added a small contribution in this direction, by showing the

legitimate reasons that prompted Herbert Dingle to argue that special relativity did

not predict the effect known as the ‘‘twin paradox’’ (Chang 1993).

There is no space here to list all the examples of HPS works that have raised the

level of critical awareness in our scientific knowledge. However, I cannot abandon
the list without mentioning the thriving tradition in the philosophy of modern

6In my view, the most convenient and insightful overview of this matter is given by Alan Musgrave

(1976). According to Musgrave, the superiority of Lavoisier’s research program to the phlogiston pro-

gram can only be understood in terms of Lakatos’s criterion of progress. Morris (1972) gives a detailed

presentation of Lavoisier’s theory of combustion, including its many problems.
7See also Chang and Leonelli (forthcoming) for a further sympathetic discussion of Draper’s

reasons.
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physics, in which a community of philosophers have been questioning and re-

examining the orthodox formulations and interpretation of various theories, espe-

cially quantum mechanics. Works in this tradition are often criticized as being

neither philosophy nor physics. I think that criticism is understandable, but mis-

guided. Much of the work in the philosophy of modern physics should be regarded
as valuable works of complementary science, not as poor pieces of philosophy that

do not address general and abstract philosophical concerns sufficiently. An ex-

emplary instance of what I have in mind is James Cushing’s (1994) scrutiny of the

rejection of the Bohmian formulation of quantum mechanics.

Coming back to the topics discussed in this book, the critical awareness

achieved in complementary science is best illustrated in chapter 2. There it was

revealed that scientists found it impossible to reach a conclusive positive solution to

the problem of choosing the correct thermometric fluid, though Regnault’s com-
parability criterion was effective in ruling out most alternatives except for a few

simple gases. Similarly, in chapter 3 we saw that the extension of the thermometric

scale to the realms of the very hot and the very cold suffered from similar problems,

and that scientists forged ahead without being able to say conclusively which of the

competing standards were correct. That is how matters stood at least until Kelvin’s

concept of absolute temperature was operationalized in the late nineteenth century,

as discussed in chapter 4. But the discussion in that chapter showed the futility of

the hope that a highly theoretical concept of temperature would eliminate the
inconclusiveness in measurement, since the problem of judging the correctness of

operationalization was never solved completely, though the iterative solution

adopted by the end of the nineteenth century was admirable. And in chapter 1 it

was shown that even the most basic task of finding fixed points for thermometric

scales was fraught with difficulties that only had serendipitous solutions. I would

submit that when we know everything discussed in the first four chapters of this

book, our scientific knowledge of what temperature means and how it is measured

is immeasurably improved.

New Developments

Recovery and critical awareness are valuable in themselves, but they can also stim-

ulate the production of genuinely novel knowledge. Historians have generally

shrunk from further developing the valid systems of knowledge that they uncover

from the past record of science. The most emblematic example of such a historian

is Kuhn. Having made such strenuous and persuasive arguments that certain dis-
carded systems of knowledge were coherent and could not be pronounced to be

simply incorrect, Kuhn gave no explicit indication that these theories deserved to be

developed further. Why not? According to his own criterion of judgment, scientific

revolutions constitute progress when the newer paradigm acquires a greater problem-

solving ability than ever achieved by the older paradigm (Kuhn 1970c, ch. 13). But

how do we know that the discrepancy in problem-solving ability is not merely a

result of the fact that scientists abandoned the older paradigm and gave up the effort

to improve its problem-solving ability? A similar question also arises at the con-
clusion of some other historians’ works on scientific controversy. For example,
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Steven Shapin and Simon Schaffer (1985) strongly challenged the received wisdom

that Thomas Hobbes’s ideas about pneumatics were rightly rejected, in favor of the

superior knowledge advanced by Robert Boyle. But they gave no indication that it

would be worthwhile to try developing Hobbes’s ideas further.

The historian of science, of course, has an easy answer here: it is not the job of
the historian to develop scientific ideas actively. But whose job is it? It is perfectly

understandable that current specialist scientists would not want to be drawn into

developing research programs that have been rejected long ago, because from their

point of view those old research programs are, quite simply, wrong. This is where

complementary science enters. Lacking the obligation to conform to the current

orthodoxy, the complementary scientist is free to invest some time and energy in

developing things that fall outside the orthodox domain. In this book, or elsewhere,

I have not yet engaged very much in such new developments. That is partly because
a great deal of confidence is required to warrant this aspect of complementary

science, and I have only begun to gain such confidence in the course of writing this

book. But some clues have already emerged for potential future work, which I think

are worth noting here.

One clear step is to extend the experimental knowledge that has been re-

covered. We can go beyond simply reproducing curious past experiments. His-

torians of science have tended to put an emphasis on replicating the conditions of

the historical experiments as closely as possible. That serves the purpose of his-
toriography, but does not necessarily serve the purpose of complementary science.

In complementary science, if a curious experiment has been recovered from the

past, the natural next step is to build on it. This can be done by performing better

versions of it using up-to-date technology and the best available materials, and by

thinking up variations on the old experiments that would not only confirm but

extend the old empirical knowledge. For example, various experiments on boiling,

discussed in chapter 1, would be worth developing further. In another case, I have

proposed some instructive variations of Count Rumford’s ingenious experiments
intended to demonstrate the positive reality of what he called ‘‘frigorific radiation,’’

following Pictet’s experiment on the apparent radiation of cold (Chang 2002, 163).

I have not had the resources with which to perform those experiments, but I hope

there will be opportunities to carry them out.

Less demanding of resources but mentally more daring would be new theo-

retical developments. For example, in ‘‘Theoretical Temperature without Thermo-

dynamics?’’ in chapter 4, I made a brief suggestion on how a theoretical concept of

temperature might be defined on the basis of the phenomenalistic physics of gases,
without relying on thermodynamics or any other highly abstract theories. Less

specifically, in my article on the apparent radiation of cold I registered a view that

Rumford’s theory of calorific-frigorific radiation would be worth developing fur-

ther, just to see how far we could take it (Chang 2002, 164). Similarly, in a forth-

coming article (Chang and Leonelli) on the debates on the nature of radiation, I

make an allowance that there may be useful potential in reviving for further

development the pluralistic theory postulating different sets of rays responsible for

the illuminating, heating, and chemical effects of radiation. These are very tentative
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suggestions, and not necessarily very plausible lines of inquiry, but I mention them

in order to illustrate the kind of developments that may be possible when com-

plementary science reaches its maturity.

The realm of theoretical development is where the complementary scientist is

likely to face the greatest degree of objection or incomprehension. If an idea pro-
posed in complementary science does not conform to the currently orthodox view

of the directions in which productive new developments are likely to come, spe-

cialists will dismiss it out of hand as wrong, implausible, or worthless in some

unspecified way. But complementary science is inherently a pluralistic enterprise.

Although there may be some past systems of knowledge that are quite beyond the

horizon of meaningful revival because they have become so disconnected from even

everyday beliefs of the modern world, there is no unthinking dismissal of theoret-

ical possibilities in complementary science. If we look back at a decision made by
past scientists and there seems to be room for reasonable doubt, that is a plausible

indication that what was rejected in that decision may be worth reviving. When the

complementary scientist picks up a rejected research program to explore its further

potential, or suggests a novel research program, that is also not done with the crank’s

conviction that his particular heresy represents the only truth. And if specialists

should ever choose to adopt an idea originating from complementary science, they

may want to adopt it as the undisputed truth; however, that would still not change

the fact that complementary science itself is not in the truth business.

Relations to Other Modes of Historical and
Philosophical Study of Science

There are many modes of study that take place under the rubric of the history of

science or the philosophy of science. My goal has been to articulate the com-
plementary mode of HPS, not to deny the importance of other modes by any means.

Conversely, the complementary mode must not be rejected simply because its aims

are different from those adopted in other modes.

In this connection I have one immediate worry. To many historians of science,

what I am proposing here will seem terribly retrograde. In recent decades many

exciting works in the fields of history and sociology of science have given us

valuable accounts of the sciences as social, economic, political, and cultural phe-

nomena. HPS as I am proposing here may seem too internalistic, to the exclusion of
the insights that can be gained from looking at the contexts in which science has

developed and functioned. The important distinction to be stressed, however, is

that HPS in its complementary mode is not about science. Its aims are continuous

with the aims of science itself, although the specific questions that it addresses are

precisely those not addressed by current science; that is why I call it complementary

science. HPS in its complementary mode is not meant to be an incomplete sort of

history that ignores the social dimension; it is ultimately a different kind of en-

terprise altogether from the social history of science. One might even say it is not
history at all, because history does not in the first instance seek to further our
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understanding of nature, while complementary science does. I cannot emphasize

too strongly that I do not intend to deny the essential importance of understanding

science as a social phenomenon, but I also believe that the complementary function

of HPS is a distinct and meaningful one.

If we grant that the complementary mode of HPS is legitimate and useful, it will
be helpful to clarify its character further by comparing and contrasting it with some

other modes of HPS that bear some similarity to it.

Sociology of scientific knowledge. Perhaps curiously, complementary science has

one important aspect in common with the sociology of scientific knowledge (SSK):

the questioning of accepted beliefs in science. The reinvestigation of familiar facts

can be seen as a process of opening Bruno Latour’s (1987) ‘‘black box’’ and re-

vealing the character of ‘‘science in action.’’ But there is a clear difference between

the intended outcomes of such questioning in SSK and in complementary science.
SSK deflates the special authority of science as a whole by reducing the justification

of scientific beliefs to social causes. In contrast, the aim of skepticism and anti-

dogmatism in complementary science is the further enhancement of particular

aspects of scientific knowledge. In some cases work in complementary science may

show some past scientific judgments to have been epistemically unfounded, but

that is different from SSK’s methodological refusal to recognize a distinction be-

tween epistemically well founded and unfounded beliefs.8

Internal history. From the concrete studies I have offered, it will be obvious that
much of what I regard as the past achievement of HPS in its complementary mode

comes from the tradition of the internal history of science. Is complementary sci-

ence simply a continuation of that tradition, in which one tries to uncover and

understand scientific knowledge faithfully as it existed in the past? There is one

important reason why it is not. If we pursue internal history for its own sake, our

ultimate aim must be the discovery of some objective historical truth, about what

past scientists believed and how they thought. This is not the final aim of com-

plementary science, which only makes use of the internal history of science in order
to increase and refine our current knowledge. One significant difference stemming

from this divergence of aims is that complementary science does not shrink from

making normative epistemic evaluations of the quality of past science, which would

be anathema to the ‘‘new’’ internal history of science.9 Still, complementary science

is by no means committed to Whiggism, since the judgments made by the historian-

philosopher can very easily diverge from the judgments made by the current spe-

cialist scientists.

Methodology. Complementary science is also distinct from the search for ‘‘the
scientific method,’’ namely the most effective, reliable, or rational method of gaining

8David Bloor (1991, 7) states this point unequivocally, as one of the main tenets of the strong

program in the sociology of scientific knowledge: ‘‘It would be impartial with respect to truth and falsity,

rationality or irrationality, success or failure. Both sides of these dichotomies will require explanation.’’

Moreover, ‘‘the same types of cause would explain, say, true and false beliefs.’’
9I am referring to the anti-Whiggish type of internal history that Kuhn once designated as the ‘‘new

internal historiography’’ of science ([1968] 1977, 110).
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knowledge about nature. This may sound puzzling, considering that a good deal of

the discussion in my concrete studies was very much about scientific methodology,

and all of chapter 5 was devoted to it. Studies in complementary science can and do

involve questions about the methods of acquiring knowledge, but there is a sig-

nificant difference of focus to be noted. The attitude toward methodology taken in
complementary science is much like most practicing scientists’ attitude toward it:

methodology is not the primary or final goal of inquiry. What we call good methods

are those methods that have produced useful or correct results; this judgment of

goodness comes retrospectively, not prospectively. In other words, methodological

insights are to be gained as by-products of answering substantive scientific ques-

tions; when we ask a question about nature, how we find an answer is part of the

answer. In complementary science we do not set down general methodological rules

for science to follow. We only recognize good rules by seeing them in action, as
successful strategies perhaps worth trying elsewhere, too.

Naturalistic epistemology. Finally, complementary science must be distinguished

from a strong trend in current philosophy of science, which is to give a char-

acterization of science as a particular kind of epistemic activity, without a com-

mitment to normative implications (see Kornblith 1985). This trend probably arises

at least partly in reaction to the apparent futility of trying to dictate methodology to

scientists. The ‘‘naturalistic’’ impulse is to an extent congenial to complementary

science because it provides a strong motivation for an integrated HPS. But what
naturalistic epistemology fosters is HPS in the descriptive mode, which takes science

primarily as a naturally existing object of description. In contrast, for HPS in the

complementary mode, the ultimate object of study is nature, not science.

A Continuation of Science by Other Means

In closing, I would like to return briefly to the relation between specialist science and
complementary science. One big question that I have not discussed sufficiently so far

is whether complementary science is an enterprise that is critical of orthodox spe-

cialist science, and more broadly, what normative dimensions there are to the

complementary function of HPS. This is a difficult question to answer unequivocally,

and I think the subtlety of the issue can be captured as follows: complementary

science is critical but not prescriptive in relation to specialist science.

There are two different dimensions to the critical stance that complementary

science can take toward specialist science. First, when complementary science
identifies scientific questions that are excluded by specialist science, it is difficult

to avoid the implication that we would like to have those questions answered. That

is already a value judgment on science, namely that it does not address certain

questions we consider important or interesting. However, at least in a large num-

ber of cases, this judgment also comes with the mitigating recognition that there

are good reasons for specialist science to neglect those questions. That recogni-

tion prevents the step from judgment to prescription. The primary aim of

complementary science is not to tell specialist science what to do, but to do what
specialist science is presently unable to do. It is a shadow discipline, whose
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boundaries change exactly so as to encompass whatever gets excluded in specialist

science.10

The second dimension of the critical stance is more controversial, as I have

discussed in ‘‘The Character of Knowledge Generated by Complementary Science.’’

On examining certain discarded elements of past science, we may reach a judgment
that their rejection was either for imperfect reasons or for reasons that are no longer

valid. Such a judgment would activate the most creative aspect of complementary

science. If we decide that there are avenues of knowledge that were closed off for

poor reasons, then we can try exploring them again. At that point complementary

science would start creating parallel traditions of scientific research that diverge

from the dominant traditions that have developed in specialist science. It is im-

portant to note that even such a step falls short of a repudiation of current specialist

science. Since we do not know in advance whether and to what degree the com-
plementary traditions might be successful, the act of creating them does not imply

any presumption that it will lead to superior results to what the specialists have

achieved since closing off the avenues that we seek to reopen. (All of this is not to

deny that there are possible situations that would call for a prescriptive mode of HPS,

in which we question whether science is being conducted properly, and propose

external intervention if the answer is negative.)

Complementary science could trigger a decisive transformation in the nature of

our scientific knowledge. Alongside the expanding and diversifying store of current
specialist knowledge, we can create a growing complementary body of knowledge

that combines a reclamation of past science, a renewed judgment on past and

present science, and an exploration of alternatives. This knowledge would by its

nature tend to be accessible to non-specialists. It would also be helpful or at least

interesting to the current specialists, as it would show them the reasons behind the

acceptance of fundamental items of scientific knowledge. It may interfere with their

work insofar as it erodes blind faith in the fundamentals, but I believe that would

actually be a beneficial effect overall. The most curious and exciting effect of all may
be on education. Complementary science could become a mainstay of science ed-

ucation, serving the needs of general education as well as preparation for specialist

training.11 That would be a most far-reaching step, enabling the educated public to

participate once again in building the knowledge of our universe.

10That is not to say that those boundaries are completely sharp. The boundaries of complementary

science will be fuzzy, to the extent that the boundaries of science are fuzzy. But the existence of gray areas

does not invalidate the distinction altogether. Also, someone who is primarily a specialist scientist may

well engage in some complementary scientific work and vice versa; that is no stranger than a scientist

exploring the artistic dimensions of scientific work.
11The importance of the history and philosophy of science to ‘‘liberal’’ science education has been

argued by many authors, as documented thoroughly by Michael Matthews (1994). For me the chief

inspiration comes from the vision behind James Bryant Conant’s general education program at Harvard,

and its extension by Gerald Holton and his associates (see the introduction to Conant 1957, and Holton

1952).
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Glossary of Scientific,

Historical, and Philosophical

Terms

Items marked with an asterisk (*) are terms that I have coined myself or to which I have given

nonstandard meanings; the rest are standard terms or terms introduced by other authors as

specified.

Absolute temperature. When William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) crafted the concept of

absolute temperature starting from 1848, his main intention was to make a temperature

concept that did not refer to the properties of any particular material substances. In modern

usage this meaning is conflated with the sense of counting up from the absolute zero, which

indicates the complete absence of heat. The latter was in fact an earlier concept, advocated for

example by Guillaume Amontons and William Irvine. Cf. Amontons temperature; Irvinism.

Absolute zero. See absolute temperature, Amontons temperature.

*Abstraction. The omission of certain properties in the description of an object. Ab-

straction is not to be confused with idealization.

Adiabatic gas law. The law describing the behavior of a gas expanding or contracting

without any exchange of heat with the external environment. The standard expression is

pvg¼ constant, where g is the ratio between the specific heat of the gas at constant pressure

and the specific heat at constant volume.

Adiabatic phenomena. Phenomena occurring to a system that is thermally isolated from its

environment. Best known were adiabatic heating and cooling, in which a gas is heated by

compression without any heat being added to it and cooled by expansion without any heat

being taken away from it. These phenomena are now commonly considered as striking dem-

onstrations of the interconversion of heat and mechanical energy, but that interpretation was

only proposed by James Joule around 1850. One of the most convincing explanations of

adiabatic phenomena before Joule was that given by John Dalton, which was based on Irvinist

caloric theory.

*Amontons temperature. Air-thermometer temperature counted from the absolute zero.

The idea is due to Guillaume Amontons who, by extrapolation of the known trend of gases to

lose pressure gradually by cooling, predicted that at a certain point the pressure value would

hit zero, and understood such presumed disappearance of pressure as an indication of a

complete absence of heat. Therefore, in the Amontons scale the zero-pressure point is

recognized as the absolute zero of temperature.
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Atomic heat. See Dulong and Petit’s law.

Auxiliary hypothesis. An additional hypothesis that is used to enable the deduction of an

observable consequence from the main hypothesis that one aims to test. When the main

hypothesis is apparently falsified by empirical observations, one can always defend it by

shifting the blame on to auxiliary hypotheses. Cf. holism.

Boiling point. The temperature at which a liquid boils. In the context of thermometry, an

unspecified ‘‘boiling point’’ usually refers to the boiling point of water. Although the boiling

point of a pure liquid under fixed pressure is now commonly assumed to be constant, that

was widely known not to be the case during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Boyle’s law, or Mariotte’s law. A regularity attributed to Robert Boyle or Edme Mariotte,

which states that the product of pressure and volume is constant for a body of gas at constant

temperature (pv¼ const.).

Bumping (soubresaut in French). A noisy and unstable type of boiling, in which large

isolated bubbles of vapor rise occasionally, either one at a time or severally in an irregular

pattern. The temperature is unstable, dropping when the large bubbles are produced and

rising again while no bubbles form.

Caloric. The material substance of heat. The term was coined by Antoine-Laurent

Lavoisier as part of his new chemical nomenclature in the 1780s. Although the majority

of chemists and physicists at the time agreed that heat was a material substance and many

people used the term ‘‘caloric,’’ there were considerable differences among the various the-

ories of caloric. Cf. chemical caloric theory; Irvinism.

Calorimetry. The quantitative measurement of the amounts of heat. The most common

methods in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were ice calorimetry and water

calorimetry.

Cannon-boring experiment. The experiment in which Count Rumford (Benjamin Thompson)

showed that a great deal of heat was generated in the process of grinding through a metal

cylinder with a blunt borer. Rumford first noticed the heat generated by such friction while

supervising the boring of cannons in the Munich arsenal, when he was charged with running the

Bavarian army. Contrary to later legend, this experiment did not make a convincing refutation of

the caloric theory, although it was well known and widely debated.

Cardinal scale. A scale of measurement that assigns numbers that are suitable for arith-

metic operations. Cf. ordinal scale.

Carnot engine, Carnot cycle. The ideal and abstract heat engine first conceived by Sadi

Carnot. See the section ‘‘William Thomson’s Move to the Abstract’’ in chapter 4 for a full

explanation.

Centigrade scale, Celsius scale. The centigrade scale is the common scale in which the

freezing/melting point of water was defined as 08 and the boiling/steam point of water as

1008. This is commonly attributed to Anders Celsius, but his original scale, although cen-

tigrade, had the boiling point as 08 and the freezing point as 1008. There are disputes about
who first conceived the centigrade scale with its modern direction of numbers.

Change of state. See states of matter.

Charles’s law, or Gay-Lussac’s law. A regularity attributed to J. A. C. Charles or Joseph-

Louis Gay-Lussac, which states that the volume of a gas under fixed pressure varies linearly

with temperature.

*Chemical caloric theory. The tradition of caloric theory, most clearly originating from

Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier but also Joseph Black, in which caloric was conceived as a sub-

stance capable of combining chemically with other substances (see combined caloric).

Coherentism. An epistemological standpoint according to which a belief is justified in-

sofar as it belongs to a system of beliefs that are mutually supportive. Coherentists deny that

any beliefs are self-justifying. Cf. foundationalism.
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Combined caloric. In chemical caloric theory, caloric in the state of chemical combination

with ordinary matter (cf. free caloric). In more phenomenological terms, combined caloric

would be described as latent heat. Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier explained the heat in com-

bustion as the release of combined caloric from oxygen gas.

Comparability. The requirement that a good measuring instrument should be self-

consistent. When the instrument is taken as a type, comparability means that all instruments

of the same type should agree with each other when applied to a given situation. This re-

quirement is based on the principle of single value. Victor Regnault used comparability as his

chief criterion for testing the correctness of thermometers.

Delisle (de l’Isle) scale. The temperature scale created by Joseph-Nicolas Delisle, French

astronomer in Russia. Its zero-point was set at the boiling point of water, and the numbers

increased with increasing cold, with the freezing point of water designated as 1508.
Duhem-Quine thesis. See holism.

Dulong and Petit’s law, or law of atomic heat. The empirical observation made by Pierre

Dulong and Alexis-Thérèse Petit that the product of atomic weight and specific heat (by

weight) was roughly the same for all chemical elements. This was often taken to mean that an

atom of any element had the same capacity for heat; hence the law was sometimes referred to

as the law of ‘‘atomic heat.’’

Dynamic theory of heat, or mechanical theory of heat. Any theory of heat in which heat is

conceived as a form of motion (cf. material theory of heat).

Ebullition. Generally, just another word for boiling. However, for Jean-André De Luc,

‘‘true ebullition’’ was a theoretical concept that designated the boiling that took place purely

as an effect of heat, as opposed to ordinary boiling, which took place at a lower temperature

because of the action of the air dissolved in water.

École Polytechnique. The elite technical university in Paris, founded in 1794 as part of the

educational reforms of the French Revolution. A majority of leading French physical

scientists in the first half of the nineteenth century taught or studied there.

*Epistemic iteration. A process in which successive stages of knowledge, each building on

the preceding one, are created in order to enhance the achievement of certain epistemic goals.

It differs crucially from mathematical iteration in that the latter is used to approach a correct

answer that is known, or at least in principle knowable, by other means.

Expansive principle. James Watt’s maxim that higher efficiency in a steam engine can be

obtained if one allows steam to do work through expanding by its own power.

Fahrenheit scale. The popular temperature scale devised by Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit,

in which the freezing point of water is set at 328 and the boiling point of water at 2128.
Fahrenheit’s motivation in arriving at such a scale was complicated; see Middleton 1966 for a

full account.

Fixed point. A reference point in a thermometric scale, which is given a fixed value by

definition. The term is also used to refer to the natural phenomenon that defines such a point.

Foundationalism. The doctrine that epistemic justification has a hierarchical structure.

According to foundationalism, some beliefs are self-justifying and as such constitute one’s

evidence base; others are justified only if they are appropriately supported by these basic

beliefs. Cf. coherentism.

Free caloric. In chemical caloric theory, caloric that is not bound up in chemical com-

bination with ordinary matter (cf. combined caloric). In more phenomenological terms, free

caloric would be described as sensible heat.

Free caloric of space. Pierre-Simon Laplace’s term to describe the caloric that was

postulated to exist in intermolecular spaces. Such caloric was understood to be in the process

of radiative transfer between molecules. Laplace defined temperature as the density of free

caloric of space.
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Free surface. A surface at which a change of state can occur. In John Aitken’s view, a

change of state did not necessarily take place when the temperature associated with it was

reached; only the presence of a free surface enabled the change.

Freezing mixture. A mixture used to obtain very low temperatures. Generally it consisted

of an acid mixed with ice (or snow). Freezing mixtures were used for a long time without any

satisfactory theoretical understanding of their workings. With the advent of Joseph Black’s

concept of latent heat, it was understood that the addition of the acid melted the ice by

lowering its freezing point, and the ice absorbed a great deal of heat from the surroundings in

the process of melting.

Freezing point. The temperature at which a liquid freezes. In the context of thermometry,

an unspecified ‘‘freezing point’’ usually refers to the freezing point of water. The question of

the fixedness of the freezing point of a pure liquid is complicated by the phenomenon of

supercooling. And although the freezing point of water is commonly considered to be the same

as the melting point of ice, there have been doubts on that question.

Heat capacity. The capacity of a material object for containing heat. Operationally the

heat capacity of a body is identified as the amount of heat required to raise its temperature by

a unit amount, which is specific heat. In Irvinist caloric theory heat capacity and specific heat

were explicitly identified. In the chemical caloric theory, however, the identification was

denied, since it was considered possible that caloric could become combined (latent) as it

entered a body, hence not affecting the thermometer at all. In modern thermal physics the

concept of heat capacity is not considered cogent, although in common discourse the term is

still often used to mean specific heat.

Hissing (sifflement in French). The pre-boiling phenomenon in which numerous bubbles

of vapor rise partway through the body of water, but are condensed back into the liquid state

before they reach the surface. This happens when the middle or upper layers of the water are

cooler than the bottom layers. The familiar noise from a kettle before full boiling sets in is due

to hissing.

Holism (in theory testing). The view, attributed most famously to Pierre Duhem and

W. V. O. Quine, that it is impossible to subject an isolated hypothesis to an empirical test.

Rather, only a sizeable group of hypotheses can have empirical significance and be subjected

to empirical tests. Cf. auxiliary hypotheses.

Hypothetico-deductive (H-D) model of theory testing. According to the H-D model, the

testing of a theory consists in deducing an observable consequence from it, which can then

be compared with actual observations. All empirical theories are hypothetical and can be

tested this way.

Ice calorimetry. The measurement of the quantity of heat through the melting of ice. A

hot object is introduced into a chamber surrounded by ice at the melting point, and the

amount of heat given from the hot object to the ice is calculated as the product of the weight

of melted water and the latent heat of fusion by weight. The idea was first put into practice by

Pierre-Simon Laplace and Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier.

Ideal gas, ideal gas law. The ‘‘ideal gas’’ has been conceived in various ways. The standard

calorist conception was that gases came close to exhibiting the pure effect of caloric, since they

contained a great deal of caloric and the molecules of ordinary matter were separated so far from

each other that the attractions between them became negligible. It was easy to imagine an ideal

gas in which that negligible intermolecular interaction vanished altogether; in such a case the

thermal expansion of gases was imagined to be perfectly regular. In the kinetic theory of gases, the

ideal gas was conceived as one in which the molecules were not only noninteracting (except by

mutual collision) but pointlike (occupying no space) and perfectly elastic. It was seen that such

an ideal gas would obey the ideal gas law, commonly written as PV¼ RT, where R is a constant.

The ideal gas law could be considered a synthesis of Boyle’s law and Charles’s law.
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*Idealization. A description in which some properties of an object are set at certain

values that are convenient or desirable, though not actually obtained. Idealization is not to be

confused with abstraction.

Irvinist caloric theory (Irvinism). The influential caloric theory originally conceived by

William Irvine. The heart of Irvinism was Irvine’s doctrine of heat capacity, which stated that

the total amount of caloric contained in a body was a simple product of its heat capacity and

its absolute temperature (counted from absolute zero, signifying a complete absence of heat).

Isothermal phenomena. Phenomena that take place at a fixed temperature. For example,

the production of steam from water under constant pressure is assumed to be an isothermal

process; a gas that expands or contracts isothermally obeys Boyle’s law.

Iteration. See epistemic iteration.

Joule’s conjecture. As designated by William Thomson, the idea from James Joule that all

of the mechanical work spent in the adiabatic compression of a gas is converted into heat.

Julius Robert Mayer advanced a similar but broader idea, which came to be known as Mayer’s

hypothesis, of which there are many possible formulations (see Hutchison 1976a).

Joule-Thomson experiment. A series of experiments first performed by James Joule

and William Thomson in the 1850s, also known as the porous plug experiment. Joule

and Thomson pushed various gases through either a narrow opening or a porous plug and

observed the resulting changes in their temperature. The amounts of temperature change

were interpreted as indications of the extent to which the actual gases deviated from the ideal

gas; hence, the results of the Joule–Thomson experiment were also used to calculate cor-

rections of gas thermometer readings in order to obtain values of absolute temperature.

Kinetic theory of gases. The popular theory of gases fully developed in the second half of

the nineteenth century, in which the gas molecules are understood to be in random motion

interrupted by frequent collisions with the walls of containers and with each other. In the

kinetic theory, temperature is interpreted to be proportional to the average kinetic energy of

the molecules.

Laplacian physics. As characterized by the historian of science Robert Fox (1974), the

tradition of physics spearheaded by Pierre-Simon Laplace. It was a ‘‘Newtonian’’ corpuscular

tradition, in which various phenomena were understood as resulting from unmediated forces

acting between pointlike particles of matter. Laplace reinterpreted the action of caloric in this

manner, too.

Latent heat. Heat that is absorbed into a body without raising its temperature, for

example, when a solid melts and a liquid boils. Latent heat phenomena were most notably

observed by Joseph Black. In the chemical caloric theory, latent heat was understood as

combined caloric. In Irvinist caloric theory, latent heat phenomena were attributed to changes

in the heat capacities of bodies.

Material theory of heat. Any theory of heat, including any variety of the caloric theory,

that regards heat as a material substance (cf. dynamic theory of heat).

Mayer’s hypothesis. See Joule’s conjecture.

Mechanical theory of heat. See dynamic theory of heat.

Melting point. The temperature at which a solid melts. In the context of thermometry, an

unspecified ‘‘melting point’’ usually refers to the melting point of ice. Although the melting

point of ice is commonly considered to be the same as the freezing point of water, there have

been doubts on that question.

*Method of mixtures. A calorimetric method of testing the correctness of thermometers,

practiced most effectively by Jean-André De Luc. Measured-out portions of water at two pre-

viously known temperatures are mixed, and the calculated temperature of the mixture is

compared with the reading given by a thermometer under test. By this method De Luc argued

for the superiority of mercury to all other thermometric liquids.
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Metrology. The science or art of making measurements.

*Metrological extension. A type of operational extension in which the measurement method

for a concept is extended into a new domain.

*Metrological meaning. The meaning of a concept that is given by the methods of its

measurement (cf. operational meaning).

Mixtures. See method of mixtures.

Nomic measurement. See problem of nomic measurement.

One-point method. Any method of graduating thermometers using only one fixed point (cf.

two-point method). With this method, temperature is measured by noting the volume of the

thermometric fluid in relation to its volume at the one fixed-point temperature.

*Ontological principle. Ontological principles are those assumptions that are commonly

regarded as essential features of reality within an epistemic community, which form the basis

of intelligibility. The justification of an ontological principle is neither by logic nor by ex-

perience.

*Operational extension. An aspect of the semantic extension of a concept, which consists of

the creation of operational meaning in a domain where it was previously lacking.

*Operational meaning. The meaning of a concept that is embodied in the physical

operations whose description involves the concept. It is broader than metrological meaning,

although it has often been used to designate metrological meaning by many commentators

including Percy Bridgman.

Operationalism, or operationism. The philosophical view that the meaning of a concept is

to be found primarily or even solely in the methods of its measurement. It has often been

attributed to Percy Bridgman, though Bridgman himself denied that he had meant to propose

a systematic philosophy while he continued to advocate operational analysis as a method of

clarifying one’s thinking.

*Operationalization. The process of giving operational meaning to a concept where there

was none before. Operationalization may or may not involve the specification of explicit

measurement methods.

Ordinal scale. A scale of measurement that only gives an ordering, rather than

assignments of full-fledged numbers. An ordinal scale may have numerals attached to it, but

those numerals are really names, not true numbers. A thermoscope has an ordinal scale. Cf.

cardinal scale.

Porous plug experiment. See Joule-Thomson experiment.

*Pressure-balance theory of boiling. The popular nineteenth-century theory that boiling

took place when the vapor pressure of a liquid matched the external pressure. In other words,

the liquid starts to boil when it reaches the temperature that allows it to produce vapor with

sufficient pressure to overcome the external pressure that would confine it within the liquid.

*Principle of respect. The maxim that a previously established system of knowledge

should not be discarded lightly. The acceptance of a previous system is necessary first of all

because one needs some starting point in the process of inquiry. It is also based on the

recognition that an established system of knowledge probably had some respectable merits

that gave it a broad appeal in the first place.

*Principle of single value. The principle that a real physical property cannot take more

than one definite value in a given situation. It is the principle behind the criterion of

comparability. It is an example of an ontological principle.

*Problem of nomic measurement. The problem of circularity in attempting to justify a

measurement method that relies on an empirical law that connects the quantity to be

measured with another quantity that is (more) directly observable. The verification of the law

would requires the knowledge of various values of the quantity to be measured, which one

cannot reliably obtain without confidence in the method of measurement.
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Quicksilver. Mercury, especially conceived as an essentially fluid metal.

Radiation, or radiant heat. An unmediated and instantaneous (or nearly instantaneous)

transfer of heat across a distance. Radiant heat was studied systematically starting with Marc-

Auguste Pictet’s experiments and Pierre Prevost’s theory of exchanges, around 1790. Well

into the nineteenth century, it was commonly understood as caloric flying around at great

speeds, despite Count Rumford’s argument that it consisted in vibrations in the ether.

Réaumur scale. A thermometric scale that was popular in French-speaking Europe,

commonly attributed to R. A. F. de Réaumur. The standardized form of this scale was actually

due to Jean-André De Luc, who used mercury (Réaumur used alcohol) and graduated the

instrument to read 08R at the freezing/melting point and 808R at the boiling point (Réaumur

used a one-point method).

Reductive doctrine of meaning. The idea that the meaning of a concept does, or should,

only consist in its method of measurement. This is often considered an essential part of Percy

Bridgman’s operationalism.

Respect. See principle of respect.

Reversibility, reversible engine. A reversible heat engine can be ‘‘run backwards,’’ with an

expenditure of the same amount of mechanical work that would have been produced by

going through the operations in the normal way. In Sadi Carnot’s theory, the ideal heat

engine is postulated to be completely reversible. The idea behind that requirement was that a

transfer of heat across a finite temperature gap (which would not be a reversible process)

would involve a waste of potential mechanical effect that could be produced. An aspect of

that intuition was preserved in later thermodynamics in the idea that a heat transfer across a

temperature gap resulted in an increase in entropy.

*Royal Society committee on thermometry. A seven-person committee, chaired by Henry

Cavendish and including Jean-André De Luc as a member, appointed by the Royal Society of

London in 1776 to arrive at the definitive method of graduating thermometers, particularly

setting the fixed points. Its report was published in the following year (Cavendish et al. 1777).

Royal Society scale. A thermometric scale used for a time (at least in the 1730s) in weather

observations commissioned by the Royal Society of London. Its origin is unclear. It was

marked 08 at ‘‘extreme heat’’ (around 908F or 328C), with numbers increasing with increasing

cold. This scale has no relation to the later work of the Royal Society committee on thermometry.

Saturated vapor. If a body of water evaporates into an enclosed space as much as possible,

then the space is said to be ‘‘saturated’’ with vapor. Similarly, if such a maximum evaporation

would occur into an enclosed space containing air, the air is said to be saturated. Perhaps

more confusingly, it is also said under those circumstances that the vapor itself is saturated.

*Semantic extension. The act of giving any sort of meaning to a concept in a domain

where it did not have a clear meaning before. Operational extension is a type of semantic

extension, and metrological extension is a type of operational extension.

Sensible heat. Heat that is perceivable by the senses or detectable by thermometers

(cf. latent heat). In the chemical caloric theory, sensible heat was understood as free caloric.

Shooting. The sudden freezing of supercooled water (or another liquid), with ice crystals

‘‘shooting out’’ from a catalytic point. Shooting can be caused by many factors, such as

mechanical agitation or the insertion of an ice crystal. The normal result of shooting is the

production of just the right amount of ice to release enough latent heat to bring up the

temperature of the whole to the normal freezing point.

Single value. See principle of single value.

Specific heat. The amount of heat required to raise the temperature of an object by a unit

amount. The specific heat of a substance is expressed as the specific heat for a unit quantity of

that substance. There were difficulties in determining whether the specific heat of a given

object or substance was a function of its temperature. For gases there was an additional
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complication, which was noted when the experimental techniques attained sufficient

precision: specific heat under constant pressure was greater than specific heat under constant

volume. Cf. heat capacity.

Spirit (of wine). Ethyl alcohol, commonly obtained by distilling wine.

States of matter. Solid, liquid, and gas. It was common knowledge that changes of state

were caused by the addition or abstraction of heat, but it was Joseph Black who first clearly

conceptualized the latent heat involved in changes of state. Most calorists shared Lavoisier’s

idea that the repulsive force of caloric was responsible for the loosening of intermolecular

attractions, which was required to turn solids into liquids and liquids into gases.

Steam point. The temperature of steam boiled off from water. There were debates on

whether the steam point was the same as the boiling point. Henry Cavendish argued in the

Royal Society committee on thermometry that the steam point (under fixed pressure) was more

reliably fixed than the boiling point. Afterwards the steam point was more commonly used

than the boiling point in making precision thermometers.

Subtle fluid. An all-pervasive fluid imperceptible to ordinary senses (although its effects

may be perceivable). Examples of subtle fluids include caloric, phlogiston, electric and

magnetic fluids, and ether. They were also often referred to as imponderable fluid, with a

focus on their (apparent) lack of weight.

Supercooling. The cooling of a liquid below its normal freezing point. Supercooling was

observed in the eighteenth century not only in water but also in molten metals. Supercooling

in water, first recorded by Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit in 1724, presented a challenge to the

presumed fixity of the freezing point. Supercooling in mercury presented puzzling anomalies

in the workings of the mercury thermometer.

Superheating. The heating of a liquid above its normal boiling point. The superheating of

water presents a problem for the presumed fixity of the boiling point. In debates about

superheating and its implications, it is important to keep in mind the difference between the

temperature that water can withstand without boiling, and the temperature that water

maintains while boiling. Superheating can happen in both of those senses, though the latter is

more of a problem for the fixing of the boiling point.

*Thermoscope. A temperature-measuring instrument that indicates the relative changes

or comparisons of temperatures, without giving numbers. A thermoscope has an ordinal scale,

unlike a thermometer, which has a cardinal scale.

Two-point method. Any method of graduating thermometers using two fixed points (cf. one-

point method). Most commonly, the scale was obtained by assuming that the thermometric

fluid expanded linearly with temperature between and beyond the fixed points.

Underdetermination (of theory by evidence). The fact, or the fear, that there are always

multiple theories all compatible with any given set of empirical evidence.

Vapor pressure. The pressure of a saturated vapor produced by evaporation from a

liquid. From the late eighteenth century, vapor pressure was widely recognized to be a

function of temperature, and of temperature only. That assumption played a key role not

only in establishing the pressure-balance theory of boiling, but also in William Thomson’s

attempts to operationalize absolute temperature.

Water calorimetry. The measurement of the quantity of heat through the heating of

water. A hot object is introduced into a measured amount of cold water at a previously

known temperature, and the amount of heat given from the hot object to the cold water is

calculated as the product of the temperature rise in the water and its specific heat. This simple

scheme had to be modified when it was recognized that the specific heat of water was itself a

function of temperature.
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